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Introduction

Due to the pressure of implementing projects successfully within 
increasingly shorter periods and under continuously rising costs, project 
management methods and tools are becoming more important in the 
industry and in the public sector. Projects range from smaller cost and 
investment projects, to development or plant maintenance projects, to 
large-scale projects in plant engineering, construction, and mechanical 
engineering.

An abundance of project management software products are available 
that project managers can use for support in planning and implementing 
their projects. Many companies also use programs they have developed 
by themselves for individual aspects of project planning and implemen-
tation; however, only a few project management tools can map the 
entire lifecycle of a project completely and uniformly. A lack of integra-
tion options frequently results in project data, such as cost information 
or time data, needing to be entered several times. Therefore, most 
project management tools suffer from inaccurate project data and 
restricted transparency of project-related information and documents.

To avoid these problems, companies that already use an SAP ERP system 
(Enterprise Resource Planning), such as an R/3, Enterprise, or ERP Core 
Component (ECC) system, are now increasingly using SAP Project Sys-
tem to manage their projects and therefore benefit from the close inte-
gration of SAP Project System with Accounting, Materials Management, 
Sales, Production, Human Resources, and so on. Since the early stages of 
SAP Project System in the R/2 system, the range of functions of SAP 
Project System, and the integration options available, has continued to 
grow. The experiences and requirements of companies from different 
branches have been incorporated into the development of SAP Project 
System.

Because SAP Project System offers functions for managing almost all types 
of projects (and often in different ways, depending on the requirements), 
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most companies that use SAP Project System only use a small portion of 
the available functions. Frequently, companies initially only use a few of 
the SAP Project System tools (for example, to control their project costs) 
and then gradually use other options.

Objective of this Book

The objective of this book is to explain the main functions and integra-
tion scenarios of SAP Project System. We will discuss business processes 
that can be mapped using SAP Project System and also highlight the 
required settings for doing this, as well as for Customizing in SAP 
Project System. References to customer enhancements (user exits) and 
Business Add-Ins (BAdIs) or to notes addressing modifications indicate 
additional customizing options of SAP Project System. Although this 
book is written with release SAP ERP 6.0 Enhancement Package (EHP) 6 
in mind, most of the functions are also available in earlier releases. 
Therefore, this book can also be used by readers who, for example, use 
an Enterprise release or SAP ERP 6.0 without any EHP. Functions that 
are provided in various enhancement packages will be specifically men-
tioned in the text.

The range of SAP Project System functions can be used across different 
project types and industries. This book therefore describes the functions 
of SAP Project System in the most general sense possible, without 
restricting itself to specific uses or to individual project types. Neverthe-
less, you will note that often only explicit examples and specific screen-
shots can truly clarify functions and contexts. In these cases, the book 
uses an Internet Demo and Evaluation System (IDES) scenario of an 
engineer-to-order production of elevators. If you have the opportunity 
to use IDES data, you can reproduce the specified examples in your own 
SAP system.

Target Audience

This book is intended for readers who require detailed knowledge of the 
different settings options of SAP Project System for the purpose of sys-
tem implementation. These users could include consultants or persons 
responsible for SAP Project System implementation or people who want 

© 2013 by Galileo Press Inc., Boston (MA)
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to broaden or refresh their knowledge, such as project managers, Com-
petence Center employees, or key users of a company. However, this 
book is also for readers who are interested in getting an overview of the 
functions and concepts of SAP Project System, such as decision makers 
in a company who are responsible for deciding to implement SAP 
Project System.

As a general prerequisite for using this book, you as the reader must 
have basic business knowledge and be familiar with project manage-
ment methods. Due to its integration with various other SAP compo-
nents, a basic knowledge of these SAP components is also required to 
understand many of the functions and processes of SAP Project System. 
SAP Project System does not contain any organizational units of its own, 
for example, but instead uses organizational units of Financial Account-
ing, Production, Purchasing, Sales and Distribution, and so on. A 
detailed explanation of all of these organizational units or the integrated 
components would exceed the scope of this book. Therefore, readers 
with only a modicum of SAP knowledge should, if necessary, use the 
SAP Glossary and SAP Library that are available for free at help.sap.com.

Structure of the Book

The structure of this book reflects the individual phases of managing a 
project using SAP Project System. Chapter 1 first describes how you can 
map your projects in the SAP system using suitable structures. These 
structures, and their master data, form the basis for all other planning 
and execution steps.

With this structuring, you set the course for other planning and execu-
tion functions using the profiles and control indicators covered in this 
chapter. If you want to use this book as an initial introduction to project 
management with SAP Project System, skip the details about these pro-
files and indicators when you first read the book.

Chapter 2 deals with the various functions of SAP Project System avail-
able for planning the logistical and relevant accounting aspects of your 
projects. For many projects (in particular, cost or investment projects), 
budgeting takes place in the approval phase. Chapter 3 describes the 
functions of SAP Project System available for budgeting. Chapter 4
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discusses typical processes that can be mapped in the SAP system as part 
of the execution phase of projects following approval, and the resulting 
quantity and value flows. The wide range of integration options of SAP 
Project System with other SAP components is also addressed in this 
chapter. Additional procedures such as calculating overhead costs or 
project settlement are carried out periodically. Chapter 5 covers the 
periodic procedures available in SAP Project System for the planned and 
actual data of your projects.

A key aspect of project management is the analysis of all project-related 
data. The reporting functions of SAP Project System that support you in 
every phase of your project management process are introduced in 
Chapter 6. Finally, Chapter 7 discusses the possible integration of SAP 
Project System with Microsoft Project, Primavera, and SAP Portfolio and 
Project Management.

The most important database tables of SAP Project System and a list of 
Business Application Programming Interfaces (BAPIs) and Enterprise 
Services available for developing your own interfaces and process steps 
are listed in Appendices A and B. Appendix C contains tables listing the 
transaction codes and menu paths of the most important transactions 
and Customizing activities mentioned in the text.

How to Use this Book

To make it easier for you to use this book, we have included special sym-
bols to indicate information that might be particularly important to you.

This icon refers to specifics that you should consider. It also warns about 
frequent errors or problems that can occur.

This icon highlights tips that provide further information on the current 
topic. It flags tips that will make your work easier.

Text passages highlighted with this icon summarize thematic relation-
ships at a glance.

© 2013 by Galileo Press Inc., Boston (MA)
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In SAP Project System, structuring projects is the basis for all 
subsequent project management steps. Therefore, selecting the 
right structures and an efficient structuring process are critical 
when managing your projects.

1 Structures and Master Data

Work breakdown 
structures and 
networks

A prerequisite of project management using SAP Project System is the 
mapping of projects in the SAP system via appropriate structures. These 
structures form the basis for planning, entering, and analyzing all data 
that is relevant to a project. For this purpose, SAP Project System pro-
vides two structures: work breakdown structures and networks. These two 
structures differ in the way they enable you to structure projects and in 
the functions provided for them in the SAP system. For example, if you 
need a hierarchical budget management function for a project, you 
would want to use a work breakdown structure. If you also want to do 
capacity requirements planning for the same project, you would have to 
use networks as well.

We begin this chapter with a description of the basic differences 
between work breakdown structures and networks, and the authoriza-
tion concept of SAP Project System, which was enhanced for Enhance-
ment Package (EHP) 3. Then, we will discuss the essential master data of 
the two structures, and milestones, documentation options, and Cus-
tomizing activities that are necessary in a structuring process. Statuses 
play a major role in controlling projects. We will show you the functions 
that statuses are responsible for in SAP Project System and how you can 
define your own statuses. We will also introduce you to the transactions 
and tools you can use for structuring purposes and for processing master 
data. You will learn how to use versions of SAP Project System to docu-
ment the progress of a project and for "what-if" scenario analyses. 
Finally, we’ll describe the different steps and necessary prerequisites for 
archiving and deleting project structures.
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1

1.1 Basic Principles

Depending on your specific requirements, you may only be able to map 
a project via a work breakdown structure, or only by using networks, or 
a combination of both.

Structuring options Figure 1.1 illustrates the different structuring options. The symbols used 
for the different structure objects in the figure correspond to the sym-
bols used in the SAP system to represent those objects. The following 
sections describe the basic differences between the different structuring 
options.

1.1.1 Overview of Project Structures

Work breakdown 
structure

Work breakdown structures enable you to map the structure of a project 
in the SAP system. This is done via work breakdown structure (WBS) ele-
ments that are located at different levels and structure the project hier-
archically (see Figure 1.2). An advantage of a hierarchical structure is 
that within the structure, data can be inherited or distributed in the top-
down direction and it can be aggregated or summarized in the bottom-
up direction.

Figure 1.1  Usage Options of Work Breakdown Structures (WBS) and Networks to 
Structure Projects

Network

Work Breakdown Structure

Project Definition
WBS Element
Network Header
Activity
Relationship

Work Breakdown Structure with
Assigned Networks

© 2013 by Galileo Press Inc., Boston (MA)
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1.1

You can use WBS elements to structure your projects (for example based 
on phases, functions, or organizational aspects) at the individual level. 
There is no universal recommendation with regard to how you should 
structure a project using a work breakdown structure. Instead, the selec-
tion of appropriate structures depends on many different aspects and 
should be carefully thought out before a project starts. Section 1.2 has 
some general tips on how you can structure projects using a work break-
down structure.

Functions 
of work breakdown 
structures

The following list provides an overview of important functions of work 
breakdown structures in the SAP system:

� Planning and entering dates

� Cost planning and account assignment of documents

� Planning and invoicing revenues

� Planning and monitoring payment flows

� Hierarchical budget management

� Material stock management

� Various period-end closing tasks

Figure 1.2  Hierarchical Structure of a Work Breakdown Structure (Hierarchy Graphic)
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1

� Monitoring a project's progress

� Aggregated data analysis

Because of their functional scope, work breakdown structures that are 
not assigned to networks are typically used to map projects that focus on 
controlling aspects and therefore require fewer logistical functions. 
These kinds of projects usually involve overhead cost or investment 
projects. Work breakdown structures are also frequently used in real life 
due to their controlling functions, and actual project management tasks 
are performed using other project management tools (see Chapter 7). 
Work breakdown structures are also used, for example, instead of inter-
nal orders because a WBS enables you to carry out hierarchical project 
controlling activities. For example, you can distribute a budget to indi-
vidual parts of a project within a work breakdown structure. This is not 
possible if you use internal orders.

Network You can use one or several networks to map the flow of a project or of 
parts of a project in the SAP system. To do this, you need networks that 
are linked to each other via relationships (see Figure 1.3).

Figure 1.3  Flow Structure of a Network (Network Graphic)

© 2013 by Galileo Press Inc., Boston (MA)
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1.1

The relationship between two activities defines the logical sequence of 
the activities (predecessor-successor relationship) and their time-based 
interdependencies. You can also map project flows across different net-
works by linking activities of different networks to each other. An essen-
tial advantage of the network technique is that SAP systems can auto-
matically determine planned dates for each activity and the entire 
network on the basis of the duration of individual activities and their 
chronological sequence. In addition, the system can also determine 
floats and time-critical activities.

Functions of 
networks

The following list provides an overview of important functions of net-
works in the SAP system:

� Scheduling

� Resource planning

� Confirmation of work

� External procurement of services

� Material requirements planning, procurement, and delivery

� Network costing

� Various period-end closing tasks

� Monitoring a project's progress

Because of their functionality, networks are predominantly used to map 
projects in which logistical functions, such as automatic time scheduling, 
resource planning, or the procurement of materials, are required. You 
can use networks independently of or in conjunction with a WBS.

Work breakdown 
structures and 
networks

To utilize the functions and benefits of work breakdown structures and 
networks at the same time, you can assign network activities to WBS ele-
ments. A WBS element can be assigned several activities (even different 
networks, if required); however, an activity can only be assigned to a 
maximum of one WBS element. Once you have assigned activities to 
WBS elements, you can exchange data between the work breakdown 
structure and the activities. For example, activities can inherit statuses 
from the WBS elements they are assigned to. Conversely, you can total 
up project activity dates to the WBS elements, or check funds allotted to 
activities against the budget of the WBS elements. In reporting, you can 
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obtain an aggregated analysis of the data of assigned activities at the 
level of WBS elements.

Operative and 
standard 

structures, 
versions

In general, the structures available in SAP Project System are divided 
into operative structures (work breakdown structure and network), stan-
dard structures (standard work breakdown structure and standard net-
work), and versions (project version and simulation version).

While you can use the operative structures for planning and carrying out 
your projects (that is, for operational project management), the standard 
structures merely serve as templates for the creation of operative struc-
tures or of parts of those structures. Versions can be used to record the 
status of a project at a specific point in time or at a certain stage in the 
system. In addition, you can use versions to test changes that are imple-
mented retroactively before including them in your operative project.

1.1.2 Access Control Lists

SAP Project System uses the general authorization concept of the SAP 
ERP Enterprise Core Component (ECC) system, which is based on autho-
rization objects and authorization profiles.1 However, because this 
authorization concept only indirectly allows assigning authorizations for 
individual objects or parts of a project, SAP developed access control 
lists in EHP3. These lists provide the option to directly assign object-spe-
cific authorizations in operative projects.

Access control list Access control lists describe which user, user group, or organizational 
units are supposed to have administrative, change, or display authoriza-
tions or even no authorization at all for a specific object (see Figure 1.4). 
Provided you have activated the respective option in Customizing, you 
can enter separate access control lists for all operative structure objects 
(with the exception of appended objects such as milestones or material 
components), which facilitates the assignment of object-specific authori-
zations considerably. If required, you can also enable the inheritance of 
authorizations in access control lists via Customizing. To specify that an 

1 You can find more details about the general authorization concept in the SAP ECC
system in the book Authorizations in SAP Software: Design and Configuration (SAP
PRESS 2010). In addition, SAP Notes 554415 and 522426 provide useful tips
regarding general authorizations in SAP Project System.
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authorization is supposed to be inherited, you must set the correspond-
ing flag in the access control list.

Transaction CNACLD enables you to view the authorizations of a project 
that have been assigned via access control lists. In addition, you can use 
that transaction to delete all access control lists of a project, either com-
pletely or with the exception of administrative authorizations. Once you 
have deleted an access control list in its entirety, the RPSACL_MIGRATE 
program allows you to re-activate it or to activate an access control list 
retroactively for a specific project.

1.2 Work Breakdown Structure

Size of work 
breakdown 
structures

You can subdivide a project into different parts by using the WBS ele-
ments of a work breakdown structure. You can further subdivide those 
parts until you have reached the required level of detail. Technically, 
you can use any number of WBS elements at each level; however, for 
performance reasons, a work breakdown structure should not contain 
more than 10,000 WBS elements.2

A work breakdown structure should map all relevant aspects of a project 
to enable comprehensive planning and analysis of a project in the SAP 

Figure 1.4  Sample Access Control List for Assigning Object-Specific Authorizations

Access Control Lists and General Authorizations

Note that access control lists merely represent an option to further detail gen-
eral authorizations. Thus, to have authorizations for an object, a user must 
have the general authorizations and be authorized via the access control list of 
that object.

2 You can find more detailed information on the size of work breakdown structures
in SAP Note 206264.
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system. The tasks of the different project parts, particularly the individ-
ual WBS elements, should be defined clearly and unambiguously, and 
they should be time-dependent and feasible. Furthermore, the tasks 
should contain criteria that enable you to analyze their progress, which 
is important for analyzing the progress of the entire project.

Methods of 
structuring

Let's take a brief look at a sample elevator project to demonstrate some 
possible ways of structuring a work breakdown structure at a specific 
level:

� Phase-based structuring 
This type of structuring could involve the following WBS elements: 
engineering, procurement, or assembly. Phase-based structuring is par-
ticularly well-suited for time scheduling and a step-by-step execution 
of project parts.

� Function-based structuring 
This structuring method could comprise WBS elements for individual 
assemblies of the elevator, such as motor, elevator shaft, or elevator
cabin. If you use project stocks (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.2), those 
elements enable you to keep separate stocks for the different assem-
blies.

� Structuring  based on organizational aspects 
If this type of structuring is used, individual structures could contain 
single WBS elements for Sales and Distribution, Purchasing, or Produc-
tion, or they could be separated by responsible cost centers. With 
regard to reporting, this type of structuring allows the direct evalua-
tion of cost portions for the different organizational units.

Shown previously, Figure 1.2 illustrates the structure of the elevator 
project, which is used as a real-life example here. We used phase-based 
structuring for level 2, whereas the structuring type we chose for level 3 
is based on functional aspects. The example shows that you can choose 
different structuring logics for different levels. Note, however, that you 
should not vary the structuring types at a single level within the work 
breakdown structure.

When structuring your projects, you should pay also attention to the 
question: "Based on which aspects do you want to analyze the data in 
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reporting?" You can use different project views and the project summa-
rization function in reporting to include alternative evaluation hierar-
chies in your analysis (see Chapter 6).

The required level of detail in cost planning and budgeting can provide 
you with additional information regarding how many hierarchy levels 
you may need. You should also consider which structuring option might 
be the most appropriate one if you want to settle the project costs at a 
later stage, or carry out a results analysis (see Chapter 5).

1.2.1 Structure and Master Data

A work breakdown structure consists of WBS elements that are located 
at different levels to map the hierarchical structure of a project. Each 
work breakdown structure is based on a project definition that serves as 
a framework for the project and contains parameters that control the 
properties of the entire project. Furthermore, the project definition con-
tains default values that are passed on to newly created WBS elements. 
However, it is the WBS elements that actually contain the cost, revenue, 
budget, and scheduling data. The project definition is not a separate con-
trolling object in the SAP system.

Project Definition

IdentificationIf you create a project in SAP Project System by using one of the trans-
actions described in Section 1.7, you must first create a project defini-
tion (see Figure 1.5). Some processes require you to first create a WBS 

Alternative Structuring Options

Avoid creating too many hierarchy levels and WBS elements. For example, if 
you want to use WBS elements to track dates or events and not for controlling 
purposes, you can also work with milestones or progress tracking (see Chapter 
4, Section 4.7.3).

Assignment of WBS Elements

Each WBS element is uniquely assigned to a project definition. This assign-
ment cannot be changed; that is, you cannot reassign a WBS element that is 
based on a specific project definition to another project definition.
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element. The project definition is then created automatically when you 
save the WBS element. Note that once you have saved a WBS element, 
this element can never exist without an associated project definition.

During the creation process you must specify a unique identification for 
the project definition, which may consist of a maximum of 24 charac-
ters. You can also search for an available identification. You can control 
the structure of the identification via coding masks (see Section 1.2.2).

Short and long text In addition to the identification, you also specify a short text as a descrip-
tion for your project. If necessary, you can also enter a descriptive long
text. Depending on the scheduling settings (see Chapter 2, Section 2.1), 

Figure 1.5  Basic Data of a Project Definition
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you must specify a start or end date for your projects; otherwise, the sys-
tem will propose using the current date. You can always change the 
dates later during the date planning process.

Project profileWhen creating the project definition, you must always specify a project
profile. The project profile contains control data and default values for 
the project. You can store all additional mandatory fields of the project 
definition as default values in the project profile so that it is usually suf-
ficient to specify the identification and the project profile when creating 
the project definition. You cannot change the project profile of a project 
at a later stage. Project profiles can be created for different project types 
in the Customizing section of SAP Project System (see Section 1.2.2).

Organizational 
assignments

You must assign your project to a controlling area at the project defini-
tion level. The assignment to a controlling area is mandatory. It can be 
proposed via the project profile and cannot be changed after you have 
saved your project for the first time.

Although the Company Code and Project Currency fields are also man-
datory, the entries you store in the project definition are merely default 
values for the WBS elements. Therefore, the assignment to a company 
code can be changed for each individual WBS element.

Object currencyThe Project Currency field has the following purpose. All currency-
based data of your projects is managed in three different currencies—
the controlling area currency, the transaction currency (that is, the cur-
rency of the respective business transactions), and the project or object 
currency if this is explicitly permitted for the controlling area. The con-
version of currency-based data then occurs automatically when the data 
is entered and on the basis of the latest exchange rates defined in Cus-
tomizing.

You can choose the object currency for each WBS element separately, 
provided you use only one company code in your controlling area. If 

Assignment to the Controlling Area

The assignment of a project to a controlling area via the project definition is 
unique. For this reason, a work breakdown structure cannot comprise several 
controlling areas.
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you cover several company codes in cost accounting, the object currency 
is automatically derived from the local currency of each company code 
and cannot be changed manually.

The assignments to other organizational units within FI (business area, 
profit center) and logistics (plant, location) that you can enter in the 
project definition serve as default values for the WBS elements of the 
project. However, you should note that the Business Area field is also 
mandatory if business area balance sheets are maintained.

You can also store a responsible person for your project in the project def-
inition and an applicant (see Section 1.2.2). These entries are automati-
cally adopted as default values when you create a WBS element.

Partner 
determination 

procedure

If you want to enter additional personal data or partner information for 
purely informational purposes, you can enter a partner determination
procedure in the project definition (again, see Section 1.2.2). Once you 
have specified the partner determination procedure, the system displays 
an additional tab for the project definition (and all assigned WBS ele-
ments) in which you can enter additional responsible persons, person-
nel numbers, SAP users, or even suppliers and customer IDs, depending 
on the definition of the partner determination procedure. You can even 
navigate into the detail views of all of those entries. The reporting sec-
tion provides a separate report for analyzing this partner data.

In addition to the partner determination procedure, you can also define 
the planning profile, budget profile (see Chapter 2, Section 2.4 and 
Chapter 3, Section 3.1), and simulation profile (see Section 1.9.2) in the 
project definition. All other profiles contained in the Control Data tab 
of the project definition are default values for the WBS elements of the 
project.

Project stock Another important setting to be made at the project definition level 
involves the project stock indicators. Chapter 2, Section 2.3.2 has details 
about this setting. However, you should note that you can no longer 
modify the settings as to whether you want to allow a valuated project 
stock once you have saved the project definition.
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The Sales Pricing fields are only relevant if you want to carry out sales 
pricing exclusively on the basis of your project data, that is, without any 
relation to a customer inquiry (see Section 2.5.4).

You can control the presentation of the project definition fields using a 
field selection (see Section 1.8.1). Additional project definition fields can 
be implemented by using a customer enhancement.

Grouping indicatorAs of EHP3, the system provides two additional important functions at 
the project definition level: the assignment of authorizations using 
access control lists and the definition of grouping indicators. If you 
define grouping indicators in a project in the form of a free text, you can 
use these indicators later in assigned networks to summarize procure-
ment-relevant items (material, external activities, and services) of the 
project in a suitable way (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.4).

WBS Elements

Figure 1.6 shows the detail screen of a WBS element. Like the project 
definition, a WBS element also contains a unique external identification
that consists of a maximum of 24 characters and can be controlled 
through a coding mask. Because the project definition and WBS ele-
ments are different objects, a WBS element can have the same identifi-
cation as the project definition. Internally, the system assigns another 
unique number to the WBS element, which allows you to modify the 
external identification at a later stage. However, you cannot modify the 
external identification at a later point in time if you have distributed the 
work breakdown structure to other systems via Application Link 
Enabling (ALE), or if the status of a WBS element does not allow for a 
modification. In addition to the unique identification and the short text 
as a description, you can also specify a short identification.

Short identificationYou can use short identifications to save space for displaying the WBS 
elements in tabular displays or in hierarchical cost planning or budget-
ing. You can either assign a short identification of your choice manually 
or use the Mask ID field in the project definition screen to derive the 
short ID of the WBS elements from their IDs.
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Organizational 
assignment

You can integrate a WBS element into your company structure by 
assigning it to organizational units in accounting and logistics. Most of 
the organizational units can be proposed using the project profile or 
project definition and, if required, you can modify each WBS element 
separately; however, you should note that those changes must comply 
with your existing company structure.

The company code, object currency, object class, and—if business area 
accounting is carried out—even the business area are mandatory fields 
at the level of WBS elements and can no longer be modified once the 
planned or actual values have been entered.

Figure 1.6  Basic Data of a WBS Element

Cross-Company Code Projects

In an international project, you can store different company codes in different 
WBS elements. However, all of these company codes must be assigned to the 
controlling area you have specified in the project definition.
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The WBS elements contain numerous control profiles and indicators. 
While we discuss the profiles in Chapter 5, Sections 5.3, 5.4, 5.6, and 
5.9, we would like to describe the control indicators at this time.

Operational 
indicators

The basic data of a WBS element contains the three operative indicators: 
Planning Element, Account Assignment Element, and Billing Ele-

ment. You can use these indicators to define the controlling properties 
of the WBS element.

Planning elementsWBS elements you want to plan costs for manually must be marked as 
planning elements. If you use the appropriate settings in the planning 
profile of the project (see Chapter 2, Section 2.4), you can even ensure 
that manual cost planning on a WBS element is only possible if this indi-
cator is set. Creating planned costs by rolling up planned values of sub-
ordinate WBS elements or orders is possible, regardless of the Planning

Element indicator.

Account 
assignment 
elements

The Account Assignment Element indicator determines whether you 
can assign orders to the WBS element (in particular, activities and net-
works). It also controls whether you can assign any documents to the 
WBS element that result in actual or commitment postings to the WBS 
element. If you don’t set this indicator for a WBS element, for example, 
you cannot assign a purchase requisition or invoice to this WBS element. 
You can also store this indicator as a default value for all WBS elements 
in the project profile.

Billing elementsIf you want to base revenue planning on a WBS element and post actual 
revenues to the WBS element at a later stage, you must mark the WBS 
element as a billing element. Refer to Chapter 5, Sections 5.6 and 5.9 for 
information on how to set this indicator.

You can define any combination of those indicators for a WBS element, 
regardless of the element's hierarchy level. Shown previously, Figure 
1.2 shows an example of the operative indicators of a project. The exam-
ple shown there allows for manual cost planning only on WBS elements 
of levels 1 and 2. However, the display of actual costs can be more 
detailed because the account assignment of documents can also be car-
ried out for WBS elements at level 3. In addition, the highest-level WBS 
element is also responsible for planning and implementing revenues.
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Statistical 
WBS elements

Another indicator that's also used for defining the controlling properties 
of a WBS element is the Statistical flag. If you set this indicator for a 
WBS element (you can also set it as a default value for all WBS elements 
in the project profile), the actual costs are only updated statistically for 
this WBS element under value type 11 (Statistical Actual) instead of 
value type 4 (Actual). This means that when you assign documents to a 
statistical WBS element, you must specify the WBS element as an 
account assignment recipient and a "real" account assignment object 
that serves as a recipient of actual costs. If that element is always a spe-
cific cost center, you can store this cost center as a default account 
assignment in the detail screen of the statistical WBS element.

There are different ways to use statistical WBS elements and statistical 
projects. Some companies use statistical projects for purely hierarchical 
analyses. In that case, operational controlling is still carried out at the 
level of cost centers, internal orders, or cost objects, for example.

Statistical budget 
monitoring

Another typical usage of statistical WBS elements consists of indirect
budgeting and availability control (see Chapter 3, Section 3.1.5) of 
objects in the SAP system that otherwise are not assigned a budget. For 
example, in asset accounting, you cannot assign budgets to assets. This 
means that you cannot use availability control to control direct capitali-
zations of the asset to automatically avoid exceeding specific threshold 
values. But you can achieve this by entering a statistical WBS element as 
an account assignment for investment in the master record of the asset. 
In addition, the corresponding balance sheet accounts must be defined 
as a statistical cost elements and contain a field status definition that 
allows for additional account assignment to a WBS element. Moreover, 
you must activate WBS elements as account assignment objects in asset 
accounting.

Once the WBS element has been budgeted and the availability control 
has been activated for the project, each posting to the asset is accompa-
nied by a statistical account assignment on the WBS element. This 
means that the statistical actual costs are automatically validated against 
the budget of the WBS element.
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Integrated 
planning

The Integrated Planning indicator refers to a specific function that 
enables you to pass planned activity inputs of a project as scheduled 
activities to cost center accounting. Chapter 2, Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.5 
provide more detailed information on integrated planning.

Project 
summarization

You can use the Project Summarization indicator in the basic data of a 
WBS element to control how the WBS element should be treated in an 
analysis (typically cross-project) using custom evaluation hierarchies 
(see Chapter 6, Section 6.4). In the project profile, you can store this 
indicator as a default value for all WBS elements, only for account 
assignment elements, or for the billing elements. If you don't use 
project summarization, the indicator has no other specific function.

Grouping WBS 
elements

The Grouping WBS Element indicator marks a WBS element as relevant 
for the grouping of requirements and stocks of material components 
that are maintained in individual requirements inventory. The indicator 
can be set either manually for selected WBS elements, or automatically 
for the highest-level WBS element, provided that automatic require-
ments grouping has previously been set in the project definition. Chap-
ter 2, Section 2.3.2 contains further details on the possible attributes this 
indicator can have, and on additional prerequisites of requirements 
grouping.

Detail screens are available for each WBS element for date planning and 
entering actual dates. In addition, a separate detail screen is available for 
each WBS element to determine the progress of a project. Sections 2.1.1 
and 4.7.2 provide further detailed information on those screens.

Project type, 
priority

A lot of fields in the WBS elements are pure information fields that don’t 
contain any control functionality. For example, in Customizing, you can 
define attributes for the fields Project Type, Priority, Scale, or Invest-

ment Reason and store these attributes separately for each WBS 

Restrictions for Statistical WBS Elements

Note that not all accounting functions are available for statistical WBS ele-
ments. For example, you cannot carry out any overhead application based on 
the statistical actual costs; neither can you perform any settlement of the sta-
tistical actual costs. Although statistical WBS elements can be used for calcu-
lating interest, the interest itself must be updated in a real account assign-
ment object (see Chapter 5, Section 5.5).
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element. In addition, the Equipment and Functional Area fields in the 
Assignments detail screen are also used for purely informational pur-
poses; that is, you can analyze all those fields in Reporting, use them to 
build groups or for filtering purposes in reports, or employ them as 
selection criteria when selecting objects to be analyzed.

User fields Usually, each company has its own requirements regarding information 
fields in WBS elements that are supposed to be analyzed along with mas-
ter data fields in Reporting. For this purpose, each WBS element con-
tains the User Fields detail screen (see Figure 1.7) that provides the fol-
lowing fields:

� Two fields for 20 alphanumeric characters each

� Two fields for 10 alphanumeric characters each

� Two date fields

� Two numeric fields for measurement units

� Two numeric fields for currencies

� Two indicators

Figure 1.7  User Fields of a WBS Element
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You can use the field key (see Section 1.2.2) to control the assignment of 
names to the fields in the detail screen. The field key, in turn, can be 
proposed via the project profile. For example, instead of using the 
default name, Field 1, you can store the name, Model Series, for the 
first alphanumeric field in the Customizing section of the field key. 
Using a customer-specific extension would then enable you to imple-
ment a validation of the entries. By default, it is not possible to imple-
ment an input help for the alphanumeric fields.

Detail screenIf the number of available user fields does not meet your requirements, 
you can use a customized extension to define additional fields for WBS 
elements. Those additional fields are typically displayed in a separate 
detail screen.

If necessary, you can log changes to master data as change documents and 
evaluate those documents at a later stage. As is the case with the project 
definition, the Field Selection option in Customizing allows you to 
control which fields of the WBS elements you want to hide, display, use 
for data input, highlight in a specific color, or define as mandatory (see 
Section 1.8.1).

Further tabsYou can activate various other tabs for WBS elements according to your 
requirements. Depending on your Customizing settings, you can use, 
for example, additional tabs for integration scenarios; for example, in 
integrated Product and Process Engineering (iPPE), Joint Venture
Accounting, depreciation simulations in Asset Accounting, or in Funds 

Using the Field Key

When working with user fields, you should note that you can set the field key 
individually for each WBS element; however, this may lead to confusion in 
Reporting. For example, if you use two different field keys in your project, one 
of which contains the name Model Series for the first alphanumeric field, 
while the other one contains the name Color for the same field, the field val-
ues are displayed in the same report column in Reporting, regardless of the 
fact that WBS elements with the first field key contain information on model 
series, whereas the WBS elements with the other field key contain color infor-
mation.

For this reason, you should either use a uniform field key within a project, or 
use the field key as a selection criterion in your evaluations.
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Management. As of EHP3, you can also display tabs for the definition of 
access control lists or for statistical key figure planning.

1.2.2 Structure Customizing of the Work Breakdown 
Structure

Figure 1.8 shows the different activities in structure Customizing of 
operative work breakdown structures. Before you can create a WBS, you 
must create at least one project profile here. Prior to the initial creation 
of a WBS, you should also consider defining coding masks. Using coding 
masks is not mandatory, but it has many advantages. You can only create 
or modify coding masks at a later stage—with many restrictions.

Depending on your specific requirements, you must specify various set-
tings in structure Customizing of operative work breakdown structures, 
in addition to defining project profiles and coding masks. The following 
sections briefly describe the individual Customizing activities involved. 

Figure 1.8  Structure Customizing of Work Breakdown Structures
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The Implementation Guide (IMG) of the SAP system also contains 
detailed documentation for each of these Customizing activities.

Project Profile

When creating a project, you must always specify a project profile that 
has been previously defined for the respective project type in Transac-
tion OPSA. The project profile contains values and profiles that can be 
used as default values for project definitions or WBS elements during 
the creation phase. Depending on the field selection and status of the 
object, those values and profiles can be modified; for example, with 
regard to the project type, organizational units, and so on. In addition, 
the project profile contains referenced fields (see Figure 1.9).

Figure 1.9  Sample Project Profile
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Referenced 
fields

Referenced fields define properties of your project without being dis-
played or editable in the work breakdown structure. At this stage, we 
only want to briefly touch upon referenced fields.

The Only One Root indicator controls whether one or several WBS ele-
ments are allowed at level 1 of the work breakdown structure. If you set 
this indicator and try to save two or more WBS elements at the highest 
level, the system will output an error message. You will have to change 
the hierarchical structure before you can save the project.

Change documents The project profile contains two indicators that are relevant for writing 
change documents.

� The indicator for changes to master data

� The indicator for status changes

Besides activating the respective indicator, you must meet another 
requirement to write change documents, namely, a status must explic-
itly allow the business operation Create Change Document (see Sec-
tion 1.6).

Project 
summarization

The Project Summarization via Master Data (Proj. Sum. MastDa) 
indicator is only relevant if you want to use the project summarization 
function for your analyses (see Chapter 6, Section 6.4). This indicator 
enables you to decide whether you want to carry out the summarization 
process based on the master data or based on a classification of the WBS 
elements. Particularly with regard to system performance, you should 
summarize on the basis of master data characteristics. In the project pro-
file, you can mark billing elements, account assignment elements, or all 
WBS elements of the project as relevant for inheriting master data dur-
ing project summarization.

Project versions The Version Profile is responsible for the automatic creation of project 
versions on the basis of their statuses (see Section 1.9.1). It is referenced 
via the project profile.

If you specify Substitutions and Validations and set the Automatic

(that is, Autom. Validation or Autom. Substitution) indicator, you 
can make sure that logics for setting and checking field values, which 
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you personally have defined, are processed during the save process (see 
Sections 1.8.4 and 1.8.5).

The specification of Status Profiles (see Section 1.6) for project defini-
tions and WBS elements is only a default value for the respective 
objects. However, you can no longer modify the status profile in the 
object if it is used to directly set a user status. In that case, the entry of a 
status profile in the project profile has a referencing character as well. 
Because the retroactive entry of status profiles in the objects is rather 
complex and cannot be done via mass changes (see Section 1.8.3), you 
should store your custom schemas in the project profile right from the 
start.

Graphical displayYou can call a graphical display of WBS element data in hierarchical 
arrangement via the processing transactions (see Section 1.7), or by 
using the transactions for cost planning, time scheduling, and budget-
ing. The graphical presentation of the data is controlled by the Graphics

Profiles that you must store for various purposes in the project profile. 
If required, you can define your own graphics profiles; but, usually, the 
default profiles will suffice.

If you set the iPPE Proj. Rel. indicator, the system displays an additional 
tab for WBS elements, which allows for integration with iPPE (see Chap-
ter 2, Section 2.3.1).

Settlement rulesIf you enter a Strategy in the Controlling tab of the project profile, 
you can automatically generate the settlement rules for WBS elements. 
Chapter 5, Section 5.9 provides a detailed description of how to define 
strategies and how to derive settlement rules.

If you want to use access control lists to assign object-specific authoriza-
tions, set the ACL without Inheritance or ACL with Inheritance indi-
cator in the project profile.

Coding Masks

To enable employees in different departments to use project structures 
easily in their daily work, it is useful to agree on certain conventions 
regarding the identification of WBS objects; for example, on the basis of 
the type and usage of projects. To do this, you can define coding masks 
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to control the external identification of project definitions and WBS ele-
ments in Customizing.

Defining coding 
masks

You can define coding masks on the basis of keys in Customizing activity 
Define Project Coding Mask (OPSJ). A coding mask contains sections 
for the external identifications. These sections are separated by special 
characters. A section either consists of numbers that are represented by 
zero characters in the coding mask, or of alphanumeric characters that 
are represented by X characters in the mask. You can store a descriptive 
text for each coding mask in Customizing and use lock indicators to con-
trol whether the key and the associated mask can be used for operative 
or standard work breakdown structures.

Sample definition In the following sections, we will demonstrate the definition of coding 
masks on the basis of our IDES example, the elevator projects. All eleva-
tor projects in the IDES Company begin with the letter “E.” For this rea-
son, the coding mask shown in Figure 1.10 was defined in Customizing 
for the key “E” even before the first elevator project was created. Each 
identification of project definitions and WBS elements that begins with 
an “E” is now based on the convention that the “E” key must be fol-
lowed by a hyphen as a special character, which, in turn, is followed by 
a section containing a maximum of four characters that may only consist 
of numbers. If a letter is entered in the first section, the system outputs 
an error message.

Figure 1.10  Sample Coding Masks
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In the IDES Company, the first section is used for the sequential num-
bering of projects. The system supports this in that it provides the 
option to search for the next available number.

If a longer ID must be assigned to WBS elements, the numerical section 
must be followed by a second hyphen, which is followed by a one-digit 
section that may contain an alphanumeric character, and so on. When 
entering the identification, you can usually omit the special characters 
because the system automatically inserts them after you’ve pressed the 
(Enter) button. However, the external identification is stored without 
special characters in the database table of the WBS elements. SAP Note 
536471 provides further information on coding masks.

Lock indicatorsBecause a lock indicator is set neither for operative nor for standard 
structures in the example, we can create both operative projects and 
standard work breakdown structures with identifications for the key 
“E.”

You should consider using coding masks when you first implement SAP 
Project System and before you create the first project. If necessary, you 
should define masks for keys as early as possible—even if you want to 
use them at a later stage—and lock those coding masks. You can further 
detail those masks at a later point in time and release them for usage 
(that is, remove the lock indicators).

When you create or change coding masks, the system carries out several 
checks; however, not all of the steps involved in those checks are carried 
out when you transport Customizing settings to coding masks. For this 

Restrictions for the Creation of Coding Masks

Note that you can only create a coding mask for a key as long as no object 
exists for that key.

Restrictions for Changing Coding Masks

Coding masks that are already used by objects can only be modified to a cer-
tain extent. The only two possible options to change coding masks retroac-
tively consist of adding alphanumeric sections and converting a numeric sec-
tion into an alphanumeric one of identical length.
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reason, we recommend that you don’t transport coding masks; instead, 
you should create them manually in the respective systems.

Defining special 
characters

To define coding masks in Customizing, you must first enter several set-
tings in Customizing activity Define Special Characters for Projects

(OPSK, see Figure 1.11). Here, first define the length of the keys for the 
coding masks. Note that the maximum length for a key is five (numeric 
or alphanumeric) characters. For example, if you enter "3" in the respec-
tive field, you can only use keys of a maximum of three characters when 
defining the coding masks. If you want the keys to be exactly three char-
acters long and no shorter, you must also set the Structure Length (SL) 
indicator.

Input help You can simplify the tabular creation of WBS elements by entering any 
character in the Entry Tool (ET) field. Instead of always having to enter 
the complete ID for a new WBS element, which can be prone to errors 
when you use long IDs, you can simply enter the entry tool character for 
the part of the ID that is identical to the object on the higher level. When 
the data is confirmed by pressing (Enter), the system replaces the char-
acter with the identification of the higher-level object.

Special characters In the eight Special Character fields, you must store the characters you 
want to use as separators between two sections when defining the cod-
ing masks.

By setting the Edit indicator, you can ensure that project definitions and 
WBS elements can only be created with identifications that are con-
trolled by coding masks, which aren't locked. For example, if you 

Figure 1.11  Examples of Special Characters
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haven't defined a coding mask for the key “Z,” you can’t create any 
projects that begin with “Z” when the Edit indicator is set.

If you enter a character of your choice in the Automatic Number

Assignment (ANo) field when creating a WBS element from the tem-
plate area, the system will automatically propose an ID for that WBS ele-
ment (see Section 1.7.1). If the system cannot automatically propose a 
number, it will assign a temporary number that begins with the charac-
ter you have previously entered in the ANo field.

Project Type and Priority

The definition of project types and priorities merely consists of a key 
and a description. You can enter project types and priorities in the basic 
data of WBS elements. They are usually used for purely informational 
purposes, but you can also use them as selection criteria in Reporting. 
You can store default values for the project type and priority in the 
project profile.

Partner Determination Procedure

Defining partner 
roles

The definition of partner determination procedures consists of three 
Customizing activities. First, create the identifications and names for the 
roles you want to assign to projects at a later stage and link the IDs and 
names with the partner number types provided.

For example, if you want to store the sold-to party as additional infor-
mation in customer projects, you must create a Sold-to Party role and 
link this role to the Customer type. This allows you to specify a cus-
tomer number for the Sold-to Party role and to view the data of the 
corresponding customer master record in the project.

Roles

The term role is used in different contexts here. The roles defined here are not 
related to the roles that are used to assign authorizations, or to the roles that 
are defined in SAP Portfolio and Project Management, for example.
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Language-
dependent 
conversion

In the second Customizing activity, you can translate the name of the 
roles into other languages. Depending on the logon language, the sys-
tem will then output the corresponding name.

Defining partner 
determination 

procedures

The final step consists of summarizing the roles you want to be available 
for selection in your project into a partner determination procedure. 
When doing so, you can define for each role whether it must be speci-
fied in any case, whether an entry for a role can be modified at a later 
stage, and whether it should be possible to enter several values for a 
role. You can store a partner determination procedure as the default 
value in the project profile.

Applicants and Responsible Persons

You can use Transactions OPS6 and OPS7 to create possible responsible 
persons and applicants for project definitions and WBS elements. The 
definition of applicants and responsible persons consists of an ID that 
may contain a maximum of eight characters and the name of the corre-
sponding person. You must make these entries manually; you don’t 
need any data from Human Resources (HR) for this process.

In addition, you can assign the corresponding SAP users to responsible 
persons. This type of entry is relevant if you want to notify the user 
automatically via email in case of budget overruns (see Chapter 3, Sec-
tion 3.1.5).

Field Keys

You can use field keys to control the names of user fields (see Figure 
1.7). Data can only be entered into the fields for which you have stored 
a name in the field key definition. For the two quantity fields of the user 
fields, you can create a link to the parameters to use the quantities in for-
mulas at a later stage (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1). You can enter a 
default value for the field key in the project profile.

1.2.3 Standard Work Breakdown Structures

A standard work breakdown structure consists of a standard project def-
inition and standard WBS elements and it can be used as a template for 
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live projects. You can create standard work breakdown structures by 
using Transaction CJ91. You must also have a reference to a project pro-
file. You can also use other standard work breakdown structures or even 
operative projects as templates.

Master dataA standard work breakdown structure may already contain important 
master data. Standard WBS elements can be assigned milestones (see 
Section 1.4) or PS texts (see Section 1.5.1); however, you cannot store 
any planning data, such as date information, planned costs or revenues, 
and settlement rules in the standard WBS. Moreover, you cannot assign 
document info records in a standard WBS (see Section 1.5.2).

Furthermore, you cannot set any statuses for the standard WBS ele-
ments; however, you can store the status profiles for the operative 
project definition and WBS elements in the standard project definition.

Standard system 
statuses

In addition, there are three different system statuses available at the 
level of the standard project definition:

� Created (Standard WBS) 
The system issues a warning message if you want to use the standard 
work breakdown structure as a template in this initial status.

� Released (Standard WBS) 
You can use the standard work breakdown structure as a template 
without any restrictions. Note that you cannot undo this status.

� Closed (Standard WBS) 
You cannot copy the standard work breakdown structure.

Work Breakdown Structures

You can use the WBS elements of a work breakdown structure to map a 
project hierarchically in the SAP system. All WBS elements of a work break-
down structure are uniquely assigned to a project definition.

You can also store data for informational purposes, and control profiles and 
indicators in the master data of those project elements. Standard work break-
down structures can be used as templatesfor actual projects. Before you can 
create work breakdown structures, you must define a project profile in the 
Customizing section of SAP Project System. Moreover, it is useful to also 
define coding masks in Customizing, which enable you to control the identi-
fication of the project elements.
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1.3 Network

You can use networks to map the flow of different project activities as 
activities and relationships in the system. In particular, networks enable 
you to use various logistical integrations with Materials Management 
(MM), Production, Plant Maintenance, Purchasing, Capacity Require-
ments Planning, and Time Scheduling.

Network sizes Networks should not exceed a size of approximately 500 activities 
because you usually only store one responsible person per network. 
This person is referred to as the MRP controller. Another reason for keep-
ing the aforementioned size can be found in the lock logic of networks. 
Whenever a network object is edited or confirmed, for example, the 
entire network is locked. The bigger your networks and the higher the 
number of possible confirmations, the greater the risk that the network 
gets locked for editing.

1.3.1 Structure and Master Data

A network consists of a network header and activities. The activities can 
be linked to each other via relationships. Activity elements enable you to 
further detail or complement activities.

You can enter the identification of a WBS element in the header of a net-
work and in the activities and activity elements to create an assignment 
to a work breakdown structure. Based on this assignment, you can then 
exchange data between the network objects and the respective WBS ele-
ments.

As of EHP3, you can use access control lists to define object-specific 
authorizations for network headers, activities, and activity elements, if 
required.

Identification Each network contains a unique ID that consists of a maximum of 12 
characters. Depending on the Customizing settings, you must either 
enter this ID manually when creating the network, or the ID is automat-
ically assigned by the system. For networks assigned to a WBS element, 
you can also derive the ID from the ID of the WBS element via a cus-
tomer enhancement.
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OrdersTechnically, networks are implemented as orders, so some of their func-
tions will probably remind you of production, maintenance, or service 
orders, and to a certain extent, even of internal orders. In the SAP sys-
tem, the different orders are distinguished by firmly defined order cate-
gories. Networks represent order category 20.

The properties of orders are specified within the individual order cate-
gories through order types that must be defined in the Customizing sec-
tion of the respective application. In the context of networks, these 
order types are referred to as network types. Depending on the network 
type and the plant in the header of the network, you can define addi-
tional network properties in the Customizing section of SAP Project Sys-
tem (see Section 1.3.2).

Network Header

A network header acts as a framework for the various objects of a net-
work. The network header contains control profiles and indicators, and 
default values for the different network objects (see Figure 1.12).

When creating a network header (see Section 1.7), you must specify a 
Network Profile, a Network Type, and a Plant. Note that you can also 
specify the network type and the plant via the network profile. The 
plant is used to identify the associated company code and controlling 
area.

The plant is also forwarded as a default value to the activities of the net-
work where it can be modified, provided the new plant belongs to the 
same controlling area of the network header. Other data included in the 
network header, such as the Business Area, the Profit Center (in the 
Assignments tab), and the Res./Purc. Req. indicator are also used as 
default values for the activities of the network.

In addition to specifying the MRP controller in the network header, you 
must also enter various settings regarding time scheduling, capacity 
requirements planning, and costing. Those settings are described in 
greater detail in Chapter 2, Sections 2.1.2, 2.2.1, and 2.4.6.
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Execution factor You can use the Executn Factor field to multiply quantity data in the 
activities, activity elements, and the assigned material components. If 
you use an integer as an execution factor and store it in the network 
header, the system automatically multiplies the duration, work, costs, 
and quantities of activities, and the associated activity elements and 
material components by that factor. However, you should note that only 
those activities that you have explicitly marked for this multiplication 
process are taken into account.

Activities

In the context of networks, we must differentiate from among the fol-
lowing four activity types:

Figure 1.12  Control Data of a Network Header
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� Internally processed activities

� Externally processed activities

� Services

� Costs

Each activity type is defined by the control key of the activity (see Section 
1.3.2). You can use the name, long texts, or assigned PS texts and docu-
ments (see Section 1.5) to further specify the purpose of each individual 
activity.

Within the network, each activity contains a unique identification that 
consists of four characters so that the activity can be uniquely identified 
in conjunction with the network ID. When you create a new activity, the 
system automatically proposes an ID for the new activity, which is based 
on the highest previous activity number within the network and on the 
activity increment specified in the network profile.

Internally 
processed 
activities

An internally processed activity—control key PS01 is available by 
default for this activity type—can be used for planning and entering a 
service that is rendered by capacities (for example, people or machines) 
of your own company. Figure 1.13 shows for the elevator example an 
internally processed activity, which is used to map a first layout of the 
elevator in the network.

The Normal Duration field enables you to plan the length of time to be 
considered in time scheduling for rendering the internal service. If you 
want to plan costs and capacity requirements for the internal service, 
you must specify a Work Center (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.1) that is 
supposed to render the respective service. In addition, you must enter 
the amount of work in the Work field.

Calculation keyIf, for an internally processed activity, a fixed reference exists between 
the planned work and its duration, you can use the Calculation Key

field to ensure, for example, that the duration is calculated on the basis 
of the planned work of the activity and the amount of time that the work 
center is used. If you use the Number and Percent fields, you can also 
specify how many different capacities should be considered and at what 
percentage during the calculation. Conversely, you can also calculate the 
amount of work required on the basis of the duration of the activity. 
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A possible third alternative of using the calculation key is to manually 
specify the planned amount of work and its duration. Based on these 
aforementioned entries, the system then calculates the number of differ-
ent capacities required. As of EHP3, you can also initially derive the 
value of the Work field from a statistical key figure that you have 
planned for the activity (see Chapter 2, Section 2.4.8).

Externally 
processed 
activities

An externally processed activity—for which you can use control key 
PS02 by default—enables you to plan and procure a service that is sup-
posed to be provided by an external resource. You can specify the ser-
vice to be procured either manually by using long texts, PS texts, or 
assigned documents, or by specifying appropriate Info Records or Out-

line Agreements from Purchasing. Figure 1.14 shows an example of an 
externally processed activity that is used to procure an external con-
struction service within the network.

Figure 1.13  Example of an Internally Processed Activity
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Res./Purc. req. 
indicator

Based on your entries regarding the external service, the Planned

Delivery Time, the Activity Quantity, the Material Group, and the 
responsible Purchasing Organization and Purchasing Group, the 
system can create a purchase requisition. This process depends on the 
Res./Purc. Req. indicator:

� Immediately; that is, automatically the next time the network is saved

� From Release of the activity and the subsequent save process

� Never automatically, but at any time during the save process once 
you have manually set the indicator from Never to Immediately

ServiceLike an externally processed activity, you can use a service activity 
(default control key PS05) to plan and procure external services through 
Purchasing (see Figure 1.15). Whereas external processing allows you to 
procure only one specified service, a service activity enables you to plan 
and procure several services and to enter data for services that has not 
yet been specified in detail.

Figure 1.14  Example of an Externally Processed Activity
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Service 
specifications

To do this, you must create service specifications when creating a service 
activity. These specifications could be structured as a table containing 
information on Service Master Records, or Sample or Standard Ser-

vice Specifications that refer to planned services. If necessary, the table 
could also be hierarchically structured (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.5). In 
addition, you must specify a value Limit for unplanned services, that is, 
for services that cannot yet be exactly specified. This limit must not be 
exceeded by the supplier during service entry when the values of 
unplanned services are entered (see Chapter 4, Section 4.4.2).

As is the case with an externally processed activity, you can use the Res./

Purc. Req. indicator to control exactly when a purchase requisition 
should be created on the basis of the data of a service activity. The pur-
chase requisition is then processed further using the functions of the ser-
vice area in Purchasing.

Cost activity Cost activities can be used for planning and the account assignment of 
costs that are not generated by internal services, the procurement of 
external services through Purchasing, or the consumption of materials. 

Figure 1.15  Example of a Service Activity
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The types of costs involved in cost activities are usually travel costs and 
other primary costs. By default, control key PS03 is provided for cost 
activities. Figure 1.16 shows an example of a cost activity that maps 
insurance costs within the network.

Cost activities provide various options to plan these types of costs. The 
easiest way to plan for a type of cost is to specify an Amount and a Cost

Element. In contrast to that, you can carry out unit costing or use 
invoicing plans to store more detailed information (see Chapter 2, Sec-
tion 2.4.6).

If you want to distribute the costs across several periods, you can enter 
a duration in a cost activity and—if you don’t want an equal distribution 
across the entire duration—a Distribution Key (see Section 2.2.1).

Relationships

Relationships allow you to define the sequence of activities. When 
creating a relationship between two activities, you must define which 

Figure 1.16  Example of a Cost Activity
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activity is the predecessor and which activity is the successor. This way, 
you can specify the logical sequence. In addition, you must specify the 
type of relationship, based on which the system determines the chrono-
logical sequence of predecessor and successor in the context of time 
scheduling.

Types of 
relationships

The following types of relationships exist:

� FS (Finish-start relationship) 
The successor begins once the predecessor has finished.

� SS (Start-start relationship) 
The successor begins at the same time as the predecessor or once the 
predecessor has started.

� FF (Finish-finish relationship) 
The successor ends at the same time as the predecessor, or once the 
predecessor has ended.

� SF (Start-finish relationship) 
The predecessor begins once the successor has finished.

Time interval If you enter a positive time interval in a relationship during time 
scheduling, you can ensure that the time interval is kept between the 
activities. Conversely, a negative time interval means that in a finish-
start relationship; for example, the activities can overlap by this time 
interval.

You can enter time intervals as absolute values, such as a number of 
days, or as a percentage based on the duration of the predecessor or suc-
cessor. If you want the time intervals to refer exclusively to workdays or 
the operating time of capacities, you must also enter a factory calendar
or work center in the relationship.

You can create relationships for activities in a tabular view. In addition, 
you can use the connection mode in the network graphic and Project Plan-
ning Board to create relationships graphically. Moreover, the Project 
Planning Board allows you to simply select activities and use the Con-

nect Selected Activities icon to automatically create finish-start rela-
tionships between those activities in the order in which they are listed in 
the table.
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External 
relationships

You can also create relationships between activities of different net-
works and therefore map interdependencies between the networks. The 
networks that are connected by relationships in such a way may also 
belong to different projects. Relationships between activities of different 
networks are also referred to as external relationships.

Activity Elements

There are four different types of activity elements:

� Internal element for planning and entering performances of capaci-
ties of your own company

� External element for planning and procuring external services

� Service element for planning and procuring external services using 
service specifications

� Costs element for planning and assigning additional primary costs to 
accounts

Activity elementAs is the case with an activity, an activity element enables you to plan 
the costs and capacity requirements for internal services, to plan and 
trigger the procurement of external services through Purchasing, and to 
plan additional costs. All of those operations depend on the control key 
that defines the type of activity element. An activity element is identi-
fied by a unique number within the network. Figure 1.17 shows an 
example of a Costs type activity element.

However, in contrast to an activity, an activity element doesn’t contain 
any relationships and is therefore not relevant for time scheduling. An 
activity element must be firmly assigned to an activity so that it adopts 
the dates that pertain to the activity. Note that you can specify time 
intervals to define that the activity element starts later or finishes earlier 
than the superordinate activity. However, the planned period of an 
activity element must always be within the limits of the planned period 
of an activity.

Another difference between activity elements and activities is that you 
cannot assign any additional objects—particularly PS texts, documents, 
milestones, or material components—to activity elements.
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Examples of 
activity elements

By using activity elements instead of activities, you can keep a clear 
structure of the network and the time scheduling component of the net-
work. The following two examples of the elevator project will demon-
strate the advantage of using activity elements instead of activities:

� Example 1: Delivery 
The delivery of elevator components is mapped by the internally pro-
cessed activity, Delivery. For the transport, you want to plan addi-
tional insurance costs. To do that, you use a costs element called 
Transport Insurance, which you assign to the Delivery activity. Due 
to the fixed date assignments between the activity and the activity ele-
ment, the planned costs of the costs element automatically lie within 
the scheduled delivery period.

� Example 2: Assembly 
The assembly of an elevator component is carried out by several work 
centers; a part of this service is rendered by an external supplier. 
Because the different kinds of work are carried out simultaneously so 
that a detailed flow plan of the individual activities is not needed, you 

Figure 1.17  Example of a Costs Type Activity Element
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should use activity elements instead of individual activities for each 
work center and each external service. This means that you must cre-
ate an activity with a planned duration for the entire assembly of the 
component, including the required relationships. Then, you have to 
assign an activity element to this activity for each work center that is 
involved, and for the required external procurements.

Subnetworks

Subnetworks are networks that are linked to an activity of another net-
work via an assignment at the network header level. Thus, subnetworks 
can be used to further specify the superordinate activity.

Data exchangeWhen assigning a network to a superordinate activity, the system passes 
activity dates to the subnetwork header. In addition, the subnetwork 
can carry out the assignment of the activity to WBS elements, organiza-
tional data, and the relationships of the activity in the subnetwork. Dur-
ing the assignment of a subnetwork, the Subntwk Exists indicator is set 
in the superordinate activity, and the control key of the activity changes 
(see Section 1.3.2). You can also assign several subnetworks to an activ-
ity. Furthermore, you can assign subnetworks to the activities of a sub-
network. Instead of creating subnetworks manually, you can also use 
milestone functions to automatically create networks based on standard 
networks, and simultaneously assign the networks as subnetworks to 
activities (see Section 1.4.2). The example described in the following 
sections will demonstrate a possible way of using subnetworks.

Example of 
subnetworks

At an early planning stage of the elevator project, you want to define a 
network to roughly map the flow of individual project activities. You 
can use the network right away to plan dates, costs, and capacity 
requirements for planning, construction, and assembly of the elevator.

In the context of the detailed project planning, you then want to create 
new, detailed networks—especially for construction and assembly. 
These networks are assigned separate responsible persons and the net-
work headers are assigned to the Construction and Assembly activities 
of your first network. The system passes the dates of the activities and 
the assignment to the work breakdown structure of the elevator project 
to the two subnetworks.
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To avoid the duplication of planned costs and capacity requirements for 
the construction and assembly for your project in Reporting, you will 
have had to define in Customizing that the control keys of superordinate 
activities are automatically modified in such a way that they are no 
longer relevant for costing and the calculation of capacity requirements.

The persons responsible for the subnetworks can then process the sub-
networks and add more details without locking the superordinate net-
work. If basic dates of the project or parts of the project must be shifted, 
you can use overall network scheduling to simultaneously recalculate 
the dates of the superordinate network and of the subnetworks (see 
Chapter 2, Section 2.1.2).

Plant Maintenance and Service Orders as Subnetworks

You can also assign plant maintenance and service orders as subnet-
works to activities of a network to define the sequence of the orders and 
schedule their execution periods. Moreover, you can use the network or 
project in extensive plant maintenance activities for planning all prepa-
ratory measures, and planning the required materials and resources and 
for progress monitoring. If at the same time you assign these orders to 
WBS elements as well, you can also use the project for managing the 
budget of the plant maintenance activities, which allows you to check 
the planned costs of the orders against the available budget (see Chapter 
3, Section 3.1.5).

Assigning orders 
to the project

The process of assigning plant maintenance and service orders to net-
work activities or WBS elements occurs in the header of the respective 
orders. As of EHP2, you can use the Order Assignment to Project func-
tion (Transaction ADPMPS) either via drag-and-drop or even automati-
cally (see Figure 1.18). The Ref. Element PM/PS field allows you to acti-
vate automatic assignments in network activities and order headers or 
their templates. If you select a project or network and orders in the 
Order Assignment to Project function and automatic assignment is trig-
gered, the WBS elements or network activities are assigned all of the 
selected orders that have the same reference element. You can define 
reference elements in Customizing for plant maintenance.
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Maintenance 
Event Builder

You can call the Order Assignment to Project function either directly or 
via the Maintenance Event Builder (Transaction WPS1), which provides 
additional functions for a revision-specific planning of plant mainte-
nance activities and allows for linking projects or networks to revisions, 
for example.3

1.3.2 Customizing the Structure of the Network

Before you can create operative networks in the SAP system, you must 
configure several settings in the Customizing section of SAP Project 
System. In addition to settings in the Customizing structure that are 
described in the following sections, you must define scheduling and 

Figure 1.18  Assigning Plant Maintenance Orders to Projects Using Transaction ADPMPS

3 For further information on Maintenance Event Builder, for details on the Order
Assignment to Project function, and for general information on the planning and
execution of maintenance activities with SAP, you can refer to Plant Maintenance
with SAP, 2nd edition, by Karl Liebstückel (SAP PRESS 2011).
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confirmation parameters and enter the necessary settings to carry out 
material availability checks. These Customizing activities are described in 
more detail in Chapter 2, Sections 2.1.2 and 2.3.3, and Chapter 4, Sec-
tion 4.3.

Network Type

Internal and 
external number 

assignments

In the first step, define a network type in Transaction OPSC (see Figure 
1.19) and assign this network type to a number range.

Figure 1.19  Example of a Network Type
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When defining the number ranges for all order types (Transaction 
CO82), you must also define whether you want the number to be auto-
matically assigned by the system or whether it should be manually 
assigned by the user (internal or external number assignment).

Furthermore, you can store default values for the Functional Area, the 
Object Class, the Settlement Profile of network objects, and the Sta-

tus Profile of a user (see Section 1.6). If you activate the Release

Immed. indicator, you can make sure that all network objects are 
assigned the status Released as their initial status, which means that you 
can enter actual data in the network immediately after you have created 
the network.

Planning networksBesides control settings that are used for classification and archiving
purposes (Residence Times, see Section 1.10), you can use the Planning

indicator to determine whether the planned values of the network 
should be validated against the budget of assigned WBS elements during 
an active availability check (see Chapter 3, Section 3.1.5).

Networks whose planned costs are not included in the availability check
are referred to as planning networks. Planning networks are particularly 
relevant for projects that utilize a non-valuated project stock (see Chap-
ter 2, Section 2.3.2) because, contrary to regular networks, planning net-
works can display planned costs for material components that are stored 
in the non-valuated project stock.

Network Type Parameters

Once you have defined a network type, you must define the network 
type parameters for a combination of the Plant and the Network type 
in Transaction OPUV (see Figure 1.20). In addition to the default values 
for the Reduction Strategy (see Chapter 2, Section 2.1.2), the planned 
and actual Costing Variants, and the time of Plan Cost Calculation, 

Network and Order Types

Because networks are technically implemented as orders in the SAP system, 
the Customizing section of SAP Project System often uses the generic term 
order type as a synonym for the term network type.
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the network type parameters are the only assigned referenced control 
settings.

These settings comprise parameters for generating settlement rules (see 
Chapter 5, Section 5.9), for writing change documents when master data 
and statuses are changed (Change Document indicator), for automatic 
determination of alternative bills of materials, and for indicators for 
external procurement processes (see Chapter 4, Section 4.4).

Figure 1.20  Example of Network Type Parameters
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The specification of a change profile is only relevant if you use the vari-
ant configuration of networks (see Section 1.8.6). In this case, the 
change profile that you can define via Transaction OPSG determines 
how retroactive changes to the configuration should be handled once a 
network has been released.

Header and activity 
account 
assignment

The ActvtyAcctAsgn. indicator enables you to define whether you 
want to use header account assignment or activity account assignment for 
networks of this combination of plant and network type.

If you use header account assignment for a network, all planned and 
actual costs, and commitments, are stored at the level of the network 
header. This method does not allow for a more detailed evaluation of 
costs at the level of activities. The use of header account assignment for 
networks is necessary if you want to assign networks without work 
breakdown structures to sales order items.

If you use activity account assignment for networks, the activities and 
activity elements represent separate account assignment objects. All 
cost-related information can be analyzed separately in the individual 
activities and activity elements. Unlike networks that are based on 
header account assignments, networks for which you use activity 
account assignments allow you to assign the activities to different WBS 
elements without any problems. You cannot use header account assign-
ment and activity account assignment in parallel for the same network. 
Furthermore, you cannot retroactively change this property of a net-
work.

The plant-dependent definition of the network type parameters enables 
you to define different parameters to use networks in different plants, if 

Activity Account Assignment for Networks with Header Account  
Assignment

If you use header account assignment for networks in combination with work 
breakdown structures, you should not assign the activities of these networks 
to different WBS elements. Because the cost information is displayed in 
aggregated form only in WBS elements that have been assigned the network 
headers, assigning activities of these networks to different WBS elements 
could prove to be very confusing when analyzing the costs.
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that is necessary. The network type parameters you define are deter-
mined on the basis of the plant and network type you have specified in 
the network header during the creation of a network.

Network Profile

To create a network, you also need a network profile that you can define 
using Transaction OPUU (see Figure 1.21). In the network profile, you 
can enter various default values for the fields and the presentation of 
network headers, activities, activity elements, relationships, and mate-
rial components.

Figure 1.21  Sample Network Profile
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Defining default 
values

In particular, you can already store default values for the plant, the net-
work type, and the MRP controller of the network in a network profile 
so that you only need to specify a network profile when creating a net-
work. If you haven't defined any MRP controllers in Production yet, or 
if you want other MRP controllers to be responsible for networks, you 
must first define MRP controllers for your networks in Customizing.

As is the case in the project profiles of the work breakdown structures, 
in the network profile you can configure the settings for creating project 
versions (see Section 1.9.1), for using substitutions and validations (see 
Sections 1.8.4 and 1.8.5), for aggregating and graphically displaying net-
works, and for using access control lists.

In addition, you can enter various default values for activities and activ-
ity elements in the network profile, depending on the type of activities 
and activity elements used. In particular, you can store default values for 
the respective control keys of the activities and activity elements.

Material 
forecasting

To enter material forecasting values in internally processed activities, 
you must specify a cost element for the forecast costs of material fore-
casting in the network profile. Those material forecasting values enable 
you to enter planned costs for materials at an early planning stage with-
out having to explicitly assign materials to the activity. If you assign 
material components to the activity at a later stage, the share of the 
material forecasting value in the planned costs is automatically reduced 
by the planned value of the assigned components. This way, duplicating 
the planned costs is avoided.

Control Keys

The standard version of the application already contains control keys for 
the different activity types; however, if necessary, you can also create 
your own control keys using Transaction OPSU (see Figure 1.22). The 
fields Gen. Costs Act., Service, and Ext. Processing allow you to define 
the type in each control key.

The Cost, Det. Cap. Req. (determine capacity requirements) and Sched-

uling indicators in the control key are used to control whether you 
want to determine planned costs, calculate capacity requirements, or 
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include a scheduling-relevant duration for a specific activity. For exam-
ple, if you don't set the Scheduling indicator, the system will always 
use the duration 0 in time scheduling, regardless of the activity dates. 
The Sched. Ext. Op. indicator enables you to specify for the two activity 
types, External Processing and Service, whether the planned delivery 
time of the activity or the Normal Duration field in the Internal tab 
should be used for scheduling the activity.

If you set the Confirmation indicator, you can define whether an activ-
ity must be confirmed before you can close it, whether confirmations 
are permitted but not required, or whether the entry of confirmations is 
not possible for activities with this control key.

Shop papers To print shop papers (that is, completion confirmation slips or time tickets) 
for an activity, you must permit the printout by setting the respective 
indicators in the control key. Furthermore, you must first define the 
print control in the structure Customizing section of the networks. 
Finally, you must specify the number of shop papers to be printed and 
the printer in the operative network activities.

Figure 1.22  Control Key for Externally Processed Activities
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Subnetwork Parameters

If you want to use subnetworks, you must enter two settings in the Sub-

network Parameters. These settings depend on the network type of 
the superordinate network being used and on the network type (or 
order type in the case of plant maintenance or service orders):

� First, specify the control key that must be set automatically for the 
superordinate activity once a subnetwork has been assigned.

� Second, specify the dates you want to pass from the activity to the 
subnetwork header.

In addition, you can define priorities and field keys for user fields in the 
Customizing section of operative networks. This process is similar to 
customizing the work breakdown structures (see Section 1.2.2).

These settings are described in more detail in Chapter 2, Sections 2.1.2 
and 2.3.3, and Chapter 4, Section 4.3.

1.3.3 Standard Networks

Structure of 
standard networks

A standard network consists of a standard network header and standard
network activities and you can use it as a template for operative net-
works. You can create standard networks using Transaction CN01. By 
defining an assignment to standard WBS elements in the header of the 
standard network and of the standard network activities, you can use 
both standard structures together as templates (see Section 1.7).

As in an operative network, you can use the four different activity types 
for structuring purposes in a standard network and create relationships
between the activities of the standard network and the activities of other 
standard networks. You can also use activity elements and milestones to 
further specify the standard network activities. If you want to document 

Necessary Customizing for Networks

Before you can create operative networks, you must first define scheduling 
parameters, confirmation parameters, and—if materials are used in the net-
work—the material availability check in the Customizing section of SAP 
Project System, in addition to the structure Customizing settings.
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the activities of a standard network, you can use long texts and PS texts, 
but not document info records.

Differences to 
operative networks

Unlike networks, standard networks are technically not implemented as 
orders in the SAP system, but as plans (comparable to the routings that 
can be used as templates for production orders). For this reason, several 
essential differences exist between operative networks and standard 
networks:

� To create standard networks, you need standard network profiles that 
you must have previously defined in the Customizing section for stan-
dard networks in SAP Project System. Standard network profiles con-
tain data that is similar to the data contained in network profiles for 
operative networks (see Section 1.3.2).

� When creating a standard network, you can use another standard net-
work as a template, but you can't use an operative network for this 
purpose.

� A standard network can be identified by an 8-digit key that is based 
on specific number range intervals for standard networks and an 
alternative number. This means that you can create different struc-
tures for a standard network key, each of which can be distinguished 
by a different alternative.

� You can only specify statuses in the header of the standard network; 
however, note that you must first create those statuses in the Custom-
izing section of standard networks. When doing so, you can use a spe-
cific indicator to control whether you want the system to issue a 
warning message when the standard network is used as a template.

Networks

A network consists of a network header and activities that can be linked to 
each other via relationships to map the flow of different tasks within a project. 
Depending on the activity type, you can store different data related to plan-
ning and controlling in that activity. Activity elements and subnetworks are 
simply different methods of detailing activities. You can create standard net-
works to use them as templates for operative networks. Before you can create 
networks, you must establish various settings in the Customizing section of 
SAP Project System.
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1.4 Milestones

In SAP Project System, milestones can be used to map events of particular 
importance, such as the completion of critical project stages. For this 
reason, you can store a descriptive short text in a milestone and, if nec-
essary, a long text and the planned date on which the milestone will 
probably be reached. This information is complemented by data on the 
milestone’s purpose or function. You can document the achievement of 
a milestone by an actual date. Unlike in some other project management 
tools, in SAP Project System, milestones don’t control time scheduling 
for WBS elements and activities.

You can create any number of milestones for WBS elements or activities 
in operative structures and in standard structures. When doing so, the 
system automatically assigns a unique ID number to each milestone.

Standard 
milestones and 
milestone 
groups

If you want to use milestones that are similar to each other on a regular 
basis, you can create standard milestones as templates via Transaction 
CN11. Moreover, you can assign several milestones as milestone groups
to one object. To do this, you must first define the relevant milestone 
groups in Customizing of SAP Project System (Transaction OPT6) and 
then assign standard milestones to those milestone groups.

Depending on whether you want to assign milestones to a WBS element 
or to an activity, you can use different methods of usage.

1.4.1 Milestones Assigned to WBS Elements

Figure 1.23 shows the detail screen of a milestone that is assigned to a 
WBS element. You can use milestones that have been assigned to a WBS 
element for purely informational purposes. The reports in the structure 
info system enable you to analyze the milestone data separately by their 
usage. Exceptions allow you to highlight (in color) those milestones in 
Reporting for which the planned dates have already passed.

Billing and 
invoicing plans

When creating billing plans for WBS elements or sales order items (see 
Chapter 2, Section 2.5.3), or when you create invoicing plans for activi-
ties (see Chapter 2, Section 2.4.6), you can use the dates and the planned 
percentage of those milestones for which the Sales Doc. Date indicator 
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has been set. When the milestone dates change, the dates in the billing 
and invoicing plans change automatically, too. The Usage field of the 
milestone enables you to enter further details regarding revenue and 
cost planning. The technique of transferring milestone dates to sales 
documents is also used in milestone billing (see Chapter 4, Section 
4.6.1).

Milestone trend 
and progress 

analysis

If you use project versions (see Section 1.9.1) and set the Trend Analy-

sis indicator for a milestone, you can analyze retroactive changes to 
milestone dates either in a table or graphically at a later stage via the 
milestone trend analysis (see Chapter 4, Section 4.7.1).

The planned date and planned percentage of Completion in the mile-
stone can be used to determine planned percentages of completion (see 
Section 4.7.2) if you set the Prog. Analysis indicator. If you enter an 
actual date in the milestone, you can also use the percentage of comple-
tion as an actual percentage of completion.

Milestone 
dates

You can either specify the planned date of a milestone that is assigned to 
a WBS element as a Fixed Date or derive it based on the scheduled date 

Figure 1.23  Example of a Work Breakdown Structure Milestone
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of the WBS element. These scheduled dates are determined in the time 
scheduling process for the work breakdown structure (see Chapter 2, 
Section 2.1), either on the basis of the activities assigned or—if you 
don't use any networks—on the basis of the planned dates of the WBS 
element. In this context, you can specify whether you want the mile-
stone date to refer to the start date or to the finish date. In addition, you 
can specify an absolute or percentage time interval (based on the dura-
tion of the WBS element). If you use a time reference for the WBS ele-
ment, then changing the scheduled WBS element date will automatically 
change the milestone date as well, whereas a fixed date is not affected by 
date changes in the WBS element.

To document that a milestone of a WBS element has been reached, you 
must manually enter an actual date into the milestone. You cannot 
derive that actual date from the actual dates of the WBS element.

1.4.2 Milestones Assigned to Activities

You can use milestones that are assigned to activities in the same way as 
those that are assigned to WBS elements (see Section 1.4.1).

Milestone 
functions

However, milestones assigned to activities provide the following addi-
tional milestone functions that can be used in any combination (see also 
Figure 1.24):

� Release following activities 
This function releases all activities that are linked as direct successors 
to the activity via relationships.

� Release up to stop indicator 
This function releases all subsequent activities; however, the auto-
matic release process stops when it reaches activities that have been 
assigned a release stop indicator. A release stop indicator is an activity 
milestone for which the Release Stop Ind. flag has been set.

� Include standard network 
This function enables you to automatically include new activities. You 
must use the parameters of this function to store the standard net-
work that is supposed to be used as a template, and to store the pre-
decessor and successor of the new activities.
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� Create network 
This function creates a new network. To do this, the standard net-
work you enter in the parameters for this function is used as a tem-
plate.

� Include subnetwork 
You must use the parameters of this function to define which activity 
you want to detail by using a subnetwork and also, which standard 
network should be used as a template for the subnetwork. When you 
trigger this function, the system will automatically create a network 
and link this network to the activity specified. In this context, a dialog 
window allows you to decide whether you want the relationships of 
the activity to be adopted by the subnetwork.

� Start workflow task 
This function triggers a workflow that you must specify in the param-
eters for this function. Note that prior to this, you must define the 
workflow.

Figure 1.24  Functions of Activity Milestones
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You can use the fields provided for each function in the milestone to 
define whether a function should be used and if so, when it should be 
triggered. A milestone function can start automatically if the milestone 
contains an actual date and the status of the activity changes, or if one of 
these two events occurs. If you use a status change to trigger a function, 
you must also specify whether setting a status or undoing the status, or 
if both status changes should be relevant. In addition, you must define 
which status combinations should be relevant. Lastly, you can use the 
Once indicator to specify whether you permit multiple triggering of the 
function or whether you don’t want the function to be executed more 
than once.

Milestone 
dates

As with milestones that are assigned to WBS elements, you can either 
enter the planned dates of activity milestones manually (fixed dates), or 
by referencing the dates contained in the activity.

You can enter the actual dates of activity milestones either manually, or 
derive them from the actual dates contained in activity confirmations 
(see Chapter 4, Section 4.3).

UsageYou can define usages in the Customizing section of the milestones and 
store those usages in milestones that are assigned to WBS elements or 
activities. On the one hand, a usage serves as a sorting and/or filtering 
criterion in the context of analyses; on the other hand, you can store 
specific control settings in a usage.

If you enter a Billing/Invoicing Rule in the usage, that rule can be 
transferred to the billing and invoicing plans along with the date and 
percentage of a milestone. This way, the usage of a milestone enables 
you to control, for example, whether a down payment, a partial invoice, 
or a final invoice is due on the milestone date (see Chapter 2, Section 
2.5).

By setting the No Dialog indicator you can hide dialog windows that 
are only used for informational purposes when triggering a milestone 
function.
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1.5 Documents

Short and 
long texts

You can use long texts to describe objects in greater detail and assign 
those long texts to all structure objects of SAP Project System: project 
definitions, WBS elements, network headers, activities, activity ele-
ments, and milestones. The short text of an object corresponds to the 
first 40 characters of the first line of the long text. As of EHP3, you can 
also activate multiple language support for various object types in Cus-
tomizing, which enables you to save short and long texts in different 
languages. Depending on your logon language, the system will then dis-
play the short and long texts in that language. If no text has previously 
been entered in your logon language, the system uses the text of a lan-
guage you can select (master language). The entry of short texts in mul-
tiple languages occurs in a new tab.

However, note that you cannot simply copy texts from one object to 
another. Moreover, short and long texts don’t support any status or ver-
sion management. For this reason, SAP Project System allows you to use 
PS texts or documents from document management.

1.5.1 PS Texts

You can create PS texts using either Transaction CN04 or various other 
editing transactions of project structures and assign those texts to WBS 
elements or activities. The SAP Mail System can also be used to send PS 
texts to other SAP users. A PS text can be identified on the basis of the 
text type, and the name, the format, and the language of the PS text. PS 
texts are stored in the SAP database. The text type serves as a sorting cri-
terion for your PS texts. You must define appropriate text types for PS 
texts in the Customizing section of SAP Project System.

Generic Object Services

In addition, you can assign any documents to projects by using the generic 
object services. However, this type of assignment is not explicitly displayed in 
the editing or reporting transactions of SAP Project System. Instead, you must 
always call it via the Attachment list of the generic object services.
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PS text formatsYou can use the SAPscript format as text format or one of the following 
formats: DOC, RTF, PPT, and XLS. Depending on the format you choose, 
you can also use the corresponding user interface for creating the PS 
texts. For example, if you want to create a PS text in DOC format, you 
can do that in Microsoft® Word®. This means that you can also include 
existing MS Word documents or use them as templates.

PS texts can be created in different languages. The Language field in the 
identification of the PS texts will enable you to distinguish the texts at a 
later stage. The system automatically provides you with the existing PS 
texts in your logon language. If no PS text is available in your logon lan-
guage, the system displays a dialog in which you can select a PS text.

You can use PS texts as templates for other PS texts or create references 
between the texts. If you reference a PS text that has been assigned to a 
specific object in another object, which may even be located in a differ-
ent project, changes to the PS text assigned to the former object will also 
occur in the PS text assigned to the other object.

1.5.2 Integration with Document Management

You can assign document info records of SAP Document Management to 
operative WBS elements and activities and thus directly access the orig-
inal documents that are managed by the document info records from 
within editing project transactions.

DocumentsDepending on the settings in the document management system, you 
can use virtually any document format in projects. The original docu-
ments don’t need to be saved in the SAP database and can be stored on 
separate document servers. In addition, you can use functions such as 
status management, versioning, or classification for documents. Once 
you’ve created an assignment to an existing document info record, you 
can directly navigate to that record from your projects.

In addition, you can use the editing functions for projects to create new 
document info records and check in original documents. At the same 
time, you can create a link to a WBS element or activity. The Internet 
service CNW4 enables you to access project documents through the 
Internet without having to install an SAP GUI on your machine.
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1.6 Status

Using statuses Project definitions, WBS elements, network headers, activities, and 
activity elements contain statuses. Statuses document the state of an 
object and therefore serve as information or selection criterion for eval-
uations. They also define which business transactions are currently pos-
sible for the respective object.

There is a general distinction between system statuses, statuses that are 
predefined in the system, and user statuses, statuses that you can define 
in the Customizing section of SAP Project System and then summarize in 
a user status profile.

The 4-digit short forms of up to seven system and user statuses each are 
displayed in the basic data of the objects. The detail screens of the sta-
tuses contain all active system statuses for the respective object and all 
user statuses that have been defined within the status profile, including 
their short forms and short texts (see Figure 1.25).

Transaction 
analysis

The detail screen of the statuses also tells you which business processes 
the current combination of system and user statuses will permit, which 
ones are forbidden, and which business processes are only permitted 
with a warning. The transaction analysis provides information about 
which statuses are responsible for each situation.

To carry out a business process, there must be at least one active status 
that permits the process, while no status that prohibits the process or 
permits it only with a warning can be active at the same time. A warning 
is issued for a business process when there is at least one active status 
that permits the process with a warning and when no status is active that 
prohibits the process.

Restrictions for Document Info Records

Note that you cannot assign any document info records to standard work 
breakdown structures and standard networks.
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Statuses can be automatically set by the system based on different busi-
ness processes (such as budgeting or entering actual dates), activated by 
inheritance, or manually assigned by the user.

Figure 1.25  Details on System and User Statuses

Interaction of Statuses

As soon as there is one active status that prohibits the business process—
regardless of whether it is a system or a user status—the process cannot be car-
ried out.
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System status The following list contains some important system statuses for work 
breakdown structures that you can set manually:

� CRTD (Created) 
Initial status that allows all planning activities and structure changes, 
but not the entry of actual dates or actual costs.

� REL (Released) 
Status that allows the entry of actual data. This status is automatically 
passed on to subordinate project elements and cannot be reset.

� PREL (Partially released) 
This status is automatically assigned by the system when a subordi-
nate object is released. Regarding WBS elements, this status allows 
the entry of actual start dates.

� TECO (Technically completed) 
This status is automatically passed on. It does not allow any planning 
activities, but it does permit the account assignment of costs and rev-
enues. This status deletes capacity requirements and controls the 
transfer of assets under construction to completed assets within the 
scope of the settlement for investment projects (see Chapter 5, Sec-
tion 5.9).

� CLSD (Closed) 
Not only does this status prohibit planning activities, but also post-
ings of actual costs. It also deactivates assets under construction. The 
status is automatically passed on. Resetting this status leads to the 
TECO status.

� DLFL (Deletion flag) 
This status prohibits virtually all business processes and is a prerequi-
site if you want to archive and delete projects at a later stage. The sta-
tus can be inherited and reset.

� FNBL (Final billing) 
This status can be set for billing elements and cannot be inherited. It 
prohibits additional billing processes, but allows you to post costs.

In addition to the preceding list, you can manually set various system 
statuses, for instance, to lock cost planning or time scheduling pro-
cesses, or even the account assignment of documents.
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User status profileTo enhance the functionality of system statuses, you can define your 
own statuses, which are referred to as user statuses. To do that, you must 
first create an ID and a name for a user status profile in Customizing 
Transaction OK02, and then assign those object types to the profile for 
which you want to use the user status profile. Last, you must define user 
statuses for the status profile. Figure 1.26 shows an example of a user 
status profile.

Status numberUser statuses can be divided into statuses with and without status num-
bers. You can define a sequence for statuses that have a status number. 
This means that you can set those statuses in the defined sequence (but 
you should carefully read the (F1) help for the Lowest and Highest Sta-

tus Number fields). Note that only one status with a status number can 
be active for an object.

Conversely, you can set any number of user statuses without status 
numbers. The Position and Priority fields enable you to define which 
user status is displayed in its short form in the basic data of the objects.

Figure 1.26  Example of a User Status Profile
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The user statuses that are supposed to be set during the creation of an 
object or during the assignment of the user status profile must be 
marked as Initial status. By assigning authorization keys to user sta-
tuses, you can assign explicit authorizations for setting and resetting 
user statuses.

Next actions and 
influences

The detail screen of each status enables you to define influences and next
actions for the respective status. You can use the indicators of the Next

Action columns to define whether you want the user status to be set 
automatically through a business transactions or whether you want it to 
be reset. The indicators of the Influence columns allow you to define 
which business transaction are allowed by the user status, and which 
ones are allowed with warning, prohibited, or not influenced at all.

You can store user status profiles as default values in project profiles and 
network types and in standard project definitions. However, once a user 
status of the user status profile has been active in an object, you cannot 
enter any other user status profile in that object.

Status combination 
codes

The statuses of project objects are stored in a different database table in 
the SAP system than their master data. Therefore, if you use statuses as 
selection criteria in Reporting, the system must read multiple database 
tables for the purpose of object selection, which can affect your system’s 
performance, particularly when you select many objects. As of EHP3, 
you can copy a combination of active statuses of an object as a so-called 
status combination code into the object master data and use the status 
combination code as selection criteria in Reporting; this increases the 
system performance during object selection.

You can enter specific settings for the status combination codes in the 
Customizing section of SAP Project System. There are 14 predefined 
combination codes available for system status combinations. For user 
statuses you can define your own combination codes and assign combi-

Authorizations for Business Transactions Using Statuses

If you allow for a user status to be automatically set as a follow-up action of a 
business process, you can use authorization object B_USERST_T to indirectly 
assign the authorization for the business process (for example, the release) 
through the authorization key.
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nations from user statuses. If multiple status combination codes are 
available for a specific object, the priority of the combination code 
determines which combination code will be included in the master data 
of the object.

The STATUS_COMB_UPDATE program enables you to trigger a global 
identification process for status combination codes and to adopt these 
codes in the master data of the respective objects. Then, the status com-
bination codes are updated every time the status of a project object 
changes.

1.7 Editing Functions

Using templatesYou can either create operative project structures manually or based on 
templates. For example, you can use standard work breakdown struc-
tures, standard networks, and other operative project structures and 
simulation versions as templates (see Section 1.9.2).

When you create a WBS using a template, the system automatically 
aligns the first section of the identification with the identification of the 
new project. You can add a customized extension that enables you to 
align multiple sections of the identification. If you only use parts of the 
template, you must carry out the alignment of the identification yourself 
by using the Replace function.

If you want to create projects that consist of a WBS and a network using 
templates, the following two methods are available:

� Create project with a template 
If you use this function and set the With Activities indicator, you can 
control whether you want to copy the networks that have been 
assigned to the template as well.

� Create network with a template 
If you use this method, you must first create a network using a tem-
plate. If the network or standard network you use as a template is 
assigned to a WBS or standard WBS, the system will propose that you 
also create a new operative work breakdown structure on the basis of 
a template when you save the new network. This function is typically 
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used for variant configurations with networks (see Section 1.8.6) and 
for assembly processing (see Section 1.8.7).

Including project 
parts

Even when editing operative structures, you can always use templates to 
extend your project structures. The process of creating new project parts 
by using templates is referred to as inclusion.

SAP Project System provides various transactions for creating, changing, 
and displaying operative project structures, such as the Project Builder, 
the Project Planning Board, or the special maintenance functions. As of 
EHP4, you can use the Project Editor to display and change large project 
structures. To edit your projects, you don’t need to decide on using only 
one transaction. For example, you can create projects in the Project 
Builder and edit them later in the Project Planning Board or Project Edi-
tor.

1.7.1 Project Builder

Creating, 
displaying, and 

changing project 
structures

You can use the Project Builder (Transaction CJ20N) to create, modify, 
and display project structures. Because of its structure and functions, the 
Project Builder is well suited for structuring projects. You don’t need to 
make any additional settings in Customizing if you want to use the 
Project Builder. The user-specific options of the Project Builder enable 
you, for example, to define which objects may be edited in the Project 
Builder, or how many hierarchy levels of a project should be opened 
when you launch a project in the Project Builder (see Figure 1.27). As of 
EHP6, the two options Exclude Material Master Data and Exclude

Purchase Order History are also available. By setting these indicators, 
you can improve the performance for opening and editing networks 
with a large number of material components and purchase requisitions.

Customer Enhancements Possible

You can use a customer enhancement to use these performance improvement 
options for other transactions. Note, however, that the Exclude Purchase

Order History has the result that fields regarding the goods receipt quantity 
or existing purchase orders are no longer displayed in the network.
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WorklistThe user interface of the Project Builder consists of three areas (see Fig-
ure 1.28). The Worklist on the lower left-hand side always contains the 
last five projects you have worked on. However, you can also include 
other projects or parts of projects in the worklist folders via right-click-
ing. If you want to edit a project that's contained in the worklist, you can 
simply double-click on the project.

Templates areaOnce you’ve opened a project for editing, the structure of the project is 
displayed in the Structure Tree in the upper left. At the same time, the 
system switches from the worklist to the Templates Area in the lower 
left. You can insert objects from the templates area, such as new WBS 
elements or activities, into the structure of the project either by double-
clicking on the objects or via drag and drop.

Figure 1.27  User-Specific Options in Project Builder
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Structure tree Depending on the settings of the Project Builder, the structure tree dis-
plays the project definition, WBS elements, network headers, activities, 
activity elements, milestones, PS texts, documents, and assigned mate-
rial components of a project, including its IDs and descriptions. By right-
clicking on the structure tree heading you can change the order in which 
the IDs and description are displayed. You can change the project struc-
ture via drag-and-drop or by right-clicking, for instance, to modify the 
WBS hierarchy or to create or include new objects. The structure tree 
also enables you to navigate within the project structure.

Preview area If you set the Preview Last Project indicator in the Project Builder 
options, the project that you last worked on will be displayed in the Pre-

view Area in the structure tree. When you double-click on the project in 

Figure 1.28  Editing a Project in the Project Builder
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the preview area, the project opens and can be edited, while the system 
immediately navigates to the last object you had worked on.

Work areaThe area on the right in the Project Builder—the work area—displays 
data of the object that you have selected in the structure tree. The upper 
part of the work area displays the ID and description of the object 
selected in the structure tree. You can use the icons on top of the work 
area to toggle between the detail screen of the object, a tabular list of 
objects of the same type, and a table that lists assigned objects. By right-
clicking in the detail screen of an object, you can navigate, for example, 
to the settlement rule of an object or to billing and invoicing plans, and 
so on. As of EHP3, you can also save changes temporarily in the Project 
Builder.

From the Project Builder, you can go directly to the Project Planning 
Board, to Easy Cost Planning, or to the sales pricings that you have cre-
ated in the Project Builder. In addition, you can call the hierarchy graphic
or—if you have selected a network object—the network graphic.

Hierarchy Graphic

Displaying work 
breakdown 
structures

The hierarchy graphic displays the hierarchical structure of the WBS as a 
graphic (as shown previously in Figure 1.2). Depending on the graphics 
profile stored in the project profile of the project and on your selection 
under WBS Element Display, the system can display different data for 
each WBS element. By default, a hierarchy graphic that you call from 
within an editing transaction displays the IDs, descriptions, and opera-
tive indicators of the WBS elements.

You can change operative indicators by clicking on them, or by calling 
the detail screen of a WBS element. You can also create new WBS ele-
ments in the hierarchy graphic—either with or without using a tem-
plate—and you can even delete WBS elements, provided this is permit-
ted.

Connection 
mode of the 
hierarchy graphic

The Connection Mode enables you to define the hierarchical relation-
ship between two WBS elements by drawing a connection line from the 
upper-level WBS element to the lower-level one. The Cut function 
allows you to delete the hierarchical connection lines of a WBS element.
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Navigation area If you use large work breakdown structures, you can show a navigation
area in which you can select the project parts you want to display. The 
Vertically from Level function allows you to define that—from a spe-
cific level—you no longer want to display WBS elements horizontally 
but vertically.

Network Graphic

Displaying 
networks

The network graphic provides a graphical display of the activities of one 
or several networks (see Figure 1.3). In this context, the system arranges 
the display of activities in accordance with their logical sequence. How-
ever, you can change this order via drag and drop. In addition, you can 
group the activities based on the work centers used, or on the WBS ele-
ments to which they are assigned. As in the hierarchy graphic, you can 
also show a navigation area if you use large network structures.

Depending on the graphics profile stored in the network profile and on 
your selection under Display Activities, the network graphic can dis-
play the IDs, descriptions, control keys, duration, planned dates, and 
floats of the activities. In addition, specific indicators used in the 
extended display of the activities enable you to determine which objects 
have been assigned to an activity.

Time-critical activities (with an overall float smaller than or equal to 
zero) are highlighted in red in the network graphic, while partially con-
firmed activities are displayed with a single strikethrough and con-
firmed ones with a double strikethrough (see Chapter 2, Section 2.1.2
and Chapter 4, Section 4.3).

Displaying 
relationships

For the display of relationships, you can choose between a time-depen-
dent presentation and a finish-start presentation. If you choose the fin-
ish-start relationship presentation, the relationships are always displayed 
as connection lines between the finish of the predecessor and the start 
of the successor, regardless of the relationship type. Contrary to this, the 
time-dependent presentation displays a start-start relationship, for 
example, as a connection between the start of the predecessor and the 
start of the successor. The type and, if necessary, fixed time interval of a 
relationship are displayed in the graphical presentation of the relation-
ship.
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You can navigate to the detail screen of an activity or relationship by 
double-clicking on it. Moreover, you can create and delete activities and 
relationships in the network graphic.

Connection 
mode of the 
network graphic

To create relationships in the network graphic, you must draw a connec-
tion line between the predecessor and the successor in the connection 
mode of the network graphic. If you want to create a finish-start rela-
tionship, you must connect the finish of the predecessor with the start of 
the successor. If you want to create a finish-finish relationship, you must 
connect the finish of the predecessor with the finish of the successor, 
and so on.

Loop analysisThe Loop Analysis function of the network graphic enables you to high-
light relationships that lead to a cyclical sequence of activities in specific 
colors. Networks that contain a loop cannot be scheduled.

You can also print out the hierarchy and network graphics of a project. 
When doing so, you can include additional graphics, such as a company 
logo, in the graphic as well.

1.7.2 Project Planning Board

Transactions CJ27, CJ2B, and CJ2C of the Project Planning Board enable 
you to create, modify, and display work breakdown structures and 
assigned networks. To open a project in the Project Planning Board, you
must specify a planning board profile, provided the project profile does 
not propose any. The planning board profile controls the display and 
functions of the Project Planning Board.

The user interface of the Project Planning Board is based on an interac-
tive SAP bar chart in which you can display data related to the project 
definition, WBS elements, activities, activity elements, and milestones, 
both as a table and in a diagram (see Figure 1.29). The planning board 
profile defines which of the aforementioned object types and which 
table fields are displayed. Note that you can change this setting in the 
Project Planning Board.
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Table section Filtering, sorting, and grouping functions also enable you to define 
which objects should be displayed in which order. Moreover, you can 
use the Highlight Objects function to highlight those project elements 
that have been assigned documents, for example, or that contain specific 
properties.

From the menu of the Project Planning Board, you can also navigate to 
the assignment of PS texts and documents. Call the detail screen of a net-
work header by clicking on the corresponding icon. A separate overview 
of assigned material components is available in the Project Planning 
Board. When a templates area is displayed, you can create new objects 
for a project by double-clicking on a template or dragging and dropping 
it to a project.

Diagram section The graphical area of the Project Planning Board—the diagram section—dis-
plays the scheduling data of the objects displayed in the form of different

Figure 1.29  Editing a Project in the Project Planning Board
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time bars. In addition, dates and different master data fields of the objects 
can be displayed to the left or right, above or below, and even directly on 
the time bars.

Planning board 
assistant

The graphical presentation of the different objects in the table section, 
and particularly in the diagram section, is controlled by a graphics pro-
file that's stored in the planning board profile. However, you can cus-
tomize the presentation using the planning board assistant in the Project 
Planning Board. A preview area in the planning board assistant allows 
you to view how your changes will affect the presentation of the objects.

Periods displayedThe overall period displayed in the diagram section is referred to as the 
evaluation period. The evaluation period consists of a pre-evaluation
period, a planning period, and a post-evaluation period. To further clarify 
these periods, you can display each of them in a different scale. For 
example, you can choose a greater scale for project stages that are in the 
past or the distant future than you would choose for project stages that 
are in the current planning period, for which you may need a presenta-
tion in terms of days.

Time scale 
assistant

You can control the size and layout of the evaluation period, and the pre-
sentation of the time scale (color layout, display of the day of week or 
date, etc.), via subprofiles of the planning board profile; however, you 
can customize them using the Options and the time scale assistant. You 
can edit an object in the Project Planning Board in a table or in the detail 
screen, for example, by double-clicking on the object in the table or dia-
gram section.

If necessary, you can change scheduled dates graphically by moving, 
extending, or shortening the respective time bars. Relationships
between activities can be created as tables in the Project Planning Board, 
graphically in the connection mode, or by using the Connect Selected

Activities function. If you use this function, the system automatically 
creates finish-start relationships for all selected activities in the order in 
which the activities are listed in the table section.

Additional 
overviews of the 
Project Planning 
Board

Besides the date overview described previously, you can show addi-
tional overviews for selected objects. All of the overviews consist of a 
table section and a graphical area. For those overviews, you can use a 
field selection to define which fields should be displayed in the table 
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section. Furthermore, the context menu enables you to open a legend of 
the objects displayed, and additional functions. The following additional 
overviews are available in the Project Planning Board:

� Component overview 
The graphical section of this overview displays requirement dates 
and, if needed, delivery and goods movement dates for assigned 
material components. You can navigate to the detail screen of a mate-
rial component by double-clicking on it.

� Cost overview 
The graphical section displays planned costs and, if available, planned 
and actual revenues of WBS elements as a totals curve.

� Capacity overview 
This overview compares the available capacity of work centers 
assigned to activities with the (total) capacity requirement for differ-
ent periods as a bar chart or histogram. You can display the work cen-
ters by double-clicking on them.

� Plant maintenance overview 
The graphical section of this overview displays the dates of plant main-
tenance orders that you have assigned as subnetworks to activities.

Other functions that can be called through the Project Planning Board 
include the following:

� Hierarchy graphic and network graphic

� Planning boards for capacity leveling

� Workforce planning

� Milestone trend analysis

� Cost and capacity reports

� Overview of direct predecessors and successors of an activity

User-specific 
changes

When exiting the Project Planning Board, you can save the changes to 
the Project Planning Board that you made using the planning board and 
timescale assistants and the field selection, and some changes to the 
options of the Project Planning Board. This way, you can utilize those 
changes the next time you open a project in the Project Planning Board. 
The Undo User Settings function enables you to delete the changes. As 
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of EHP3, you can also save user-specific zoom factors and a user-specific 
separation between the table and graphical area.

Planning Board Profile

The standard version of the program already contains planning board 
profiles and subprofiles that are needed for the Project Planning Board. 
However, you can also define your own planning board profiles in the 
Customizing section of SAP Project System (see Figure 1.30).

Deleting User-Specific Settings

You can use Report RSAPFCJGR to simultaneously reset user-specific settings 
for multiple users in the Project Planning Board.

Figure 1.30  Sample Planning Board Profile
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Profiles of the 
Project Planning 

Board

In a planning board profile, you must specify the field selection for the 
date overview and the other overviews of the Project Planning Board. 
The graphics profile in the planning board profile is used to define the 
presentation of the objects in the table and graphical sections. To create 
new graphics profiles, you can use the planning board assistant in the 
same way as you did in the Project Planning Board. Other subprofiles of 
the Project Planning Board include the following:

� Time profile 
This profile determines the beginning and end of the evaluation and 
planning periods. This means that pre-evaluation and post-evaluation 
periods are defined automatically.

� Scale profile 
This profile enables you to define the scale to be used for the planning 
period, and for the pre-evaluation and post-evaluation periods.

� Time scale profile 
This profile defines the presentation of the different timescales (such 
as annual, monthly, or daily period splits) and it determines which 
timescales should be displayed with which scales.

Furthermore, a planning board profile allows you to specify which 
objects, dates, and floats, and which data should be displayed with the 
different time bars. You should also note that to display cost and 
progress data, you need to define the corresponding CO versions in the 
planning board profile.

1.7.3 Special Maintenance Functions

Transactions The menu for special maintenance functions in SAP Project System pro-
vides transactions that enable you to create, change, and display work 
breakdown structures (Transactions CJ01, CJ02, CJ03), networks (Trans-
actions CN21, CN22, CN23), and work breakdown structures with net-
works assigned (Transactions CJ2D, CJ20, CJ2A). Figure 1.31 shows, for 
example, how you use structure planning (Transaction CJ20) to edit a 
project.
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All of the preceding transactions allow you to switch between the detail 
screen of the project definition or network header and the table views of 
WBS elements or activities. Conversely, you can navigate from a table 
view into the detail screen of an object. The menu also enables you to 
call lists of assigned objects, such as PS texts, documents, or milestones.

You can also call the hierarchy and network graphics from the special 
maintenance functions and navigate to planning board displays.

You don't need to enter any additional Customizing settings to use the 
special maintenance functions. You can simply define the presentation 
of objects in table views and graphics, and functions for capacity 
requirements planning, in the relevant settings of the project or net-
work profiles.

Figure 1.31  Editing a Project in Structure Planning
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Transactions CJ06, CJ07, CJ08, and CJ11, CJ12, CJ13 enable you to cre-
ate, change, or display individual project definitions or WBS elements. 
When creating a new WBS element using Transaction CJ11, you must 
either create an assignment to an existing project definition, or create a 
new project definition when saving the WBS element. That new project 
definition must then be filled with the data of the WBS element. To cre-
ate a new project definition, use a project profile in which the Transfer

to Project Definition indicator has been set.

In live projects, the special maintenance functions are typically used by 
users who don't need more than a simple table option to edit project 
structures and who regard the Project Builder or the Project Planning 
Board as being too complex.

1.7.4 Project Editor

Editing 
large projects

As of EHP4  and further enhanced in EHP6, the Project Editor (Transac-
tion PSHLP20) is available, which has been developed specifically for the 
performance-optimized editing of master data in very large and complex 
project structures.

The editing interface of the Project Editor resembles that of the Project 
Builder; however, it does not provide the entire functionality of the 
Project Builder. For example, the Project Editor does not support the 
hierarchy graphic or network graphic. Moreover, it is not possible to 
add, reassign, or delete objects and change material components with 
the Project Editor. Nevertheless, the Project Editor provides various 
functions which avoid performance and lock problems of the other edit-
ing functions and are further detailed in the following.

Data sets In contrast to all other editing transactions in SAP Project System, the 
Project Editor enables you to select the data to be edited in data sets in 
its initial screen (see Figure 1.32). Data sets represent groups of data 
defined by SAP.
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For example, the Control Data data set contains all control data, while
the Dates/Relationship data set contains date information. First, only 
the data sets you select in the initial screen are made available for editing 
in the Project Editor (see Figure 1.33). If necessary, however, you can 
always load additional data sets in the Project Editor.

Selection profileInstead of selecting data sets manually, you can also select a selection 
profile and store this profile as a default value in your user parameters. 
The selection profile automatically proposes a selection of data sets in 
the initial screen of the Project Editor. You can define selection profiles 
in the Customizing section of SAP Project System.

Figure 1.32  Data Selection in the Initial Screen of the Project Editor
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Regardless of the selection of data sets, you can also use the Project Edi-
tor to edit assigned documents and settlement rules, if necessary.

Shared mode In addition to the common edit modes, Read Only and Edit, you can 
use a customer enhancement to release the Shared mode for the Project 
Editor (see Figure 1.32). If you use this module, the selected project ele-
ments are only locked when they are saved but not when they are 
opened or changed.

Figure 1.33  Detail Screen of a Data Set in the Project Editor

"Shared" Mode

This mode enables multiple users to change projects or networks in parallel 
without the system outputting information or warning messages. You should 
use appropriate selection profiles or authorizations to ensure that the individ-
ual users process separate data sets or different activities of a network, for 
example.
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DraftsInstead of making changes directly to an operative project or network, 
you can use the Project Editor to create one or several drafts of the 
project, of project parts, or of individual networks. You can then edit 
these drafts in the Project Editor and retransfer them into the operative 
project later on.

You can create drafts directly in the initial screen of the Project Editor 
via the Create Draft icon or, when processing a project, using the Save

as a Draft function. The Draft Workbench (Transaction PSHLP30)
enables you to compare drafts, compare them with the data of the oper-
ative project (see Figure 1.34), or delete them. Drafts also allow you to 
simulate changes to projects without locking the operative projects.

Background savingIn addition to directly saving changes to project elements or saving 
changes as drafts, the Project Editor provides the Background Saving

function. In this case, changes are saved in a background job. If errors 

Figure 1.34  Comparing Operative Data with the Data of a Draft in the Draft Workbench
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occur during this process—for example, due to locks—the system auto-
matically saves a draft and informs the user. In a log, the user can then 
analyze the errors and open the draft.

Log entries can be deleted manually by users or administrators or auto-
matically, depending on the number of entries or on how long the 
entries exist in the system. For this purpose, the appropriate settings 
must be made in the Customizing and a regular background job for the 
deletion must be scheduled.

Order dates You can also use the Project Editor to schedule projects (see Chapter 2, 
Section 2.1.3). It provides, for example, functions for loop analyses, for 
scheduling comparisons, and for exception selections as well as a gen-
eral overview of the dates of the various project elements or a simple 
Gantt chart presentation of dates. If maintenance or service orders are 
assigned to network activities of a project as subnetworks, you can dis-
play their order headers in the Project Editor and, for example, schedule 
them together with the project.

Project cache You can further optimize the time required for loading large structures 
in the Project Editor by means of a cache concept. For this reason, an 
administrator can load projects into a cache by means of the Administra-
tor Workbench (Transaction PSHLP90). If you open the projects for edit-
ing in the Project Editor at a later stage, the data is read directly from the 
cache. If the projects have not previously been loaded into the cache or 
if the data in the cache has not been updated, the Project Editor automat-
ically reads the data from the normal database tables.

Further features of the Project Editor include:

� Object filter 
To keep the number of objects to be displayed as small as possible, 
you can define a user-specific filter.

Project Cache and Performance

Note that the project cache does not always accelerate the data loading pro-
cess in the Project Editor. Therefore, it should be tested in advance.
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� Table overviews based on SAP List Viewer (ALV) 
In these tabular overviews, you can sort, filter, print, or define your 
own layouts.

� Selective mass update 
This function enables you to change fields of several objects in the 
tabular overviews in parallel.

� Browsing in tabular overviews 
In the tabular overviews, you can switch between a presentation by 
page and an overall presentation of all records. Because the Project 
Editor only loads data if necessary, the presentation by page provides 
shorter loading times for very large structures.

� Enhancement options 
There are various enhancement options for the Project Editor, for 
example, for hiding fields or functions depending on the user require-
ments or for integrating additional functions in the tabular over-
views.

Project WorklistYou can also navigate to the project editing function of the Project Editor 
via the Project Worklist (Transaction PSHLP10). The Project Worklist 
displays user-specific lists of projects, WBS elements, and networks, 
which you can use to open the objects in the Project Editor (see Figure 
1.35). You can switch between the lists, which are automatically popu-
lated based on your access control authorizations, your favorites, or 
your last objects used. As of EHP6, you can also use the Project Worklist 
to open objects in the Project Builder or—with a customer enhance-
ment—in other editing transactions.

Restrictions of the Project Editor

Note that the Project Editor contains various functional restrictions. For 
example, you cannot create new structure elements for projects in the Project 
Editor. The documentation and SAP Notes 1607785, 1607856, and 1607861 
provide further information on these restrictions.
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1.7.5 Editing Customer Projects

Especially for customer projects in the service sector where the SAP pro-
fessional service solutions are used, a Web Dynpro-based editing inter-
face is available as of EHP5 for work breakdown structures (see Figure 
1.36).

Web Dynpro 
interface

A typical usage scenario for this interface is as follows:

A user creates a sales order using the corresponding Web Dynpro sales 
interfaces. When the order is saved, the system automatically creates a 
work breakdown structure and links it to the sales document (see Sec-
tion 1.8.7). After having saved the sales document, the user directly 
opens the new editing interface for the created work breakdown struc-
ture via the Save and Follow Up function, for example, to adapt organiza-
tional data or change statuses. If required, the user can also create new 
WBS elements or delete elements that are no longer needed from the 
structure (as of EHP6). The WBS overview here is used for navigation 
within the structure and as an overview of the linked sales document 
items for each WBS element.

Figure 1.35  Favorite List of WBS Elements in the Project Worklist
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So in this scenario, the user may use an integrated uniform, Web Dyn-
pro-based work environment without having to navigate to SAP GUI 
transactions.

Figure 1.36  User Interface for Editing Professional Service Customer Projects

Limited Range of Functions

Note that the interface for editing customer projects has a limited range of 
functions and, for example, cannot be used for editing WBS element dates, 
documents, settlement rules, or progress data.
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1.8 Tools for Optimized Master Data Maintenance

To keep the creation and modification of project structures as simple as 
possible for its users, you can employ various tools in SAP Project Sys-
tem. They allow you to customize the user interface in various ways to 
avoid the possibility of users entering incorrect entries and to increase 
the end users’ general acceptance of the different editing transactions. 
You can also automate the maintenance of master data where necessary 
to make it as efficient as possible.

1.8.1 Field Selection

Field properties The field selections in structure Customizing of SAP Project System 
enable you to manipulate fields in project definitions, WBS elements, 
network headers, activities, and activity elements. You can use a field 
selection to mark the properties of fields in the following way:

� Ready for input 
Data that is contained in this type of field can be modified, provided 
this is not forbidden by a specific status.

� Displayed 
Data contained in this type of field is visible, but cannot be modified 
in tables or in the detail screen. However, note that you can still 
change display fields via mass changes or via a substitution.

� Hidden 
Fields of this type are not displayed.

� Required field 
You must enter data in this type of field before you can save the 
respective object.

� Highlighted 
The values of these fields are displayed in a different color than the 
values of the other fields.

Thus, you can use field selections—in accordance with the requirements 
of your projects—to completely hide fields that aren't needed, to display 
fields that intended to be filled with data only via the template or default 
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values in Customizing, or to force certain entries to be made during the 
creation of an object.

Although you can define a client-wide field selection, you will usually 
want to combine field selections with influencing values, such as the 
project or network profiles or the network type. For example, you can 
select and control different fields for different project types.

1.8.2 Flexible Detail Screens and Table Controls

Flexible detail 
screens

Flexible detail screens enable you to control the distribution of the fields 
to different tabs for WBS elements and activities. By default, each tab 
displays exactly one detail screen, including the corresponding data. For 
example, the Dates tab contains the Dates detail screen including all 
date fields.

The Layout Detail Screens function allows you to define your own tabs 
and to integrate up to five detail screens in any sequence in each tab. 
When doing so, you can define the name of each tab and, if required, 
select an icon that is supposed to be displayed in conjunction with the 
name. The First Tab Page indicator can be used to define which tab 
should be displayed first when the object is opened. Figure 1.37 shows 
a sample definition of a tab.

You can either define tabs for all users in the Customizing section of SAP 
Project System or for individual users in the editing transactions. You 
can define tabs in Customizing based on the project or network profile 
and the activity type (Create, Change, Display, All Activities). The 
Can Switch Cust. Off indicator allows you to define whether users can 
switch between the tabs defined in Customizing and the standard tabs.

Authorized users can also create tabs when editing WBS elements or 
activities on the basis of the respective project or network profile. When 
doing so, you can manually create new tabs, use the standard tabs, or 
use those that have been defined in Customizing as templates. The defi-
nition of those tabs can be used temporarily or stored for each user indi-
vidually.
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Table controls The presentation of all project structure objects in tables is made possi-
ble by table controls in the editing transactions, with the exception of the 
Project Planning Board and the Project Editor. Table controls allow you 
to modify the column width and the order of the columns displayed by 
dragging and dropping either the column end or the entire column. The 
changes you make can then be saved as variants for each user.

When opening a table at a later stage, you can then select a variant that 
you have defined so you can display the columns according to your 
requirements. If you select a variant as the default setting, the table is 
automatically displayed on the basis of that variant.

Figure 1.37  Sample Definition of a WBS Element Tab in Customizing
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You can use administrator settings to apply the table control settings to 
all users. The administrator settings also enable you to hide complete 
columns and to define the number of fixed columns, that is, columns 
that should always be displayed, regardless of where you scroll within 
your table.

1.8.3 Mass Change

Objects for mass 
changes

If you want to change the field contents of multiple objects simulta-
neously, you can use the mass change function in SAP Project System. 
The following objects can be changed via a mass change:

� Project definitions

� WBS elements

� Network headers

� Activities and activity elements

� Milestones

� Relationships

The object types you use will determine which fields can be changed by 
using the mass change function. Usually, you can only change the mas-
ter data fields of objects in a mass change; however, in WBS elements, 
you can also change planned dates, and you can set the Released status 
for activities—but you cannot change settlement rules or status profiles 
using a mass change.

If you want to change objects of a single project, you can call the mass 
change function from within the Project Builder, the Project Planning 
Board, or the structure planning. If you want to change objects of multi-
ple projects simultaneously, you can trigger the mass change of those 
projects via the structure information system or using Transaction 
CNMASS. This transaction also allows you to schedule the execution of 
the mass change as a background job.

If field values are changed using the mass change, the system performs 
the same checks as in a manual change. In particular, this means that you 
need to be authorized to change an object to change data of that object 
via a mass change.
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Mass change 
process

In order to carry out a mass change directly, you must start the mass 
change function and select the objects to be changed. Then you must 
select the fields you want to change and enter the new field value. If nec-
essary, you can use the previous field value as an additional filtering cri-
terion for the changes. For numerical fields you can also define formulas 
that calculate the new values on the basis of the original field values.

You can test your changes prior to executing and saving mass changes to 
objects. In addition, you can use Transaction CNMASS to save a log of 
the changes that have been implemented and analyze that log at any 
time using Transaction CNMASSPROT.

Mass Changes Cannot Be Reversed

Note that you cannot simply cancel a mass change; that is, you cannot undo 
it. If necessary, you must manually correct changes to field values that have 
been implemented by incorrect mass changes.

Figure 1.38  Example of a Mass Change of Activities in the Table View
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Tabular mass 
change

To obtain a higher degree of control when performing mass changes to 
multiple objects, you can carry out a tabular mass change besides the 
direct mass change via Transaction CNMASS (see Figure 1.38). After 
selecting the objects and fields in a tabular mass change, the system first 
displays a list of selected objects in which you can use a filtering func-
tion to manually exclude objects from the mass change. In addition, you 
can also display the previous field values in this view, then carry out a 
mass change, and lastly compare the new values with the old ones. Not 
until you have saved the changes can you undo the changes made in the 
tabular mass change.

1.8.4 Substitution

Substitutions enable you to automatically change master data fields of 
project definitions, WBS elements, network headers, and activities in 
accordance to conditions that you have defined. Figure 1.39 shows an 
example of the definition of a substitution. This substitution automati-
cally sets the responsible cost center 4290 for those WBS elements into 
which responsible persons with the numbers 0 through 20 have been 
entered.

Figure 1.39  Sample Definition of a Substitution in Customizing
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Defining 
substitutions

You must define substitutions in the structure Customizing section of 
work breakdown structures or networks. When creating a substitution, 
you must specify the object type for which you want to use the substitu-
tion and assign an ID and a description to the substitution. Then, you 
must create one or more steps within the substitution. For each step, 
you can choose which fields must be changed and which prerequisites 
must be fulfilled in order for a change to be made.

To define prerequisites, you can use the master data of the respective 
object and general system data, such as the client, the date, or the user 
name, as parameters; for WBS elements, you can use the data of super-
ordinate objects as parameters. You can then use relational operands in 
an editor to match those parameters to fixed values or to other field val-
ues. A traffic light icon indicates whether the prerequisite you have 
defined is complete.

Only if this prerequisite is fulfilled during the execution of the substitu-
tion for an object will the field values be replaced. If the prerequisite is 
not fulfilled, the system performs the next step of the substitution.

When defining the field value substitution of a substitution step, you 
can either use fixed values for the fields to be changed or you can use the 
values of other fields.

Performing a 
substitution

You can trigger a substitution manually or have the system execute it 
automatically when objects are saved. A manual substitution can be car-
ried out from within all editing transactions. To do this, you must first 
select the objects to be processed and then choose the Substitution

function. The system then displays a dialog in which you can select the 
substitution you want to execute. Once you have selected the substitu-
tion, the system displays a log that lists the changes that have been 
made.

For project definitions and WBS elements, you can avoid the window 
for selecting the substitution by entering a substitution for project defi-
nitions or WBS elements in the project profile.
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To have the system automatically perform a substitution during a save 
process, you must store the relevant substitution in the project profile 
either for project definitions or for WBS elements and set the Automat.

Substitution indicator. To enable the automatic substitution function 
for networks, you only need to enter the relevant substitution in the 
network profile.

1.8.5 Validation

Validations enable you to carry out self-defined checks for master data 
fields of project definitions, WBS elements, network headers, and activ-
ities. The result of a validation can consist of informational messages, 
warnings, or even error messages. Note that if an error message occurs, 
you cannot save the respective object.

For example, you can use validations to ensure that projects, which con-
tain a specific project profile, always begin with the same key, or you 
can validate the consistency of IDs within the project structure. Figure 
1.40 shows an example of a validation that ensures that level 1 WBS ele-
ments, which contain the project type Customer Project (CP), are 
marked as billing documents.

Defining 
validations

Like substitutions, you must define validations in structure Customizing 
of SAP Project System. A validation can comprise several steps, each of 
which performs a separate check. For each step, you must define a Pre-

requisite, a Check, and a corresponding Message. The check will be 
performed only if an object fulfills the prerequisite. If the condition of 
the check is fulfilled, the system issues a message; otherwise, the valida-
tion step for the object in question will terminate.

Performing Substitutions for Several Projects

A common method for triggering an automatic substitution for multiple 
projects simultaneously is to carry out a mass change of a nonrequired field in 
those projects. The automatic substitutions are then processed when the 
mass change is saved.
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The definition of prerequisites and checks occurs in the same way as the 
definition of prerequisites in substitutions (see Section 1.8.4). When 
defining the message, you must first specify whether the message type is 
an Information, a Warning, an Error, or a Termination. Then, create 
a message text for a message number and assign the text to the message. 
Within the message, you can define fields as variables (for example, the 
identification of the object) and include the corresponding field values 
in your message text.

Running 
validations

As is the case with substitutions, you can trigger the execution of valida-
tions either manually or automatically during the save process. To 
enable automatic validations of project definitions or WBS elements, 
you must enter the relevant validation in the project profile and set the 
indicator for automatic validation. For network headers and activities, 
you must store the validations in the network profile only.

Figure 1.40  Sample Definition of a Validation in Customizing
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If both substitutions and validations are executed during a save process, 
the substitution steps are carried out step by step first, followed by the 
validation steps.

1.8.6 Variant Configurations with Projects

We will now describe the use of variant configurations in project struc-
tures on the basis of the IDES example: the engineer-to-order produc-
tion of elevators. Then we will discuss the necessary prerequisites that 
must be fulfilled.

Example of  
a variant 
configuration

The IDES company produces different elevator types in different sizes 
and variants. In the context of engineer-to-order production, each eleva-
tor variant requires different material components and activities. Stan-
dard structures are used as the template for the creation of the required 
project structures. Instead of defining a separate standard network—
including the required material components and activities, and a sepa-
rate WBS as a template for each potential variant—the company only 
uses one standard network that can be configured in different ways.

Characteristic 
value assignment

The configurable standard network contains material components and 
activities for all possible variants of the different elevator types.

If the configurable standard network is used as a template for an opera-
tive network, the respective elevator variant must first be specified via a 
characteristic value assignment (elevator type, size, variant, and so on, see 
Figure 1.41). Based on the characteristic value assignment and the object
dependencies in the activities of the standard network and BOM items 
(that is, the material components), the system copies only those activi-
ties and components that are actually required for the variant. If, during 
the save process for the configured operative network, a WBS based on 
a template is created as well, the system only copies those WBS elements 
that are assigned at least one operative activity, including their superor-
dinate WBS elements. This way, the WBS is configured "indirectly" 
because WBS elements cannot contain any object dependencies.
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Characteristics 
and classes

To use the variant configuration with project structures, you must first 
define characteristics in the central logistical functions. These character-
istics may include the elevator type, the size of the elevator, and so on, 
and can be defined using Transaction CT04. When doing so, you must 
specify, among other things, the input format, possible characteristic 
values, and, if necessary, a default value for each characteristic value. 
You can then summarize the characteristics into classes (Transaction 
CL02) so you can define which of the characteristics should be displayed 
during the characteristic value assignment process. Note that the classes 
must belong to a class type that allows variant configuration (by default, 
this is class type 300).

Figure 1.41  Sample Characteristic Value Assignment
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Object 
dependencies

You can define the necessary object dependencies either directly during 
the maintenance of standard network activities (local object dependencies) 
or centrally using Transaction CU01 (global object dependencies). Global 
object dependencies can be used multiple times in different standard 
networks or BOMs. Note, however, that you cannot modify them there.

The object dependency type selection condition is used to determine 
whether an object should be copied. The dependency editor that uses a 
specific syntax (see SAP documentation) is available for the definition of 
conditions within such an object dependency (for example, "Should the 
sides of the elevator be made of glass?"). If the condition you define and 
assign as an object dependency to a BOM item or standard network 
activity is met in the characteristic value assignment, the object will be 
copied. You can use the object dependency type procedure to derive field 
values of material components or activities from the characteristic value 
assignment (for example, the planned work for an activity).

Standard 
structures and 
configuration 
profile

Finally, you must define the standard structures you want to use as tem-
plates (see Section 1.2.3 and Section 1.3.3) and link them with the class 
of characteristics. The standard structures must contain activities, rela-
tionships, material components, and, if necessary, WBS elements for all 
possible variants. The necessary object dependencies must be assigned 
to the relevant standard network activities and BOM items. You can link 
the standard structures, or rather, the standard network, with the class 
of characteristics by using a configuration profile that you can create in 
Transaction CU41 in SAP Project System.

Change profileIf you want changes to the characteristic value assignment to be possible 
after you have released the configured operative network, you must 
define a change profile in the Customizing section of the networks and 
assign this profile to the respective network type. Depending on the 
respective statuses, you can use the overall change profile; for example, 
to control whether the object changes that are necessary for the new 
variant should result in error messages or warnings, or whether single 
changes are even permitted.

In addition, you can use standard workflows in variant configurations, 
for example, to inform the MRP controller of the network about retro-
active changes and to enable the controller to decide whether those 
changes should be implemented.
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If you use configurable subnetworks for structuring purposes, the char-
acteristic value assignment is passed on from the superordinate net-
work, provided its templates have been assigned to the same class. 
Lastly, you can also combine variant configurations with assembly pro-
cessing. In this case, you can carry out the characteristic value assign-
ment directly in the relevant sales document.

1.8.7 Assembly Processing

The concept of assembly processing describes a process in which the cre-
ation of a sales document item involves the simultaneous creation of an 
operative network and, if required, of an operative WBS. The process 
also involves the exchange of scheduling, quantity, and controlling data 
between the sales document item and the project.

Data exchange Time scheduling for the network is directly carried out in the sales doc-
ument on the basis of a customer’s desired delivery date and the quan-
tity that is transferred to the network as an execution factor. The system 
then proposes the calculated finish date of the network as the date for 
the complete delivery of the item in the sales document. At the same 
time, the system calculates the network and transfers the calculated 
costs to the sales document item where they can be used for pricing pur-
poses in accordance with the pricing procedure used.

If the project contains milestones that are marked as relevant to sales 
documents, the dates and billing data of those milestones can also be 
automatically included in the billing plan of the item.

If an operative WBS is generated when the sales document is saved, the 
sales document item can be automatically assigned to a WBS element.

The link between the sales document item and the network allows you 
to use the schedule lines of the item to navigate directly to the network 
display or, conversely, to navigate directly to the sales document item 
display via the network header. Furthermore, you can transfer retroac-
tive changes to the sales document directly to the project and vice versa.

If you use a sales document that contains multiple items, you can also 
create a separate operative network for each item through assembly 
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processing. If, in that case, the corresponding standard networks are 
already linked to each other via relationships, then those external rela-
tionships can also be automatically created for the operative networks. 
The time scheduling process for all networks of the sales document is 
carried out simultaneously using overall network scheduling (see Chap-
ter 2, Section 2.1.2).

SD/PS assignmentYou can only create one WBS per sales document by using assembly pro-
cessing. If you set the SD/PS Assignment indicator in the project defini-
tion of the standard WBS, the system will create for each sales document 
item a separate hierarchy within the project including a separate WBS 
element at level 1. Note that coding masks are required for using the SD/
PS assignment. You must ensure that the Only One Root indicator is 
not set in the project profile.

Project 
identification in 
case of assembly 
processing

The identification of a project that is created in the context of assembly 
processing is automatically derived from the sales document ID. If you 
have defined a coding mask for the identification of the standard WBS, 
the ID of the operative project consists of the key of the mask and the 
sales document number, which is copied into the first section of the 
project ID. If the first section of the coding mask is shorter than the sales 
document ID, the system will only copy the last digits of the ID. There-
fore, you should ensure that the first section of the respective coding 
masks is long enough. In case of an SD/PS assignment, the item number 
is also copied to the second section of the WBS element ID. If you don't 
use any coding masks, the project will have the same ID as the sales doc-
ument.

Using assembly processing makes sense whenever you want to process 
customer projects that always contain identical structures and shouldn’t 
be created until a requirement has been generated in sales and distribu-
tion (caused by a request, a quotation, or a sales order), and you want to 
automate the creation of the project structures, and the exchange of data 
between SAP Project System and the sales and distribution department.

Prerequisites for 
assembly 
processing

The following list contains the prerequisites that must be fulfilled if you 
want to use assembly processing:

� Standard structures 
You must create a standard network and—if a WBS is required as 
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well—a standard WBS that can be used as templates for the operative 
project structures.

� Material master record settings 
You need a material master record whose Item Category Group

(sales view: SalesOrg 2) or Strategy Group (MRP View 3) references 
a requirements class for assembly processing with networks.

� Assignment between material and standard network 
Optionally, you can assign the material to a standard network. If you 
don’t create this assignment now, you can still do that when creating 
the sales document item.

� Customizing settings 
In Customizing, you must enter the relevant settings that enable the 
system to determine an appropriate requirements class based on the 
sales document type and the material master record data.

Requirements type 
determination

The following sections describe the prerequisites in greater detail. When 
you create a sales document and enter a material number into an item, 
the system performs a requirements type determination in the back-
ground. The requirements type can be determined in two different 
ways.

On the one hand, the system can use the Strategy Group in the material 
master record to determine a primary strategy which, in turn, is used to 
determine a requirements type. If the material master record does not 
contain a strategy group, the system tries to determine a strategy group 
based on the MRP group of the material. If the material master record 
doesn't contain an MRP group either, the system tries to derive the MRP 
group on the basis of the material type.

On the other hand, the system can use the Item Category Group of the 
material and the Document Type of the sales document to determine, 
among other things, an item category that defines the basic properties of 
the sales document item and that also references a requirements type. 
Lastly, the setting in Customizing activity Control of Requirements

Type Determination for the combination of the item category group 
and, if available, the MRP type of the material (MRP View 1), decide 
which of the two requirements types should be used.
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Fields for assembly 
processing

The requirements type, in turn, is uniquely assigned to a requirements 
class. The requirements class (Transaction OVZG) ultimately controls the 
procurement of the material (see Figure 1.42). Regarding assembly pro-
cessing, the following fields are relevant in this context:

� Assembly Type and Order Type 
The Assembly Type allows you to define whether you want to carry 
out assembly processing using networks. The Order Type defines the 
network type of the automatically created operative network.

Figure 1.42  Standard Requirements Class 212 for Assembly Processing Using Networks
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� Requirements Transfer and Availability 
These indicators must be set if you want to exchange scheduling and 
quantity data between the sales document item and the network.

� Account Assignment Category 
The Account Assignment Category in the requirement class refers 
to the Consumption Posting and Special Stock indicators to control 
the value flows in assembly processing, and the inventory manage-
ment of the finished material.

� No MRP 
Because the network is used for procuring the finished material in 
assembly processing, you can use the No MRP indicator to define that 
no MRP should be carried out for this material.

You can find all of the necessary Customizing settings for account assign-
ment categories, requirements classes, and especially for the require-
ments type determination in the material Customizing section of SAP 
Project System under Control of Sales-Order-Related Production. 
By default, you can use Requirements Type KMPN and Requirements

Class 212 for assembly processing.

Possible account 
assignment 
categories

If you use assembly processing without work breakdown structures, you 
can use the standard account assignment category E that provides for 
value and inventory management at the sales document item level. If, in 
assembly processing, a WBS is generated in addition to the network, 
value management must occur at the project level. Depending on the 
stock you want to use for the finished material (see Chapter 2, Section 
2.3.2), you can use the standard account assignment categories Q

(project stock) or D (sales order stock).

Network 
parameters from 

sales order

To enable the system to automatically determine an appropriate tem-
plate for the operative project structures during assembly processing, 

Requirements Class 212 and MRP Relevance

Note that Requirements Class 212 does not prohibit any MRP process for the 
material. To avoid MRP, you must customize the requirements class, define a 
new requirements class, or deactivate MRP via the material master record of 
the respective material.
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you must assign the material number to a standard network. The assign-
ment of the standard network to a standard WBS then also enables the 
system to automatically determine the template for the operative WBS.

In SAP Project System, you must use Transaction CN08 to assign a mate-
rial number to a standard network (see Figure 1.43). If necessary, you 
can define this assignment on the basis of the network type. In addition, 
you can also specify during the assignment process whether you want 
external relationships to be created automatically, which MRP controller 
is responsible for the operative network, and to which WBS element 
you want to assign the sales document item.

Assembly 
processing  
without networks

As of EHP5, for customer projects in the service sector where the SAP 
professional service solutions are used, you can have the system gener-
ate projects when saving sales documents without having to use net-
works. You can make the necessary settings in Transaction CN08CI. 
Here, depending on the material number, sales document type, and 
sales organization, you define which standard WBS is supposed to be 
used as the template for a new customer project (see Figure 1.44).

Figure 1.43  Sample Assignment of a Material Number to a Standard Network in 
Transaction CN08
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A customer enhancement enables you to implement an alternative logic 
for the determination of the template. In addition, there are also cus-
tomer enhancements to derive the ID and other master data of the new 
project from the sales document. You can use the user interface for cus-
tomer projects (see Section 1.7.5) to modify the automatically generated 
project directly after the creation of a sales document without having to 
change the user interface.

1.9 Versions

Version types SAP Project System distinguishes from among three types of versions 
that can be used for different purposes:

� CO versions 
You can use CO versions in the context of project planning to save 
several different cost and revenue plans for one object, and to evalu-
ate those plans separately or compare them with each other. You can 
use the values of CO versions for different evaluations in accounting. 
Moreover, CO versions can be used for specific purposes, such as cost 
forecasts or for progress analyses in SAP Project System (see Sections 
5.8 and 4.7.2). In addition to using the term CO version, you can also 
use planning version or just version.

Figure 1.44  Sample Assignment of a Material Number to a Standard WBS in 
Transaction CN08CI
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� Project versions 
Project versions are used to capture the state of a project at a specific 
point in time, or for a certain system status to document the project 
flow. Project versions are a prerequisite for a milestone trend analysis 
(see Section 4.7.1).

� Simulation versions 
You can use simulation versions to test different project structures, 
planning activities, or changes to the structure, or plans of projects 
without having to implement actual changes in the operative struc-
tures. After that, you can use the simulation versions to create opera-
tive projects or to update existing projects.

1.9.1 Project Versions

Project versions are a "snapshot" of project data. You can create project 
versions at specific moments and therefore document the progress of 
your projects over time. Furthermore, you can automatically generate 
different versions of objects when specific status changes occur.

Version keyWhen creating project versions, you must always specify a version key. 
This means that the objects contained in project versions can be identi-
fied based on the combination of the operative ID and the version key. 
Version groups allow you to summarize versions that contain objects of 
the same type.

Time- 
dependent 
project versions

You can carry out a time-dependent creation of project versions by using 
either the structure information system (Transaction CN41) or directly 
via Transaction CN72. To do that, you must use the relevant selection 
screen and database profile to define which objects and which data of 
those objects should be copied to the project version. Transaction CN72 
also allows you to schedule a background job to automatically create 
new project versions at regular intervals.

Project Versions and Milestone Trend Analysis

Only if you mark a project version as being relevant to milestone trend analy-
sis will you be able to use its data for this purpose.
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Alternatively, you can create time-dependent project versions for indi-
vidual work breakdown structures or networks by using the special 
maintenance Transactions CJ02 or CN22, respectively. In this context, 
the version profile (see Figure 1.45) defines which data of the objects 
should be copied to the project version.

Status-dependent 
project versions

To enable the automatic creation of project versions based on the status
of the objects, you must first create a version profile in the Customizing
section of SAP Project System (Transaction OPTS) and assign this version 
profile to the project profile or network profile in question. The version 
profile defines whether the object is relevant to the milestone trend 
analysis and which data should be copied to the project version. In addi-
tion, the version profile determines for which status changes a project 
version should be created and the corresponding version number to be 

Figure 1.45  Sample Definition of a Version Profile
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used. The status change can refer to both the system status and the user 
status.

For example, if you define that the project version with version number 
Released must be used when an object is released, the system will write 
a copy of an object to the project version every time an object is 
released. If you release parts of projects at different times, the project 
version will be complemented step by step with the newly released 
objects. What this means is that status-dependent project versions don’t 
necessarily have to reflect the state of a project at a specific point in 
time.

Evaluating project 
versions

You can evaluate project versions in the structure information system of 
SAP Project System and by using hierarchy reports of the financials
project information system, provided the database profile or report def-
inition allow the selection of version data (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1).

For example, you can compare individual lines of data of multiple 
project versions or operative projects with each other in the structure 
information system. Furthermore, you can use version-dependent 
exceptions to highlight (in different colors) differences between version 
data and operative data. In the financials project information system, 
you can use the standard report Project Version Comparison: Actual/

Plan to compare version data with actual data.

Deleting project 
versions

Project versions that have been created automatically on the basis of the 
status are archived with the operative project structures and can there-
fore be deleted simultaneously from the database (see Section 1.10). For 
time-dependent project versions, you can carry out separate archiving 
and deletion sessions. However, you can also delete project versions 
manually at any time using the structure overview (Transaction CN41).

1.9.2 Simulation Versions

Simulation versions enable you to carry out "what-if" analyses for 
project structures. You can create simulation versions without an exist-
ing operative project (for example, during the quotation phase), and you 
can generate simulation versions by transferring operative projects or 
other simulation versions.
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A simulation version can be identified by a combination of the project 
ID and a version key. Thus, if required, you can simultaneously create, 
edit, and compare multiple simulation versions for one project identifi-
cation, which are independent of each other. You can use input templates
in the Customizing section of SAP Project System to define which ver-
sion keys can be assigned to simulation versions (Transaction OPUS).

Editing options To manually create and edit simulation versions, you can either use the 
Project Builder (provided that simulation versions are marked as change-
able objects in their options) or Transaction CJV2, which has the editing 
options that are also provided in the Project Planning Board.

If you want to plan the costs of simulation versions, you can do that in 
the context of Easy Cost Planning (see Chapter 2, Section 2.4.4) and net-
work costing (see Section 2.4.6). You can only perform revenue plan-
ning for simulation versions by using billing plans (see Section 2.5.3).

Transferring 
simulation versions

To create simulation versions via transferring operative projects or other 
simulation versions and retransferring them into operative projects, you 
must use Transaction CJV4. This transaction also allows you to test the 
transfers. A transfer involves all master data and planned data of work 
breakdown structures and networks, and the milestones and material 
components assigned to them. In addition, actual data of operative 
structures is also transferred to the simulation versions for informa-
tional purposes; however, this data is not retransferred into the opera-
tive project.

You can define a simulation profile in the Customizing section of SAP 
Project System and then store it in the project profile or project defini-
tion. A simulation profile enables you to define whether you want to 
include long texts, PS texts, or the assignment to documents in the doc-
ument management system in the transfer as well. Transaction CJV5
allows you to delete simulation versions at any time.

Administration 
data

Every time you create a simulation version, the system generates admin-
istration data for the respective version. You can analyze this data using 
Transaction CJV6 (see Figure 1.46). In addition to this data having creat-
ing and modifying information, it also contains the Inactive and Copied

indicators.
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"Inactive" indicatorIf a simulation version is active, that is, if the Inactive indicator is not 
set, the system issues a warning message whenever you try to modify 
the structure of the operative project or its planned data or master data 
because those changes may impede a retransfer of the simulation ver-
sion.

If you retransfer a simulation version back into the operative project, 
the system automatically sets the Inactive indicator for all simulation 
versions that belong to this project. You should note that this means you 
can no longer edit those simulation versions. However, you can deacti-
vate (uncheck) the Inactive indicator manually, although we recom-
mend that you transfer the operative project into a new simulation 
version.

In addition, the simulation version that has been retransferred is auto-
matically marked as copied so that you can use the administration data 
to determine which version was used for the update process. Simulation 
versions can be evaluated in the same way as project versions (see Sec-
tion 1.9.1). In particular, you can use the version comparison function in 

Figure 1.46  Sample Administration Data of a Simulation Version
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the structure project information system, for example, to highlight devi-
ations between the simulation version and the operative project in 
color.

Capacity report for 
simulation versions

In addition, you can also use a specific capacity report for simulation 
versions. This report reads the work centers of the activities of the sim-
ulation version and determines all capacity requirements of those work 
centers. But, instead of the requirements of the operative project, the 
report uses the requirements of the simulation version. This way, simu-
lation versions enable you to analyze to what extent possible date and 
structure changes would affect the capacity utilization of the work cen-
ters in your company.

Restrictions for 
simulation versions

Besides the limited cost and revenue planning options, simulation ver-
sions are subject to other restrictions. Simulation versions don’t support 
integration with other components of the SAP system. Objects with a 
reference to operative objects cannot be deleted here; however, you can 
set the Deletion Flag status (see Section 1.6). Apart from that, no other 
status changes, such as system or user status changes, are possible for 
simulation versions. Furthermore, you cannot archive simulation ver-
sions.

As of EHP4, you can also use drafts for certain "what-if" scenarios (see 
Section 1.7.4). Unlike simulations, drafts can be restricted to specific 
data sets so that other data is not changed during the transfer. However, 
drafts have less function than simulations. In particular simulated cost 
planning and "what-if" analyses of cost changes are only possible with 
simulation versions but not with drafts.

1.10 Archiving Project Structures

You can delete operative work breakdown structures and activities in 
every editing transaction. A prerequisite for this is that the status of the 
work breakdown structures and activities is either Created or Released

and that no documents have been assigned to them yet. However, once 
a document has been assigned to a WBS or network, you must first 
archive the project structure before you can delete the data from the 
database.
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Steps to be carried 
out when deleting 
project structures

You can delete standard structures, project versions, and simulation ver-
sions at any time without having to meet any specific requirements. If 
you want to archive project data without deleting the data from the data-
base, you can also do this without meeting any additional requirements. 
However, if you want to archive operative projects that have already 
been assigned documents and delete those projects afterward, you must 
carry out specific steps, each of which must meet certain requirements:

1. When deleting operative project structures, the first step you must 
carry out is setting the Deletion Flag status. A prerequisite for setting 
this status is that assigned orders have also been flagged for deletion. 
Another requirement is that no open purchase requisitions or pur-
chase orders can exist for the project. In addition, the project balance 
must be zero; otherwise, the project might not be subject to settle-
ment (see Chapter 5, Section 5.9).

When a project is flagged for deletion, almost all business processes 
are forbidden; however, you should note that you can deactivate the 
Deletion Flag status if required.

2. The second step involves setting a deletion indicator for the project 
structures via archiving transactions. A prerequisite for setting this 
indicator is that the deletion indicator is already active in assigned 
orders. To avoid premature deletions of networks, a certain number 
of months have to pass between the first two steps. This period is 
referred to as Residence Time 1 and you can define it in the Custom-
izing section of the network type.

You can still display and evaluate projects carrying the deletion indi-
cator in all editing and reporting transactions, but you can no longer 
execute any business processes for those projects.

3. The final step consists of archiving the project structures and delet-
ing the project data from the SAP database. This is only possible with 
projects carrying the deletion indicator. Regarding networks, Resi-

dence Time 2 must have passed between the setting of the deletion 
indicator and the deletion process itself. This residence time must 
have been stored in terms of months in the network type.

You Cannot Undo Deletion Indicators

Note that you cannot undo the setting of the deletion indicator.
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Archiving object You can carry out all of the necessary steps for archiving projects using 
the general archiving Transaction SARA with a reference to archiving 
object PS_PROJECT. Alternatively, you can use Transaction CN80 in SAP 
Project System, which is specifically provided for this archiving object. 
The archiving object PS_PROJECT enables you to archive the master 
data, planned data, and actual data of operative work breakdown struc-
tures and networks, and of project versions. The information and pro-
grams required for writing and evaluating the archive files are linked to 
this archiving object.

Transaction CN80 enables you to carry out the different steps for 
archiving and deleting project structures continuously. This way, you 
can use selection variants to select multiple projects at the same time 
and, if required, to schedule the execution of the individual steps in the 
background. In addition, you can store a descriptive text for the 
archiving session in the selection variant for archiving structures.

Job monitor The job monitor enables you to analyze which of the jobs for setting 
deletion flags or deletion indicators, and for archiving or deleting 
projects has been carried out successfully, which of them are still active, 
and which have been terminated due to errors. Logs for individual jobs 
provide you with additional details. The log that is created when archive 
files are written contains, among other things, the technical names of 
the archive files, their size, and the relevant database tables.

Administration 
data

The administration data of Transaction CN80 enables you to analyze 
which archiving sessions have been completed. Traffic lights indicate 
which sessions have been completed successfully and which of them 
caused problems. You can view the details of an archiving session by 
double-clicking on it. Moreover, you can call all relevant Customizing 
activities regarding the archiving of projects from the overview.

Retrieval The Retrieval function in Transaction CN80 enables you to evaluate the 
archived data at any time. Note that this is also possible if you use the 
reports provided by the structure and financials project information sys-
tems, given that the database profile allows the selection of archive files. 
As of EHP3, you can also display archived projects in the Project Builder. 
SAP Project System does not allow you to copy archived project data as 
operative data, or to use archived project structures as templates for new 
projects.
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SAP Project System contains the additional archiving objects PS_PLAN 
for standard networks and CM_QMEL for claims. There are also various 
other archiving objects in other applications for documents and objects, 
which can be linked to projects. Within the scope of archiving, a cus-
tomer enhancement enables you, for example, to explicitly select pur-
chasing documents or maintenance orders via your project reference or 
to explicitly exclude them from selection. This way, project-related 
objects are immediately archived with projects or excluded from 
archiving as long as the projects are still used. The system does not allow 
you to archive simulation versions, drafts, or standard work breakdown 
structures.

Additional 
archiving functions

For selected projects, the PSARCHPRECHECK program enables you to 
have the system display a list of objects which avoid the setting of dele-
tion indicators or deletion flags, including message details (see Figure 
1.47). If required, you can also use the list to directly navigate to the 
respective objects, for example, to analyze further details. This allows 
you to identify possible project archiving problems at an early stage and 
eliminate their causes. SAP Note 1631113 provides further information 
on how to activate this program.

Figure 1.47  Sample Message Details in the PSARCHPRECHECK Program
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Advantages of 
data archiving

The archiving of projects and the subsequent deletion of the project data 
from the SAP database have several advantages. Because you can store 
archive files in compressed form and on separate servers, you can signif-
icantly reduce the database load by deleting the operative data. This, in 
turn, increases the performance and simplifies the administration of the 
system. Moreover, the IDs of deleted project structures are no longer 
included in the search helps so that you can assign them to new projects 
if you want.

It is also useful to consider archiving aspects before a project starts, espe-
cially if you use many projects or large project structures that entail a 
substantial growth of the data volume over time. Due to the different 
requirements that must be met to archive or delete projects, you should 
collaborate with other departments that may be involved.

1.11 Summary

In this chapter we described the two structures, WBS and network, that 
can be used to map projects in the SAP system. In addition to the master 
data of those structures and different detailing options (for example, 
using milestones or documents), we discussed the Customizing activities 
that are necessary for creating the structures, and we introduced trans-
actions and tools that enable you to create, edit, archive, and delete the 
structures.

The following chapter will explain how you can plan your projects on 
the basis of those structures.
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Using project planning, you can preview the time flow, the 
required resources and materials, and the expected cost and 
revenues for the individual project parts. Therefore, project 
planning constitutes an important aspect of project manage-
ment.

2 Planning Functions

Once you have properly mapped a project using the work breakdown 
structure (WBS) and the network structure, you can use various SAP 
Project System functions to plan the dates of the individual work pack-
ages, estimate the expected costs and revenues, and provide internal and 
external resources and materials on schedule before the project starts.

Preliminary and 
detailed planning

Depending on your requirements, there are planning functions with dif-
ferent levels of detail. For example, within a quotation or approval 
phase, you can create a preliminary plan of dates and costs with very lit-
tle effort and add specifications later, if necessary, using other planning 
functions or additional structures.

In the implementation phase, the planned data is compared with actual 
data that is posted to the project structures by different business trans-
actions (see Chapter 4). In the processing transactions, particularly in the 
reporting of SAP Project System, you can therefore make a plan/actual 
comparison later and then monitor the project earned value.

In this chapter, we’ll first discuss the various possibilities of time sched-
uling in SAP Project System, which are the basis of several other plan-
ning activities. Then, we’ll explain how to use networks to plan internal 
and external resources, and material for projects. Lastly, we’ll explore 
the possibilities for planning costs and revenues for your projects in SAP 
Project System.
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2.1 Time Scheduling

The planning of the dates of a project or parts of a project is integral to 
your project planning. The planning of capacity requirements (see Sec-
tion 2.2.1), for example, requires prior scheduling. The cost planning via 
Easy Cost Planning (see Section 2.4.4) or network costing (see Section 
2.4.6) is automatically aligned with the planned project dates as well.

Depending on whether you use work breakdown structures or networks 
for structuring your projects, different functions are available for plan-
ning dates. These are discussed separately in Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2. If 
you use both a work breakdown structure and networks, scheduling 
data can be exchanged between the WBS elements and the activities, 
which is discussed in Section 2.1.2 as well. Section 2.1.3 then introduces 
the Project Editor as a sample scheduling tool.

Sets of dates Regardless of the structures you use for mapping your projects (WBS or 
network), there are two separate sets of dates available for time schedul-
ing in SAP Project System: basic dates and forecast dates. You can sched-
ule dates in both sets of dates separately; however, you can also copy 
dates from one set of dates to the other as often as you like. A third set 
of dates is available for entering actual dates. Figure 2.1 shows the vari-
ous sets of dates in the Dates detail screen of a WBS element.

Figure 2.1  Dates Detail Screen of a WBS Element
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Using the 
forecast set of 
dates

Typically, the forecast set of dates is used for baselining; that is, fixing 
planned dates at a specific planning stage. To do this, you copy the basic 
set of dates into the forecast set of dates. Changes to dates at a later stage 
are made to the basic set of dates, while the dates in the forecast set of 
dates remain unchanged. Therefore, you can always read the current sta-
tus of time scheduling in the basic set of dates while the forecast set of 
dates reflects your original time schedule. If you want to maintain 
several stages of time scheduling, you can use project versions (see 
Chapter 1, Section 1.9.1).

The presentation of forecast dates depends on the respective transac-
tion. The tabular presentation of structure planning contains, for exam-
ple, separate tabs for the respective sets of dates (see Section 1.7.3). In 
Project Builder, the WBS elements detail screen shows all sets of dates, 

Exclusive Functions of Basic Dates

The calculation of capacity requirements, the requirement date of material 
components, or, for example, the Easy Cost Planning and the planned costs 
calculation using network costing are exclusively based on the basic set of 
dates.

Figure 2.2  Basic and Forecast Dates in the Project Planning Board
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while either the basic set of dates or the forecast set of dates is displayed 
for networks, depending on the settings. In the Project Planning Board, 
you determine the field selection and the options for which dates are to 
be listed or graphically displayed. Figure 2.2 shows the simultaneous 
presentation of basic and forecast dates in the Project Planning Board.

2.1.1 Scheduling with WBS Elements

When creating a project, you can enter a planned start and end date for 
the project in the project definition. When you later schedule dates on 
the WBS elements level, the system notifies you if the WBS element 
dates are outside of the date range specified in the project definition. If 
you want, however, start and end dates of the project definition can be 
adapted to the dates of the WBS elements.

Dates for WBS elements can be scheduled in Project Builder in the WBS 
elements detail screen, in the Project Planning Board, or via the special 
maintenance functions, either in a tabular format or, in the Project Plan-
ning Board, in a graphical format. Optionally, you can specify both 
planned start and end dates, or one of the two along with a planned 
duration for the WBS element. The system then calculates the other date 
automatically.

Factory calendar In this time scheduling, the system considers the factory calendar of the 
WBS element, which distinguishes workdays and nonworkdays (holi-
days, weekends, company holidays, etc.). The entered duration in days, 
for example, is interpreted as the number of workdays; start or end 
dates on nonworkdays cause system warnings. In the Project Planning 
Board, the maintenance and presentation of nonworking times are con-
trolled by the NonWorking Time tag in the options or the planning 
board profile, respectively.

The standard version already contains numerous predefined factory cal-
endars. You can also define your own factory calendars in Customizing
using Transaction SCAL. Select the factory calendars separately for every 
WBS element, or enter them as default values in the project definition or 
in the project profile.
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In addition to the manual maintenance of planned dates for WBS ele-
ments, there are various functions that—depending on the transaction—
support you in your time scheduling tasks. Using the Project Planning 
Board as an example, we will explain in detail various time scheduling 
functions for WBS elements without assigned activities.

Shifting datesUsing the Shift Dates function, you can shift the planned dates of indi-
vidual WBS elements, or of entire subtrees, or of your entire project. For 
example, if you select a WBS element and choose the Shift Subtree

function, a dialog box opens in which you can either enter a new start or 
a new end date, depending on the WBS scheduling parameters (see Sec-
tion 2.1.2). The system then shifts both the WBS element and all subor-
dinate WBS elements accordingly.

Inheriting datesUsing the Copy Top-Down function, you can copy the start and end 
dates of a WBS element to all hierarchically subordinate WBS elements 
and, if required, assigned activities. Existing planned dates are thereby 
overwritten.

Projecting datesInstead of inheriting dates in a top-down fashion, you can, in turn, 
aggregate dates within the work breakdown structure hierarchy using 
the Extrapolate Dates function. Using this function you have to distin-
guish between bottom-up and strict bottom-up extrapolation.

Bottom-up 
projecting

If you run the Extrapolate Dates Function for your project and the 
Open Planning or Bottom-Up planning method has been set, the date 
ranges of the project definition and of all WBS elements are adapted so 
that they span the dates of the respective subordinate WBS elements. 
The date ranges of higher-level objects are therefore extended, if neces-
sary, but not reduced. This means the date range of an object can there-
fore be larger than that of the subordinate objects.

Figure 2.3 shows an example of the bottom-up projecting of WBS ele-
ment dates. The dates of the WBS elements Electrical Engineering and 

Chronological Shifting of WBS Elements of the Same Level

Because WBS elements do not have relationships, the shifting of WBS ele-
ments does not automatically cause the planned dates of WBS elements on 
the same level to be shifted.
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Mechanical Engineering have been time-shifted and the dates have 
been projected to the higher-level Engineering/Design WBS element. 
The upper time bars (forecast dates) correspond to the dates before; the 
lower time bars (basic dates) correspond to the dates after the shifting 
and projecting process.

Strict bottom-up 
projecting

If you execute the Extrapolates Dates function for a project for which 
the Strict Bottom-Up Planning Method has been set, the date ranges 
of the project definition and of all WBS elements are accurately adapted 
to the scheduling frameworks of the subordinate WBS elements (see Fig-
ure 2.4). The date ranges of higher-level objects are thus both extended 
and reduced, if necessary.

Checking dates Another function you can implement when time scheduling with WBS 
elements is the Check Dates within Project Structure function. The 

Figure 2.3  Bottom-Up Projecting

Figure 2.4  Strict Bottom-Up Projecting
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system then highlights WBS elements in color where planned dates of 
the subordinate WBS elements are outside of the scheduling framework 
of the WBS element itself. You can therefore avoid hierarchically incon-
sistent time scheduling for projects.

Planning methodsUsing so-called planning methods, several of the functions just men-
tioned can be automatically executed during the saving process, regard-
less of the processing transaction. The following planning methods are 
available:

� Top-down 
When saving, the system automatically checks the dates within the 
project structure. If the time scheduling is not consistent, the project 
cannot be saved. However, no dates are automatically changed.

� Bottom-up 
When saving, the system automatically changes the dates of WBS ele-
ments and project definition via bottom-up extrapolation.

� Strict bottom-up 
When saving, the system automatically changes the dates of WBS ele-
ments and project definition using a strict bottom-up extrapolation.

� Open planning 
The system does not automatically check or change the dates. How-
ever, you can manually trigger the Check Dates within Project

Structure or Extrapolate Dates functions.

You specify the planning method to be used separately for the basic and 
the forecast set of dates in the project definition. In the project profile, 
you can store default values for the planning methods of both sets of 
dates.

If you work with WBS without assigned networks, the scheduled dates of 
WBS elements, that is, their earliest and latest start and end dates (refer 
back to Figure 2.1), are only relevant if you use milestones, the dates of 
which are derived from the WBS element dates. Because the dates of 
milestones are exclusively derived from the scheduled dates, you must 
run the WBS Scheduling function at least once in this case. For WBS 
without assigned networks, the WBS scheduling only causes the 
planned dates to be accepted as scheduled dates.
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2.1.2 Scheduling with Networks

Planned dates While you enter the planned dates of WBS elements manually or via 
projecting or inheritance, the planned dates of activities are automati-
cally calculated by the system. This determination of the planned dates 
of networks is called scheduling. Depending on the transaction you used 
to trigger the scheduling, you use network scheduling, overall network
scheduling, or WBS scheduling.

In network scheduling, only one network is scheduled. All activities of 
the network are selected and their dates are calculated. If you use overall 
network scheduling, several networks are scheduled at the same time, 
provided they are linked via relationships or subnetworks. All activities 
of these networks are then scheduled. In WBS scheduling, you select 
one or more WBS elements, or the entire project, and trigger the sched-
uling process. The system then selects only those activities for schedul-
ing that are assigned to the selected WBS elements and calculates their 
dates.

Before we elaborate on more differences between the various schedul-
ing methods, we will first describe the scheduling concept, which is the 
same for all three methods.

Forward 
scheduling

In forward scheduling, the system first determines those activities that—
due to their relationships—don’t have any predecessors among the 
selected activities. Beginning with a start date, the system calculates the 
earliest possible start date for these activities. Depending on the sched-
uling settings, the start date of forward scheduling can originate from 
the header of the network or from the assigned WBS elements (WBS 
determines the dates), or be the current date.

After the earliest start date of these activities has been determined, the 
system calculates the earliest possible end date of these activities using 
the scheduling-relevant duration. Then, the system selects the direct suc-
cessors of these activities and calculates their earliest start and end dates. 

Forward and Backward Scheduling

In SAP Project System, the scheduling always takes place both in a forward 
and backward direction.
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Each type of relationship (see Chapter 1, Section 1.3.1) determines 
whether the earliest start date must be after the end date of its predeces-
sors (finish-start) or after their start date (start-start), etc.

Earliest datesThe scheduling now goes through all selected activities in a forward 
direction and calculates their earliest possible start and end dates. For-
ward scheduling results in the earliest dates of activities.

Backward 
scheduling

In backward scheduling, the system first determines those activities 
that—due to their relationships—don’t have any more successors among 
the selected activities. Starting from an end date—depending on the set-
tings of the network header or the assigned WBS elements—the system 
now calculates the latest possible end date of these activities. Based on 
the scheduling-relevant duration of the activities, the latest start dates of 
these activities are then calculated.

Latest datesThe system then goes through the network in a backward direction, fol-
lowing the relationships, and thus successively calculates the latest pos-
sible start and end dates for all selected activities, considering their types 
of relationship and their durations. Backward scheduling determines the 
latest dates of activities.

The earliest start date and the latest end date of the network activities 
are forwarded to the network header as the scheduled dates. In WBS 
scheduling, the activity dates are also indicated in an aggregated fashion 
as scheduled dates at the level of the assigned WBS elements.

This logic of forward and backward scheduling requires a number of 
additional notes regarding the various influencing factors that are rele-
vant to scheduling.

Relationships in 
scheduling

Without relationships, the result of scheduling in SAP Project System 
would not be a chronological sequence of the activities. The type of rela-
tionship determines how two activities will interact chronologically. If 
you specified a time interval for a relationship, this will be taken into 
account during scheduling. This time interval, however, is only inter-
preted as a minimum time interval, that is, the scheduled time interval 
between predecessor and successor can be longer than the time interval 
defined in the relationship.
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If the activities selected for scheduling have relationships to activities 
that are not scheduled at the same time, these relationships are still 
taken into account. If relationships cannot be met, the system issues 
warnings that you can analyze in a scheduling log.

Scheduling-
relevant duration

The calculation of the scheduling-relevant duration and the consider-
ation of nonworking times depend on the respective activity type; how-
ever, for all activity types, the control key of the activities must permit 
scheduling so that a duration unequal to zero is used during the date cal-
culation.

For internally processed activities, the scheduling-relevant duration—as 
long as no actual dates have been entered (see Chapter 4, Section 4.1.2)—
is derived from the value of the Normal Duration field or, if a work 
center has been stored in the activity, from an appropriate formula in the 
scheduling details of the work center. Typically, however, you will store 
the standard formula SAP004 in the work center, which references the 
value of the Normal Duration field in the activity.

The Unit of the Normal Duration field is relevant as well. For exam-
ple, if you enter a duration of 24 hours, these hours are interpreted as 
working hours. If the scheduling-relevant capacity of the work center 
has an operating time of eight hours per day, this results in a scheduling-
relevant duration of three (working) days. If you entered a duration of 
one day, the system would only use one (working) day as the schedul-
ing-relevant duration.

Nonworking times The scheduling of internally processed activities also considers non-
working times. If you maintained a work center in the activity, the sys-
tem only uses the working times of the scheduling-relevant capacity of 
the work center for scheduling. Start and end dates are only scheduled 
for working days. The differentiation between working and nonworking 
days originates from a factory calendar that is determined according to 
the following priority:

1. Factory calendar in the activity

2. Factory calendar in the work center

3. Factory calendar of the plant in the activity

For externally processed activities and service activities, the system, by 
default, uses the Planned Delivery Time as the scheduling-relevant 
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duration without differentiating between working and nonworking 
days. But, if you want to use a deviating duration for scheduling, you 
can define a control key with the Scheduling External Operation indi-
cator and manually enter the scheduling-relevant duration in the Nor-

mal Duration field of the Internal tab.

For general costs activities, you can manually specify the scheduling-rel-
evant duration via the Normal Duration field. Using factory calendars 
in the costs activities, you can restrict scheduling to working days.

ReductionIf necessary, the system can automatically reduce the duration of activi-
ties if the scheduled dates are outside of the basic or forecast dates of the 
network header. The system can therefore automatically adapt the dura-
tion of activities to enable the network to be carried out in a given time-
frame. This automatic adaptation of activity durations is called reduction. 
By specifying a minimum duration in an activity, you can ensure that a 
time interval that is required for processing an activity is not further 
reduced.

Reduction levelsThe reduction of the activity durations is performed in several succes-
sive stages. In the first stage, for example, the durations could be 
reduced by 10%. If this reduction is not sufficient, the originally planned 
durations could be reduced by 15% in a second stage, and so forth. A 
maximum of six stages could be implemented. After scheduling, you 
will find the actual number of required reduction levels in the network 
header.

Reduction strategyFor a system to automatically reduce the duration of an activity, you 
must store a reduction strategy in the activity. In the definition of a 
reduction strategy, for each reduction level, you specify the percentage 
by which the planned duration of an activity is to be reduced. Figure 2.5
shows an example of the definition of a reduction strategy in the Cus-
tomizing of SAP Project System.

Finally, you need to specify in the scheduling parameters that a reduction 
is to be carried out. To do this, you specify the maximum number of lev-
els to run through. In addition, you can specify in the scheduling param-
eters whether all activities that have a reduction strategy are to be 
reduced or only those that are time critical.
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Copying 
replenishment lead 

times

You can adapt the duration of an activity to the replenishment lead times 
of the assigned material components. Call the function Transfer Deliv-

ery Time to Duration for an activity. The system then determines the 
longest replenishment lead time of the assigned components and uses 
them as the activity duration.

Scheduling 
constraints

Scheduling calculates the planned earliest and latest dates of activities, 
and the scheduled dates of network headers and WBS elements. The cor-
responding fields cannot be changed manually.

Manual constraints However, you may want to assist in scheduling activities to, for exam-
ple, define fixed dates or to consider constraints that cause activities to 
be feasible only within specific periods. To do this, you can specify 
scheduling constraints  for activities (see Figure 2.6).

Using scheduling constraints, you can either fix the earliest or latest start 
or end dates of activities (Must Start/Finish On) or restrict them via 
threshold values (Cannot Start/Finish Before/Not Later). You can 
manually enter scheduling constraints or graphically determine them in 
the Project Planning Board, depending on the options or the planning 

Figure 2.5  Example of a Reduction Strategy
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board profile (see Chapter 1, Section 1.7.2). In scheduling, the various 
influencing factors are considered according to the following prioritiza-
tion:

1. Actual dates (see Chapter 4, Section 4.1.2)

2. Scheduling constraints

3. Relationships

4. Start and end dates of the network header or the assigned WBS ele-
ments if the work breakdown structure determines dates

FloatsFrom the scheduled dates of the activities, the system also determines 
floats for each activity, which can be displayed in the detail screen of the 
activities and the network graphic, or graphically illustrated in the 
Project Planning Board, respectively. Regarding floats, there is a distinc-
tion between a total float and a free float.

Total floatThe total float of an activity results from the difference between its latest 
and earliest dates, and therefore specifies the time interval by which you 
can shift an activity from its earliest date without exceeding the end date 
defined in the network header or—if it determines dates—of the 
assigned WBS element. Activities with a total float smaller than or equal 
to zero are regarded as time-critical and are highlighted in color in the 
network graphic and the diagram section of the Project Planning Board. 
In the Project Planning Board, you can use the options or even the 

Figure 2.6  Example of a Scheduling Constraint for an Activity
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planning board profile to control the total float starting from which 
activities are to be highlighted in color.

Free float The free float of an activity is the interval by which you can shift the 
activity from its earliest date without affecting the earliest date of the 
succeeding activities. For two activities that are linked to each other by 
a finish-start relationship (without a time interval), the free float of the 
predecessor results, for example, from the difference between the earli-
est start date of the successor and the earliest end date of the activity 
itself.

"Flexible" indicator Free floats typically result from scheduling constraints of succeeding 
activities, or they occur when there are parallel paths within the net-
work where one path consumes more time than the other (see Figure 
2.7). Because you can use the free float to perform activities without 
affecting subsequent activities with regard to scheduling, you can set the 
Flexible indicator for an activity to cause the earliest dates of this activ-
ity to be calculated based on the normal duration  plus the free float. 
Consequently, the capacities have more time for performing the activity.

Dates of activity 
elements

You can supplement activities or add more details (see Chapter 1, Sec-
tion 1.3.1) via activity elements. Because activity elements don’t have a 
duration or relationships, they don’t affect the scheduling result. Just 
like activities, however, activity elements have earliest and latest start 
and end dates. These dates are derived from the scheduled dates of the 
activity to which the activity elements are assigned and from the time 
intervals you may have entered in the activity elements.

Figure 2.7  Time-Critical Activities and Floats in the Network Graphic
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Dates of activity 
milestones

For milestones you have assigned to activities, you can either manually 
enter fixed dates or establish a time reference to the activity. If you use a 
time reference, you can use appropriate indicators to specify whether 
the milestone date is to be taken from the earliest or latest date, and the 
start or the end date of the activity. Furthermore, you can specify a time 
interval either in absolute terms (for example, in a number of days), or 
in terms of percentage based on the duration of the activity. When using 
a time reference, every date shift of the activity directly affects the mile-
stone date.

Requirement 
date of material 
components

Even if you assign material components to an activity (see Section 2.3.1), 
you can select between a fixed requirement date for the material and a 
requirement date that is derived from the start or the end of the activity. 
The scheduling parameters control whether the date reference should 
refer to the earliest or the latest date of the activity. If necessary, you can 
also specify an absolute time interval that is considered when deriving 
the requirement date from the activity date.

Network Scheduling

In network scheduling, all activities of an individual network are sched-
uled. Whenever you call the scheduling from the specific maintenance 
function CN22 or from the Project Builder and Project Editor, provided 
you have selected a network header or a network activity in the struc-
ture tree, you trigger a network scheduling.

Network 
scheduling 
parameters

In network scheduling, the scheduling settings are determined from the 
network scheduling parameters, but can also be temporarily modified. 
Before you can create a network, you must have defined network sched-
uling parameters for the combination of the plant and the network type 
of the network header in the Customizing of SAP Project System (Trans-
action OPU6). Figure 2.8 shows an example of defining network sched-
uling parameters.

Date Reference of Activity Elements

The planned dates of the activity elements always fall within the activity 
dates. Scheduling constraints can be defined at an activity level, but not for 
activity elements.
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Scheduling types In the scheduling parameters, you first store the Scheduling Type. This 
value is displayed at the network header level and can be changed there, 
if necessary. The following scheduling types are available in SAP Project 
System:

� Forward 
The system first performs a forward and then a backward scheduling. 
You use forward scheduling if you know the start of the execution, 
but not its end date.

� Backward 
The system first performs a backward and then a forward scheduling. 
You use backward scheduling if you know the end of the execution 
(for example, an agreed delivery date), but not its start date.

Figure 2.8  Network Scheduling Parameters
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� Current date 
Instead of start dates that lie in the past, the system uses the current 
date for forward scheduling. You can therefore see if the planned 
period for the execution is still sufficient and which floats may still be 
available. This also includes both forward and backward scheduling.

� Only capacity requirements 
The activities use the start and end dates from the network header (or 
the assigned WBS elements, if they determine dates) as the earliest 
and latest start and end dates. Relationships or the duration of indi-
vidual activities are not taken into account in this scheduling type. 
You can implement this scheduling type if you don’t want to specify 
any details (yet) about the process and duration of individual activi-
ties, but want to calculate the capacity requirements for the total runt-
ime (see Section 2.2.1).

"Adjust basic 
dates" indicator

Using the Adjust Basic Dates indicator in the scheduling parameters, 
you control if the system accepts the scheduled dates at the network 
header level as basic or forecast dates. For example, if there is a fixed 
timeframe for the execution, enter the start and end dates manually in 
the network header and set the Do Not Adjust Basic Dates indicator. 
Your dates will remain fixed during the scheduling process, and by com-
paring the scheduled dates, you can determine whether the timeframe is 
sufficient for the execution. If the scheduled dates are outside of the pre-
defined dates, the scheduling log issues appropriate warnings.

However, if you only know the start date, for example, and want the sys-
tem to calculate the end date and to adjust it if changes need to be made 
at a later stage, select the Forwards scheduling type, set the Adjust

Basic Dates indicator, and manually enter a start date in the network 
header. Based on your start date, the system first calculates the sched-
uled end of the network, inserts it as the end date, and then performs 
the backward scheduling based on this date.

Scheduling Type Restrictions

In SAP Project System, start and end dates for scheduling can be specified in 
the network header or the WBS elements to the day only. Scheduling types 
with a reference to the time of the day cannot be implemented in SAP Project 
System.
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Start in the past The number of days you enter in the Start in the Past field in the 
scheduling parameters controls the handling of start dates that have 
already passed. If the system determines a start date during scheduling 
that is further in the past than you permitted in the Start in the Past

field, the system issues a warning and automatically uses the current 
date for forward scheduling (this is called today scheduling).

Automatic 
scheduling

By setting the Automatic Scheduling indicator in the scheduling 
parameters, you cause a scheduling to be performed automatically when 
the network is saved whenever there has been a scheduling-relevant 
modification to the network. The indicator is forwarded as a default 
value to the network header and can be changed there. At the latest, dur-
ing the implementation phase of a network, it is usually recommended 
that you remove this indicator from the network header to avoid uncon-
trolled changes to capacity requirements, purchase requisitions, or res-
ervations of material due to automatic scheduling.

Other indicators in the scheduling parameters control the output of 
scheduling logs in Transaction CN22, the handling of breaks in the scope 
of scheduling, the date reference of material components, the consider-
ation of actual dates from partial confirmations (see Chapter 4, Section 
4.3), and how later date changes affect a workforce planning (see Sec-
tion 2.2.2).

Overall Network Scheduling

In overall network scheduling, all networks or orders that are linked to 
each other via external relationships or subnetworks are scheduled at 
the same time. Overall network scheduling is run automatically within 
the assembly processing (see Chapter 1, Section 1.8.7) or started from a 
sales document. You can trigger overall network scheduling in SAP 
Project System using Transaction CN24 or CN24N.

Any Start Dates in the Past

If you enter 999 in the Start in the Past field, the system permits start dates 
that can be anywhere in the past without performing a today scheduling.
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During overall network scheduling, the scheduling settings are deter-
mined, just like in network scheduling, from the scheduling parameters
for the network type.

CN24 (Overall 
Network 
Scheduling)

If you use Transaction CN24 for overall network scheduling, first specify 
the identification of a network and the set of dates for scheduling. Then 
you can make temporary changes to the scheduling settings, if neces-
sary, or enter new start and end dates for scheduling (see Figure 2.9).

If you work with maintenance or service orders as assigned subnet-
works, you can use the To Schedule field to determine whether only 
these orders are to be scheduled, only the networks, or both networks 
and assigned maintenance or service orders.

After you have performed the scheduling you can use the Old/New

Dates function to compare the old dates to the newly calculated dates. 
Afterward, you can save the date changes of the networks or orders, 
respectively.

CN24NIn contrast to Transaction CN24, Overall Network Scheduling with

Selection Options (Transaction CN24N) enables you to influence the 
selection of the networks and subnetworks to be scheduled before the 
scheduling process (see Figure 2.10) and to also use a monitor for 
observing the dates of subnetworks.

Figure 2.9  Overall Network Scheduling Using Transaction CN24
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Subnetwork 
Monitor

In the Subnetwork Monitor, both data from the selected networks and 
data from the assigned subnetworks are displayed in a table (see Figure 
2.11). You can go to the activity or network header display by clicking 
on your mouse. In addition, you can enter activity confirmations in the 
Subnetwork Monitor or call the Project Information System: Structures 
(see Chapter 6, Section 6.1). Traffic lights indicate when the dates of the 
subnetworks are outside of the dates of the higher-level activity (Con-

flict) or don’t exactly match (Update Required).

Levels To use the functions of overall network scheduling with selection 
options in the Customizing of SAP Project System, you need to define 
levels in addition to the scheduling parameters for the network type, and 
then manually assign these levels to the network types and number 
range intervals of the networks and subnetworks. The level definition 
must reflect the hierarchical arrangement of the networks and subnet-
works. The levels serve as selection criteria in Transaction CN24N. A 
scheduling using Transaction CN24N can span a maximum of two levels. 
If you use more than two levels in your project structure, you have to 
perform scheduling successively several times.

Figure 2.10  Overall Network Scheduling with Selection Options
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Transaction CN24N is intended primarily for companies that work with 
a large number of multilevel subnetwork structures and that don’t 
always want to schedule all networks and subnetworks at the same time.

WBS Scheduling

In WBS scheduling, the scheduling is started based on one or more WBS 
elements. In WBS scheduling, activities that are scheduled are assigned 
to these WBS elements. Therefore, you can schedule individual parts of 
a project without scheduling all activities of a network. A WBS schedul-
ing can be started in the specific maintenance functions (Transaction 
CJ20 or CJ02), using project scheduling (Transaction CJ29), or in the 
Project Planning Board. In the Project Builder or Project Editor, you can 
perform a WBS scheduling if you’ve selected the project definition or a 
WBS element in the structure tree.

Figure 2.11  Subnetwork Monitor
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Parameters for 
WBS scheduling

In WBS scheduling, the scheduling settings are determined from the 
Control Parameters for WBS scheduling, but can also be changed tempo-
rarily. These control parameters are grouped in a profile that you can 
define in the Customizing of SAP Project System (see Figure 2.12) and 
enter in the project profile as a default value for the project definition.

The control parameters for WBS scheduling basically contain the same 
settings as the parameters of network scheduling, that is, the scheduling 
type, an indicator for automatically scheduling at saving time, or reduc-
tion settings. If you set the Adjust Basic Dates in WBS scheduling, not 
only are the network header dates adapted to the scheduled dates, but 
the planned dates of the WBS elements are also derived from the sched-
uled dates of the assigned activities. For that reason, the planned dates 
of activities and WBS elements can be determined at the same time dur-
ing a WBS scheduling.

Scheduling 
methods

In addition, the parameters for WBS scheduling include the Scheduling

Method field with the following two options:

Figure 2.12  Control Parameters for WBS Scheduling
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� Network determines dates 
The network header determines the start and end dates of scheduling.

� WBS determines dates 
The planned dates of the WBS element determine the start and end 
dates for scheduling the assigned activities.

Therefore, the idea of the WBS Determines Dates scheduling method is 
to first make a manual time schedule at the WBS element level and to 
then schedule the assigned activities. The scheduling of the activities is 
then based on the manually planned start and end dates of the WBS ele-
ments.

In the time scheduling process using WBS elements and networks, the 
scheduling parameters that control the scheduling of the activities and 
the data exchange with the WBS elements play an important role, and 
the planning methods control the hierarchical exchange of planned 
dates between WBS elements on different levels. You can define the 
WBS scheduling parameters in Customizing and specify them together 
with the planning methods for your project. Alternatively, you can also 
use predefined scheduling scenarios with WBS elements and networks.

Scheduling 
scenarios

If you select a scheduling scenario for scheduling a project, all settings 
are determined via the scheduling scenario. The following scheduling 
scenarios are available:

� Bottom-up scenario 
Based on the basic start date of the network header (which may be 
anywhere in the past), a forward scheduling and then a backward 
scheduling are performed. The scheduled dates are used as planned 
dates at the network header level and the assigned WBS elements. 
The planned dates of the WBS elements are finally projected in a bot-
tom-up fashion.

� Top-down scenario 
In this scenario, you first have to make a manual scheduling at the 
WBS element level. During this process, the system checks the hierar-
chical consistency of this time scheduling when scheduling or saving. 
The scheduling of the assigned activities is based on the planned dates 
of the WBS elements (which may be anywhere in the past).
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In both scheduling scenarios, requirement dates for material are derived 
from the latest date of activities, and reductions are not performed. The 
settings of both scheduling scenarios, Bottom-Up and Top-Down, are 
predefined and cannot be changed.

If you want to use one of the two scheduling scenarios, you can store the 
scenario in the project definition or enter it as a default value in the 
project profile. However, if you want to use different settings, you need 
to set the Scheduling Scenario field to the Free Scheduling Value and 
specify the appropriate settings manually.

2.1.3 Scheduling with the Project Editor

As of EHP6, the Project Editor (Transaction PSHLP20), which you 
already know from Chapter 1, Section 1.7.4, combines scheduling func-
tions from various transactions; for example, from the Project Builder, 
from the Project Planning Board, and from overall network scheduling 
including selection options. Therefore, it’s a convenient transaction for 
project and network scheduling. You can use the Project Editor to sched-
ule and analyze dates of maintenance or service orders, which are 
assigned to activities of a network as subnetworks, together with the 
dates of the respective project elements. The Project Editor only displays 
the order headers of the maintenance and service order and their dates. 
If necessary, however, you can navigate to the order details display any-
time.

Overview of 
the dates

In the Project Editor, you can schedule and analyze dates in object detail 
screens or in tabular overviews. An Overall Dates Overview provides 
you with a tabular overview of the dates of all structure elements of a 
project (see Figure 2.13). The tabular dates overviews enable you to 
define exceptions, for example, to mark date conflicts using traffic 
lights. If necessary, you can use customer enhancements to define your 
own conditions for exceptions. Using additional fields for scheduling 
comparisons, you can analyze and highlight (in different colors) date 
changes.
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Analyzing 
relationships

Similar to the process in the Project Builder, depending on the selected 
object type, you can trigger WBS scheduling or network scheduling in 
the Project Editor. Assigned maintenance or service orders can be sched-
uled separately or together with the superordinate activities. Loop anal-
yses enable you to identify and eliminate cyclical sequences of network 
activities that prevent scheduling. You can determine activities without 
predecessor or successor by defining appropriate exceptions and then 
create the missing relationships.

Gantt chartTo graphically display or print dates, you can call a Gantt chart presen-
tation in the Project Editor (see Figure 2.14). The user settings here 
enable you to define, for example, which date bars and columns are sup-
posed to be displayed and how they are supposed to be labeled. You can 
then save and manage these settings as variants. A print preview enables 
you to optimize the printouts of the Gantt charts.

Figure 2.13  Overall Dates Overview in the Project Editor
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Further scheduling functions of the Project Editor include:

� Transferring scheduled dates

� Projecting, inheriting, and checking dates

� Transferring dates from one set of dates to another

� Copying scheduling data of maintenance orders to superordinate 
activities in the form of durations or constraints

� Using drafts for what-if analyses

Figure 2.14  Gantt Chart Presentation in the Project Editor

Restrictions of the Gantt Chart Presentation

Compared to the Project Planning Board, the Gantt chart presentation in the 
Project Editor has an extremely limited range of functions. For example, you 
cannot display more than two date bars per object at the same time and you 
cannot trigger scheduling.
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2.2 Resource Planning

Resource planning  
without networks

If you mapped a project using only a work breakdown structure, you 
can plan costs for internal or external resources (see Section 2.4) and 
later assign activity allocations, purchase requisitions, purchase orders, 
goods receipts, and acceptances, for example, to WBS elements and 
thereby post the costs of the resource usage to the project (see Chapter 
4, Section 4.2). A logistic resource planning in the sense of a capacity 
planning, or an automatic data exchange between the project structure 
and purchasing documents is only possible in SAP Project System if you 
also implement networks. A manual cost planning for the required 
resources and a manual assignment of purchasing documents at the 
WBS element level are not necessary when using networks.

Time Scheduling

Using scheduling, you can have the system automatically calculate the 
planned dates of activities and assigned objects, and identify time-critical 
activities. If the activities are assigned to WBS elements, date information can 
be exchanged between the activities and the WBS elements. If necessary, you 
can manually schedule dates at the WBS element level. You are supported by 
various functions, like the projecting of dates or hierarchical consistency 
checks. You can use different scheduling transactions according to your 
requirements.

Lean Staffing for Internal and Customer Projects

As of EHP5, the SAP for Professional Services provides the Lean Staffing appli-
cation, which enables you to manage employee assignments for internal and 
customer projects without networks, merely at the level of WBS elements. 
The application includes the following functions, for example:

� Identification and assignment of appropriate employees

� Integration with the CATS time sheet for easier time data recording

� Evaluation and forecasts of employee utilization

You can find more information on these functions and the numerous Lean 
Staffing enhancement options in the documentation of the SAP for Profes-
sional Services solution.
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The following sections deal with the functions that are available for 
planning resources via network activities.

2.2.1 Capacity Planning with Work Centers

When structuring your projects, you use internally processed activities
or internally processed activity elements for specifying services that will 
be provided by internal resources; for example, machine or personnel 
resources. Within scheduling, the system has calculated when these ser-
vices will be performed; however, the scheduling doesn’t verify 
whether there are sufficient internal resources at the planned date. To 
make statements about the availability of your resources and thus the 
feasibility of your projects in terms of capacities, you can use the capac-
ity requirements planning in SAP Project System.

Capacity 
requirements 

planning

The primary function of capacity requirements planning is to determine 
capacity requirements and to periodically (for example, on a weekly or 
daily basis) compare these requirements with the available capacity 
using the appropriate reports (see Chapter 6, Section 6.3.3). The avail-
able capacity is defined using work centers, while the required capacity
is derived from the activity data of networks or, for example, production
or maintenance orders. If you discover that the capacity requirement is 
higher than the available capacities during a specific period, you will 
need to make a capacity leveling to get your planning in line with the 
capacities.

Definition of Work Centers and Available Capacity

Work centers are organizational units in the SAP system that define 
where an activity can be performed and by whom. If you have already 
defined work centers for production or maintenance, you can use these 
work centers in networks as well, provided that this is permitted by the 
application of the work centers. If you have not yet defined any work 
centers in the SAP system, or if you want to use separate work centers 
for projects, you can create new work centers in SAP Project System 
(Transaction CNR1). A mandatory prerequisite for capacity require-
ments planning using networks is the definition and usage of work 
centers.
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Work center 
category

When creating a new work center, in addition to the identification and 
the plant of the work center, you also specify the Work Center Cate-

gory (see Figure 2.15). Among other things, the work center category 
defines the fields (Field Selection) and tabs (Screen Sequence) to be 
displayed in the master record of the work center. By default, you can 
use the 0006 (Project Management) work center category in SAP 
Project System. If required, you can define additional work center cate-
gories (Customizing Transaction OP40).

UsageThe Usage field in the basic data of the work center determines the task 
list types and order categories in which the work center can be used. For 
a work center to be used in standard networks and particularly in oper-
ative networks, it must have a usage that is assigned to the task list type 
0 (Standard Network). If the work center is to be exclusively used for 
networks, you can, for example, enter the application 003 (Networks

Only) in the master record of the work center. If you want, you can use 
Customizing Transaction OP45 to define your own usages and assign 
them to the relevant task list types.

Depending on the work center category, you can make a number of set-
tings for the time scheduling (see Section 2.1.2) and the calculation (see 
Section 2.4.5) of activities in the master data. For capacity requirements 
planning, however, the settings on the Capacities tab are relevant.

Figure 2.15  Definition of Work Center Categories
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Capacity categories On this tab, you first store one or more Capacity Categories, for exam-
ple, for persons or machines, and then define the respective available 
capacity. Capacity categories are defined in Customizing and specify, 
among other things, whether the available capacity must be defined in 
time units or in base or volume units, or whether, for example, you can 
assign persons from Human Resources (HR).

Available capacity In the simplest case, the definition of an available capacity consists of 
the specification of a factory calendar for distinguishing working and 
nonworking days, information about the beginning, the end, and the 
duration of breaks of a working day, the specification of a capacity utili-
zation rate, and the number of available individual capacities. The rate of 
capacity utilization describes how much of the daily working time can 
actually be used for production. The available capacity finally results 
from the productive operating time of a capacity, multiplied with the 
number of individual capacities (see Figure 2.16).

Figure 2.16  Example of a Work Center Capacity
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In addition to the definition of the standard available capacity, there are 
several more detailed options for defining available capacities. On the 
one hand, you can specify time intervals and define a separate available 
capacity for every interval. Thus, you can map employment relation-
ships depending on the season, for example. On the other hand, you can 
define Shift Sequences in Customizing (Transaction OP4A) and assign 
them to the capacity category in the work center. Using shift sequences, 
you can then specify exact break times that can be considered in capacity 
requirements planning.

Finally, you can also define individual capacities and assign them to the 
capacity category in the work center. Using appropriate reporting set-
tings, you can then also use the aggregated availability of the assigned 
individual capacities for capacity evaluations instead of the standard 
offer. For personnel resources, the availability of individual capacities is 
derived from the planned working time (Infotype 0007) that is main-
tained for the employees in HR.

Formula for 
capacity 
requirements

After you have defined the available capacity, in the work center enter a 
formula in the Formula Requirements Internal Pricing field for the 
capacity category. The formula determines how the capacity require-
ments are to be calculated from the activity data. Usually, the standard 
formula SAP008 is entered here. Figure 2.17 illustrates the definition of 
this formula. The SAP_07 parameter in the SAP008 formula is linked to 
the Work field in activities or activity elements.

In Customizing, however, you can also define your own formulas 
(Transaction OP21) to consider values of other activity fields as well 
when calculating capacity requirements. This way you can also include 
user fields in formulas, for example. To do this, you must define a sepa-
rate parameter for the corresponding user field and assign it to the user 
field in the field key definition. The parameter can then be used for the 
definition of a formula. In the work center, you can first test the calcula-
tion of capacity requirements using a formula before you save the work 
center. If you define your own formulas, however, note that the calcula-
tion of capacity requirements should always be clearly documented in 
the reporting.
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Distribution key Using a distribution key in the work center, you can specify how the 
capacity requirements of an activity are to be distributed across the 
activity duration. A distribution key consists of a distribution strategy
and a distribution function (see Figure 2.18).

Figure 2.17  Definition of the SAP008 Formula

Figure 2.18  Definition of Distribution Keys
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The distribution function determines—after which percentage of the 
activity duration—what percent of the entire capacity requirement is 
needed (see Figure 2.19).

Among other things, the distribution strategy determines whether the 
distribution is to take place via the earliest or the latest dates of the activ-
ity (see Figure 2.20).

In the standard version, various distribution keys are already defined, 
such as SAP030 (Equal Distribution Across the Latest Dates) or 
SAP020 (Equal Distribution Across the Earliest Dates). If you want, 

Figure 2.19  Definition of a Distribution Function

Figure 2.20  Definition of a Distribution Strategy
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you can also define additional distribution keys, functions, or strategies 
in the Customizing of SAP Project System.

Prerequisites for Determining Capacity Requirements

To compare the available capacities shown in capacity reports with the 
corresponding capacities required by your projects, the network must 
meet various prerequisites:

� The network activities must contain work centers and planned work.

� The control key of the activities must be identified as relevant to the 
determination of capacity requirements (see Chapter 1, Section 
1.3.2).

� The calculation of capacity requirements must be enabled, that is, the 
Capacity Requirements indicator must be set in the network header.

You can remove the Capacity Requirements indicator from the net-
work header at any time if capacity requirements are no longer 
required for a network. This may be relevant, for example, if a project 
is cancelled or stopped during the implementation phase.

� After you have enabled capacity requirements, a scheduling must 
have been performed.

Also note that a final confirmation or setting the status to  Technically

Completed sets the (remaining) capacity requirement of an activity to 
zero (0).

Determining the 
requirements 

distribution

If necessary, you can enter a distribution key in the activities just like 
you would in a work center. Unless the report you use for the capacity 
evaluation provides a dedicated distribution key, the system determines 
the distribution of capacity requirements according to the following 
strategy:

Capacity Requirements Planning for Suppliers

If you want, you can perform your capacity requirements planning for suppli-
ers as well, that is, using externally processed activities or service activities, if 
the control key permits this. To do this, you need to define a separate work 
center with the appropriate required capacities for the supplier, and enter the 
work center on the Internal tab of the activity.
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1. Distribution key of the activity

2. Distribution key of the work center

3. Equal distribution across the latest dates of the activity

After you have created capacity requirements for a network, you can use 
various reports to compare the capacity requirements of the network 
plus the requirements of other projects or orders to the corresponding 
available work centers or capacities, respectively. Figure 2.21 shows the 
capacity overview of the Project Planning Board, which graphically illus-
trates the available capacities of work centers and the respective total 
capacity requirement using bars or histograms. Capacity overloads, that 
is, requirements that exceed the available capacities during a specific 
period, are highlighted in color. Additional detailed capacity reports are 
discussed in Chapter 6, Section 6.3.3.

Planned, 
remaining, 
and actual capacity 
requirements

During the implementation phase of projects, the capacity requirements 
are adjusted due to the completed work and forecast data from confir-
mations. Capacity reports therefore distinguish from among three dif-
ferent capacity requirements:

� Planned capacity requirements 
The capacity requirement resulting from the planned data of the 
activities

� Remaining capacity requirements 
The current capacity requirements resulting from the originally 
planned requirements, the previously confirmed services, and possi-
bly the forecasted remaining work

Figure 2.21  Capacity Overview of the Project Planning Board
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� Actual capacity requirements 
The service that has actually been used and has already been confirmed

2.2.2 Workforce Planning

A work center can consist of several available individual capacities; how-
ever, if you perform your capacity requirements planning only at the 
work center level, you won’t be able to specify which individual capac-
ity of the work center will provide the respective service. Therefore, you 
can’t create meaningful capacity evaluations for the individual capaci-
ties.

Capacity splits For some projects, however, you must plan individual capacities—par-
ticularly as far as personnel resources are concerned—to avoid an over-
load of individuals or to consider employees’ qualifications when plan-
ning the project, for example. To do this, you can distribute the work via 
capacity splits, that is, split the planned work of an activity into individ-
ual capacities. Capacity splits can be individual machines, organizational 
units, or positions, for example. Usually, however, the SAP Project Sys-
tem performs a workforce planning; that is, a distribution with a direct 
reference to personnel numbers. The work distributed to a person can 
later be used as a default value for the time data recording using the 
cross-application time sheet (CATS) (see Chapter 4, Section 4.3.3).

Prerequisites for Workforce Planning

HR master data A prerequisite for workforce planning is that SAP Project System is pro-
vided with various HR master data. This can either be maintained in the 
system as HR mini–master records, or originate from an HR system. The 
minimum requirement is HR master data of the Infotypes 0001 (Organi-
zational Assignment) and 0002 (Personal Data). If you want to consider 
the availability of the person or their qualifications in your planning, 
you will also need Infotypes 0007 (Planned Working Time) and 0024 

Prerequisite for Actual Capacity Requirements

In addition to the relevant settings of the extended capacity reports, it is nec-
essary for an analysis of actual capacity requirements that the relevant work 
centers determine actual capacity requirements.
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(Qualifications). Another later use of the data in the timesheet also 
requires Infotype 0315 (Default Values Time Sheet).

The persons to whom you want to distribute the work do not necessarily
have to be assigned to that work center. Depending on the system set-
tings, you can use the following personnel for workforce planning:

� Persons who are assigned to the work center of the activity

� Persons of a project organization

� Any personnel resources

Personnel 
assignment to 
work centers

There are two ways of assigning personnel to a work center. First, you 
can assign an organizational unit or an HR work center to the work cen-
ter and therefore indirectly assign personnel. Second, you can directly 
assign positions or persons to the work center capacity. The benefit of 
this option is that you can use the total amount of availabilities of the 
assigned personnel included in capacity reports as the available capacity 
of the work center instead of the standard availabilities.

Project 
organization

Project organization refers to persons, positions, or organizational units 
that you assign to WBS elements as the default set for a later workforce 
planning. If you use Transaction CMP2 (Workforce Planning–Selection 
Project View), the system always first suggests the persons, positions, or 
organizational units of the project organization for your workforce plan-
ning. If you have not assigned a project organization to a WBS element, 
Transaction CMP2 of the system provides the project organization of the 
hierarchically superior WBS element for workforce planning. If you 
only want to store one project organization for the entire project, an 
assignment at the top project level will suffice. You can assign project 
organizations to WBS elements in Transaction CMP2 or in most of the 
processing transactions for work breakdown structures. Figure 2.22
shows an example of assigning a project organization to a WBS element.

Prerequisites for Workforce Planning

Before you can distribute the work of an activity to individuals, you must have 
already determined the capacity requirements. This means you need at least 
one work center for workforce planning as well.
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If you want, however, you can plan personnel resources in your work-
force planning that are not assigned to the work center or to your 
project organization. Depending on the transaction you use for work-
force planning, however, you must explicitly enable this in the activity 
or the workforce planning profile.

Ranking lists If you want to take into account the qualifications of the personnel while 
planning the workforce (for example, language skills, education, and so 
on), you can store a requirements profile in the activities that describes 
the qualifications required for accomplishing an activity. If you also 
defined the qualifications of the individual personnel resources (Trans-
action PPPM), the system can create a ranking list during workforce 
planning listing those persons who are best qualified to meet the 
requirements of the activity.

Workforce Planning Process

There are different ways to plan a workforce. You can assign persons to 
an activity on the Person Assignment tab and specify the date, the 
planned work, and the permitted duration for every split. The system 

Figure 2.22  Sample Project Organization
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then automatically distributes the requirements across the specified 
duration (see Figure 2.23). You can use Transactions CMP2 (Project 
View) or CMP3 (Work Center View) for distributing your work to per-
sons, positions, or organizational units. You can also manually distribute 
the work to different days or weeks, for example, or use the graphical or 
tabular planning board of capacity requirements planning to include 
capacity splits (see Section 2.2.3).

For advanced requirements for workforce planning as needed in the 
context in service projects, you can use SAP Multiresource Scheduling 
(MRS) together with SAP Project System networks. MRS provides expert 
functions, for example, an integration with geographical information 
systems, graphical planning boards, or the usage of advanced qualifica-
tion catalogs.

Workforce 
planning profile

To use Transactions CMP2 and CMP3 in SAP Project System, you first 
need to define a workforce planning profile in Customizing (Transaction 
CMPC). Among other things, the profile specifies whether it is permissi-
ble to plan resources that don’t belong to the work center or to the 
project organization, and which periods (for example, days, weeks, or 

Figure 2.23  Person Assignment Screen of an Internally Processed Activity
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months) are to be used for planning. Here, you can also define mixed 
period splits to make a day-based planning for the next period, for 
example, but only a week-based planning for activities that are based 
more in the future. If you use Transaction CMP9 to evaluate your work-
force planning, you can use the profile to define traffic light functions 
(exceptions) indicating, for example, undistributed work or overloaded 
employees.

CMP2 
(Project View)

In a workforce planning using Transaction CMP2 (Project View), you 
select the activities for workforce planning by specifying one or more 
projects, WBS elements, or networks. You receive a list of activities for 
which there are capacity requirements and then can create an assign-
ment to organizational units, positions, or personnel resources (see Fig-
ure 2.24).

Figure 2.24  Example of a Workforce Planning Profile
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If there is a project organization, it will be suggested for an assignment; 
however, you can also use the work center resources and—provided this 
is permitted by the profile—any other personnel resources.

Editing period 
specifications

However, the assignment of a resource is not sufficient for workforce 
planning. In addition, you need to enter the period in which the 
resource is to accomplish the specified amount of the planned work of 
the activity. At first, the system only offers the period for distribution 
that covers the capacity requirements of the activity. If you want, how-
ever, you can also use different periods for workforce planning.

You can also display the availability (planned working time) or the total 
load of the resources for each period. The total load shows a resource's 
total work distribution to network activities for a specific period. Work 
distributions to other order categories are not taken into account.

You can also display details of the activities or show the planned distri-
bution of the activities’ capacity requirements. Figure 2.25 shows an 
example of workforce planning using Transaction CMP2.

Figure 2.25  Example of Workforce Planning from the Project View
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CMP3 
(Work Center 

View)

Some companies don’t have just one project manager who uses Transac-
tion CMP2 for workforce planning; instead, the persons responsible for 
specific work centers do this planning. They can use Transaction CMP3
(Work Center View) to distribute work to the resources of their work 
center (see Figure 2.26). Resources and activities are selected by specify-
ing one or more work centers.

Figure 2.26  Example of Workforce Planning from the Work Center View

Network Lock for Workforce Planning from the Work Center View

You should note that during workforce planning—from a work center view—
all activities that have capacity requirements for the selected work centers in 
the given period are read, and that the corresponding networks are conse-
quently locked. We therefore recommend that you use Transaction CMP3 to 
explicitly specify those networks as filters for which you want to distribute 
work.
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CMP9 
(Evaluation)

After you have performed a workforce planning, you can evaluate it 
using the individual capacity reports or Transaction CMP9. In Transac-
tion CMP9, you can use information about projects, work centers, or 
personnel resources for selecting workforce plannings. In the evalua-
tion, you can use the exceptions defined in the profile to highlight over-
loaded resources or activities with work that has not yet been com-
pletely distributed (see Figure 2.27).

If activity dates are shifted after a workforce planning has been com-
pleted, the Rescheduling indicator in the scheduling parameters for the 
network type (see Section 2.1.2) decides whether the workforce plan-
ning is to be shifted as well, or distributed work outside the new activity 
dates is to be deleted, for example.

2.2.3 Capacity Leveling

ReschedulingIf, during your capacity requirements planning, you find that required 
resources are overloaded, you will need to adjust your planning. This is 

Figure 2.27  Example of an Evaluation of Workforce Planning
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called capacity leveling. This can be, for example, an adjustment of the 
time scheduling, that is, a chronological shifting of activities or increas-
ing their duration. Capacity leveling can also include the creation of new 
activities or activity elements with additional work centers or resources. 
If necessary, you can also change the control key of an internally pro-
cessed activity, and therefore the activity category, to procure the 
planned work externally (see Section 2.2.4 and Section 2.2.5).

Capacity planning 
board

In a stricter sense, however, the term capacity leveling refers to the usage 
of graphical or tabular capacity planning boards, that is, specific capacity 
requirements planning tools for a fixed chronological planning of capac-
ity requirements. These tools are used primarily in production for plan-
ning bottleneck work centers, for example, and are rarely used in com-
panies for project planning.

When using a capacity planning board in capacity leveling, you must 
first select capacities and activities that have requirements for these 
capacities. Then, you can plan the requirements to be performed by the 
planned capacity or by a different one. The planning can be done man-
ually, where either you specify the dates for the planning or they are 
specified automatically (for example, the earliest or latest dates of an 
activity).

Scheduled status Activities, for which you have planned the requirements by using a 
capacity planning board, automatically obtain the  Scheduled status. All 
activity fields that are relevant to capacity requirements planning, like 
the planned work and duration, the work center, or the activity dates, 
are locked against being changed due to this status. You can only undo 
the planning of an activity in a capacity planning board if you shift the 
activity or change other capacity-relevant data.

You can use capacity planning boards both for capacity leveling of work 
center capacities and for scheduling individual capacities of the work 
centers, like personnel resources.

Graphical planning 
boards

Graphical planning boards (see Figure 2.28) are based on Gantt chart 
presentations. The graphical area displays the capacity requirements and 
the periods they cover, and existing scheduled capacity requirements, as 
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individual bars on a time axis. The tabular area shows information about 
the capacities and the requirements sources. Manual requirement plan-
nings for capacities can be performed via drag and drop. If a capacity 
would be overloaded due to this planning, more than permitted accord-
ing to the definition of the available capacity, you are informed via error 
messages in a planning log that this planning is not possible.

Tabular planning 
boards

Tabular planning boards present capacity data and the requirements of 
activities, and additional data of the requirement sources in a tabular 
format (see Figure 2.29). In contrast to graphical planning boards, the 
availabilities of the capacities can be displayed for the respective peri-
ods. This enables you to detect whether the capacity will be overloaded 
even before the planning.

Figure 2.28  Graphical Capacity Planning Board
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2.2.4 External Processing

Often, not all services necessary for completing a project can be pro-
vided by internal company resources. Using externally processed activi-
ties (or external elements, see Chapter 1, Section 1.3.1), you can there-
fore plan, procure, and monitor services that are to be provided by 
vendors.

Specifications for 
external services

For a manual specification of external activities, you can use describing 
long texts, documents, or PS texts in SAP script format, and enter a 
planned quantity and a unit of measure in an activity. For a cost plan-
ning of the external procurement, you can also specify a price per unit, 
the relevant currency, and a cost element (see Section 2.4.5). To con-
sider the timeframe for the later procurement of the service in the 
scheduling process, you can store a planned delivery time or duration 
(see Section 2.1.2) in the activity. You can also specify a preferred 
vendor.

Figure 2.29  Tabular Capacity Planning Board
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To automatically create purchase requisitions from the activity data 
later, you must also store a purchasing organization, a purchasing group, 
and the material group of the external activity in the activity. This orga-
nizational data, and the cost element, currency, and unit of measure, can 
be entered in the network profile (Transaction OPUU) as default values 
(see Chapter 1, Section 1.3.2).

Purchasing info 
records, outline 
agreements

Instead of manually entering specifications of the external activity, a 
price, a planned delivery time, the material group, and so forth in the 
activity, as described previously, you can also refer to purchasing info
records or outline agreements from purchasing. If you store an info record 
for external processing or an outline agreement in an externally pro-
cessed activity, the activity automatically uses all necessary purchasing 
data from these purchasing information sources. This data—except for 
the quantity—can no longer be changed manually in the activity.

Automatic 
purchase 
requisitions

From the activity data, the system can automatically display a purchase 
requisition. Depending on the setting of the Res./Purc. Req. field, this 
can be done even before the activity is released (Immediately), automat-
ically by setting the Released (From Release) status, or at a later stage. 
For the last option, first set the indicator to the Never value, and then 
change the setting to Immediately later. The value of the Res./Purc.

Req. can be preset via the network profile.

The purchase requisition is automatically filled with all data relevant to 
the purchase. The system uses the latest end date of the activity as a 
delivery date in the purchase requisition. You can use a customer 
enhancement to influence the creation of a purchase requisition from 
the activity data. If relevant data is changed in advance, the purchase 
requisition is adapted automatically. A manual change of the quantity, 
the material group, and the purchasing group taken from the activity is 
not possible in the purchase requisition.

Displaying 
purchase 
requisitions

From an externally processed activity, you can go to the display of the 
created purchase requisition at any time. In addition, SAP Project Sys-
tem also provides the Purchase Requisitions for Project report, which 
enables you to analyze or further process purchase requisitions of one or 
several projects in parallel (see Figure 2.30). The project-oriented procure-
ment (ProMan) (see Chapter 4, Section 4.5.3) allows you to evaluate 
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quantity or date information of purchase requisitions and use traffic 
light functions to highlight deviations from your planning.

Vendor selection The automatically created purchase requisitions are also visible in pur-
chasing and can be further processed by a responsible purchaser. Unless 
you referred to a purchasing info record or an outline agreement in the 
activity, the purchaser also selects the vendor. In purchasing, this can be 
achieved, for example, via a bidding process or an automatic source 
determination.

Figure 2.30  Tabular Presentation of Purchase Requisitions for a Project
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CommitmentsIf a vendor has been selected and assigned to the purchase requisition, 
the data of the purchase requisition can be transferred to a purchase 
order. The purchase order authorizes the vendor to offer the services 
ordered for your project, provided that external activities can later be 
documented via goods or invoice receipts. All purchasing documents are 
assigned to the activity so that not only can you analyze the planned 
costs, but the commitments according to the purchase requisition and 
purchase order, and the actual costs of the external service performed 
for the activity or the network, respectively. The purchasing process and 
the corresponding value flows are discussed in detail in Chapter 4.

Document type 
and account 
assignment 
category

In the Customizing section of SAP Project System (Transaction OPTT, 
see Figure 2.31), you define the document type for networks, which is to 
be used for creating the purchase requisition, and in the Acct. Assgmt.

Gen. field, you specify the account assignment category that controls the 
value flows of the purchase requisition and all subsequent purchasing 
documents. These settings are consistently implemented for all net-
works, regardless of the plant or network type.

In Network Type Parameters (Transaction OPUV), you can specify per 
plant and network type whether a separate purchase requisition is to be 

Figure 2.31  Determination of the Account Assignment Categoriesfor Networks
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created for every externally processed activity (and every service opera-
tion and every purchased part (see Section 2.3.1), or whether only one 
purchase requisition is to be created per network, which then has one 
item for every external procurement (collective purchase requisition).

As of EHP3, you can decide how to best summarize purchase order-rel-
evant items within a project, even across different networks, if neces-
sary. To do that, you must activate the same grouping indicator in the 
Collective Purc. Req. field for all externally processed activities and 
service activities, and for every purchased part you want to aggregate. 
Possible grouping indicators have to be defined at the project definition 
level first.

External 
purchasing 

systems

If you’re implementing an external purchasing system, you can specify 
for combinations of purchasing and material groups that purchase req-
uisitions are transferred directly to the external purchasing system and 
that any further purchasing processes are performed there. You can also 
use a customer enhancement to determine criteria for selecting the pur-
chase requisitions to be transferred.

2.2.5 Service

If your company’s purchasing department also supports the procure-
ment of services using service specifications and acceptances of services 
performed, SAP Project System provides service activities and service 
activity elements for planning and procuring such services. Similar to 
externally processed activities, services to be provided by external ven-
dors are planned using service activities by specifying purchasing info 
records or outline agreements, if necessary. For service activities, pur-
chase requisitions can then be created from activity data as well, and 
purchasing processes can therefore be triggered automatically.

Service 
specifications

Contrary to an externally processed activity that you simply use to plan 
and procure an individual external activity, you can use a service opera-
tion to plan several vendor services in one step and specify additional 
information about services that cannot yet be defined in detail. When 
creating a service operation, the system prompts you to create service
specifications (see Figure 2.32).
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In service specifications, you can create a list of planned services in a 
hierarchical structure, if necessary. To do this, you can use service master
records from purchasing that might already store various data of a ser-
vice. Using the purchasing condition technique, prices for service mas-
ter records can then be automatically determined and used for calculat-
ing the activity. You can also select services from other service 
specifications, for example, from existing purchasing documents or 
other networks or purchase orders, and copy them into your service 
specifications.

Model service 
specifications and 
standard service 
catalogs

In purchasing, model service specifications can be defined that can then 
serve as a template for creating service specifications in the network 
activity. In some branches, it is common practice to specify services 
using standardized text modules. In purchasing, this can be mapped via 
standard service catalogs. If you refer to a standard service catalog in your 

Figure 2.32  Sample Service Specifications
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service specifications, you can then plan services by selecting individual 
text modules.

Catalogs You can also call intranet or external Internet catalogs in service specifi-
cations to select services from these catalogs and transfer them to the 
service specifications. This is implemented via the Open Catalogue Inter-
face (OCI) (see Section 2.3.1).

Unplanned services Frequently, not all services can be planned in detail before a project 
starts because the required services may depend on the course of the 
project, for example. In addition to planned services, you can also spec-
ify information about unplanned services in the service specifications. 
To calculate a service operation, you can store an expected value for 
unplanned services in the service specifications. This value and the total 
value of planned services add up to the planned costs of the activity.

Limit of values In addition, you can limit the value of unplanned services by entering a 
limit of values in the service specifications. If the vendor later provides 
services that you didn’t explicitly specify in the service specifications, 
the value of this unplanned service is checked against the limit of values. 
If the value of the unplanned services exceeds the specified limit, the 
entered services cannot be saved.

External services 
management

Another difference between externally processed activities and service 
activities can be found in further purchasing management. At first, a 
vendor selection and the purchase order implementation take place for 
a purchase requisition of a service operation in purchasing as well. 
While, depending on the account assignment category, a goods receipt 
can be posted to document services for externally processed activities, 
service activities always require a service entry and an acceptance of ser-
vices performed. More purchasing management details for service activ-
ities are discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4.4.2.

Purchase requisitions due to service activities use the same document 
type and the same account assignment category as externally processed 
activities (Transaction OPTT). Depending on the material and pur-
chasing group of the purchase requisition, a transfer to an external 
purchasing system can be performed as well. In the network profile
(Transaction OPUU), you can store default values for service operations 
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in the activity, which cover the cost type of the planned services, the 
material and purchasing group, and the unit of measure.

2.3 Material Planning

The completion of many projects requires material. Within the scope of 
your project planning using SAP Project System, you can plan for mate-
rial that is required, and its procurement, consumption, and delivery. 
Using the elevator project as an example, different assemblies, such as 
parts of the motor, cabin, or shaft, must be provided for a final assembly 
of the elevator. If the material is not available in stock, purchasing pro-
cesses or the in-house production of the material must be triggered. If 
necessary, the required material needs to be delivered to the construc-
tion site or to the customer.

Using WBS elements, you can plan costs for procuring material, and 
assign various documents like material reservations, purchase requisi-
tions, purchase orders, goods receipts, and issues to WBS elements. An 
integrated material planning where data is automatically exchanged 
between a project and purchasing or production, however, is only avail-
able if you use networks. In this case, a manual costs planning and the 
manual assignment of documents to WBS elements are no longer neces-
sary.

2.3.1 Assigning Material Components

Material 
components

To plan material via networks, you must assign material components to 
the network activities. Material components are summaries of specific 
information, like the specification of the material (for example, by 

Planning Internal and External Resources Using Networks

Using networks, you can plan internal and external resources for completing 
your projects. Internal resources are planned based on work centers (capacity 
requirements planning). If you want, however, the planning can be carried 
out in greater detail up to workforce planning. Using externally processed 
activities or activity elements, respectively, you can plan the use of external 
resources and trigger their procurement via purchasing.
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specifying a material number), the required amount and the unit of mea-
sure, the requirements date, the price per unit or, for purchased parts, 
the material and purchasing groups and so on (see Figure 2.33). As of 
EHP3, you can also implement custom fields in a separate tab using the 
BADI_MAT_CUST_SCR BAdI and define a field selection in the Custom-
izing of SAP Project System. You can either enter the requirements date 
of a material component manually as a fixed date, or it can be derived 
from the dates of the activity to which the component is assigned (see 
Section 2.1.2).

Item categories In particular, a material component includes an item category that plays 
an important role in determining the procurement type and the stock 
management of the material. In SAP Project System, the main item cate-
gories used are N (nonstock item) and L (stock item).

Nonstock item Using the item category N, you can plan the direct procurement of a 
material via purchasing. As with the external procurement of services via 

Figure 2.33  Example of the Detail Screen of a Material Component
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an externally processed activity (see Section 2.2.4), the system uses the 
component data to automatically create a purchase requisition for a non-
stock item as well—depending on the Res./Purc. Req. indicator—and 
thus triggers a purchasing management. If you enter a material number 
in the material component to specify the material, other purchasing data 
required for creating the purchase requisition can be transferred from 
the material master data. You can also plan and procure a nonstock item 
although there is no material master record for this material.

If the vendor delivers a nonstock item within the implementation phase
of a project, it is typically documented by a goods receipt. When goods 
are received, however, a nonstock item is not posted to a stock location, 
that is, no stock is created. Instead, a direct consumption posting is per-
formed by the network activity. A stock management for nonstock items 
is not possible. Consequently, material components of the item category 
N cannot be managed in the plant stock or in an individual stock.

All documents—the purchase requisition, the purchase order, the goods 
and invoice receipt of a nonstock item—are assigned to the activity. 
Therefore, in an activity-assigned network, you can analyze the planned, 
commitment, and actual costs for the procurement and the material con-
sumption on the activity level (see Chapter 4, Section 4.5.1).

Stock itemIn contrast to the nonstock items, a stock management is provided for 
stock items (item category L). Moreover, stock items are not directly 
procured via purchasing, but via the material requirements planning of 
a company. If you assign a material component with the item category L
to an activity, you must also specify a material number so that the sys-
tem can derive the control data required for the material requirements 
planning from the material master record. Stock items can be managed 
in the plant stock or in individual stocks.

The simplest procurement type for a stock item is the creation of a res-
ervation. Depending on the setting of the Res./Purc. Req. field, this can 
be either Immediately, From Release, or Never, that is, never automat-
ically but only manually after the release. The reservation is displayed in 
the material requirements planning under a unique reservation number 
as a requirement to provide the material in the planned quantity on the 
planned requirements date.
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After the creation of a reservation, the responsible MRP controller needs 
to trigger the procurement of the material if it is not available in stock on 
the requirements date. For purchased parts, the procurement can be 
affected by purchasing; for material produced in-house, the procure-
ment can be affected by the internal company production. After the 
material has been procured, it can be posted in a stock. In the last step, 
a goods issue can be posted with a reference to the original reservation. 
The goods issue documents that the material has been taken from stock 
and consumed by the network activity.

Even in the project planning phase, you can use the availability check for 
stock items to determine whether the material can be provided on the 
requirements date (see Section 2.3.3).1

Assemblies Stock items that you assign with a negative required quantity to an activ-
ity are referred to as assemblies. While a positive quantity represents a 

Reservation Numbers for Networks

The system issues one reservation number per network. The reservations of 
the individual material components of a network are distinguished via an up 
to four-digit item number within the network reservation number. Therefore, 
only 9999 material components can be planned per network.

1 You can find a comprehensive description of project planning using SAP APO in the 
SAP PRESS book, Project Planning Using SAP (German only). Restrictions for integra-
tion with project orders are available in SAP Note 708517.

Integration with SAP Advanced Planning & Optimization (APO)

For advanced scenarios for Production Planning and Procurement Planning 
considering material requirements from projects, an integration with SAP 
Advanced Planning & Optimization (APO) can be implemented. The APO sys-
tem then displays networks as projects orders. This way, material require-
ments from networks can be transferred to Production Planning and Procure-
ment Planning in the APO system.

In contrast to planning in the SAP ERP system, planning in the APO system 
can include capacity and material availabilities at the same time. Finally, 
scheduling changes to project orders resulting from the planning and optimi-
zation process in the APO system are automatically transferred to the net-
works.1
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material requirement, the negative quantity of an assembly documents 
that the network provides material. From the point of view of material 
requirements planning, assemblies represent planned additions to a 
stock. You can implement assemblies if you use networks instead of pro-
duction orders for producing individual materials, and if this requires 
multilevel production processes and you want to make the correspond-
ing material movements as transparent as possible in the material 
requirements planning.

Other 
item categories

Other item categories you can implement in SAP Project System, in 
addition to the two item categories N and L, are T (text item), R (vari-
able-size item), and C (planning element). Material components of the 
item category T are for information only and are used, for example, after 
a BOM explosion. Material components of the item category R provide 
similar procurement and stock management options as stock items. The 
required quantity of variable-size items, the variable-size quantity, is 
derived from sizes such as the length, width, and height of a material. 
Therefore, instead of manually entering an individual required quantity 
directly, you have to specify sizes for material components of the item 
category R. You can use item category C, which has been available in 
SAP Project System as of EHP3, for components that have been copied 
from catalogs to avoid a retroactive copying of those components in the 
editing transactions of the system.

Collective and 
individual stocks

Basically, the SAP system provides different options for material stock 
management. One possibility is the usage of the collective stock, an anon-
ymous plant stock. All projects and orders requiring a material managed 
in a collective stock can take this material from the plant stock. A previ-
ous assignment of the stocks and stock costs to the consumers is not pos-
sible for a collective stock.

Another option of material stock management is the use of individual
stocks. In this case, material stocks are explicitly managed with a refer-
ence to a sales order item (sales order stock) or a WBS element (project
stock). Without a previous transfer, material managed in an individual 
stock can only be taken for the corresponding sales order item or the 
WBS element, respectively, or objects assigned to these. Depending on 
the system settings, the value of material in an individual stock can be 
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reported as stock costs on the object keeping stock records (see Section 
2.3.2).

Procurement types 
for nonstock items

After you have assigned a material component to an activity, you need 
to specify the procurement type. For stock and nonstock items, different 
procurement types are available. For nonstock items, you can choose 
between the following two procurement options (see Figure 2.34):

� Purchase requisition for network 
A direct procurement of the material is triggered. The material is 
delivered by the vendor to the company to be consumed by the activ-
ity.

� Third-party order 
A direct procurement is triggered as well; however, the material is not 
delivered by the vendor to the company, but instead it is delivered 
directly to a customer, to another vendor, or to any other delivery 
address.

Delivery address If you select the Third-party Order procurement type for a nonstock 
item, you need to specify a delivery address that is transferred together 
with the other relevant data of the material component to the purchase 
requisition and later to the purchase order. You can either enter the 
required address data manually in a delivery address, or reference an 
address, customer, or vendor number (see Figure 2.35).

The system then takes the address data from the central address manage-
ment, from the customer master record of SD, or from the vendor mas-
ter record of the Purchasing department. If the same delivery address is 
used frequently for the third-party orders of a project, you can set the 

Figure 2.34  Selection of the Procurement Type for a Nonstock Item
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Repeat On indicator when you create the first delivery address. Note 
that as of EHP3, you can also assign material components that do not 
explicitly have the Third-party Order procurement type to delivery 
addresses.

Procurement types 
for stock items

The following procurement types can generally be used for stock items
(see Figure 2.36, procurement types that differ only regarding stock 
management are listed together in the following overview):

� Reservation for network/Reservation WBS element/Reservation
sales document 
These three procurement types only create a reservation. If you use 
the first type, the material component is managed in the collective 
stock. If you use either of the other two types, the reservation refer-
ences the project or the sales order stock.

Figure 2.35  Example of a Delivery Address
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� Purchase requisition + Reservation WBS element/Purchase requi-
sition + Reservation sales document 
In addition to a reservation, these two procurement types create a 
purchase requisition at the same time, whether or not a stock exists. 
You can manage the material component in the project or in the sales 
order stock. The purchase requisition is assigned to the object holding 
the stock.

� Third-party requisition WBS element/Third-party requisition sales
document 
A third-party order is created. Depending on which of the two types 
you select, the purchase requisition references the project or the sales 
order stock.

� Preliminary purchase requisition WBS element/Preliminary pur-
chase requisition sales document 
An advance procurement of purchased parts via purchasing is trig-
gered with a reference to the project or sales order stock.

� Planned independent requirements/Planned independent require-
ments WBS element/Planned independent requirements sales doc-
ument 
An advance procurement for material produced in-house is triggered 
with a reference to the plant, project, or sales order stock.

Figure 2.36  Selection of the Procurement Type for a Stock Item
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Advance 
procurement

The preceding advance procurement types require additional explana-
tions. For material with very long replenishment lead times, it may be 
necessary within the project implementation to trigger its procurement 
although the actual consumers (that is, an appropriate network activity 
or production order) do not yet exist. To do this, assign the required 
material as a material component with an advance procurement type to 
the project. Once the actual consumers exist, just reassign the material 
to them, but this time with a simple reservation as a procurement type. 
By referencing the reservation, you can ensure that the procured mate-
rial is taken from stock and consumed. For more information regarding 
the process of advance procurements see Chapter 4, Section 4.5.1.

Relationships of 
procurement types

You should note that not all of the procurement types for stock items 
listed earlier are always available. They can be used if the following pre-
requisites are met:

� To create a purchase requisition for a material component, in addition 
to its reservation, the material must permit external procurement (see 
the Procurement Type field of the MRP 2 view in the material mas-
ter).

� To use procurement types with a reference to the plant stock, the 
material must permit collective stock management.

� For a procurement to be affected with a reference to a project or sales 
order stock, the material must permit individual stock management.

The stock management options of a material are controlled via the 
Individual/Collective field of the MRP 4 view in the material mas-
ter. For material components that you have transferred from a BOM, 
you can also overwrite the material master settings for procurement 
and stock options in the bill of materials, if necessary.

� Procurement types with a reference to the project stock are only 
available if the project definition allows for project stock manage-
ment (see Chapter 1, Section 1.2.1 and Section 2.3.2).

� For you to select a procurement type with a reference to a sales 
order stock, the network header must be assigned to a sales order 
item. In addition, the position type must enable stock manage-
ment for the sales order item.
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You can specify the procurement type of a material component either 
manually—the system only offers the procurement types that are possi-
ble due to the settings in the material master or the BOM item, project 
definition, or sales order item—or you can use a procurement indicator.

Procurement 
indicator

Procurement indicators are defined in the Customizing of SAP Project 
System using Transaction OPS8 (see Figure 2.37). In a procurement indi-
cator, you can specify the item category. You can also use the indicators 
Purchase Requisition Network, 3rd Party, and Preliminary Require-

ments, and a prioritization of stock management to suggest the procure-
ment type via a procurement indicator. The Purchase Requisition Net-

work indicator causes a reservation and a purchase requisition to be 
created at the same time for material components carried in project 
stock. By entering a procurement indicator in the network profile, you 
can use this indicator as a default value for every assignment of a mate-
rial component.

A manual selection of the item category and the procurement type for a 
material component isn’t necessary if you use procurement indicators. If 
this is still permitted, however, you can also manually change a procure-
ment type later.

Figure 2.37  Example of the Definition of a Procurement Indicator
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Various options are available for the assignment of material components 
to network activities, which will be discussed in the following sections.

Manual Assignment

In every processing transaction for networks (except for the Project Edi-
tor), you can manually assign material components to activities, regard-
less of the activity category. Depending on the transaction, you can 
make this assignment individually, for example, via drag and drop from 
a templates area, or in a table (see Figure 2.38). If you don’t work with 
procurement indicators, you must manually select the item category and 
the procurement type during this assignment. For stock items, you must 
also specify a material number before you can select the procurement 
type. If a third-party order is created later for the material component, a 
dialog displays where you are to specify the delivery address.

Procurement 
parameters

Finally, for every material component, you enter the data necessary for 
planning and later procurement, unless this data is automatically trans-
ferred from the material master record or purchasing info records. In 

Figure 2.38  Example of a Tabular Overview of Material Components
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the detail screen of a material component on the Procurement Param-

eters (Proc. Param) tab, you will find the relevant material master data, 
like the individual/collective stock or procurement indicator. This tab 
also shows the account assignment category, the consumption posting 
indicator, and the special stock indicator as well as the predefined move-
ment type. If you want, you can go directly to the material master data 
display from the tabular overview of the material components.

OCI interface If necessary, you can also use the OCI for a manual assignment of mate-
rial components. Using this interface, you can employ the tabular over-
view of the material components of an activity to call an external catalog 
for selecting material. The external catalog can be a company-internal 
intranet catalog, or a catalog of a fixed vendor that is accessible via the 
Internet.

After you have called a catalog and selected material from this catalog, 
you can use the interface to transfer data on the selected material to the 
SAP system and thereby add material components to an activity. If an 
appropriate material number for the catalog material can be detected in 
the SAP system in an appropriate mapping process, the material compo-
nent can be assigned as a stock item; otherwise, it is assigned as a non-
stock item. As of EHP3, the additional item category C is available for 
copied components.

A prerequisite for using the OCI is that you define the external catalog 
and its call structure, that is, the URL and the corresponding parameters 
regarding user and password, for example, in Customizing, and then 
assign the catalog to the network. You can assign several catalogs to one 
network type. In this case, when you call the catalog interface in the 
application, a dialog opens and prompts you to select the catalog.

In Customizing, you also need to define the mapping of the catalog 
HTML fields to the fields of the material component in the SAP system. 
You might also have to specify conversions between catalog data and the 
field values in the SAP system. If necessary, you can also define conver-
sion modules for determining material numbers, for example.

Material BOMs In the SAP system, complex product structures can be mapped using 
bills of material. Depending on its usage, a bill of material contains a list 
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of all materials required, for example, for the engineering, producing, or 
selling a product. A material BOM is essentially identified via the prod-
uct’s material number. The individual list elements for material listed in 
a bill of material are referred to as BOM items and, besides the appropri-
ate material number, they include information about the required quan-
tity, an item category, and other various kinds of information. Figure 
2.39 shows an example of the material BOM for building the elevator.

There can also be a bill of material for the material of a BOM item 
(assembly). Bills of material can be defined on multiple levels. In SAP 
Project System, you can use bills of material to assign BOM items as 
material components to network activities. This assignment can be han-
dled manually or automated using bill of material transfers.

Figure 2.39  Example of a Material BOM
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BOM explosion For a manual assignment of BOM items, call the Explode BOM function 
in the component overview of an activity. A dialog box is displayed in 
which you can specify the bill of material and the required quantity, 
and* where you can also determine whether the bill of material is to be 
exploded on one or on several levels. A list of all BOM items is then dis-
played, from which you can select the items to be assigned to the activ-
ity. With the assignment, the system finally receives the material num-
ber, the quantity, and the item category, for example, from the BOM 
items.

Work breakdown 
structure BOM

A typical characteristic of many projects is their uniqueness. In sales and 
distribution projects, for example, the list of required material compo-
nents can vary from one project to another due to the customer-specific 
requirements. Instead of creating a new bill of material and thus possi-
bly a new material master for every project, you can define WBS BOMs. 
A WBS BOM is a bill of material that, in addition to the material number 
of the header material, is identified via a WBS element ID. Therefore, for 
the same material number, you can create different bills of material that 
can be distinguished by different WBS element IDs.

When creating WBS BOMs, you can use other bills of materials, for 
example, material or WBS BOMs, as a template (see Figure 2.40). Then 
you can adapt the WBS BOM to the requirements of the respective 
project by deleting items, adding new BOM items, or changing item data 
like the quantity, for example. You can use WBS BOMs not only for the 
highest level of a bill of material structure, but you can also define WBS 
BOMs for inferior levels as well. As with material BOMs, you can assign 
items from WBS BOMs to activities either manually via the BOM explo-
sion or automatically via the bill of material transfer.

BOM Explosion and Text Items

You can also first assign the BOM header material to the activity. After the 
BOM explosion of this component, the system automatically sets the item 
category T (text item) for this component. The material component is thus no 
longer relevant for procurement; however, the information—from which the 
bill of material items were assigned—is still visible.
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Bill of Material Transfer

Using the bill of material transfer (Transaction CN33), you can automate 
the assignment of BOM items to network activities. Using the bill of 
material transfer particularly makes sense if you need to assign a lot of 
material components to different activities, or if the bill of material 
structure might change in the course of project planning and you want 
to avoid a duplication of changes (on the one hand in the bill of material, 
on the other hand in the project).

Prerequisites for 
the bill of material 
transfer

The automated assignment of BOM items to network activities is typi-
cally performed via the Reference Point field that you can find in inter-
nally processed activities on the Assignments tab and in BOM items in 
the Basic Data detail screen. If the value of the field in the BOM item is 
identical to the one of the activity, the bill of material transfer can auto-
matically assign the item to the activity.

Reference pointsThe possible values of the Reference Point field must first be defined in 
the Customizing of SAP Project System. To do this, create an alphanu-
meric key with a maximum of 20 digits, and for every key, specify a 
descriptive text for information that can later be called via the (F4) help 
when maintaining the reference points in the BOM or the network.

Figure 2.40  Creating a WBS BOM
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In activities, you can also enter a reference point that represents several 
reference points of BOM items. You can do this by defining a key that 
ends with an asterisk (*). The reference point 130* shown in Figure 2.41, 
for example, represents the reference points 1301 and 1302.

Finally, you need to specify that the values of the Reference Point field 
of BOM items and activities will be compared during a bill of material 
transfer. To do that, in Customizing Transaction CN38, enter the techni-
cal name of the Reference Point field for the objects BOM items and 
network activities (see Figure 2.42).

Figure 2.41  Example of the Definition of Reference Points

Figure 2.42  Specification of the Reference Point Field as Relevant 
to the Bill of Material Transfer
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After you have defined reference points in Customizing, you must enter 
these in the detail data of the relevant BOM items and activities. If you 
are already using standard networks as templates, you can enter refer-
ence points that are already in the activities of the standard networks.

Process of the bill 
of material transfer

If you call Transaction CN33 (Bill of Material Transfer), first select the 
projects to which material components are to be assigned and the bill of 
material items that are to be used for the assignment (see Figure 2.43).

For the bill of material transfer, you can use material or WBS BOMs. If 
necessary, you can also assign sales order BOMs which are identified, in 

Using Alternative Fields to Control the BOM Transfer

If you want, you can also specify other fields from activities and BOM items as 
transfer criteria, provided they have the same data structure. Prior to the 
introduction of the Reference Point field, for example, the Sort String field 
of the BOM items and a user field of the activities were often used.

Figure 2.43  Initial Screen of the Bill of Material Transfer
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addition to a material number, according to a sales order item. By spec-
ifying parameters for the bill of material transfer, you can control, for 
example, whether the BOM is to be exploded on multiple levels, or in 
which stocks the material components are to be managed; or, you can 
define additional filter criteria for selecting the BOM items (see Figure 
2.44). If you want to avoid a manual parameter entry, you can define bill
of material transfer profiles in the Customizing of SAP Project System 
that contains all controlling parameters except for the stock manage-
ment information (this could also be determined via the Procurement

indicator). The profile can then be selected in the initial screen of the bill 
of material transfer.

Implementation If you then perform the bill of material transfer, the system now auto-
matically assigns those BOM items to activities that have the same refer-
ence point (see Figure 2.45). If you set the All Items indicator in the bill 
of material selection parameter, you additionally get an overview of 
those items that cannot be also assigned due to missing reference points. 
In this case, you can still manually assign these positions to network 
activities before saving. If a unique automatic assignment is not possible 

Figure 2.44  Parameters of the Bill of Material Transfer
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because several of the selected activities have the same reference point, 
for example, the system issues an error message.

A significant advantage of the bill of material transfer is that you can 
adapt the material planning of your projects very efficiently to later 
BOM changes. If you have assigned BOM items to network activities 
using the bill of material transfer and the BOM is changed at a later stage 
(items are deleted, new items are added, or item data is changed), you 
can repeat the bill of material transfer for the changed BOM and the rel-
evant networks. The system does not make a duplicate assignment, but 
only determines the BOM changes and suggests appropriate adjust-
ments to the material components.

iPPE Project System Integration

Integrated Product 
and Process 
Engineering

As of ECC Release 6.0, you can also assign material components to net-
work activities via the iPPE. Using the iPPE, you can enter and further 
process master data of multivariant products in a model for engineering 

Figure 2.45  Example of the Result of a Bill of Material Transfer
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and production. This enables you to, for example, create complex prod-
uct structures in the iPPE by at first using abstract elements like nodes, 
variants, alternatives, or relationships, and then using them later for 
mapping BOM data. The iPPE objects are edited in iPPE Workbench Pro-
fessional (Product Designer, see Figure 2.46).

Particularly when developing new products, parallel to the product 
structure creation, projects can be helpful to, for example, map the cre-
ation of prototypes or test parts. For this reason, you can link iPPE nodes 
and variants to WBS elements or network activities and then switch 
between the objects of the iPPE and SAP Project System. You can make 
these assignments in both the Product Designer, in the detail area of 
nodes or variants on the Project System tab, and in the Project Builder, 
in the detail screen of WBS elements or activities on the iPPE-PS tab. 
However, this tab is only available for projects if you set the iPPE Proj.

Figure 2.46  Example of Linking an iPPE Object to a Network Activity in iPPE  
Workbench Professional
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Rel. indicator in the project or network profile in the Customizing of 
SAP Project System (see Chapter 1, Sections 1.2.2 and 1.3.2).

Automatic 
assignment

The assignment can also be automated using reference points. Define the 
reference points for the iPPE PS integration in the Customizing of SAP 
Project System and store them both in the Project System and in the 
iPPE objects. Note that the reference points of the iPPE PS integration 
are not identical to the reference points of the bill of material transfer.

After assigning iPPE objects to network activities, material can also be 
transferred from the iPPE product structure to SAP Project System. This 
takes place in the filter screen of iPPE Workbench Professional by select-
ing an appropriate initial object and then calling the Transfer to

Project System function.

2.3.2 Project Stock

The project stock is a form of individual stock management where mate-
rial stocks with a reference to WBS elements can be managed as individ-
ual stock segments. Using the options NonValuated Stock, Valuated

Stock, or No Project Stock in the basic data of the project definition, 
you specify for a project whether a nonvaluated or a valuated project 
stock management of material will be possible, or whether individual 
project stocks cannot be used (see also Chapter 1, Section 1.2.1).

Nonvaluated 
project stock

When the nonvaluated project stock is used, every WBS element of the 
project represents a separate stock segment from the logistics point of 
view. Material movements with a reference to nonvaluated project stock 
take place without being valuated. For example, when a material man-
aged in a project stock is consumed by a network activity (goods issue 
for reservation), this does not cause actual costs for the activity, and no 
postings are made in financial accounting. The calculation of MRP net-
works determines that no planned costs for material components will be 
managed in the nonvaluated project stock. The stockholding WBS ele-
ment is debited with the actual costs for the external procurement only 
when the goods or invoice receipt for purchased parts is posted to the 
project stock. The cost flows in material procurements (in-house produc-
tion and external procurement) with a reference to the nonvaluated 
project stock are discussed in detail in Chapter 4, Section 4.5.1.
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By implementing planning networks (see Chapter 1, Section 1.3.2), you 
can also determine planned costs for material components managed in 
the nonvaluated stock. Because these planned costs do not raise the 
assigned values of the higher level WBS elements, this prevents dupli-
cate assigned values due to the planned material costs for the activity 
and the actual costs for the WBS element or production order.

Valuated project 
stock

Due to these disadvantages of the nonvaluated project stock, the valu-
ated project stock was provided as of SAP R/3 4.0. When using the val-
uated project stock, an accounting document reflecting the correspond-
ing value flow is created with every material movement referencing the 
project stock.

The network costing can determine planned costs for material compo-
nents to be managed in the valuated project stock. The later consump-
tion of the material by the activity results in actual costs for the activity 
and in the corresponding postings in financial controlling. Purchasing 
documents and production orders created in the course of material pro-
curement for the project stock cause commitment, stock, and actual 
costs for the stockholding WBS element. The value flows for material 
procurements referencing valuated project stocks are discussed in detail 
in Chapter 4, Section 4.5.1.

Nonvaluated project stocks are used primarily by companies that 
already implemented project stocks before SAP R/3 4.0 and want to stick 
to them for upward compatibility. You also need to work with nonvalu-
ated stocks if you want to use a sales order stock of the item category D
for the stock management of material components in the project. Nor-
mally, however, it is recommended that you implement the valuated 

Project Controlling with Nonvaluated Project Stock

When using a nonvaluated project stock, the planned and actual costs for the 
material consumption are not completely disclosed for the network activities 
or the assigned production orders.

If you implement the nonvaluated project stock, a meaningful cost object 
controlling is only possible on the level of the stockholding WBS elements or 
the entire project after the period-end closing.
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project stock if this is permitted by your business processes. Decision 
support for working with valuated and nonvaluated project stocks can 
be found in the SAP Library.

Requirements 
grouping

Basically, a project stock is an individual stock per WBS element. There-
fore, if necessary, you can manage a separate material stock for every 
subtree and separately valuate the procurement and stock costs for the 
stockholding WBS elements. While this is certainly positive from a con-
trolling point of view, a stock management per WBS element has disad-
vantages from a logistics point of view. Because individual stock seg-
ments are managed separately from an MRP point of view, a material 
requirements planning process (see Chapter 4, Section 4.5.1) creates 
separate purchase requisitions or planned orders for every stock seg-
ment, regardless of whether there is enough material available in 
another stock segment. If the same material is also required for other 
stock segments, however, it may make more sense to create a single pur-
chase requisition or a single planned order covering the entire required 
quantity instead of triggering separate procurement processes for every 
stock segment. This enables you to negotiate better conditions with the 
vendor, for example, or to optimize the material production. To avoid 
the logistic disadvantages of individual stock management, you can use 
requirements grouping in SAP Project System.

Automatic 
grouping

In the simplest case, you use requirements grouping by setting the 
Automatic Requirements Grouping indicator in the project definition
before saving it for the first time, or by storing the indicator in the 
project profile as a default value already. The top WBS element is then 
automatically identified in the Basic Data as a grouping WBS element. If 
the requirements grouping is not to take place for the top WBS element, 
you can also identify any other WBS element as a grouping WBS ele-
ment before saving. Instead of managing a separate stock for every WBS 
element, automatic grouping causes all requirements and stocks of the 
project referencing the project stock to be managed exclusively on the 
level of this grouping WBS element. This means, in material require-
ments planning, only one WBS element is used as an individual stock 
segment, and all purchase requisitions, orders, or production orders ref-
erencing the project stock are assigned to this WBS element.
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Manual 
requirements 

grouping

If you want to use several WBS elements of a project for a requirements 
grouping or make a cross-project requirements grouping, you need to 
use a manual requirements grouping. For a manual requirements group-
ing, on the Basic Data tab you identify those WBS elements for which 
you want to group requirements as grouping WBS elements. Then, you 
assign the WBS elements the stocks that are to be grouped to the various 
grouping WBS elements. This assignment can be performed individually 
(Transaction GRM4) or, using appropriate selection conditions, for sev-
eral WBS elements (Transaction GRM3).

Grouping WBS 
elements
of type 2

If you want, you can also make the manual requirements grouping 
depend on the MRP group of the material (see the MRP 1 view in the 
material master). First, select option 2 (Grouping WBS Element for

Selected MRP Groups) in the Grouping WBS Element field of the WBS 
elements used to group the requirements and stocks. Then these group-
ing WBS elements of type 2 are assigned the MRP groups, the materials 
of which are to be grouped (Transaction GRM5). Finally, you assign the 
relevant WBS elements to the grouping WBS elements using Transac-
tions GRM3 or GRM4.

Prerequisites for 
requirements 

grouping

For the requirements and stocks of a material to be grouped automati-
cally or manually, various prerequisites have to be met:

� The material must be manageable in an individual stock.

� You need to identify the MRP group of the material as relevant for a 
requirements grouping in the Customizing of SAP Project System.

� The project must permit a valuated project stock.

� To finally enable requirements that are not needed on exactly the 
same day to be grouped in a material planning process, the material 
should permit a period lot-sizing process (MRP Lot Size field of the 
view MRP 1 in the material master).

Material planning 
example

Figure 2.47 again illustrates the difference between material plannings 
with and without requirements grouping. No requirements grouping is 
used for sample project E-2606. Requirements for material E-1314 from 
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different project parts are managed in separate stocks (E-2606-2-2 and 
E-2606-2-3). Although the material is even required on the same 
requirements date in both project parts, requirements planning has cre-
ated separate purchase requisitions as planning-related procurement 
elements. In project E-2608, a requirements grouping is set on the level 
of the WBS element E-2608-2. The requirements for material E-1314 
from different project parts are now managed in a common stock. The 
material provides a period lot-sizing process. Therefore, requirements 
planning has created only one procurement element for the total quan-
tity of both requirements—although their requirements dates are differ-
ent.

Figure 2.47  Example of a Material Planning with and without Requirements Grouping
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2.3.3 Availability Check

The requirement dates of material components can either be specified 
manually or derived from the activity dates. Using the availability check, 
you can check during your material planning if the material components 
of the item category L are presumably available on the planned require-
ments dates, or if there will be a lack of material in the project due to 
missing stocks and long replenishment lead times, for example.

You can manually trigger an availability check for individual material 
components or for the entire network from every processing transaction 
for networks. In the Project Information System: Structures (see Chapter 
6, Section 6.1), you can run an availability check for several networks 
simultaneously. Depending on the settings of the check control, you can 
also run an availability check automatically on every save after creation, 
release, or every relevant change.

Missing parts If the availability check detects that a material probably cannot be pro-
vided on the planned requirements date, the relevant material compo-
nents are identified as missing parts. Furthermore, the system sets the 
FMAT (Missing Material Availability) status on the network header 
level.

Scope of check The availability check for material components is controlled by a scope of
check that you can define using Transaction OPJJ in the Customizing of 

Grouping, Pegging, Distribution

The Grouping, Pegging, Distribution (GPD) component developed for the 
aerospace sector is an enhancement of the standard functions for project-
based production procedures. GPD enables you to combine the advantages of 
optimized material procurement processes on the basis of cross-project 
requirements grouping with the advantages of detailed procurement cost 
controlling for individual WBS elements.

The GPD pegging function first determines the proportional assignments of 
replenishment elements for a grouping WBS element to the objects that 
caused the requirements. The GPD cost distribution function then allocates 
the individually incurred costs of the grouping WBS elements to the individ-
ual WBS elements containing the original requirements. The SAP library pro-
vides further information on the usage of the GPD component.
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SAP Project System (see Figure 2.48). The scope of check defines, for 
example, if the check is to be run on plant or storage location level and 
which special stocks (quality inspection stock, safety stocks, etc.) are to 
be considered. The Check without RLT indicator in the scope of check 
controls whether the replenishment lead time that you can store in the 
material master record of a material is to be considered in the availabil-
ity check. If the indicator is not set, the availability check can suggest 
dates for missing parts on which the material can be provided.

Planned 
goods receipts  
and issues

In the scope of check, you can also define the planned goods receipts 
and issues to be considered in the availability check. Planned goods 
receipts can be, for example, purchase requisitions, orders, or planned 
or production orders that presumably cause a goods receipt before the 

Figure 2.48  Example of the Scope of Check of an Availability Check
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requirements date of the material component. Planned goods issues rep-
resent reservations or planned independent requirements, for example, 
before the requirements date of the component.

Check control In an availability check, the scope of check is determined for every mate-
rial component using a combination of the value of the Availability

Check field in the material master record (View MRP 3) and a checking
rule. The checking rule is stored in the check control (see Figure 2.49). 
Using the Cross-Project field (View MRP 3) in the material master 
record for components carried in an individual stock, you can also con-
trol whether the availability check is run only in the respective individ-
ual stock segment, or whether all individual stock segments plus the 
plant stock are included in the check.

Figure 2.49  Example of the Definition of a Check Control
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Checking rules and the check control are created in the Customizing of 
SAP Project System. The check control (Transaction OPJK) is defined 
based on the plant, the network type, and the statuses Created and 
Released. In addition to the checking rule, the check control contains 
settings for automatically running the availability check and controls, for 
example, whether a release of activities is possible despite lacking mate-
rial availability, and whether it requires user intervention or is even for-
bidden.

Material Assignment to Standard Networks

Material 
components

If you use standard networks as templates for operative networks (see 
Chapter 1, Section 1.3.3) and if operative networks constantly require 
the same material, you can assign the required material components to 
activities of the existing standard networks. However, the assignment of 
material components to standard networks is different from the assign-
ment to activities of operative networks described previously.

In a first step, one or more material BOMs are assigned to the header of 
a standard network. In a second step, from the assigned material BOMs, 
you then select those items that are later needed in the operative net-
work and assign them to the relevant activities of the standard network 
(see Figure 2.50). Material that you have not assigned to any activity of 
the standard network is not copied to an operative network.

Standard BOMIf you want to assign materials to standard network activities that are 
not used in any material BOM, you can first create a separate bill of 
material for the standard network header. You then add the required 
materials as items to this standard BOM and then assign them to the 
standard network activities. A standard BOM can only be used in the 
standard network in which it was created.

BOM Explosion in Standard Networks

If a material BOM contains dummy assemblies, these are exploded so that 
their items can be assigned to standard network activities. Otherwise, the 
material BOM explosion takes place on only one level in the standard net-
work.
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2.4 Planning Costs and Statistical Key Figures

Based on the resource and material planning using networks, as 
described earlier, the system can automatically calculate planned costs 
for the procurement and the consumption of resources and material. 
This form of cost planning is referred to as network costing, which is dis-
cussed in detail in Section 2.4.5.

Figure 2.50  Example of the Assignment of Material Components to Activities of a 
Standard Network

Material Planning

The material for projects is planned by assigning it in the form of material 
components to network activities. During this assignment, you specify how 
the material is procured later and—in the case of stock items—in which stocks 
it is managed. The project stock allows you to manage individual stocks for 
material with a reference to WBS elements as individual stock segments. 
There are different options for assigning material components; for example, 
you can assign material components to activities in standard networks.
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If you only use work breakdown structures for mapping projects, you 
manually plan costs on the WBS element level for the later performance 
of the individual project parts.

A manual cost planning using WBS elements can also make sense, 
although you are using networks if these networks are exclusively used 
for time scheduling, or if you use cost planning on the WBS element 
level only for a preliminary planning, for example, and want to detail it 
later via network costing. You can use several options for cost planning 
with WBS elements, which are discussed in Sections 2.4.1 through 
2.4.4. A significant difference between these options is the level of detail 
in the planning. Two important criteria for a cost planning’s level of 
detail are the characteristics By Cost Element and By Date.

Cost planning by 
cost element

If a cost planning references one or more cost elements, this type of cost 
planning is referred to as a planning by cost element. Cost elements are 
defined in the Cost Element Accounting of Controlling and correspond 
to a cost-relevant chart of accounts items. Using cost elements, you can 
structure and classify the consumption of production factors that is valu-
ated with regard to the business purpose. Using cost element reports (see
Chapter 6, Section 6.2.2) or hierarchy reports (see Chapter 6, Section 
6.2.1) of Reporting, you can analyze costs planned by cost elements with 
regard to their business purpose-related usage.

Cost planning by 
date

If a cost planning references the period of the projected cost to be 
incurred, this type of cost planning is referred to as being period based. 
Cost plannings by date allow you to analyze planned costs for a specific 
period (for example, monthly) in Reporting and to compare them to the 
actual costs incurred during a period.

Cost Planning Options by Cost Element

For a cost planning by cost elements for WBS elements, you can use unit cost-
ing (see Section 2.4.2), detailed planning (see Section 2.4.3), and Easy Cost 
Planning (see Section 2.4.4) in SAP Project System. Calculations using net-
works (see Section 2.4.6) are always performed by cost element as well.
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CO versions When you plan costs for WBS elements, you always reference a CO ver-
sion. CO versions can be defined in Customizing and contain a number 
of control parameters for their usages in CO and in SAP Project System 
(see Figure 2.51). Depending on the form of cost planning used, the CO 
version is either preset in Customizing, or you select it manually when 
entering the cost planning.

CO versions enable you to plan several different costs for a single WBS 
element. In an early planning phase of your project, for example, you 
can select a rough form of cost planning and save the corresponding 

Cost Planning Options by Date

Options of cost planning by date in SAP Project System include the detailed 
planning (see Section 2.4.3) and network costing (see Section 2.4.6). Easy 
Cost Planning is only conditionally date-specific (see Section 2.4.4); the other 
cost planning forms in SAP Project System are period-independent or only 
reference fiscal years, but not individual periods of a fiscal year.

Figure 2.51  CO Version Settings Dependent on Fiscal Year and Controlling Area
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planned costs in CO version 1. Later, during detailed planning, you can 
use a more detailed cost planning form to store the planned values in CO 
version 0. In Reporting, you can then compare your rough planning val-
ues to those of the detailed planning. The most detailed planned values 
of a project should be saved to CO version 0 because the actual costs are 
also stored in this version. The planned costs of network costing are 
saved to version 0 by default.

Using the copy functions (Transactions CJ9BS, CJ9B, CJ9FS, and CJ9F), 
you can copy the planned values of a CO version to another CO version 
and further process them there, independent of the original CO version. 
Using Transactions CJ9CS and CJ9C, you can also transfer the actual 
costs of WBS elements from version 0 as planned costs to a CO version.

Planning profileThe manual cost planning for WBS elements requires the definition of a 
planning profile in the Customizing of SAP Project System (see Figure 
2.52). A planning profile contains control parameters for the different 
cost planning options for WBS elements. The planning profile specifies, 
for example, if a manual cost planning is to be permitted only for WBS 
elements with the operative indicator Planning Element set (see Chap-
ter 1, Section 1.2.1) or for all WBS elements. The planning profile to be 
used is entered in the project definition of a project. In the project pro-
file, you can store a default value for the planning profile of projects.

Depending on the form of cost planning used, more settings are neces-
sary in Customizing. These settings and the relevant control parameters 
of the planning profiles are discussed in the following sections about the 
different cost planning forms.

If, in addition to the costs, you also want to plan other elements with 
quantity or time units, for example, you can use the statistical key figure 
planning function in SAP Project System, which is described in greater 
detail in Section 2.4.8.

As of EHP6, new user interfaces as well as a new user role, Project Plan-
ner and Cost Estimator, are available, especially for cost planning. This 
role and the new user interfaces are described in Section 2.4.5.
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2.4.1 Hierarchical Cost Planning

Overall/ 
structure 
planning

Hierarchical cost planning on the WBS element level, which is some-
times also referred to as overall planning or structure planning, is the 
roughest form of cost planning. It is not based on cost elements or on 
dates. However, a hierarchical cost planning requires the least planning 
effort of all planning forms. Depending on the planning profile settings, 
you can use the hierarchical cost planning to plan total values (planned 
values without a reference to fiscal years) or planned values for individ-
ual fiscal years. The planning profile then also controls the time horizon 
to be available for the fiscal year planning. If you want, you can also use 

Figure 2.52  Example of the Definition of a Planning Profile
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the hierarchical cost planning to plan both total values and values refer-
encing fiscal years.

You perform cost planning by entering total or fiscal year values in the 
Cost Plan column of the table displayed by Transaction CJ40 for those 
WBS elements that permit cost planning (see Figure 2.53). More col-
umns (views) inform you about the hierarchical distribution of planned 
values, planned costs that were planned via other cost planning forms, 
or the planned values of the previous fiscal year or the sum of all fiscal 
year values, respectively.

Restrictions of Hierarchical Cost Planning

A distribution of planned costs to the periods of a fiscal year is not possible 
using the hierarchical cost planning. In a hierarchical cost planning, you man-
ually determine the fiscal years for which you want to plan costs. They are not 
derived from the planned dates of the projects. In addition, the values of the 
hierarchical cost planning don’t reference cost elements. This form of cost 
planning is therefore not performed by cost elements.

Figure 2.53  Example of a Hierarchical Cost Planning
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Planned total The Planned Total view shows the total of all planned costs for a WBS 
element in the respective CO version and the corresponding fiscal year, 
regardless of the cost planning form via which they were entered. In 
particular, the planned total also includes planned costs of additive
orders (see Section 2.4.7) and networks or network activities (see Sec-
tion 2.4.6) that are assigned to the WBS element.

Copy view and 
reassess functions

If you want, you can transfer view values as hierarchical planned values 
for selected WBS elements using the Copy View function. You can deter-
mine the percentage of these values to be copied and whether they are 
to be added to the original values or transferred as new values. The 
Revaluate function enables you to increase or reduce planned values of 
selected WBS elements by a specific percentage or amount.

Total up function Using the Total Up function, you can derive the hierarchical planned 
values of WBS elements from the total of planned values of the inferior 
WBS elements. By setting the Bottom-up Planning indicator in the 
planning profile, this function can also be run automatically when sav-
ing the hierarchical cost planning.

Currencies during 
hierarchical cost 

planning

Depending on the planning profile settings, you can use the hierarchical 
cost planning to plan values in the project controlling area currency, the 
object currency of the individual WBS elements, or in a freely selectable 
currency (transaction currency). In the last case, you can store a default 
value for this currency in the initial screen. When saving, the planned 
values are automatically converted to the CO area and respective object 
currencies as well, and saved to the database in all three currencies if the 
All Currencies indicator is set in the controlling area. For total values, 
conversion details like the exchange rate type are controlled via the 
planning board profile. For annual values, the exchange rate type is 
determined from the fiscal year-dependent settings of the CO version.

Planned values 
check

You can save the planned values of a hierarchical cost planning without 
checking them, or you can perform a check first. The check ensures that 
the total values of the individual WBS elements are at least as high as the 
total of their annual values, and that the planned values of WBS ele-
ments are higher than or equal to the planned values of the hierarchi-
cally inferior WBS elements.
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Plan line itemsIf you want, you can define a user status (see Chapter 1, Section 1.6) that 
permits the business process Write Plan Line Items. In this case, after 
setting this status in the project, every change to the hierarchical cost 
planning is stored in a separate document (plan line item) together with 
information about the date and the changing user and can therefore be 
easily traced later.

Alternative user 
interfaces

As of EHP6, you can also use a Web Dynpro or Excel interface instead of 
SAP GUI for hierarchical cost planning. This allows for advanced func-
tion and configuration options (see Section 2.4.5).

2.4.2 Unit Costing

In Transaction CJ40, you can also create unit costings for planning costs 
for WBS elements. With unit costing, you can use prices for material, 
external and internal services from materials management, or purchas-
ing, respectively, for the cost planning of your projects, or refer to CO 
rates for planning costs for internal activities. Unit costing for WBS ele-
ments is cost element-specific but not date-specific.

As with the hierarchical cost planning, the planned values of unit costing 
can be entered based on the planning profile settings either with a ref-
erence to individual fiscal years or independent of fiscal years as total 
values.

Item categoriesWhen you create a unit costing for a WBS element in Transaction CJ40, 
you first get an empty list in which you can enter Costing Items line by 
line (see Figure 2.54). When creating a costing item, you first specify an 
item category. This item category now determines which data you need 
to enter for cost planning and which data is automatically determined by 
the system. In the following text, some of the most important item cat-
egories are described.

Restrictions of Unit Costing

When using unit costing for planning costs for WBS elements, a distribution 
of values to interim periods is also not feasible. For fiscal year-dependent unit 
costing, the fiscal years are not derived from the planned dates of the 
projects, but instead must be selected manually.
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The item category E (Internal Activity) is for planning costs for services 
that are to be provided by cost centers for a WBS element. In a costing 
item for the item category E, you enter a cost center, the corresponding 
activity type, and the quantity of the planned activity input.

Price calculation From the Cost Center Accounting of CO, the system then automatically 
determines the price of the combination of activity type and cost center 
and thus valuates the planned quantity. From the master record of the 
activity type, the system uses the cost element for which the planned 
values are reported, and the text and the unit of measure for the activity.

Using costing items of the item categories F (External Activity) or L
(Subcontracting), you can plan costs for external activities or subcon-
tracting. You specify a purchasing info record, a plant, a purchasing 
organization, the planned quantity, and the cost element. From this 
data, the system automatically determines a price, the unit of measure, 
and the text, and calculates the appropriate item value.

Service costs are planned using the item category N (Service). Using the 
quantity and service you specify, the system determines the price, the 

Figure 2.54  Example of Unit Costing of a WBS Element
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unit of measure, and the text, and calculates the item value. The cost ele-
ment is transferred from the master record of the service.

Material costs can be planned in unit costing using the item category M
(Material). Specify the material number, the plant, and the planned 
quantity, and the system uses this data to determine the price and the 
unit of measure and the text for the material. The cost element for the 
item value is derived via the automatic account determination.

If data, such as activity type and prices, purchasing info records, or 
material master records, are not available, you can freely plan costs in 
unit costing via the item category V (Variable Item). You manually enter 
a planned quantity, a price, the cost element, and a descriptive text, if 
you like. The system then only determines the item value by multiplying 
the price and the quantity.

Base planning 
objects

If you keep implementing similar combinations of costing items for 
your project cost planning, you can use Transaction KKE1 (Create Base 
Planning Object) to define templates for unit costing. Using the item cat-
egory B (Base Planning Object), you can then reference these base 
planning objects in unit costing and use their planned values or even 
explode their individual costing items and copy them into the unit cost-
ing.

Overhead costsBecause the individual costing items always reference a cost element, 
the system can also calculate overhead rates for unit costing. The over-
head calculation is controlled by the costing sheet of the respective WBS 
elements (see Chapter 5, Section 5.3) and takes place automatically 
when saving the unit costing. If you want, however, you can trigger the 
overhead calculation when creating a unit costing. In unit costings, over-
head rates are reported as items of the item category G (Overhead

Rate).

If you also implement Activity-Based Costing or template allocation (see 
Chapter 5, Section 5.4) for clearing overhead costs, you can use the item 
categories X (manual process costs) and P (process costs determined) in 
unit costing.

When you save the unit costing for a WBS element, the total of the unit 
costing is displayed in Transaction CJ40 in the Unit Costing view and is 
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included in the value of the view Planned Total for the corresponding 
WBS element. Plan line items cannot be saved for unit costing.

Costing variant Unit costing for WBS elements is controlled by the costing variant you 
define in the planning profile. Costing variants for unit costing for WBS 
elements can be defined via Transaction OKKT in the Customizing of 
SAP Project System. A costing variant references a costing type and a val-
uation variant. The costing type determines the technical properties of 
costing and usually doesn’t require any additional settings in SAP 
Project System.

Valuation variant The valuation variant of a costing variant uses strategies to control the 
rates and prices to be applied for determining the planned costs of inter-
nal activities, external activities, and material in unit costing. Figure 2.55
shows an example of a possible strategy for determining prices for inter-
nal activities. Using the CO Version Plan/Actual field, you can control 
the CO version from which the prices are to be retrieved.

Figure 2.55  Example of Defining a Strategy for Determining Prices in a Valuation 
Variant
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For calculating the overhead rates for WBS elements, the system always 
uses the costing sheet in the master data of the respective WBS ele-
ments. The costing sheet you can specify in a valuation variant is there-
fore not applicable in unit costing for WBS elements.

2.4.3 Detailed Planning

Detailed planning for WBS elements is a form of cost planning that con-
siders both cost elements and dates. In a detailed planning for costs on 
the WBS element level, we distinguish between cost element planning
and activity input planning. You can call detailed planning (cost element 
and activity input planning) via Transaction CJ40 or directly via Transac-
tion CJR2. Like cost element and activity input planning, you can use 
detailed planning for planning statistical key figures, or CO resources, or 
for payment scheduling as well.

Cost element 
planning

In the cost element planning, you select those cost elements from a list 
(typically primary cost elements) for which you want to plan costs, and 
enter a planned amount for a fiscal year or a specific consolidation 
period (see Figure 2.56).

Figure 2.56  Example of Cost Element Planning in the Overview Screen
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This amount can then be distributed to individual periods in the period 
screen of the cost element planning. If a cost element permits the man-
agement of quantity information, you can enter a planned quantity in 
addition to the planned amount in the cost element planning. This 
planned quantity can later be used, for example, for a quantity-depen-
dent application of overhead.

Distribution key Using distribution keys, the system can perform the distribution to sep-
arate periods automatically. The standard distribution key 1, for exam-
ple, equally distributes to all periods, while key 7 results in a distribu-
tion based on the calendar days of the respective periods. The standard 
version provides a number of distribution keys. Via the (F1) help for the 
Distribution Key field, you can display examples of the various distribu-
tion keys. If you want, you can also define your own distribution keys in 
the Customizing Transaction KP80 by storing a factor for every period 
that determines the division of the values.

Activity input 
planning

In the activity input planning, you can plan activities that you want to use 
from cost centers in the course of the project. Enter the cost centers, the 
respective activity types, and the planned quantities (see Figure 2.57).

Figure 2.57  Example of an Activity Input Planning in the Period Screen
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From the Cost Center Accounting of CO, the system then automatically 
determines the prices of the combinations of cost centers and activity 
types during the respective periods and thereby calculates the planned 
costs. The system uses the prices from the CO version that you entered 
in the fiscal year/dependent data of the CO version of your cost plan-
ning. The relevant cost elements are transferred automatically from the 
master record of the activity types. Just like in the cost element plan-
ning, you can manually distribute the values to different periods or auto-
mate this process using distribution keys.

Integrated 
planning

A special function that you can implement when using the activity input 
planning is the integrated planning. In an integrated planning of activity 
input, not only are the planned costs determined for the WBS elements, 
but your Planned Activity Input is immediately reported in Cost Cen-
ter Accounting as scheduled activities for the affected cost centers and 
can be factored in your company’s cost center planning. You also have 
the option of a planned settlement for cost centers or business processes 
if you use an integrated planning. To use an integrated cost planning, 
you need to set the Integrated Planning indicator in the relevant WBS 
elements (this can be predefined via the project profile), and the CO ver-
sion must explicitly permit integrated planning in the detail screen of 
the fiscal year-dependent data.

Overhead ratesBecause the detailed planning—both as cost element and as activity 
input planning—always references cost elements, you can also plan 
overhead rates using the planned data. In contrast to unit costing for 
WBS elements, this is not handled automatically when saving the cost 
planning, but must be manually triggered via Transaction CJ46 or CJ47. 
The calculation of the overhead rates is controlled via the costing sheets 
of the individual WBS elements.

Restrictions in Detailed Planning

In the detailed planning, you need to determine the cost planning periods. 
The cost element and activity input periods are not derived from the planned 
dates of the WBS elements. Therefore, date shifts of projects or project parts 
don’t automatically affect the cost distribution of a detailed planning.
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Plan line item Just as in the hierarchical cost planning, plan line items are also written 
in the detailed planning if this is explicitly permitted by the status of the 
respective WBS elements. Using these plan line items, you can later ana-
lyze every change of the detailed planning separately. In an integrated 
planning, plan line items are automatically written, whether a status 
permits this business process or not.

Planning layouts Planning layouts specify the individual entry screens of the detailed plan-
ning. SAP provides various planning layouts. If you want, however, you 
can define your own planning layouts in Customizing. You can use the 
Report Painter tool to create planning layouts (see also Chapter 6, Sec-
tion 6.2).

The planning layouts for the different masks of the cost element and 
activity input planning are grouped in a planner profile (see Figure 2.58). 
You can use predefined planner profiles or create your own profiles in 
Customizing. The planner profile also controls whether integration with 
Microsoft Excel is possible.

Figure 2.58  Definition of the SAPALL Planner Profile
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Planner profileIf you start the detailed planning from Transaction CJ40, the SAP101 
planner profile and the planning layouts it contains are automatically 
used for the cost element and activity input planning. The cost elements, 
cost centers, and activity types available in the detailed planning via 
Transaction CJ40 can be controlled via the planning profile of the 
project definition. In the planning profile, store the corresponding cost 
element, cost center, and activity type groups, which you can define in 
advance using Transactions KAH1, KSH1, and KLH1.

If you use Transaction CJR2 for the detailed planning, you can manually 
select the planner profile via the settings. Using the PPP parameter, you 
can also store the planner profile to be used in Transaction CJR2 in the 
SAP user data. In the initial screen of Transaction CJR2, you can select 
the planning layout you want to use for the planning. If you have not set 
default parameters in the planner profile, you will have to manually 
specify information about the CO version, the periods, the cost ele-
ments, or the cost centers and activity types of the cost planning later. In 
addition, you must specify the WBS elements for which you want to 
plan costs. Instead of specifying single WBS elements or intervals of 
WBS elements, you can also enter a WBS element group if it has been 
previously defined in Transaction CJSG.

2.4.4 Easy Cost Planning

Cost planning for 
WBS elements and 
networks

The term Easy Cost Planning refers to another function that enables you 
to plan costs for WBS elements. As of EHP3, you can also use Easy Cost 
Planning for cost planning at network activity level. Similar to unit cost-
ing, the Easy Cost Planning uses existing CO, Purchasing, or MM data in 
the form of costing items. However, if you want to repeatedly calculate 
similar costs, the Easy Cost Planning allows you to previously define 
costing models (planning templates) and thereby considerably simplifies 
entering the required costing data. Cost planning using Easy Cost Plan-
ning takes into account cost elements.
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Easy Cost Planning for a project can be started from the Project Builder
or by using Transaction CJ9ECP. In the left hand area of the Easy Cost 
Planning, you will find the costing structure, that is, the hierarchical 
structure of the work breakdown structure. Depending on the structure 
tree setting in the Project Builder, the Easy Cost Planning displays the 
identifications or the names of the project elements. If you select an ele-
ment in the costing structure that permits a cost planning, you can cal-
culate costs for this element in the right hand area.

Item view There are two different ways of calculation. One option is to display an 
item view and to create a list of costing items as in unit costing for WBS 
elements (see Section 2.4.2). Depending on the respective item cate-
gory, you need to manually specify information about cost centers, 
activity types, material numbers, purchasing info records, cost elements, 
etc. When this data is transferred, the system automatically uses the 
costing sheets in the respective project elements to calculate overhead 
rates and then display the planned costs in the costing structure.

Usage of planning 
templates

If the same data continues to be relevant for costing items, you can pre-
viously store it in planning templates. Instead of manually creating cost-
ing items and specifying cost centers, activity types, and so on, you can 
simply reference these planning templates in Easy Cost Planning and 
automatically derive all necessary costing data. The derivation of the 
costing data is not static but dynamic, using formulas and activation con-
ditions that you can define in the planning template. Therefore, if you 
have assigned a planning template to a WBS element in Easy Cost 

Easy Cost Planning and Planning Periods

Easy Cost Planning determines the period of the planned costs of a project 
element from the order start date of the element. If the planned duration of 
an element spans several periods, the planned costs are not distributed auto-
matically. The planned costs are reported in the period containing the order 
start date of the element. If the order start date of the element shifts, you sim-
ply need to call Easy Cost Planning again to automatically adapt the period of 
the planned costs to the period of the new order start date. If you want to 
distribute the costs across several periods, you must manually store a latest 
end date for the items in Easy Cost Planning and adapt that date in the case of 
retroactive scheduling changes.
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Planning, you first need to specify all parameters that are used in the for-
mulas and conditions of the planning template to derive the relevant 
costing items and the quantities contained therein. This parameter spec-
ification is referred to as characteristic valuation. If you want, you can 
also enter a descriptive text for valuating the characteristics.

Figure 2.59 presents an example of using a planning template in Easy 
Cost Planning. In this example, due to the planning template settings, 
the valuation of the Internal Labor Hours characteristic with a value of 
80 hours causes activities of cost center 4290 to be automatically 
planned for two different activity types with the quantities 56 or 24 
hours, respectively. The value specified for the Additional Costs char-
acteristic is transferred as the price for a variable item. The planning 
template stored all other necessary data of the variable item, such as the 
cost element, for example.

Figure 2.59  Example of a Cost Planning Using Easy Cost Planning
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Assigning several 
planning templates

Using the Subdivide Cost Estimate function, you can assign several 
planning templates to a project element. If you want, you can also man-
ually supplement the costing items derived from the planning templates 
in the item view with new items. In an Easy Cost Planning worklist, you 
can store frequently used planning templates as a default quantity and 
further simplify cost planning.

Definition of 
planning templates

Planning templates or costing models are defined in three steps using 
Transaction CKCM (see Figure 2.60):

1. In the first step, you define the characteristics and their possible val-
ues that you want to use in the characteristic valuation and in the def-
inition of formula and conditions.

2. Using these characteristics, the system automatically creates an input 
screen that can later be used for a characteristic valuation in Easy 
Cost Planning. In the second step, you can adjust this HTML-based 
input screen to your specific requirements, if necessary.

Figure 2.60  Definition of Planning Templates for Easy Cost Planning
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3. In the third step, you define the derivation rules that specify how to 
automatically determine costing items from the characteristic values 
(see Figure 2.61). In this step, you first create all costing items that can 
show up in the calculation, and then for every item, you determine 
the conditions that should cause the item to actually be included in a 
calculation via the Activation field.

There is a dedicated editor for defining the conditions. In particular, 
you can use the planning template characteristics for defining the 
conditions.

Using Characteristics in Planning Templates

If you have already defined appropriate characteristics in the central logistic 
functions, (for example, for classification purposes), you can use these when 
defining planning templates. If characteristics should only be used for plan-
ning templates, you can store class 051 as a constraint in these characteristics.

Figure 2.61  Example of the Definition of a Derivation Rule
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You also specify the item category for the individual costing items and—
depending on the item category—the required costing data such as cost 
center, activity type, material number, etc. For the Quantity and Price

fields, you can enter fixed values or defined formulas. Formulas are 
defined via a formula editor where you can use the characteristics of the 
planning template again.

Customizing of 
Easy Cost Planning

Just like the unit costing for WBS elements, the costing using Easy Cost 
Planning is controlled via the costing variant you stored in the planning 
profile. The valuation variant within the costing variant employs strate-
gies for controlling the rates and prices to be used for internal and exter-
nal activities or material, for example, when calculating the individual 
item values (see Section 2.4.2). In Customizing, depending on the CO 
area, you also specify the CO version in which to save the planned val-
ues of the Easy Cost Planning. If necessary, you can also allow for reve-
nue planning using Easy Cost Planning in the Customizing. You can then 
enter variable items for revenue elements in Easy Cost Planning for bill-
ing elements. If you want to use Easy Cost Planning for network activi-
ties, you must explicitly activate this function via the respective IMG 
activity in Customizing of SAP Project System.

Easy Cost Planning 
in several CO 

versions

You can also use Easy Cost Planning for a cost planning in several CO 
versions. To do this, not only must you store the standard CO version 
for Easy Cost Planning in Customizing, but also those CO versions in 
which you want to allow an additional cost planning via Easy Cost Plan-
ning (see Figure 2.62).

After you have specified the alternative CO versions for Easy Cost Plan-
ning, enable the Easy Cost Planning in several CO versions using Trans-
action RCNPRECP. If you now start Easy Cost Planning for a project, a 
dialog is displayed where you can select the CO version in which you 
want to plan costs. If you want, you can also copy planned data of the 
Easy Cost Planning from one CO version to another.
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Additional 
functions

More functions of the Easy Cost Planning that are not available in the 
other forms of cost planning for WBS elements are:

� Usage in simulation versions 
Easy Cost Planning can be implemented for the cost planning in sim-
ulation versions.

� Copying 
When creating a project using a template of another operative 
project, the planned data of the Easy Cost Planning can be copied as 
well if you want.

� Execution Service 
During the implementation phase of projects, you can use Execution
Services to post activity allocations, purchase requisitions, or goods 
issues, for example, for WBS elements directly in Easy Cost Planning. 
The system suggests the planned data of the Easy Cost Planning for 
creating the respective documents (see Chapter 4, Section 4.2.3).

As of EHP6, the Cost Estimation on Projects (FCOM_ECP_OVP) appli-
cation also provides a Web Dynpro interface for cost planning with Easy
Cost Planning. Transaction FCOM_ECP_GEN enables you to automati-
cally configure existing planning templates for the new Web Dynpro
interface and use them for cost estimates.

Figure 2.62  Example for Defining Alternative CO Versions for Easy Cost Planning
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2.4.5 Project Planner and Cost Estimator

With EHP6, SAP introduced a new role, Project Planner and Cost Estima-
tor (SAP_CO_PROJECT_PLANNER). This role includes several of the de-
scribed cost planning functions as well as enhanced functions and re-
ports in new Web Dynpro-based editing interfaces. Transaction PFCG
enables you to view details of the role and of the linked Web Dynpro ap-
plications and to implement modifications, for example, add new appli-
cations to the role's menu. After you have assigned the role to a user, the 
system automatically provides the corresponding role menu when this 
user calls SAP NetWeaver Business Client (NWBC) (see Figure 2.63).

Web Dynpro 
applications

The applications for cost planning with a Web Dynpro-based interface 
are available as of EHP6 by default. You can call these applications with 
the new role in NBWC or start them as a Web Dynpro application, inde-
pendent of the role and NWBC:

� Overall Planning

� Cost Element And Activity Input Planning

� Top-Down Cost Element Group Planning

� Cost Estimation on Projects

Figure 2.63  Menu of the "Project Planner and Cost Estimator" Role in NWBC
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Configuration 
options

Floorplan Manager enables you to configure the interfaces of these 
applications to adapt them to your requirements. Except for the cost 
estimation, the technology of all applications mentioned above is based 
on the BW Integrated Planning infrastructure. One of the advantages of 
BW Integrated Planning is that you can flexibly integrate report data 
into the planning applications (see Figure 2.64). Furthermore, you can 
use specific functions, for example, for cost distribution or aggregation, 
and enhanced configuration options. The Project Planner and Cost

Estimator view contains several examples of the usage of these addi-
tional functions, for example, Top-Down Cost Element Group Plan-

ning in detailed planning or planning with multiple currencies. Transac-
tion RSPLAN enables you to define additional customer-specific 
planning functions if required.

Figure 2.64  Example of Cost Element Planning with the New Web Dynpro-Based 
Editing Interface
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Microsoft Excel 
planning

The BW infrastructure also allows for planning via a Microsoft Excel 
interface. This function is available independent of the Project Planner 
and Cost Estimator role and NWBC if you use SAP BusinessObjects Anal-
ysis or SAP Business Explorer Analyzer. Figure 2.65 shows an example 
of overall planning in Microsoft Excel using SAP BusinessObjects Anal-
ysis.

Customizing 
activities

To be able to use applications that are based on BW Integrated Planning, 
you must implement some settings first. On the one hand, you have to 
configure SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse (BW) locally in a client 
of your SAP ERP system and specify this client for further modeling 

Figure 2.65  Overall Planning in Microsoft Excel with SAP BusinessObjects Analysis
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(Customizing Transactions RSRTS_ACTIVATE_R3IS and RODPS_ODP_
IMG). On the other hand, you have to activate necessary SAP 
NetWeaver Business Intelligence Content (BI Content). You can do this 
either by using the Data Warehousing Workbench (DWW) (Transaction 
RSOR) or by directly activating the BI Content bundle /ERP/FCOM_
PLANNING in Customizing Transaction BSANLY_BI_ACTIVATION.

2.4.6 Network Costing

If you use networks for structuring your projects, the network costing 
function is available for automatically determining planned costs using 
the activity, activity element, and material component data. Similar to 
the unit costing for WBS elements or Easy Cost Planning, network cost-
ing also uses existing data from CO, Purchasing, or MM for calculating 
the planned costs. The planned costsalways reference cost elements and 
dates, which means that network costing is a cost element- and date-spe-
cific type of planning.

You can trigger network costing manually from various processing 
transactions for networks. Depending on the network header settings, 
network costing can be executed automatically on every save after the 

Planning Rounds

In many enterprises, cost planning is carried out regularly, for example, yearly, 
and for the entire enterprise on the basis of cost centers, internal orders, and 
projects. In this context, the planning processes must usually be performed by 
various departments in a certain order and pass the relevant approvals. As of 
EHP6, this procedure is supported with planning rounds into which the new 
Overall Planning and Cost Element Planning on Projects applications can also 
be integrated.

Network Costing and Planning Periods

During network costing, the periods of the planned costs can be derived 
automatically from the basic dates of the activities, activity elements, and 
requirement dates of material components. If activities or activity elements 
span several periods, the system can also distribute the planned costs across 
these periods. If the dates of network objects are shifted, the distributions of 
the respective planned costs can be automatically adapted as well.
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network creation or the network release if there was a relevant change 
to the network. The network costing can then be fully run for all net-
work objects; otherwise, it only recalculates the changed objects 
(update).

Asynchronous 
network costing

To calculate several networks simultaneously, SAP Project System pro-
vides Transaction CJ9K. In the initial screen of this transaction, you can 
select multiple networks and then trigger the calculation of planned 
costs either directly or via a background job. If the same networks are to 
be calculated repeatedly, you can save your selection as variants. The 
usage of asynchronous network costing is particularly necessary if you 
want to use networks for planning not only costs but also payments.

Relevancy to 
costing

The calculation of planned costs will now be described for the different 
network objects. It’s valid for all activities and activity elements that the 
system only calculates planned costs for these objects if the control key 
explicitly permits it (that is, if the Calculate indicator is set in the 
respective control key of the activities and activity elements). A similar 
indicator can also be found in the detail screen of material components. 
The system will only determine planned costs for the corresponding 
component during the network costing if this indicator has been set.

Internally 
processed activity

For planning costs for internal activities, you need to store a work cen-
ter, an activity type, and planned work in an internally processed activ-
ity (or an internal element). For the combination of the activity type in 
the activity and the cost center specified in the costing data of the work 
center (see Section 2.2.1), the system determines a price for every rele-
vant period, and a cost element from the master record of the activity 
type. As of EHP3, you can use a customer enhancement to apply deviat-
ing prices for calculating the planned costs. The formula in the work 
center costing data controls the quantity with which to multiply the 
price for calculating the planned costs. Usually, work centers use the 
standard formula SAP008 that uses the planned work in the activity for 
this calculation. The chronological distribution of the costs is deter-
mined via the distribution key in the activity or in the work center (see 
Section 2.2.1). If you haven’t stored a distribution key in the activity or 
in the work center, the system distributes the planned costs equally 
across the earliest dates of the activity.
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Material 
forecasting 
values

In internally processed activities, on the Assignment tab, you’ll find the 
Material Planning field. During an early project planning phase, you 
can enter an estimated or empirical value for the later consumption of 
material in this field. The cost element of this material planning value 
must have been entered in the network profile of the network. In a later 
planning phase, the system automatically reduces the material forecast 
value in Reporting by the value of the material components you assign 
to the activity.

Externally 
processed activity

If you use purchasing info records in an externally processed activity (or 
external element) for specifying the activity to be procured, the system 
automatically determines a price per unit for this activity and also sug-
gests a planned quantity. The network costing calculates the planned 
costs for procuring the external activity by multiplying the price and the 
planned quantity. If you haven’t specified any purchasing info record, 
you need to manually enter a price for calculating the planned costs in 
the activity. The corresponding cost element can be stored as a default 
value in the network profile or changed in the activity. The period of the 
planned costs is calculated by the network costing using the latest end 
date of the activity.

Invoicing plansA more detailed form of cost planning for externally processed activities 
is the use of invoicing plans. If you create an invoicing plan for an exter-
nally processed activity, you can distribute the planned costs for procur-
ing the external activity to different dates and thus to different periods 
(see Figure 2.66). In particular, you can also plan outgoing payments, for 
example, down payments, in invoicing plans using the provided invoic-
ing rules. Although payment data is not relevant to costs using an asyn-
chronous network costing, the outgoing payments planned in the 
invoicing plan are passed on to the PS Cash Management detailed to a 
daily level for an accurate payment planning (see Chapter 6, Section 
6.2.4). The individual dates in an invoicing plan, the distribution of costs 
or payments to the various dates, and the invoicing rules to be used can 
be specified manually, derived via milestones, or transferred from an 
invoicing plan template.

For deriving the invoice plan data from milestones, the milestones must 
have the Sales Document Date indicator set. During the transfer, the 
system copies the planned milestone date and the percentage you 
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entered in the milestone to the invoicing plan. With every change to the 
milestone dates, the invoicing plan dates are automatically adapted. If 
you specified a usage in the milestone, the system can also determine an 
invoicing rule. A prerequisite to the automatic determination of the 
invoicing rule from the milestone usage is that the invoicing plan type 
and an appropriate date category are stored in the usage definition. In 
the Customizing of invoicing plans, you can then specify which invoic-
ing rule is to be used for the combination of invoicing plan type and date 
category.

Using templates You can also create invoicing plans using a template. For a template, you 
can use invoicing plans of other activities or material components, or 
default-invoicing plans defined in the Customizing that the system could 
derive via the invoicing plan type for the network profile. Starting from 

Figure 2.66  Example of an Invoicing Plan
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the earliest end date of the activity, the system calculates the individual 
dates of the invoicing plan using the start date and the date intervals of 
the template. If the end date of the activity is shifted, the invoicing plan 
dates are shifted as well.

Service activitiesThe planned costs for service activities (or service elements) are typically 
composed of the planned costs of the planned services and the expected 
value of the unplanned activities in the service specifications of the 
activities. The value of planned activities is calculated from the service 
conditions of the specified activities and the planned quantity in the ser-
vice specifications. The cost element for the planned services is specified 
in the activities or stored as a default value in the network profile. The 
system determines the periods of the planned costs from the latest end 
dates of the service activities. As with externally processed activities, 
you can implement invoicing plans for a detailed cost or payment plan-
ning.

Costs activitiesUsing general costs activities (or cost elements), you can plan additional 
costs that aren’t calculated from the data of other activity categories or 
assigned material components, like travel costs or primary costs for 
activities that are not procured via purchasing. In the easiest case, you 
enter an amount and a cost element as a planned value in a general costs 
activity. The cost element can also be stored as a default value in the net-
work profile.

Unit costingIf you want to plan costs for different cost elements using a general costs 
activity, you can create a unit costing for the activity. As with unit cost-
ings for WBS elements (see Section 2.4.2), in a unit costing for the activ-
ity, you can create a table of different costing items for a general costs 
activity. In particular, you can use the item category V (Variable Item)

to manually enter cost elements and corresponding planned costs 

Fixed Dates in the Invoicing Plan

If the dates of an invoicing plan are to be fixed (that is, independent of project 
date shifts), you cannot work with templates or derive the dates from the 
milestones but must enter the dates manually in the invoicing plan. During 
network costing, the data in invoicing plans overrides the data of the activity 
itself.
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(prices and quantities). The planned costs of unit costing override the 
costs planned manually in the detail screen of a general costs activity.

The system automatically determines the periods of the costs planned 
manually or via unit costing from the basic dates of the general costs 
activity. If you stored a distribution key in the activity, this key deter-
mines the chronological position and the distribution of the planned 
costs across the duration of the activity. If you haven’t entered a distri-
bution key, the system distributes the planned costs equally across the 
earliest dates of the activity. For a detailed time scheduling of the cost or 
payment flows, you can also implement invoicing plans for general costs 
activities as well. Note, however, that you cannot use an invoicing plan 
and unit costing simultaneously for a general costs activity.

Material 
components

If you assigned material components to activities, the system can use the 
component data during network costing to automatically calculate 
planned costs for the later material consumption. The calculation of 
material costs depends on the item category and the type of stock man-
agement for the material components (see Section 2.3).

Nonstock items For nonstock items without a reference to a material master record or a 
purchasing info record, you can manually specify a price per unit. The 
system then calculates the planned costs by multiplying the price with 
the planned quantity. If you entered a material number for the nonstock 
item, the system can retrieve the price from the material master record. 
If you specified a purchasing info record in the component, the price is 
determined using this purchasing info record. If you want, you can also 
create an invoicing plan for a nonstock item for a more detailed plan-
ning. The data from invoicing plans overrides the other data of the mate-
rial components.

Stock items For stock items, the network costing calculates the planned costs from 
the planned quantity and a price per unit, which is determined from the 
material master record. For material components managed in the non-
valuated project stock, the system only reports planned costs if you use 
a planning network. For stock items of a valuated project stock, you can 
also create a unit costing for a component and therefore calculate the 
production costs for internally produced material, for example, if no 
appropriate price for this material is available in the system.
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The system determines the period of the planned costs for material com-
ponents from the requirements date of the components, or from the 
invoicing plans you assigned to the material components. The cost ele-
ments are typically detected automatically via the account determina-
tion, or transferred from the unit costings of the material components.

Costing variantsIn network costing, the overhead rates are automatically calculated in 
the plan as well. The calculation is controlled by the costing sheets in the 
activities (see Chapter 5, Section 5.3). Similar to unit costing or Easy Cost 
Planning, the network costing is controlled via a costing variant. The val-
uation variant contained in the costing variant uses strategies to define 
how the prices for internal activities, external activities, and materials 
that are required for the calculation are to be determined. The costing 
variants used for calculating a planned and an actual network are speci-
fied in the network header, or stored as default values in Network Type

Parameters.

Header and activity 
account 
assignment

Using the Activity Account Assignment indicator in Network Type

Parameters, you decide whether the planned costs—and the later actual 
costs—are separately managed on every single activity or activity ele-
ment, or whether the planned costs of a network are only reported as a 
total on the network header level. Normally, it makes sense to use activ-
ity-assigned networks because they are conducive to a more detailed 
analysis of the planned and the actual costs. In addition, you can assign 
the activities of activity-assigned networks to different WBS elements 
and assess the aggregated costs of the assigned activities on the WBS ele-
ment level. Header-assigned networks are typically used in sales and dis-
tribution projects where the CO takes place on the sales order item level. 
The cost integration with networks is achieved via an account assign-
ment to network headers. We don’t recommend an activity assignment 
of a header-assigned network to different WBS elements.

Network Costing and CO Versions

By default, the planned costs of network costing are saved to CO version 0. If 
you want, however, you can copy the planned data to another CO version 
using Transaction CJ9F or CJ9FS. As of EHP3, you can use BAdI BADI_NW_
CO_VERS_CK to save the network costing data directly to a CO version other 
than 0.
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Integrated 
planning of 

networks

No plan line items can be created for planned data from network cost-
ings. Therefore, a direct integrated planning or planned settlement is 
not possible for networks. However, it is possible to achieve an indirect 
integrated planning and planned settlement for networks that are 
assigned to plan-integrated WBS elements (see Section 2.4.3). You can 
achieve this indirect integrated planning using Transaction CJ9Q or 
CJ9QS to roll up the planned costs of networks or network activities to 
the WBS elements to which they are assigned. If the WBS elements are 
plan-integrated, the system writes plan line items for the WBS elements 
during the rollup, and automatically forwards the planned data for inter-
nal activities as scheduled activities to the corresponding cost centers. 
You can also use the plan line items for a planned settlement on the WBS 
elements level.

However, note the following restrictions for the integrated planning of 
networks:

� The rollup of planned network data cannot be performed in CO ver-
sion 0 because the planned costs would then be reported doubly on 
the WBS elements level (see Section 2.4.6).

� Overhead rates are not rolled up to the WBS elements. However, you 
can manually apply the overhead for the WBS elements in the used 
CO version using Transactions CJ46 and CJ47.

� If the planned values of the networks change, you need to reuse 
Transaction CJ9Q or CJ9QS if you want to adapt the planned data on 
the WBS elements level.

Advantages of 
network costing

Compared to the manual cost planning forms for WBS elements, using 
network costing has many advantages:

� Because network costing is always cost element-specific, the system 
can automatically calculate overhead rates during network costing.

� And because network costing is also date-specific—where the periods 
of the planned costs are directly derived from the dates of the net-
work objects—date shifts directly affect the periods of cost planning.

� Invoicing plans and unit costings provide different possibilities for 
detailing your cost planning. Invoicing plans even enable a payment 
planning to the day. If you copy activities or networks, all data 
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required for calculating the planned costs is copied as well. You only 
need to perform network costing for the new objects to determine 
the planned costs. In this respect, network costing is a copyable form 
of cost planning.

� You can also implement network costing for simulation versions.

2.4.7 Planned Costs of Assigned Orders

Order assignmentWBS elements you identified as account assignment elements cannot 
only be assigned activities or entire networks, but also other order cate-
gories of the SAP system, such as internal orders, service and mainte-
nance orders, or production orders. The assignment can be stored man-
ually in the respective orders or created automatically. Internal orders, 
for example, can be created during Claim Management and assigned to 
a WBS element (see Chapter 4, Section 4.8). Maintenance orders can 
derive the assignment to WBS elements from functional locations, pro-
vided you have already stored WBS elements there. Alternatively, you 
can also use the order assignment to project function, for example, to 
assign maintenance orders to WBS elements. Production orders refer-
encing project stocks are automatically assigned to the respective stock-
holding WBS elements.

Cost planning for 
orders

Depending on the order category, you have different options for order 
cost planning. For internal orders, for example, you could use similar 
forms of cost planning as for WBS elements. The planned costs of ser-
vice, maintenance, and production orders, however, are calculated in a 
similar way as the planned costs of networks. In contrast to networks, 
however, planned costs for production orders are always managed on 
the level of the respective order headers. An assessment on the level of 
the individual activities within these orders is therefore impossible. As 
of EHP5, as for networks, you can also use activity-assigned orders for 
service and maintenance orders. In Customizing, depending on the 
respective plant and order type, you define whether header account 
assignment or activity account assignment is used for an order. In case 
of activity-assigned orders, you can specify the assignment to WBS ele-
ments separately on the level of the individual operations of the service 
and maintenance orders.
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Order value 
updating

for projects

In the Customizing of SAP Project System, you can use Transaction 
OPSV to control how the planned costs of assigned orders are to be han-
dled on the WBS element level (see Figure 2.67). Using the Additive

indicator in this table, you specify whether or not the planned costs for 
orders are to be added to the planned costs of the WBS elements.

Additive orders If the Additive indicator is set for a specific combination of order cate-
gory, order type, and CO area, these are called appended orders. The 
planned costs of these orders are rolled up additively to the assigned 
WBS elements and thus increase the planned total of these WBS ele-
ments. This setting is particularly relevant if you want to budget the
WBS elements, and the planned total is instructive—you have to know 
how much to budget for—when assigning budgets (see Chapter 3, Sec-
tion 3.1).

Nonadditive orders Orders for which the Additive indicator is not set are referred to as non-
appended orders. Your planned values are not rolled up to the assigned 
WBS elements and thus do not increase their planned total. If you work 
with budgeting in SAP Project System, you might have to consider the 

Figure 2.67  Definition of Sales Order Value Update for the Project
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planned costs of nonadditive orders manually when assigning budgets. 
For production orders, for example, using nonappended orders makes 
sense if the planned costs for production are already reported for 
assigned activities on the WBS element level due to material compo-
nents.

The Assign Funds in Plan indicator in the order value updating table 
for the project controls when values of assigned orders should represent 
allotments against the budget of WBS elements. This indicator is dis-
cussed in detail in Chapter 3, Section 3.1.5.

2.4.8 Planning Statistical Key Figures

Creating 
statistical 
key figures

Statistical key figures enable you to plan and monitor specific units 
within projects, such as the mileage spent, number of project team 
members, and so on. You can use Transactions KK01, KK02 (Individual 
Processing), and KAK2 (List Maintenance) to create and edit statistical 
key figures. The master data of a statistical key figure merely contains an 
ID and a name, the unit in which the key figure is maintained, its assign-
ment to a CO area, and the key figure type. The key figure type deter-
mines whether the key figure values should be the same for the month 
of entry and all subsequent months of the current fiscal year (fixed 
value), as would be the case for the number of project team members, or 
whether the values apply only to the month of entry (totals value), as, 
for example, in a monthly planning of miles to be driven.

Planning 
statistical 
key figures

You can use Transaction CJS2 to plan statistical key figures at the level of 
WBS elements, while Transaction CJK2 allows you to plan statistical key 
figures at the level of networks, activities, and activity elements.

The actual planning process is similar to the detailed cost planning (see 
Section 2.4.3). In the initial screen, you must define the CO version and 
the planning period, the project elements to be planned, and the statis-
tical key figures. After that, an overview screen allows you to store a cur-
rent planned value and, if necessary, a maximum planned value for the 
entire period. Both the distribution key and key figure type then deter-
mine how to distribute the planned values across the planning period. 
However, you can also call a period screen to change the distribution of 
planned values across individual periods. Similar to detailed planning, 
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the planner profile and the planning layouts determine the appearance 
and functional scope of the different entry screens for planning statisti-
cal key figures.

Planning in the 
Project Builder

As of EHP3, you can also plan statistical key figures directly in a separate 
tab within the Project Builder (see Figure 2.68). However, in contrast to 
the planning transactions described previously, the Project Builder does 
not allow you to call a period screen, for example.

With regard to activities and activity elements, you can use the planning 
function for statistical key figures in the Project Builder to determine the 
planned work for the activity. The prerequisites for this are that the 
Work field in the Internal tab is left blank, that you have defined a sta-
tistical key figure record for the conversion, and that you have set the 
Work Calculation indicator. The conversion then occurs based on the 
following formula:

Value of the "Work" Field in Hours = 
Planned Quantity × Statistical Key Figure Rate

The duration of work is always calculated in terms of hours, but is then 
converted into the respective time unit of the activity or activity ele-
ment.

Figure 2.68  Planning Statistical Key Figures in the Project Builder
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Predefining key 
figures

You can use Transaction CNSKFDEF to predefine the key figures to be 
planned or the statistical key figure record for statistical key figure plan-
ning in the Project Builder. Then you can make these default settings 
dependent on, for example, the controlling area, project profile, order 
type, or individual projects.

To use the statistical key figure planning function in the Project Builder, 
you must explicitly activate this function in the Customizing section of 
SAP Project System. If required, you can separately activate the function 
for the following object types: WBS elements, network headers, activi-
ties, and activity elements.

Using statistical 
key figures

In addition to planning statistical key figures, you can also enter actual 
data of statistical key figures for released project elements and compare 
this data with the planned values in Reporting. Transaction KB31N
enables you to do so.

If required, you can even use statistical key figures for calculations in the 
context of period-end closings. For example, statistical key figures may 
be useful to determine periodic transfers or template allocations (see 
Chapter 5, Section 5.4).

2.5 Revenue Planning

For some project types, particularly for sales and distribution projects, a 
revenue planning, in addition to the cost planning, is important to make 
assumptions about the later profits or profitability of a project during 

Project Cost Planning

Depending on your requirements, you can use different cost planning options 
for projects in SAP Project System. If you work with networks, the system can 
automatically calculate planned costs using the data of activities, activity ele-
ments, and material components, and report them separately per activity or 
activity element, respectively.

If you only work with WBS elements, hierarchical cost planning, unit costing, 
detailed planning, and Easy Cost Planning or cost estimation represent vari-
ous manual forms of cost planning. The planning of statistical key figures not 
only enables you to plan costs, but also other key figures for projects.
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the planning phase. For projects, you can plan revenues on the WBS ele-
ments level or, if you use the integration into SD, using sales documents
linked to projects. WBS elements for which you want to plan revenues 
must be identified as billing elements (see Chapter 1, Section 1.2.1). A 
revenue planning on the network level is not possible.

Similar to cost planning using WBS elements, there are different possi-
bilities with different levels of detail for revenue planning as well. If you 
want, you can also perform several revenue plannings for one billing 
element and save them in different CO versions.

2.5.1 Hierarchical Planning

Revenue planning 
functions

Using Transaction CJ42, you can perform a hierarchical revenue plan-
ning for billing elements of a project. For this reason, there are similar 
functions as in the hierarchical cost planning (see Section 2.4.1). This 
form of revenue planning does not reference any revenue element and 
is therefore not revenue element-specific. Depending on the planning 
profile settings of the project, you can plan the revenues as total values 
or with a reference to individual fiscal years, or both. A distribution of 
the revenues to individual periods of a fiscal year is not possible in the 
hierarchical revenue planning.

2.5.2 Detailed Planning

The detailed planning of revenues enables you to plan values for differ-
ent revenue elements and to distribute these values to individual peri-
ods of a fiscal year either manually or automatically using distribution 
keys. This form of revenue planning is both revenue element- and date-
specific. The periods of planned revenues, however, cannot be derived 
from the planned dates of the billing elements but must be specified 
manually.

For the detailed planning of revenues, there are the same functions as 
for cost element planning (see Section 2.4.3). In particular, this form of 
revenue planning is again controlled by planning layouts and planner 
profiles. You can perform the detailed planning of revenues via Transac-
tion CJ42 or by calling Transaction CJR2. In the planning profile, you 
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determine the revenue element group that is to be available during the 
detailed planning via Transaction CJ42. To plan revenues using Transac-
tion CJR2, your user must be assigned to a planner profile with an 
appropriate planning layout for revenue planning.

2.5.3 Billing Plan

Using a billing plan, you can make a very detailed planning—similar to 
invoicing plans. A billing plan always references a revenue element that 
you must store in the planning profile of the project. If you want, you 
can also use billing plans for planning incoming payments to the day. 
The update of planned data always references CO version 0. In contrast 
to hierarchical planning or detailed planning, you can use billing plans 
for revenue planning in simulation versions.

Creating items 
of a billing plan

In a billing plan, you distribute a target value (that is, the entire total rev-
enue) to different dates. To do this, you create the different items within 
a billing plan, each including information about the planned date, 
amount, or percentage, respectively, of the target value, and the billing
rule to be used. Using the billing rule, you can control whether an item 
is revenue-relevant, that is, updated in the revenue plan, or just relevant 
to down payments. Items that are relevant to down payments are 
updated to the day, along with the other items in the financial plan of a 
project in PS Cash Management (see Chapter 6, Section 6.2.4).

You can manually create the items of a billing plan. The dates of the 
manually created items are handled as fixed dates; that is, changes to 
dates in the project do not affect the dates of the billing plan in this case. 
However, you can also create the items automatically by transferring 
milestone data or referencing a template.

Transferring 
milestone dates

When transferring milestone dates, the system copies the milestone 
dates and the billing percentage stored in the milestone to the billing 
plan and might also suggest a billing rule. The billing rule is then deter-
mined from the combination of billing plan type and date category
stored in the usage of the milestone. If the milestone dates change, the 
dates of the billing plan are also adapted automatically when saving the 
project. A prerequisite for transferring milestone dates is that the Sales
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Document Date indicator is set in the relevant milestones (see Chapter 
1, Section 1.4).

Using 
templates

If you create a billing plan referencing a template, the system deter-
mines the dates and the percentage distribution of the amounts for the 
billing plan from the item data of the template. The system adjusts the 
dates to the start date and the percentage distribution of the amounts to 
the target value. When dates of the billing element are changed, the 
dates of the billing plan are automatically adjusted after a scheduling, if 
you worked with a template. You can use other billing plans as tem-
plates or define default billing plans in the Customizing of SAP Project 
System.

Billing plans for 
WBS elements

In nearly every processing transaction of work breakdown structures, 
for example, in Project Builder, you can assign billing plans to billing 
elements of a project. If you want, you can also implement billing plans 
in simulation versions for a revenue planning. A special possibility of 
creating billing plans for WBS elements is to use sales pricing, which is 
discussed in Section 2.5.4. The billing plans that you assign to WBS ele-
ments are exclusively for planning revenues and possibly payments. 
They cannot be used for automatic invoice creation.

Billing plans in 
sales documents

However, you can also create billing plans in SD for customer quotation
or sales order items, provided the respective item category permits this 
(see Figure 2.69). If the sales document item is assigned to a billing ele-
ment, the planned data of the billing plan is automatically updated to 
the revenue planning or financial budgeting of the billing element and 
can therefore be analyzed on the WBS element level. A prerequisite is 
that you must have enabled the update of data from quotations or orders 
in the planning profile of the project.

Milestone billing In contrast to billing plans for WBS elements, the items of a billing plan 
for a sales document item can also be used for billing during the project 
implementation. The actual revenues are then automatically transferred 
to the billing element. If you created items of a billing plan using mile-
stone data, you can use the milestone billing function (see Chapter 4, 
Section 4.6.1).
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Even if you didn’t create billing plans in a sales document item, you can 
update planned revenues from the sales document items to the revenue 
planning of the billing elements to which the items are assigned. The 
system then determines the value and the revenue element via the con-
ditions of the items, and the billing dates from the respective delivery 
scheduling data.

Figure 2.69  Example of a Billing Plan of a Sales Document Item

Prioritization of Billing Plans

Note that the values from billing plans for WBS elements override the values 
from sales documents. If you want to use billing plans for WBS elements only 
for a forecast or as a template for billing plans in sales documents, you should 
delete them after creating the appropriate sales documents.
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2.5.4 Sales Pricing

Using sales pricing for SD projects, you can derive and save prices for 
the services or material produced for the project from the planned data 
of these projects. Typically, the data of sales pricing is used particularly 
for the creation of quotations and the revenue planning of SD projects 
for which sales prices cannot be determined based on standard prices. If 
you can use existing standard prices and fixed conditions for SD 
projects, sales pricing is usually not required. In this case, the quotation 
is not created via sales pricing, but directly in SD.

SAP Project System provides two options for creating sales pricings: You 
can use Transaction DP81 to create sales pricings for projects that were 
created due to a customer inquiry and are linked to this inquiry. Or, you 
can use the Project Builder or Transaction DP82 to create sales pricings 
for projects that don’t reference a customer inquiry. These two options 
will be explained in the following text.

Project-assigned 
customer inquiries

During a presales phase, special documents can be created in SD in 
which customer inquiries about the price or availability of services or 
material can be saved. These documents are referred to as customer
inquiries and are essentially requests for submitting a quotation to the 
customer. If you created a project for the creation of quotations in SAP 
Project System, you can assign sales document items to WBS elements of 
this project and thus establish a link between the sales document items 
and the project. If you now create a sales pricing for the project or a sales 
document item via Transaction DP81, the system can use both the SD 
data in the sales document and the planned data of the project.

During sales pricing, a two-step aggregation of the planned data of the 
project takes place (planned costs, statistic indicators, planned material 
and activities, etc.). Which planned data is considered during sales pric-
ing, and how and according to which criteria the data is aggregated, is 
controlled via a dynamic item processor profile (DIP profile) that must be 
stored in the detailed data of the sales document items.

Sales price basis The result of the first aggregation step is presented in the sales price basis
view. Figure 2.70 shows an example for such a sales price basis view. In 
this example, the planned costs of a project were aggregated according 
to their cost elements. In addition to the aggregation itself, the DIP pro-
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file controls how the aggregated values (dynamic items) are presented in 
the upper area of this view. The lower area of the sales price basis view 
has more details about the aggregated items. In particular, the lower 
area allows for a manual change to items by an amount, quantity, or per-
centage. If you change items, the amount transferred to the sales pricing 
deviates from the original amount.

Sales price viewDuring the second aggregation step, the aggregated and possibly manu-
ally changed items of the sales price basis are automatically linked to 
material numbers. Depending on the DIP profile settings, these can be, 
for example, material numbers from material components of the 
project, or fixed material numbers stored in the DIP profile for project 
activities or for the material to be produced using the project. The mate-
rial numbers are sorted and grouped into sales document items. Using 
the pricing function of SD, the system can now determine a sales price 
for the individual items using the material numbers and the SD data of 

Figure 2.70  Example of the Sales Price Basis View of a Sales Pricing
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the inquiry (customer number, sales organization, etc.). The sales docu-
ment items and the corresponding sales prices are shown in the sales
price view. The sales price view corresponds to a customer view of the 
sales pricing.

Figure 2.71 shows an example of a sales price view. The upper area 
shows the hierarchy of all sales document items. The lower area lists 
details about the sales prices of the items, that is, the conditions deter-
mined by the system during pricing. If you want, you can adjust the 
sales price of an item by adding more conditions. In a sales pricing, you 
can toggle between the sales price view and the sales price basis view at 
any time to implement changes.

Figure 2.71  Example of the Sales Price View of a Sales Pricing
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Billing plan and 
quotation creation

The sales pricing data can be used for different purposes:

� You can save the data to a document and add a descriptive document 
text. Thus, you can create and compare several different sales pricings 
for a project.

� You can create a billing plan. This billing plan is automatically 
assigned to the billing element of the billing structure used in the 
sales pricing. As a target value of this billing plan, the system suggests 
the total value of sales prices.

� You can create a customer quotation. The system then automatically 
uses the link to the inquiry, the account assignment to the project, 
and particularly the items and sales prices determined using the sales 
pricing. The quotation can be further processed in SD, and can later 
serve as a basis for creating a customer quotation.

Projects without 
customer inquiry

You can also perform sales pricings for projects without an inquiry, if 
necessary. The SD data required for a sales pricing must then be stored 
in the project definition. The sales organization, the distribution chan-
nel, the division, and the DIP profile can be entered as default values in 
the project profile or manually in the control parameters of the project 
definition, if necessary. For specifying the customer, an appropriate 
partner determination procedure must be entered on the project defini-
tion level that enables you to enter a customer number on the Partner

tab of the project definition (see Chapter 1, Section 1.2.1). Sales pricings 
for projects that do not reference any inquiries can be created using the 
Project Builder or directly via Transaction DP82.

Simulation 
versions

During the quotation phase of SD projects, you can use simulation ver-
sions (see Section 1.9.2) to create several structures for a project; to plan 
different dates, capacity requirements, and costs for the later implemen-
tation; and to compare these plannings. In particular, you can also use 
the data of the simulation versions for sales pricings and the creation of 
quotations. A prerequisite for this is that the project definition and the 
billing element already exist as operative objects.

Definition of DIP 
profiles

Sales pricings are basically controlled by the DIP profile of the sales doc-
ument items or the project definition. You create DIP profiles in the Cus-
tomizing of SAP Project System using Transaction ODP1. In addition to 
using DIP profiles for creating sales calculations, they can be used for a 
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resource-related billing (see Chapter 4, Section 4.6.2) or a results analy-
sis (see Chapter 5, Section 5.6). Therefore, the settings of the DIP profile 
are specified with a reference to one of these usages (see Figure 2.72).

Controlling the 
sales pricing

If you use it for controlling the sales pricing, first store the document 
type using those quotations that can be created from the sales pricing. 
Then, decide which characteristics are relevant for determining the 
dynamic items and the material numbers. Also, specify how the first 
aggregation step is to be performed and presented in the sales price 
view using these characteristics. Possible characteristics are cost ele-
ment, object number, cost center, activity type, etc. If you want, how-
ever, you can use a customer enhancement to consider additional char-
acteristics as well.

Then you specify the sources from which the sales pricing can retrieve 
values. For every source, you can define additional selection criteria or 
determine standard percentages. Possible sources are, for example, Easy 
Cost Planning, planned costs, totals records, and statistical key figures. 
Using a customer enhancement, you can also define additional sources.

Figure 2.72  Definition of DIP Profiles

Further Information on DIP Profiles

A very detailed documentation of the definition of DIP profiles, the various 
application areas, and the available customer enhancements can be found as 
an attachment to SAP Note 301117.
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Material numbersVia the material determination of a DIP profile, you control the aggrega-
tion of the dynamic items to material numbers. You can manually enter 
the material numbers in the table for material determination; however, 
you can also transfer material numbers from material components of the 
projects. The material numbers to actually be determined during sales 
pricing are controlled using selection criteria that you define for the 
individual material numbers.

2.6 Summary

This chapter dealt with the different project planning functions of SAP 
Project System. For WBS elements, there are functions for time schedul-
ing cost planning, and revenue planning. Networks provide functions for 
scheduling, resource and material planning, and network costing. If you 
use both WBS elements and networks for structuring projects, planned 
data can be exchanged between the WBS elements and the assigned net-
works or network activities.

Revenue Planning of Projects

Similar to cost planning, SAP Project System also provides several possibilities 
for planning revenues for WBS elements. By linking sales document items to 
WBS elements, you can plan revenues in SD as well, which can then be 
updated as planned revenues to projects. Using sales pricing, you can create 
customer quotations directly in SAP Project System using the planned data of 
projects.
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Within the approval phase, funds for project execution are made 
available through budgeting. The budget management function-
ality of SAP Project System enables you to monitor assigned 
funds and prevent budget overruns.

3 Budget

Companies often use the term budget very differently. It therefore 
makes sense to first explain what we mean by "budget" in the context in 
which it is used in SAP Project System, and to differentiate it from the 
terms planned costs and actual costs.

DefinitionIn the planning phase of a project, you can estimate or calculate the costs 
for the subsequent execution of the project and save these costs as 
planned costs for the different project objects. Depending on which form 
of cost planning you use for this, the planned costs in this case are stored 
as total values, with reference to fiscal years or individual periods, by 
cost element, or without any reference to a cost element. If required, 
you can also enter several different planned costs for the same object 
and store them in different Controlling (CO) versions.

You can compare the planned costs against the actual costs in the execu-
tion phase of a project. The actual costs correspond to the funds that are 
actually required to execute individual parts of the project, based on ser-
vices used by the cost centers of your own company or by suppliers, 
materials consumed, overhead costs allocated, and so on. Actual costs 
are updated into SAP Project System by the account assignment of cor-
responding documents on project objects, and always refer to cost ele-
ments.

Budget 
distribution

You document an approved cost structure for executing the different 
parts of the project by distributing the budget to WBS elements of a 
project. A project is typically budgeted in its approval phase; that is, 
before the project execution is even started. In SAP Project System, 
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budget does not refer to individual cost elements and therefore repre-
sents the approved framework for all costs of the project, including both 
the primary and secondary costs (an exception in this case is exempt cost
elements). Although you can still change the budget values of a project 
retroactively, unlike CO versions for planning costs, there is only one 
relevant budget value for an object at any time.

In Reporting, you can evaluate the budget values and planned and actual 
costs together. After you budget a project, you generally use the avail-
ability control function to automatically calculate assigned funds for the 
budget of a WBS element and to prevent budget overruns. In this sense, 
budget is not only an approved cost structure, but also represents a 
binding budget for a project.

Integration with 
Investment 

Management

You can only perform budgeting and budget monitoring using the func-
tions from SAP Project System; however, you can also use an integration 
of SAP Project System with Investment Management to manage budgets 
across projects. These two options are discussed in Section 3.1 and Sec-
tion 3.2. Another option for cross-project budgeting is to integrate with 
SAP Portfolio and Project Management (PPM). Chapter 7 discusses PPM 
as well as the integration scenarios with SAP Project System.

3.1 Budgeting Functions in SAP Project System

Budget profile Depending on your requirements, you can use different functions in 
SAP Project System to manage your project budgets. In this case, the 
management of budgets for individual projects is controlled by the bud-
get profile in the project definition of the projects. Figure 3.1 shows an 
example of defining a budget profile. You can define budget profiles in 
Customizing of SAP Project System using Transaction OPS9 and store 

Budget and Networks

Note that budget can only be assigned to WBS elements in SAP Project Sys-
tem. Networks cannot be budgeted.

However, the costs of networks or network activities, to which WBS elements 
are assigned, are included in the assigned funds for the budget of the WBS 
elements and are taken into account for the availability control.
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them as default values in project profiles. The individual settings options 
for a budget profile, along with the different functions of budget man-
agement, are explained in the following sections.

3.1.1 Original Budget

Transaction CJ30The first step in managing a budget for a project is to allocate an original
budget in Transaction CJ30 (see Figure 3.2). All WBS elements of a 
project are displayed in tables in this transaction. In the (View) Budget

column, you can enter the values for the original budget of the individ-
ual WBS elements; however, the budgeting for a project is usually pre-
ceded by cost planning, which acts as an indicator for allocating budgets. 
The planned costs of the WBS elements are therefore displayed in the 
Planned Total view in Transaction CJ30 and you can copy these 
planned costs as the original budget using the Copy View function, 

Figure 3.1  Example for Defining a Budget Profile
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which you can call from the transaction menu. You can use the percent-
age rate in this case to specify whether you want the planned costs to be 
copied completely, partially, or at more than 100%. In the transaction 
settings, you define which CO version should be used to display the 
planned total. In addition, you can use the Revaluate function to 
increase or decrease budget values of selected WBS elements by a cer-
tain percentage or amount.

Hierarchical 
consistency

The budgeting of a project must be hierarchically consistent by the time 
the availability control is activated. This means that the system checks 
within a project structure to verify whether the budget values of WBS 

Figure 3.2  Example for Distributing the Original Budget

Planned Total of a WBS Element

The planned total of a WBS element is calculated from the total values from 
the hierarchical cost planning, detailed planning, unit costing, Easy Cost Plan-
ning, and from the values of all assigned additive orders and networks or 
activities.
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elements of a lower level exceed the budget value of the WBS element 
for the next highest level.

You can analyze the hierarchical distribution of the budget values man-
ually within the project structure using the Distributed and Distribut-

able views or activate an automatic check in Transaction CJ30. A project 
is typically budgeted top-down. This means that the person responsible 
for the budget successively distributes the original budget of the highest 
WBS element to the WBS elements of lower levels. In contrast to this 
method, however, you can also use the Total Up function to derive the 
original budget of WBS elements from the budget values already distrib-
uted on WBS elements of lower levels, and therefore ensure hierarchical 
consistency.

Depending on which settings you’ve selected in the budget profile of a 
project, you can enter the original budget of the project as overall values
or as fiscal year-dependent values. Alternatively, you can enter both 
overall and original budgets with reference to fiscal years for WBS ele-
ments. With fiscal year-dependent budgeting, the budget profile also 
controls the interval that should be possible for budgeting. With the 
Copy View function, you can use budget values from a previous year 
(Previous Year view) as a template for the budget values of a fiscal year, 
if required.

Overall budget and 
fiscal year budget

If you allow both overall values and fiscal year-dependent values for the 
distribution of original budgets, the overall budget of a WBS element 
must be greater than or equal to the total of its individual fiscal year bud-
gets by the time the availability control is activated. You can manually 
check this using the Cumulative view (total fiscal year values) and 
Remainder view (difference from overall value and total fiscal year val-
ues) for each WBS element. Alternatively, you can activate an automatic 
check.

Top-Down Distribution of Budget

You don’t have to split the budget of a WBS element completely onto lower-
level WBS elements. You can also distribute parts of the budget further, or 
you can abandon the distribution of budget altogether. This means that you 
don’t have to perform budgeting to the lowest level of a project.
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Figure 3.3 shows the results of a check where the distribution of an orig-
inal budget is inconsistent. The first error message indicates a hierarchi-
cally inconsistent distribution. More budget was distributed than avail-
able in a fiscal year. The other error messages refer to the fact that, 
although fiscal year budgets were distributed, overall budgets were not.

Budgeting 
currencies

Using the budget profile, you also control the currencies in which the 
WBS elements can be budgeted. You can allow the uniform CO area cur-
rency and the object currency of the individual WBS elements in the 
project, or a transaction currency of your own choice for budgeting. 
However, the budget values entered are always converted into object 
and controlling area currencies of the WBS elements. The annual values 
in this case are converted using the rate type that was defined in the fis-
cal year-dependent values of CO version 0. The total values are con-
verted based on the budget profile settings.

Depending on the budget profile settings, you can run the hierarchical 
consistency check and the cumulative annual values check against the 
overall budget of a WBS element either in the CO area currency, or in 
the object currency of the WBS elements. But, you should note that con-
sistency checks in the object currency can only be run for projects where 
the object currency within the project structure is uniform.

Budget line item When you save the distribution of the original budget, the system cre-
ates a unique document (budget line item) with additional information 
about the document date and the name of the person who created the 
document. Before you save the distribution, you can enter more detailed 
document texts for the entire budget distribution or for individual WBS 

Figure 3.3  Example of Error Messages for Inconsistent Budget Distribution
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elements, which you can then evaluate later in Reporting or in Transac-
tion CJ30 along with the other data for the budget line items.

BUDG statusProvided you don't use the special Save without Checking function for 
saving the budget values, the system also automatically performs the 
checks for hierarchical consistency and for consistency of the overall 
value and cumulative values when you save, and thereby prevents 
inconsistent budget values from being saved. After you save the distri-
bution of the original budget, all budgeted WBS elements are automati-
cally assigned the BUDG (Budgeted) status. This status prevents the 
budgeted WBS elements from being deleted directly and from hierarchi-
cal changes to these WBS elements and all lower-level objects.

3.1.2 Budget Updates

In the course of a project, you may need to change the project budget of 
individual WBS elements. You can, in turn, use Transaction CJ30 for this 
and adjust the original budget accordingly. When you save the budget, a 
new budget line item that allows the subsequent change to be analyzed 
is then created. However, instead of changing the original budget, it 
generally makes more sense to use budget updates. In this context, a dis-
tinction is made between budget supplements, budget returns, and budget
transfers. Based on the budget updates and the original budget of WBS 
elements, the system then calculates a current budget for each WBS ele-
ment.

Benefits 
of budget 
updates

When you work with budget updates instead of changing the original 
budget, the initial original budget remains unchanged. You can there-
fore compare the original budget with the current budget at any time in 
Reporting. In suitable budget reports, you can analyze how the current 
budget was achieved based on supplements, returns, or transfers. 
Because the line item documents of budget updates always contain 
information on the senders and recipients of budget values, you can also 
retroactively trace the flow of budget values. To prevent changes to the 
original budget values, thereby forcing the use of budget updates, you 
can define a user status that does not allow the Budgeting business 
transaction, but does allow business transactions for updating a budget 
(see Chapter 1, Section 1.6).
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Budget 
supplements

The two Transactions CJ36 (To Project) and CJ37 (In Project) are avail-
able in SAP Project System to enter budget supplements. You can enter 
the amounts for WBS elements, by which the current budget of these 
WBS elements is to be increased, in both transactions. You can post sup-
plements for individual fiscal years or overall values. When you save the 
supplements, the system performs corresponding consistency checks 
exactly as it does when you distribute an original budget. You can also 
enter document texts that are then saved in a budget line item with the 
other data of the budget supplement.

Supplement in 
project

The difference between Transactions CJ36 and CJ37 is that with Supple-
ment in Project (Transaction CJ37, see Figure 3.4), the increase in the 
current budget of a WBS element results in the distributable budget of 
the higher-level WBS element being reduced accordingly. If there is no 
more distributable budget available on the higher-level WBS element, 
you cannot post a supplement on the lower-level WBS element within 
the project due to the hierarchical consistency check. With supplements 
in a project, you can only supplement as much budget as is still available 
for distribution at the higher level.

Figure 3.4  Example of a Supplement within the Project
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Supplement to 
project

In contrast, with Supplement to Project (Transaction CJ36), the increase 
in the current budget of a WBS element automatically results in the cur-
rent budget of the hierarchically higher-level WBS element being 
increased by the same amount. This occurs regardless of whether a dis-
tributable budget existed on this WBS element. The distributable budget 
of the higher-level WBS elements therefore remains constant. A supple-
ment to project therefore results in an additional budget being made 
available for a project "externally."

Budget returnsLike budget supplements, you can also enter budget returns using Trans-
actions CJ35 (From Project) and CJ38 (In Project). You use budget 
returns to reduce the current budget of WBS elements by a certain 
amount; however, a budget return must not impair the consistency of 
the budget values. When you post a return in project for a WBS element, 
this automatically increases the distributable budget of the higher-level 
WBS element. When you enter a return from project for a WBS element, 
the current budgets of the higher-level WBS elements are also automat-
ically reduced; that is, they're extracted from the entire project budget.

Budget 
transfers

You can use budget transfers for different purposes; for example, to 
move a budget from one WBS element to another WBS element (see Fig-
ure 3.5). The WBS elements here can even belong to different projects. 
If the WBS elements belong to a project, they must nevertheless not be 
within the same hierarchy branch. The system also automatically makes 
transfers between WBS elements of lower hierarchy levels to the WBS 
element of higher hierarchy levels.

Figure 3.5  Example of a Budget Transfer
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You can perform transfers for overall values or individual fiscal years. 
You can also transfer a budget of a WBS element for a fiscal year to 
another WBS element and another fiscal year, if required. Lastly, you 
can also transfer budget values of a fiscal year to another fiscal year for 
a WBS element (advance or carry forward). For each transfer, you can 
enter a document text that is saved in a budget line item with the rele-
vant data of the transfer.

3.1.3 Budget Release

In some cases, it is useful to separate the distribution of budget values 
from the actual release of budgets for executing projects or individual 
parts of a project. This is also frequently necessary if budgeting with ref-
erence to fiscal years is not detailed enough and budgets are to be made 
available successively within a fiscal year. However, bear in mind that 
you need to carry out an additional step to release budgets when man-
aging project budgets.

Released budget 
values

In SAP Project System, you can use Transaction CJ32 to enter released 
budget values for WBS elements of a project. Similar to the distribution 
of original budgets, you can release overall or fiscal year values, depend-
ing on the settings of the budget profile. You can enter amounts manu-
ally in the Release column or use the Copy View function to copy values 
from other views, such as the values of the Current Budget or Planned

Total views (see Figure 3.6).

In this case, you can select at what percent you want the values to be 
copied and whether the values are to be added to existing releases, or 
whether they should overwrite existing values.

Consistency checks You can also activate a check manually or automatically for releases 
when you save them. The check ensures that the releases of WBS ele-
ments don't overrun the releases of the higher-level WBS elements 
(hierarchical consistency). Each WBS element is also checked to ensure 
that the released budget does not exceed the current budget. If you're 
working with both overall values and fiscal year values, the release of 
the overall values must ultimately be greater than or equal to the total of 
the annual releases. Each budget release is documented by a budget line 
item, to which you can enter a descriptive document text before you 
save the release.
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Mass release of 
budgets

You can also enter releases simultaneously for several projects in Trans-
action IMCBR3. You can copy the budget or planned values in full or 
with a release percentage weighted as a released budget. If required, you 
can perform this mass release for the total values and all fiscal year val-
ues simultaneously or restrict the mass release to an individual fiscal 
year.

Figure 3.6  Example of the Budget Release Using the "Copy View" Function

Budget Values in Project System

A distinction is made in SAP Project System between an original budget, the 
current budget, and, if necessary, budget releases. In addition to the currency 
in which they were entered, all budget values are also saved on the database 
in the object currency of the individual WBS elements and in the CO area cur-
rency of the project.
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3.1.4 Budget Carryforward

In Transaction CJCO, you can transfer a budget that was not consumed 
for a project within one fiscal year into the following fiscal year. The 
system uses the difference of the fiscal year budget and the distributed 
values and actual costs to calculate the budget amount that is carried for-
ward from one fiscal year into the next fiscal year for each WBS element. 
These actual costs include the costs of the WBS element with budget 
carried forward and the actual costs of all assigned orders and networks, 
and the actual costs of lower-level WBS elements without a separate 
budget. Note that the planned costs of apportioned orders and networks 
are not deducted from the fiscal year budget when the carryforward is 
calculated. Budgets are typically carried forward as part of a company's 
year-end closing. Because commitments are ignored when the budget 
values to be carried forward are calculated, you should use a commit-
ment carryforward in Transaction CJCF before you carry forward bud-
gets.

Carry forward 
several times

You can also carry forward the budget for a project several times. If, in 
the old fiscal year, actual costs were posted on the project at a later stage, 
a new budget carryforward results in the budget, which was already car-
ried forward into the next year, being posted back to the previous year. 
However, in this case, only the maximum amount of budget that was 
previously carried forward in total into the next year can be posted back 
to the previous year. If necessary, you can also carry budget forward in 
the form of a test run and use detailed lists to first analyze the planned 
carryforwards before you start an actual update run.

Additional 
budgeting tools

Other tools available for managing project budgets in SAP Project Sys-
tem include:

� Plan/Budget Consistency Check for Projects (Transaction IMCOC3)

� Transfer Plan to Project Budget (Transaction IMCCP3)

� Adjust Plan/Budget to Agree with Assigned Values for Projects

(Transaction IMPBA3)

� Currency Recalculation of Plan/Budget for Projects (Transaction 
IMCRC3)
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For more information about the functions of the transactions listed pre-
viously and each consistency check executed, see the program documen-
tation, which you can call from the transactions.

3.1.5 Availability Control

A main task of managing budgets for projects is to contrast the budget 
with the individual project parts; that is, their approved cost structures, 
the planned, commitment, and actual costs based on purchase orders 
and activity inputs or material withdrawals, for example. For this rea-
son, different standard reports are available in the reporting area of SAP 
Project System.

However, availability control also enables the system to determine rele-
vant funds automatically in the background and to compare these 
assigned funds with the corresponding budget values. By doing so, the 
availability control can warn you of imminent budget overruns before 
they occur, or even notify you of the allotment of excess funds on WBS 
elements at the time they are created.

Availability control 
process

As soon as the availability control for a project is active, the system per-
forms different steps for postings on a WBS element of the project, or 
for postings to assigned apportioned orders or networks or network 
activities. The system first determines the relevant WBS elements of the 
project carrying budget. If a posting is made on a WBS element that does 
not have its own budget, the system searches successively for a WBS ele-
ment carrying budget at the higher level.

Assigned valuesThe system then determines the associated funds for the WBS elements 
carrying budget. The assigned value of a WBS element carrying budget 
consists of the following:

Restrictions of Transaction IMPBA3

Note that the Adjust Plan/Budget to Agree with Assigned Values for

Projects function ignores statuses that don't allow changes to planning or 
budgeting. The transaction for adjusting plans/budgets to assigned values for 
projects is therefore not available in the SAP menu; you can only start it by 
calling Transaction IMPBA3 directly.
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� Actual costs or static actual costs on the WBS element carrying budget

� Actual costs and static actual costs of lower-level 
WBS elements without their own budget

� Commitments on the WBS element carrying budget and on lower-
level WBS elements without their own budget

� The maximum from the planned and actual costs and the commit-
ments of assigned apportioned networks and orders

The individual contributions to the assigned values of a WBS element 
carrying budget warrants further explanation. Actual costs based on 
goods withdrawals and documents from FI or CO, for example, belong 
to the actual costs that are included in the calculation of assigned funds. 
In particular, debits due to settlements are also included in the calcula-
tion of the assigned value. Credits caused by settlements are only consid-
ered if the settlement took place on a budget-controlled object. Commit-
ments are created due to purchase requisitions, purchase orders, or 
funds reservations.

Apportioned 
orders

Values of assigned orders or networks are either already included in the 
calculation of assigned values with the Created status, or included once 
the orders have been released. You can use the Assigned Funds in Plan

indicator in the Define Order Value Updating for Orders for

Projects table (Transaction OPSV) in Customizing of SAP Project System 
to determine which of the two statuses you want the values to be 
included in the assigned funds calculation. In this case, you can imple-
ment their setting based on the order category, order type, and CO area 
of the orders.

Exempt cost 
elements

If you want to exclude certain costs (for instance, overhead costs) as 
assigned values, you can enter the corresponding cost elements as 

Assigned Values of Networks and Orders

With the exception of planning networks, the values of assigned orders or 
networks are included in the calculation of assigned values by the time the 
Released status is assigned. In particular, the planned values of assigned 
apportioned orders represent funds against the budget of WBS elements. The 
planned values of material components for valuated stock are not included in 
the total of assigned values, however.
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exempt cost elements based on the CO area in Transaction OPTK in Cus-
tomizing of SAP Project System. These exempt cost elements are there-
fore not checked as assigned values against the budget of WBS elements. 
Revenues are generally ignored when assigned values are determined.

After the system has determined the relevant WBS elements carrying 
budget and calculated the corresponding assigned values due to a post-
ing on a project, a check takes place in the last step of the availability 
control. This check compares the available budget of WBS elements car-
rying budget with their assigned funds.

Availability control 
actions

If the availability control determines that certain tolerance limits you 
defined are exceeded by assigned values, the system does one of the fol-
lowing three actions:

� Warning 
When the user who made the posting on the project saves the data, he 
receives a warning message that refers to the exceeded tolerance 
limit. The user can now either save the corresponding document, or 
postpone the document for the time being, if necessary, to consult 
with the project manager first.

� Warning and mail to project manager 
The user who makes the posting receives a warning message and 
decides whether or not to save the posting document. When the doc-
ument is saved, the system generates an email to the person respon-
sible for the WBS element carrying budget, for which the limit was 
exceeded, and to the person responsible specified in the project defi-
nition. The email contains information about the WBS element in 
question, the level by which the tolerance limit has been exceeded, 
the business transaction that triggered the action, and its document 
number.

� Error message 
With this action, documents that would lead to the specified toler-
ance limits being exceeded are not saved. The user receives a corre-
sponding error message.

First, consider what effects the use of the Error Message action could 
have internally (for instance, when you enter invoices in FI). Generally, 
the Error Message action is only used for select business processes.
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Business 
transaction groups

You define the tolerance limits and the relevant action that the system 
should take when the tolerance limits are exceeded in the  Define Tol-

erance Limits Customizing transaction based on the budget profile and 
the transaction groups (see Figure 3.7). Business transaction groups in 
this case represent the groupings of business transactions.

The business transaction group for Financial Accounting Document

therefore covers postings in FI; the business transaction group for Bud-

geting covers subsequent budget changes, and so on. The business 
transaction group for Orders for Project covers planning cost changes 
of assigned, apportioned orders and also the assignment of orders with 
assigned values. Postings on assigned orders (for instance, the account 
assignment of a purchase order), however, are checked in the business 
transaction group (Purchase Order) provided for the posting.

The business transaction group for All Business Transaction Groups is 
used to define actions for a tolerance limit for all those business transac-
tion groups for which you do not want to specifically implement other 
settings. However, if you implement settings for a business transaction 
group of a tolerance group, these have priority over the settings of the 
business transaction group for All Business Transaction Groups. Only 

Figure 3.7  Defining the Tolerance Limits of Availability Control Based on Business 
Transaction Groups
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those business transactions you defined tolerance limits and actions for 
in the Define Tolerance Limits table are taken into account during the 
availability control check.

Example for 
defining tolerance 
limits

The tolerance limit settings for projects with the budget profile 130001 
illustrated in the example in Figure 3.7 result in a warning message 
(Action 1) being issued each time a purchase requisition is posted (busi-
ness transaction group 00), which leads to more than 90% of the available 
budget being consumed. If purchase requisitions exceed the available 
budget, the system reacts by issuing an error message and therefore pre-
vents the purchase requisitions from being posted (Action 3). All other 
business transactions only result in a warning message being issued and 
an email being sent to the corresponding person responsible in the 
project (Action 2) if the budget is exceeded.

Settings 
in the budget 
profile

For the availability control, you specify in the budget profile of a project 
which budget is to be used as the basis for the check, in which currency 
you want the availability control to be implemented, and when the 
availability control should actually be activated. Depending on the bud-
get profile settings, you can perform the availability control check 
against the current, still distributable total or annual budget or, (if you 
are working with budget releases) against the released, overall, or 
annual budget that can still be distributed.

Currency of 
availability control

Just as with the consistency checks for budgeting, you can also carry out 
the availability control either in the CO area currency of the project or in 
the object currency of the WBS elements. However, the latter only 
works if the object currency within the project is uniform; in other 
words, it is the same for all WBS elements of a project. Using the object 
currency for the availability control is particularly relevant if you have 
also carried out the budgeting in the object currency. The postings on 
the project will mainly be entered later in the object currencies, or in 

Assigned Values of Goods Receipts

Although the business transaction of the goods receipt generates assigned 
values, you should note that it is ignored during the availability control check. 
Therefore, use the Purchase Order business transaction group for the check 
and, if necessary, don't allow account assignments to be changed for the 
goods receipt posting.
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foreign currencies, and you will have to anticipate widely fluctuating 
exchange rates between the object and foreign and CO area currencies.

Activating the 
availability control

You can use two options to activate the availability control for a project. 
If you select setting 1 (Automatic Activation During Budget Alloca-

tion) in the Activation Type field of the budget profile (see also Figure 
3.1), the availability control for a project is automatically activated when 
you enter a relevant budget. If you want the availability control to check 
funds against the current budget, the activation already takes place 
when the original budget is distributed. If you want the check to refer-
ence the released budget, the availability control is only activated auto-
matically once you have released the budget.

If you select activation type 2 (Background Activation) in the budget 
profile, you can either manually activate the availability control in the 
background, or this can be done automatically by the system. You can 
manually activate the availability control of a project in Transaction 
CJBV. To activate the availability control automatically, define a job in 
Transaction CJBV for all relevant projects, which regularly checks in the 
background whether the funds of the projects exceed the usage level 
specified in the budget profile. If this is the case, the availability control 
is activated automatically for the corresponding projects.

Deactivating the 
availability control

If you don't want to use the availability control function for managing 
budgets for projects, you can select activation type 0 (Cannot Be Acti-

vated) in the budget profile. Selecting this setting means that you can-
not activate an availability control manually or automatically. However, 
you may also need to deactivate an availability control that is already 
active. To do this, you can use Transaction CJBW in the SAP Project Sys-
tem menu. If you only want to exclude individual WBS elements of a 
project from the availability control, you can define a user status that 

Automatic Activation During Budget Allocation for WBS Elements 
without Budget

Suppose you want to use activation type 1, but also plan on activating the 
availability control, even though you don't yet want to distribute or release 
any budget. In this case, perform budgeting or release a budget (the availabil-
ity control is activated) and then immediately return the budget again (the 
availability control remains active).
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does not allow the Availability control business process (see Chapter 
1, Section 1.6) and set it in the corresponding WBS elements.

Availability control 
analysis

In Transaction CJ30 or CJ31, you can call information about the avail-
ability control and conduct a detailed analysis of the budget values 
already available and still distributable and all relevant Customizing set-
tings (see Figure 3.8). If, in the case of an active availability control, you 
make changes later to relevant Customizing settings of the budget pro-
file, tolerance limits, exempt cost elements, or the order value update 
for the project, you should reconstruct the availability control for all 
affected projects in Transaction CJBN. You will find more useful infor-
mation about availability control in SAP Notes 178837, 165085, and 
33091.

Figure 3.8  Analysis of Availability Control in Transaction CJ30
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3.2 Integration with Investment Management

If several projects split budgets, or if you want other plans that are not 
mapped using projects to be taken into account when budgets are allo-
cated, an isolated consideration of individual project budgets is not suf-
ficient. However, you cannot manage a budget across projects simply by 
using the aforementioned SAP Project System tools. Nevertheless, by 
using the integration of SAP Project System with Investment Manage-
ment in the SAP system, not only can you plan, distribute, and monitor 
budgets of projects, you can also do this simultaneously for the budget 
values for internal or maintenance orders at a higher level.

Investment 
programs

Investment programs in Investment Management form the basis for the 
comprehensive planning and budgeting of costs for a company's plans 
or investments. When you create investment programs, you make an 
assignment to a program type in each case, through which the system 
automatically derives default values and control parameters. Investment 
programs consist of an investment program definition with general speci-
fications and default values for the entire program and hierarchically 
arranged investment program positions.

You can structure investment programs based on any criteria, such as 
geographical factors, the size of the plan, or the organizational setup of 
your company. After you create the structure of an investment program, 
you can use this structure to plan costs hierarchically and to allocate 
budgets. Figure 3.9 shows an example of the structure of an investment 
program and budget values that were distributed at different levels for 
the programs involved.

Budgeting Functions in SAP Project System

In SAP Project System, you can distribute budget values hierarchically to WBS 
elements of your projects. Depending on requirements, you can distribute 
budgets as overall budgets, fiscal year budgets, or releases of less than one 
year. You can use budget updates to make subsequent changes to your bud-
geting. The availability control ensures that the system automatically issues 
warning or error messages, or sends email to the relevant project managers 
when specific tolerance limits of the budget values are exceeded.
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Investment 
measures

Maintenance orders, internal orders, and projects that you assign to 
investment program positions are called investment measures. Invest-
ment measures are used for the detailed planning of plans or invest-
ments, but also in particular for their operational execution.

In Reporting in Investment Management, different CO data of invest-
ment measures can be analyzed in aggregated format at the level of 
investment program positions. Investment measures are created and 
edited in the corresponding applications. For example, you create and 
edit maintenance orders in Plant Maintenance, internal orders in CO, 
and projects in SAP Project System.

Appropriation 
requests

Even before you create investment measures in the relevant applica-
tions, you can create appropriation requests in Investment Management 
to map project proposals, investment requirements, development ideas, 
or other plans in the stages before their possible implementation in the 
system. You can define numerous pieces of investment-relevant infor-
mation, and documents in an appropriation request. In particular, you 
can create several variants within an appropriation request to map 

Figure 3.9  Example for an Investment Program
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different implementation options and plan their costs, for example. Just 
like investment measures, you can also assign investment program posi-
tions to appropriation requests.

Using statuses and workflows, you can map multilevel approval pro-
cesses for appropriation requests in Investment Management. After you 
approve an appropriation request, you can transfer this to the invest-
ment measure. For projects, you can therefore use appropriation 
requests to enter project proposals, plan their costs, initiate approval 
processes, and, finally, create operative projects from the appropriation 
requests.

Rollup of planned 
values

After you have assigned appropriation requests and investment mea-
sures to investment program positions, you can roll up their planned 
costs to the relevant investment program positions in Transaction IM34
in Investment Management. Therefore, you don't have to plan costs 
twice (that is, at the level of appropriation requests on the one hand, and 
at the level of investment program positions on the other). However, 
you can also plan costs directly on the program positions or change 
uploaded planned costs (Transaction IM35), if required.

Budgeting process The cost planning of investment programs is generally used as the basis 
for a budgeting process in Investment Management. A first step in this 
case involves allocating budget values at the level of the different posi-
tions of an investment program. A second step entails distributing the 
budget values of a program position in Investment Management to the 
assigned investment measures.

You perform the budgeting of program positions in Transaction IM32 in 
Investment Management similarly to the budgeting of projects in SAP 
Project System. In Investment Management, contrary to SAP Project 

Creating Projects from Appropriation Requests

When you create projects from appropriation requests, you can use operative 
and standard work breakdown structures as a template. However, networks 
assigned to templates are not copied in this case. When you transfer an 
appropriation request into a project, the project receives various sets of mas-
ter data, the assignment to investment program positions, and the planned 
costs of the appropriation request.
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System, you can differentiate between budgets according to different 
budget types (for instance, costs that can be capitalized or additional 
costs that cannot be capitalized). However, by separately using budget 
types when managing budgets, you prevent budget values from being 
distributed from program positions to assigned investment measures. 
We therefore will not discuss the use of budget values any further in the 
following sections.

Depending on the settings of the investment program, you can distribute 
the overall values or budget values with reference to fiscal years manu-
ally or by copying planned values. This enables the system to ensure the 
hierarchical consistency of the budget distribution. You can make neces-
sary budget changes of an investment program in the form of budget 
supplements (Transaction IM30) or returns (Transaction IM38) (see Sec-
tion 3.1.2).

Following the budgeting of the program positions, you can now distrib-
ute the budget values of the positions further to each assigned invest-
ment measure. You can do this in Transaction IM52 in Investment 
Management. You can distribute the budget values manually, or use the 
planned values of the individual investment measures as a template. If 
required, you can also use Transaction IM52 to post budget supple-
ments or returns between investment program positions and the 
assigned investment measures. In SAP Project System, the budget 
distributed to a project this way can now be used to distribute it further 
to lower-level WBS elements within the project structure (see Section 
3.1.1).

Controlling the 
budget 
distribution

The linking of budget values of an investment program position with the 
budget values of assigned investment measures is controlled by the Bud-

get Distribution of Overall Values and Budget Distribution of

Annual Values indicators in the master data of the investment program 
position. Both indicators have the following significance:

� If the Budget Distribution of Overall Values and Budget Distri-

bution of Annual Values indicators are both set in an investment 
program position, the assigned investment measures can only receive 
your overall budget and your fiscal year budget through the distri-
bution of budget values of the program position. For projects, the 
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budget values can then be distributed further within the hierarchical 
project structure.

� If only the Budget Distribution of Overall Values indicator is set, 
the assigned investment measures can only receive your overall bud-
get from the higher-level program position. However, you can distrib-
ute the annual budgets at investment measure level (regardless of the 
fiscal year-dependent values of the program position). Only the Bud-

get Distribution of Annual Values indicator, that is, a distribution 
of annual budgets without a simultaneous distribution of overall bud-
gets, cannot be set.

� If neither of the two indicators is set in an investment program posi-
tion, you can budget the assigned investment measures separately. 
Although you can compare the budget values of the program position 
and the assigned measures with each other in Reporting in Invest-
ment Management, an automatic check does not take place to deter-
mine whether the budget values of the measures exceed the budget of 
the program position.

The operative processing of investments or plans, and therefore also the 
corresponding postings, are performed at the investment measure level 
and can be monitored there using an active availability control. For this 
reason, an active availability control is not possible for investment pro-
gram positions. However, by setting the Budget Distribution of Over-

all Values indicator in the master data of a program position, you can 
ensure that the budget values of the assigned measures in total cannot 
exceed the budget of the program position. In principal, this corre-
sponds to a type of availability control for investment programs in terms 
of assigned investment measures.

Assigning projects To ensure that data can be exchanged between maintenance, internal 
orders, and projects on the one hand, and investment programs on the 
other (rollup of planned costs, budget distribution, aggregated evalua-
tions in Investment Management, and so on), you must create corre-
sponding assignments. Investment program positions are assigned for 
projects at the WBS elements level. You can create assignments between 
WBS elements and program positions both in Investment Management 
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and SAP Project System in the maintenance transactions for work break-
down structures (see Figure 3.10).

To create assignments, you must meet several prerequisites. Program 
positions must allow an assignment. In the master data of a program 
position, you can decide whether assignments can be made to appropri-
ation requests, orders, or projects. However, investment measures can 
only be assigned to end node positions. These are program positions for 
which no other program positions are assigned at a lower level.

A project is typically only assigned to one investment program position. 
In this case, you make the assignment at the top WBS element level of 
the project. As part of budget distribution in Investment Management, 
this WBS element then receives a budget from the higher-level program 
position. The project manager can then distribute this budget further to 
the lower-level WBS elements of the project (see Section 3.1.1).

Several investment 
program items

However, you may want a project to receive a budget from different 
"buckets," which means that it is assigned to several investment pro-
gram positions. In this case, you can use two options for the assignment:

� Multiple assignments 
In the maintenance transactions of SAP Project System, you can 
assign a WBS element (for example, the top WBS element) to several 
different program positions and consequently compare each assign-
ment by specifying a percentage.

But, you only use these types of multiple assignments to ensure that 
the planned, actual, and budget values of the project (taking into 
account the weighting percentage rates) can be evaluated on the dif-
ferent program positions along with the values of other assigned 
investment measures. Nevertheless, if you use a multiple assignment, 

Figure 3.10  Example for Assigning a WBS Element to an Investment Program Position
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you cannot distribute budget from the assigned investment program 
positions at a later stage.

� Assigning several WBS elements of a project 
If you also want to distribute budget values of different program posi-
tions on the project, your second option may be to assign different 
WBS elements of a project to each program position. These WBS ele-
ments do not necessarily have to be WBS elements of the highest 
level of the project. Furthermore, they don't have to be on the same 
level within the project structure. However, you can only assign a 
WBS element to an investment program position if a higher-level or 
lower-level WBS element is not yet assigned to a program position.

If you distribute a budget of different investment program positions 
to each assigned WBS element, the system automatically rolls up the 
budget values to the higher-level WBS elements. This ensures that the 
hierarchical consistency of the budget values is maintained within the 
project structure. The project manager can then distribute the budget 
further to lower-level WBS elements, if required.

Mandatory 
assignments

If the Budget Distribution of Overall Values indicator or the Budget

Distribution of Annual Values indicator is set in an investment pro-
gram position, the assigned WBS elements can only receive a budget 
through the budget distribution of the program position. After you 
assign the WBS elements, you can no longer assign budgets separately in 
SAP Project System. As long as the WBS elements have not yet received 
any budget from the program position, the lower-level WBS elements 
cannot yet receive any budget in a hierarchically consistent format 
either. To prevent a WBS element from receiving a budget in the SAP 
Project System before it has already been assigned to an investment pro-
gram position, you can make a mandatory assignment to an investment 
program position for WBS elements before the first budgeting.

You can do this in two different ways:

� You can control the relevant fields for an assignment as required 
fields using the field selection for WBS elements (see Chapter 1, Sec-
tion 1.8.2). Because you don't want all WBS elements to be assigned 
to program positions, you must specify suitable influencing fields and 
values when you define the field selection.
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The assignment is generally made at the top WBS element level of a 
project. Therefore, to do this, you specify the Investment Program

field as the mandatory field in the field selection based on the influ-
encing Level field and the value 1.

� You can enter a program type in the budget profile of a project to 
make a mandatory assignment to an investment program position for 
WBS elements (see Figure 3.1). This entry ensures that the project is 
only budgeted once a WBS element of the project has been assigned 
to an investment program for this program type.

Investment 
projects

The integration of SAP Project System with Investment Management 
can not only be used for pure exchange of data between projects and 
investment programs, but also for the project settlement. Here, the goal 
is to allocate the costs collected on a project to assets under construction
(AuC) and also to allocate completed assets from Asset Accounting. You 
can define investment profiles in Investment Management Customizing 
for this purpose and enter these profiles in the master data of WBS ele-
ments. WBS elements or projects where investment profiles are defined 
are also called investment projects. Chapter 5, Section 5.9 explains in 
detail how investment profiles are defined and used, and discusses in 
depth the processes for settling projects specifically available for invest-
ment projects.

Displaying the Assignment Fields

The fields for assigning investment program positions are not displayed by 
default in the detail screen of the WBS elements. However, when you define 
your own tabs (see Chapter 1, Section 1.8.2), you can also include these fields 
in the detail screen of WBS elements.

Budget Management Across Projects in Investment Management

You can use Investment Management functions to manage budgets across 
projects at the level of investment program. By assigning projects to invest-
ment programs, planned costs of the projects can be rolled up into Investment 
Management and budgets from Investment Management can be distributed 
to projects.
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3.3 Summary

By distributing budgets to projects, in addition to the planned costs, you 
can manage an approved cost structure for your projects and monitor 
funds against this cost structure using availability control. In addition to 
using SAP Project System functions to manage budgets, you can also use 
the integration with Investment Management to manage budgets across 
projects.
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In the execution phase, you can compare the previously planned 
dates, resource and material requirements, and costs and reve-
nues with the corresponding actual data, and thereby monitor 
the execution and progress of your projects.

4 Project Execution Processes

Implementation 
phase

In the execution phase of projects (depending on the type of project), 
capacity activities of your company are used; external resources are 
involved in the execution; material is purchased, produced in-house, 
consumed, and delivered; invoices from suppliers are entered; invoices 
are sent to customers; various internal cost allocations are made; and so 
on. Although many of these processes are triggered in projects, they are 
processed across different departments.

Due to the integration of SAP Project System into other applications of 
the SAP system, you can update almost all project-related data automat-
ically on the relevant projects, or evaluate this data in the reporting of 
the projects, regardless of whether the corresponding documents are 
created in Purchasing, Production, Sales, or external and internal 
accounting. Therefore, this data doesn't need to be entered several 
times. In particular, you can compare the actual data of the project exe-
cution with the relevant planning data at the level of the projects. In 
Reporting, you can use progress analysis or special tools to identify vari-
ances in the project planning when needed, such as ProMan or progress 
tracking.

We discuss the different aspects and processes for implementing a 
project in this chapter. Note that the individual sections are not in any 
chronological order; instead, they are sorted by topic because different 
processes are typically executed in parallel in the execution phase of 
projects. When constructing an elevator, for example, the engineers can 
start with the final assembly of the elevator, use materials, and confirm 
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their time data, while missing material is procured in Purchasing and 
invoices are created in Financial Accounting (FI) for materials already 
delivered.

4.1 Actual Dates

You can use actual dates to document the period required to implement 
a work package in projects. Different functions are available for entering 
actual dates, depending on whether you use work breakdown structures 
(WBS) or networks to structure your projects. We discuss these in the 
following sections.

4.1.1 Actual Dates of WBS Elements

You can enter actual dates for WBS elements in WBS. A distinction is 
made in this case between the actual start and actual finish date of a WBS 
element. The actual start date documents the time that the execution of 
the WBS element begins and the actual finish date records the time it 
ends. The setting of an actual start date for a WBS element is automati-
cally documented by the  PCNF (Partially Confirmed) system status at 
the WBS element level. If you also set an actual finish date, the WBS ele-
ment is automatically assigned the status CONF (Confirmed). If the 
CONF status is active in a WBS element, a warning is issued each time 
you make a subsequent change to the actual dates of this WBS element. 
Provisional actual dates for WBS elements only result from actual dates 
of assigned activities, and therefore cannot be entered manually for 
WBS elements.

Prerequisites for 
actual dates of 
WBS elements

You must fulfill several prerequisites to enter actual dates for WBS ele-
ments. To define an actual start date in a WBS element, the WBS element 
must have the PREL (Partially Released) or REL (Released) status and 
no other status can prevent the setting of the actual date. Setting an 
actual finish date for a WBS element requires the status to be REL and all 
lower-level WBS elements and, if necessary, assigned activities must 
have the CONF status.
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Entering 
actual dates

You can use three options to enter actual dates at the WBS elements 
level:

� Manual entry 
You manually enter actual dates for WBS elements. Similar to the 
manual planning of dates, you enter the actual dates in a table or, if 
required, in a graphic in the detail screen of the WBS elements, 
depending on the relevant editing transaction.

� Extrapolation 
You use the Extrapolate Dates function to calculate actual dates
from the actual dates of lower-level WBS elements.

� Determination of actual dates 
You use the Determine Actual Dates function to derive the actual 
dates of WBS elements from the actual dates of the assigned activities.

Actual dates of WBS elements cannot be derived automatically from FI, 
Controlling (CO), or Purchasing documents, for example. The relevant 
project manager has the responsibility of entering actual dates for WBS 
elements.

4.1.2 Actual Dates of Activities

ConfirmationsActual dates of activities (or activity elements) are typically entered 
using confirmations (see Section 4.3). In this case, you differentiate 
between the actual dates from partial confirmations, which are practi-
cally interpreted as provisional actual start dates and actual finish dates, 
and the actual dates from final confirmations that represent the actual 
execution period. The actual dates of confirmations for an activity are 
automatically updated on the activity, provided you have not explicitly 
prohibited this in the confirmation. The actual start date of an activity is 
determined from the earliest actual start date of all confirmations of the 
activity. Similarly, the actual finish date is determined from the latest 
actual finish date of all confirmations. If required, you can still also 
change the actual dates manually at activity level. Actual dates of activi-
ties cannot be derived automatically from material documents or vendor 
invoices, for example. The REL (Released) status is required for creating 
confirmations for an activity and entering actual dates.
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Note that the actual dates of network activities can affect subsequent 
schedulings of the network. If an activity has the CONF system status
due to a final confirmation, the system automatically sets the planned 
dates of the earliest and latest date of the activity on the actual dates of 
the activity. If the activity has relationships to other activities, the 
planned dates of these activities would also be adapted accordingly to 
the scheduling logic if rescheduling were performed (see Chapter 2, Sec-
tion 2.1.2).

Shift order 
indicator

If an activity has the PCNF status due to partial confirmations, the Shift

Order indicator determines in the scheduling parameters how the 
actual dates of the activity are to be handled for a subsequent schedul-
ing. If the Shift Order indicator is set, the system calculates the earliest 
and latest date according to the normal scheduling logic. However, in 
this case, the system uses the planned duration as the relevant duration 
for the scheduling, minus the duration already confirmed. This setting 
can be useful if, for example, you have already done some work before 
the originally planned period, but want to prevent all subsequent activ-
ities from also being scheduled much too early.

Scheduling 
example 1

Figure 4.1 shows a corresponding example. A partially confirmed activ-
ity called Electrical Engineering is assigned to the WBS element of the 
same name. It was documented in the partial confirmation that three 
days were already worked (07/09 through 07/11, see actual date bar of 
the activity, that is, the lowest date bar in Figure 4.1) but this work was 
started a week earlier than originally planned (to compare, see the fore-
cast date bar of the activity, that is, the highest date bar in the lower part 
of the screen in Figure 4.1). Subsequent scheduling that resulted in the 
Shift Order indicator being set has calculated the new start date of the 
activity (see the basic date bar of the activity, that is, the middle date bar 
in the lower part of the screen) according to the normal scheduling logic. 
However, the original duration minus the duration already worked was 
used as the duration for the scheduling. At the WBS element level, the 
actual date of the activity is shown as a provisional actual date (thinner, 
bright date bar in the upper part of the screen).

Scheduling 
example 2

If the Shift Order indicator is not set for a rescheduling, the system 
automatically sets the earliest start of a partially confirmed activity on 
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the actual start date of the activity. As the duration, the system uses the 
planned duration for scheduling the earliest finish date and uses the 
planned duration, minus the duration already confirmed, for scheduling 
the latest date. Figure 4.2 shows an example of the partially confirmed 
Electronic Engineering Activity. The basic dates displayed in Figure 
4.2 (middle date bar in the lower part of the screen) now result from a 
scheduling, for which the Shift Order indicator was not set. Compare 
the basic dates with the scheduling dates displayed in Figure 4.1. 

Forecast dates in 
confirmations

In addition to entering actual data, you can also specify forecast data in 
a partial confirmation. Therefore, besides the actual start and finish 
dates, you can also specify a forecast remaining duration or a forecast 
finish for performing the activity. This forecast data is automatically 
taken into account for subsequent schedulings. If you have specified a 
forecast remaining duration, this duration is used for rescheduling. If 
you entered a forecast finish date when partially confirming an activity, 
the system automatically sets the finish dates of the activity to this date 
for a rescheduling.

If you don't want actual dates from confirmations to affect the subse-
quent schedulings, you can prevent the actual dates of the confirmations 

Figure 4.1  Example of Scheduling a Partially Confirmed Activity, Where the "Shift 
Order" Indicator Is Set

Figure 4.2  Example of Scheduling a Partially Confirmed Activity, Where the "Shift 
Order" Indicator Is Not Set
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from being updated on the activities by setting the No Date Update

indicator in the confirmations or confirmation parameters. You can also 
use a corresponding field selection to prevent a forecast remaining dura-
tion or a forecast finish date from being entered in confirmations.

4.1.3 Actual Dates of Milestones

Percentage of 
completion

To document that milestones of a project have been reached, you can 
enter an actual date for these milestones. You must do this manually for 
milestones that are assigned to WBS elements. You can enter actual 
dates for milestones on activities manually, or derive them from confir-
mations of activities. To copy the actual finish date of a confirmation as 
the actual date of a milestone, the confirmation parameters must allow 
this (Set Milestone Dates Automatically indicator, see Section 4.3), 
and the degree of processing of the confirmation must be greater than or 
equal to the percentage of completion that the milestone represents 
(Perc of Compl. field in the milestone). You can use actual dates of activ-
ity milestones to unlock billing items within milestone billing and there-
fore control the creation of invoices (see Section 4.6.1).

4.2 Account Assignment of Documents

Costs, revenues, or perhaps even payments on projects are updated on 
WBS elements and network activities, or activity elements using the 
account assignment of corresponding documents (that is, activity alloca-
tions, invoices, goods receipts and issues, billing documents, down pay-
ments, and so on). If you’ve assigned orders such as plant maintenance, 
production, and internal orders to projects, documents can also be 
assigned to these orders. In Reporting in SAP Project System, you can 
analyze the corresponding costs of the assigned orders in an aggregated 

Relationship Between Planned and Actual Dates

Note that the planned dates of milestones are automatically set on the actual 
dates of the milestones. If you want to perform a planned/actual comparison 
of milestone dates, you must use project versions or forecast dates (see Chap-
ter 2, Section 2.1).
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format at the level of the project, but the project is not updated automat-
ically. However, you can settle the costs of the assigned orders on the 
project as part of period-end closing (see Chapter 5, Section 5.9), if 
required.

PrerequisitesTo perform the account assignment of documents on WBS elements or 
network activities, the status of the objects must allow a corresponding 
account assignment. Although you can assign purchase requisitions or 
purchase orders by default to projects in the CRTD (Created) system sta-
tus, you cannot post goods or invoice receipts. For the account assign-
ment of documents that results in actual costs, the status in the relevant 
account assignment objects of SAP Project System must be REL

(Released). Furthermore, the master data of WBS elements must also 
allow an account assignment of documents. If required, you can use the 
Account Assignment Element operative indicator to determine 
whether you want an account assignment to be possible for each WBS 
element (see Chapter 1, Section 1.2.1).

4.2.1 Commitments Management

When you update data on projects due to the account assignment of 
documents, you differentiate between actual costs and commitments. 
While actual costs indicate the actual consumption of goods and services 
in figures, commitments simply correspond to obligations based on pur-
chase requisitions, purchase orders, or funds commitments. Using com-
mitments, you can proactively analyze liabilities that may result in actual 
costs at a later stage; however, commitments are not yet entered for 
accounting purposes. If you activated the availability control (see Chap-
ter 3, Section 3.1.5), commitments are taken into account as funds of the 
budget of WBS elements. In other words, commitments bind funds in 
advance for the subsequent actual costs.

Activating the 
commitments 
management

To enable the system to update commitments on SAP Project System 
projects, you must activate the commitments management for projects. 
You can do this for the relevant controlling areas in Customizing using 
Transaction OKKP (see Figure 4.3). In Reporting in SAP Project System, 
depending on the settings of the reports, you can analyze commitments 
separately, according to purchase requisition commitments, purchase 
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order commitments, or commitments for funds commitments (see 
Chapter 6, Section 6.2).

Purchase 
requisition 

commitments

As soon as a commitments management is active, the system uses the 
(remaining) quantity and the price for each unit of measure to calculate 
a purchase requisition commitment for the planned delivery date for 
each purchase requisition that you assign to a project. The system also 
updates this purchase requisition commitment on the project. In this 
case, the purchase requisitions can be created manually in Purchasing 
and assigned to a WBS element, or they can be created automatically, 
based on externally processed and service activities or externally pro-
cured material components of a network. The purchase requisition 
commitment is (according to the relevant account assignment) shown 
separately on the WBS elements, network headers, or activities. Pur-
chase requisitions that are automatically created within Materials 

Figure 4.3  Activating the Commitments Management
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Requirement Planning (MRP) runs are an exception in this case, that is, 
they don't lead to corresponding purchase requisition commitments. 
Only the purchased orders for these purchase requisitions result in the 
commitments being displayed.

Purchase order 
commitments

If you create a purchase order for a purchase requisition that is assigned 
to a project, the purchase requisition commitment is reduced in accor-
dance with the quantity transferred in the purchase order. If the entire 
quantity of the purchase requisition is copied into the purchase order, 
the purchase requisition commitment is also reduced completely. Using 
the value of the purchase order, the system simultaneously determines a 
purchase order commitment and updates it on the corresponding 
account assignment objects, where it can be evaluated in the delivery 
date period of the purchase order.

Based on the Goods Issue indicator for the purchase order, the purchase 
order commitment is reduced and the corresponding actual costs are 
updated either by posting a goods receipt or the invoice receipt that 
refers to the purchase order. If only a portion of the quantity or values of 
the purchase order is posted in this case, a portion of the purchase order 
commitment will be converted into actual values. The purchase order 
commitment is reduced entirely if you post a complete goods receipt or 
invoice receipt, or you manually set a Delivery Completed indicator to 
document that no more deliveries are expected, even though the quan-
tity or value of the purchase order has not yet been reached. As long as 
you have not yet posted a goods or invoice receipt for the purchase 
order item, you can lock the item or, in certain circumstances, delete it. 
In both cases, the purchase order commitment of the item is reduced 
completely.

Displaying Commitments

For header-assigned networks, the commitments are displayed on the net-
work header; for activity-assigned networks, they are displayed at the level of 
individual activities. Commitments for material components are updated on 
the corresponding network headers or activities for non-stock items. Commit-
ments for stock items can only be displayed in SAP Project System if they are 
managed in the individual requirements stock. The commitments are then 
updated on the relevant segments of the individual requirements stock.
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Funds 
commitments

You can use Transaction FMZ1 in SAP Project System to create funds
commitments if you want to reserve funds for later costs, but are still 
unsure of which business transactions will result in these costs. The 
amount of a funds commitment is shown as a commitment for funds 
commitments on the WBS element, network, or activity where you have 
assigned the funds commitment. In addition, the funds commitment 
amount is taken into account when the assigned values are being calcu-
lated and is therefore included in the availability control of projects. You 
can either reduce the commitments for funds commitments manually by 
entering the corresponding reduction amounts in Transaction FMZ6, or 
this can occur automatically when vendor invoices are entered in FI if 
the corresponding funds commitment is specified in the account assign-
ment block of the invoice.

4.2.2 Manual Account Assignment

In contrast to externally processed activities and service activities, or 
material components in networks, purchasing documents or documents 
for settling costs cannot be created automatically for work breakdown 
structures. Instead, you have to create these documents manually in SAP 
Project System, Purchasing, CO, or FI, and assign them to WBS ele-
ments. For statistical WBS elements (see Chapter 1, Section 1.2.1), you 
must also always specify another account assignment object in these 
documents in addition to the WBS element because updating statistical 
WBS elements is not cost-effective and only occurs for information pur-
poses.

Examples of 
document entries

The following list contains examples of some transactions from different 
applications of the SAP system that may be relevant within the execu-
tion phase of projects, and that you can use to enter documents and then 
assign to WBS elements:

� Transaction ME51N (Create Purchase Requisition)

� Transaction ME21N (Create Purchase Order)

� Transaction KB21N (Activity Allocation)

� Transaction MIGO (Goods Movements)

� Transaction FB60 (Vendor Invoices)
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Additional functions are available in FI to manage documents relating to 
a project in the form of debit and credit own payment chains. These func-
tions are usually used for long-term construction projects for which vari-
ous down payment invoices, final invoices, and deductions are supposed 
to be entered and monitored.

Employees can also enter times for WBS elements in the Cross-Applica-
tion Time Sheet (CATS) (see Section 4.3.3). The transfer of this time data 
into CO then generates an activity allocation between the cost center of 
the employees and the corresponding WBS elements.

4.2.3 Execution Services

Document posting 
in Easy Cost 
Planning

If you used Easy Cost Planning to plan your costs at the WBS elements 
level (see Chapter 2, Section 2.4.4), you can post different documents 
such as internal activity allocations, purchase requisitions, or goods 
issues directly from Easy Cost Planning after you release the WBS ele-
ments. The main advantages of this option are that you do not have to 
know how to use several different transactions to create these docu-
ments and you can use the planning data of the various costing items as 
a template. Consequently, you can reduce the overall time and effort 
required to create these documents and prevent errors from occurring 
when you enter the required data. Posting a document from Easy Cost 
Planning is called Execution Service.

Depending on which Execution Service you select from the list of avail-
able Execution Services in Easy Cost Planning, the system only proposes 
data from relevant costing items in each case. If you select the Goods

Issue Execution Service, for example, only data of the items for item cat-
egory M (Material) is offered, and so on. From the proposed items, you 
can now only select the specific items for which you want to perform 
the Execution Service. If necessary, you can still change the proposed 
data or supplement missing data before you make a posting.

When you make a posting, a corresponding document is created and 
automatically assigned to the selected WBS element. If warnings are 
issued or errors occur when you post a document, you can analyze the 
corresponding messages in a log. You can use a document overview to 
display a list of the documents already posted using the Execution 
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Service and, if required, go directly to the display of the documents or 
perform cancellations. Figure 4.4 shows an example of the Internal

Activity Allocation Execution Service being used on the Engineering/

Design WBS element of the elevator project. Two activity allocations 
that have already been posted are displayed in the document overview.

Execution Service 
profile

To use Execution Services, you must first define an Execution Service 
profile in Customizing of SAP Project System and assign the relevant 
project profiles (see Figure 4.5). In the Execution Service profile, you 
first define which Execution Services should be available when using the 
profile. The following Execution Services are fully available for selec-
tion:

� Internal activity allocation

� Purchase requisition

� Purchase order

� Reservation

� Goods issue

Figure 4.4  Example of the Execution Service for an Internal Activity Allocation
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You then implement additional detailed settings on the selected Execu-
tion Services (see Figure 4.6). For example, for the Purchase Requisi-

tion Execution Service, you define the document type you want to be 
used for creating purchase requisitions for WBS elements. For the 
Goods Issue Execution Service, you specify the movement type to be 
used, and so on.

Figure 4.5  Defining an Execution Service Profile

Figure 4.6  Defining the Settings for Execution Services
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4.3 Confirmations

You can use confirmations to document the processing status of activi-
ties or activity elements and, if required, also specify forecast data for 
their continued progress. Because confirmations can affect actual dates 
(and possibly planned dates) of projects, and capacity requirements, 
actual costs, status and milestone information, and possibly even goods 
movements or billing documents, they play an important role in the 
execution phase of projects with networks. To enter confirmations for 
an activity (or an activity element), the activity must be released and the 
control key of the activity must allow a confirmation (see Chapter 1, Sec-
tion 1.3.2). In Customizing of SAP Project System, you must also have 
defined confirmation parameters, which control the properties of the 
confirmations.

Partial 
confirmations

Where confirmations are concerned, we generally differentiate between 
partial confirmations and final confirmations. If you want to document 
that a portion of the planned services of an activity was already per-
formed but you still expect additional confirmations for this activity 
later on, you enter a partial confirmation for this activity. A partial con-
firmation is a confirmation where the FinalConf indicator is not set (see 
Figure 4.7). Partial confirmations set the PCNF (Partially Confirmed)

status in the confirmed activity.

Degree of 
processing

The degree of processing of a partial confirmation indicates to what per-
cent the activity has already been processed, and can be used within a 
progress analysis to determine the percentage of completion (see Sec-
tion 4.7.2). The system automatically calculates the degree of processing 
from the proportion of the actual total amount of work that has already 
been confirmed for an activity to its planned or forecast total work. 
However, you can also define an alternative degree of processing manu-
ally in the confirmation, if required. In the example shown in Figure 
4.7, the degree of processing for the Electrical Engineering activity 

Confirmations and Locks

Confirmations have an immediate effect on network data. Therefore, note 
that when you enter a confirmation for an activity or activity element, the 
entire network is always automatically locked.
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results from the ratio of the actual work (10 HR + 15 HR) and the fore-
cast total work (10 HR + 15 HR + 30 HR).

Remaining workYou can use the Work Center, Actual Work, and Forecast Work

(Remaining Work) fields in a partial confirmation to document which 
work center has performed which degree of work and forecast how much 
work you still expect has to be performed. Based on the total amount of 
work already confirmed and the planned or forecast total amount of work, 
the system can propose the remaining work that is still to be completed. If 
you activated the calculation of capacity requirements, the remaining 
work is taken into account as a (remaining) capacity requirement in the 
capacity planning. By setting the Completed indicator in a partial confir-
mation, you can indicate that no more remaining work is required.

Figure 4.7  Example of the Detail Screen of a (Partial) Confirmation
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Actual and 
forecast dates

You specify the execution period of the relevant partial activities in the 
Actual Start and Finish fields of a partial confirmation. If you want to 
document that activities were not only performed on workdays, you can 
also specify an Actual Duration. If the No Date Update indicator is not 
set in a confirmation, the actual dates are forwarded to the activity. If the 
activity is assigned to a WBS element, the actual dates are incorporated 
into the provisional actual dates of the WBS element (see Section 4.1.1). 
If milestones are assigned to the activity, the milestones can use the ac-
tual finish date of the confirmation as actual date (see Section 4.1.3) so 
that billing items in sales orders are unlocked (see Section 4.6.1).

The actual dates of the activity are derived from the earliest actual start 
date and the latest finish date of all confirmations for this activity. 
Depending on the settings in the scheduling parameters, the actual dates 
of partially confirmed activities can then have different effects on subse-
quent schedulings (see Section 4.1.2). In a partial confirmation, you can 
also forecast a finish date for performing the activity or a residual 
remaining duration, if required. The forecast data is then taken into 
account the next time the network is scheduled.

Final confirmation By setting the FinalConf indicator in a confirmation, you document 
that an activity has been processed completely (where the degree of pro-
cessing is 100%) and you don't expect any more confirmations. How-
ever, if another confirmation is entered for an activity that has been 
finally confirmed, the system issues a warning message. This is con-
trolled by the CONF (Confirmed) status that the system automatically 
sets in the activity when a final confirmation is made.

As with a partial confirmation, you can also enter actual work and actual 
dates in a final confirmation. But, because a final confirmation repre-
sents the complete processing of an activity, you cannot (in contrast to 

Dependency of Fields in Confirmations

The fields for the degree of processing, actual work, and remaining work and 
the work planned and forecast in total are connected. Depending on which 
field or fields you specify for a confirmation, the system automatically calcu-
lates the value of the other fields. You can also enter values for all three edit-
able fields manually. Then, if the degree of processing differs from the value 
calculated by the system, the system issues a warning message.
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partial confirmations) enter forecast data for the continued progress of 
the activity or for residual remaining work. The final confirmation of an 
activity results in the scheduled dates of the activity being automatically 
adjusted on the actual dates (see Section 4.1.2). If a WBS element or 
milestones are assigned to the activity, the actual dates of the final con-
firmation can also be transferred to these objects. In addition, the sys-
tem automatically sets the remaining capacity requirement of an activity 
that has been finally confirmed to zero, even if the work originally 
planned or forecast may not have been fully confirmed.

Reasons for 
variances

You can use short and long texts in partial and final confirmations to 
enter more detailed descriptions for the confirmed activities. If a vari-
ance from the planned performance occurred when the activity was per-
formed, in addition to a corresponding description, you can specify the 
reason for the variance, for example, machine breakdown, operating 
errors, and so on. The reason for a variance in a confirmation can be 
used for evaluation purposes; furthermore, by specifying the reason for 
a variance, the user status of the activity is changed automatically so that 
milestone functions of assigned milestones can be triggered. To use vari-
ance reasons, you must have already defined this in Customizing of SAP 
Project System using Transaction OPK5. If you want a reason for the 
variance to initiate a status change in the activity, you must specify 
which system or user status is to be set when defining the variance rea-
son. You can also change the status of an activity in a confirmation man-
ually, without referring to a variance reason, by branching from the con-
firmation into the status management of the activity and setting the 
required status.

Calculating  
actual costs 
based on 
confirmations

Based on the confirmations of an activity, actual or forecast dates are not 
only forwarded to the activity, whose status may be changed and the 
remaining capacity requirement adjusted, but actual costs of performed 
work are automatically updated on the activity. To ensure that the sys-
tem can calculate actual costs for confirmed work, you must specify a 
work center, activity type, and the corresponding actual work in the 
confirmation, provided this data is not already proposed based on the 
planning data. When you save the confirmation, the system uses the 
combination of the activity type you specified and the cost center of the 
work center to automatically calculate an activity price that can be used 
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to estimate the confirmed work. The actual costing variant of the net-
work controls which strategy is to be used to calculate the price (see 
Chapter 2, Section 2.4.6). After you save the confirmation, the system 
writes an accounting document that is assigned to an activity. This doc-
ument results in the actual costs of the confirmed work being added to 
the activity (price multiplied by the actual work), and the same amount 
being simultaneously reduced in the cost center of the work center.

Goods movements 
for confirmations

If material components are assigned to an activity, you can branch from a 
confirmation for this activity into a list of assigned material components 
(stock items) and make goods issue postings to document the consump-
tion of components. When you save a confirmation, the system writes a 
corresponding activity-assigned material document that results in actual 
costs on the activity. The goods issue for the nonvaluated project stock is 
an exception (see Section 4.5.1). The actual costs are calculated from the 
withdrawn quantities and the price of the relevant material. The actual 
costing variant of the network controls which strategy is used to calculate 
the price (see Chapter 2, Section 2.4.6). For material components that 
were identified for a backflush, the system automatically posts goods 
issues amounting to the planned quantities for a final confirmation. If 
you enter a final confirmation and all assigned material components have 
not yet been withdrawn, the system can automatically clear the reserva-
tions that are still open when you set the Clear Open Reservs. indicator 
in the confirmation.

Process control The accounting documents for posting the actual costs based on con-
firmed work and the material documents based on material withdrawals 
are posted with the relevant confirmation document. If errors occur, 
you can eliminate the reason for the errors or cancel the confirmation. 
For performance reasons, you can also separate the actual cost calcula-
tion and the posting of backflushes from the posting of the confirmation 
document, and perform these later in the background. If problems 
occur, you must postprocess the incorrect data records. You control the 
separation of backflushing processes using process controls that you can 
define in Customizing of SAP Project System and then enter in the con-
firmation parameters.
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You can also specify a personnel number and, if necessary, a wage type, 
for a confirmation. Your confirmation data can then be transferred to 
Time Management and subsequently used there for evaluation pur-
poses, or for calculating incentive wages. By setting the No HR Update

indicator, you can also prevent confirmation data from being forwarded 
to Time Management.

Split confirmationsIf, in addition to having planned activity work at the work center level of 
the activity within the capacity planning, you have performed a distribu-
tion to capacity splits, for example, to individual personnel resources 
(see Section 2.2.2), you can also confirm the individual capacity splits 
separately. SAP Note 543362 elaborates on the effects of split confirma-
tions and any additional activity confirmations on the activity data.

Cancelling 
confirmations

If necessary, you can also cancel an entered confirmation using Transac-
tion CN29. If you entered several confirmations, you receive a list of the 
confirmations, from which you can then select the confirmation that 
you want to cancel. When you cancel a confirmation, you can enter a 
long text with details about the reason for the cancellation. With the 
exception of the set user status, cancelling a confirmation results in all 
confirmed data being undone at the level of the activity; however, for 
performance reasons, you can also perform a vague cancellation of con-
firmations. Although the posting of actual costs, actual work, capacity 
requirements, and material movements is undone consistently, forecast 
data or statuses are not adjusted. For more information about vague 
cancellations, see SAP Note 304989.

Confirmation 
parameter

Before you can enter confirmations for activities, activity elements, or 
capacity splits, you must define confirmation parameters in Customizing
of SAP Project System (Transaction OPST) for the combination of net-
work type and plant of the relevant networks (see Figure 4.8). You can 
use confirmation parameters to control which data and CO indicators 
you want the system to propose when you create a confirmation, 
whether confirmation processes are executed online or in the back-
ground, and how errors that occur when actual costs and goods move-
ments are posted should be handled. In addition, you use confirmation 
parameters to control different checks for confirmation data.
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Deviations in 
confirmed work/

duration

You can use the Date in Future indicator in the confirmation parame-
ters to specify whether future dates can also be confirmed, or only dates 
up to the current date in each case. If you set the WrkDev. Active (con-
sider permissible deviations of the work) indicator in the confirmation 

Figure 4.8  Example of Defining Confirmation Parameters
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parameters, the system issues a warning message each time you want to 
save a confirmation whose total from the actual and remaining work 
exceeds the planned work. If you want to have a limited overrun of the 
planned work without a warning message being issued, you can enter a 
percentage amount in the Work Deviation field of the confirmation 
parameters. This is the percentage by which the planned work can be 
exceeded without a warning message being issued. If a confirmation is 
saved despite the defined tolerance limits being exceeded and despite a 
warning message, the system can (due to the Wrkflw for Work indica-
tor in the confirmation parameters) automatically trigger a workflow, 
which informs the person responsible for the network of this deviation. 
Warning messages and workflows can also be created in the same way if 
there are deviations in the entered actual and remaining duration of the 
original planned duration for an activity.

Field selectionYou can also define a field selection for confirmations in Customizing of 
confirmations in SAP Project System. You can use the field selection to 
do the following:

� Control which fields you want completely hidden for a confirmation

� Control which fields are only supposed to be displayed but cannot be 
changed by users

� Control which fields are ready for input

� If necessary, control which fields must always be filled before you 
save the confirmation

If required, you can make the field selection settings dependent on the 
relevant network type, network profile, work center, or control key of 
the activity.

Because confirmations are integral for executing a project with networks, 
there are many different ways in which you can enter confirmations. The 
most important options are explained in the following sections.

4.3.1 Individual Confirmations

You can use individual confirmations to create partial or final confirma-
tions for individual activities, activity elements, or capacity splits of a 
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network. You enter these individual confirmations in a detail screen (see 
Figure 4.7). You can create individual confirmations using Transaction 
CN25. If you only want to specify a network number in the initial screen 
of this transaction, you receive a selection list of activities or activity ele-
ments for the network first. In the confirmation parameters, you can 
specify whether confirmed activities and confirmable activities should 
be included in this list. Confirmable activities are activities whose control 
keys allow, though do not necessarily provide for, confirmations (see 
Chapter 1, Section 1.3.2).

As the person responsible for the network, you can also create individ-
ual confirmations in various maintenance transactions for networks; for 
example, in the Project Builder or Project Planning Board. You can also 
create individual confirmations using the information system for struc-
tures in SAP Project System (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1) or in capacity 
reports (see Section 6.3.3).

Internet 
confirmation

You can use the CNW1 Internet service to enter individual confirma-
tions through the Internet or intranet. This enables members of the 
project team and authorized partners to confirm data online directly 
from the location of the project execution using just an Internet 
browser. You can process the confirmation data directly in the SAP sys-
tem in exactly the same way as an individual confirmation; however, 
unlike the confirmations that you create directly in the SAP system, you 
can't enter any long texts for confirmations with the Internet service and 
you can't change any statuses manually or post goods movements man-
ually.

4.3.2 Collective and Summary Confirmations

Collective 
confirmation

If you want confirmations for several activities or different networks to 
be entered simultaneously (for example, by a central administrator), col-
lective confirmations are available for this in the SAP Project System. 
When you use collective confirmations, you enter the confirmation data 
in tables (see Figure 4.9). You can also branch to the detail screen of a 
confirmation, if necessary. In the default area of a collective confirma-
tion, you can enter values for the individual columns of the collective 
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confirmation, which the system then transfers to the data entry section 
as default values for all activities.

Pool of 
confirmations

If you have entered activities or activity elements in a table of a collective 
confirmation, you can save the list for these objects as a pool of confirma-
tions. With subsequent collective confirmations, you can constantly refer 
to this pool of confirmations and avoid having to enter the activities or 
activity elements manually each time. You can enter collective confirma-
tions using Transaction CN27, through the Internet using the CNW1 
Internet service, or also in the information system for structures (see 
Chapter 6, Section 6.1).

Confirmation 
workflow

You can also send confirmation workflows in the information system for 
structures. To do this, you select the activities or activity elements that 
are to be confirmed from a report and you send this list as a pool of con-
firmations to the project member responsible. The project member then 
receives a work item for entering the actual data, which he can use to 
branch directly into the collective confirmation of the pool of confirma-
tions.

Summary 
confirmation

You can use a summary confirmation to simultaneously confirm all activ-
ity elements of an activity that have not yet been confirmed manually. 

Figure 4.9  Example of a Collective Confirmation of Activities
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To do this, select the corresponding activity in Transaction CN25, go to 
the summary confirmation (F7), and enter a degree of processing. The 
degree of processing is forwarded to the assigned activity elements and 
used to calculate the confirmation data; however, the activity is not con-
firmed by a summary confirmation per se.

4.3.3 Cross-Application Time Sheet

Many companies use the CATS as a key transaction for entering the time 
data of their employees. Each employee, or only particular employees 
(such as cost and work center supervisors or administrators assigned to 
enter employee time data), can use CATS to enter working times for a 
group of employees. The time data entered using CATS can then be trans-
ferred into other applications such as CO or SAP Project System, and con-
sequently generate activity allocations or confirmations automatically. To 
document when and for what purpose work was performed, the working 
times in CATS must be assigned working time attributes (in particular, 
account assignment objects) that establish how the data is processed fur-
ther in the SAP system.

Confirming 
activities using 

CATS

If you have performed work for a network activity, in CATS, you enter 
how many working hours you performed on the relevant days and the 
activity ID (see Figure 4.10). If required, you can add descriptive texts or 
forecasts for still outstanding work to your details, or you can document 
that the activity is to be confirmed. Depending on the settings of CATS, 
the system can automatically add additional information, such as activity
or attendance types, to your details.

The time data entered for the network activity is first saved in a separate 
CATS database table and cannot be displayed yet in the project. Once 
the data has been transferred into SAP Project System, the data from 
CATS is used to generate the individual confirmations that refer to the 
network activity. The individual confirmations result in the creation of a 
corresponding accounting document and the activity debited with the 
actual costs of the work.
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Transferring  
data into 
other target 
applications

You can also enter working times for maintenance orders or service 
orders in the same way in CATS. The transfer of data into the corre-
sponding target applications results in confirmations for these orders. 
You can also transfer time data into Human Resources (HR) to enter 
attendances and absences, travel activities, or to create remuneration 
documents. In addition, you can enter time data or statistical key figures 
relating to costs centers, costs objects, business processes, internal or 
sales orders, and particularly WBS elements in CATS. In these cases, the 
working time data is transferred into CO, which leads to the correspond-
ing activity allocations being created. You can also use CATS to enter 
suppliers' services. This data is then transferred into the services area of 
Materials Management (MM) and service entry sheets are created (see 
Chapter 4, Section 4.4.2).

The data is transferred into the relevant target components using trans-
fer reports. The following transfer reports are available, for example:

Figure 4.10  Example of Entering Time Data Using CATS Classic
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� The RCATSTPS report (Transaction CAT5) to transfer data into SAP 
Project System

� The RCATSTCO report (Transaction CAT7) to transfer data into CO

� The cross-component RCATSTAL report (Transaction CATA), which 
you can use, in particular, to transfer common data into HR, CO, plant 
maintenance, or customer service, and into SAP Project System.

However, you can only transfer data separately into MM using Trans-
action CATM.

The transfer reports are usually scheduled as background jobs, which 
means that the working time data is transferred automatically to the tar-
get components at regular intervals.

Releasing and 
approving working 

time data

Depending on the settings of CATS, there may be two additional steps to 
perform between entering the time data and transferring it: the time 
data is explicitly released by the person who entered it and the project 
manager approves it. The approval procedure can be supported by an 
approval workflow from CATS.

CATS–application 
interfaces

There are different application interfaces you can use to enter time data 
with CATS:

� For example, you can use CATS classic (Transaction CAT2) or CATS 
for Service Providers (Transactions CATSXT and CATSXT_ADMIN) 
directly in the SAP system.

� You can use CATS regular (CATW service) to enter time data through 
the Internet.

� You can also use CATS notebook locally (for example, installed on a 
laptop) to enter time data offline. If you later connect CATS notebook 
with an SAP system, the data from CATS notebook and CATS is syn-
chronized in the SAP system.

You can use customer enhancements to make various changes to the dif-
ferent application interfaces. To enter time data via mobile end devices, 
for example, using a smartphone, you can download a mobile applica-
tion from the SAP Store if required.
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WorklistYou can make it easier for employees to enter time data in CATS by 
using worklists. A worklist is a default area in CATS where time data and 
working time attributes are automatically imported and can be copied 
into the data entry section of CATS using a copy function. The worklist 
can be filled by account assignment objects or working time attributes 
that were entered earlier by the employee, by pools of confirmations 
that you created in SAP Project System, or by capacity requirements on 
the work center to which the employee is assigned. In particular, data 
for workforce planning on personnel resources (see Chapter 2, Section 
2.2.2) can also be copied automatically into the worklist of CATS of the 
corresponding people. You can also use a customer enhancement or a 
BAdI to combine worklists.

Prerequisites for 
CATS

Time data is always entered using CATS with reference to a personnel 
number. Therefore, to use CATS, corresponding personnel numbers for 
internal and external employees who want to enter working times 
through CATS must be available in the SAP system. External employees 
who want to enter activities using CATS are normally grouped under 
one or a few personnel numbers. You can create the personnel numbers 
manually in the SAP system as HR mini master records. You need at least 
Infotypes 0001 (Organizational Assignment) and 0002 (Personal Data) 
to do this. We also recommend that you use Infotype 0315 (Time Sheet 
Defaults). If you're using SAP HR Management, you can also copy the 
required data directly from HR. As a result, additional data such as Info-
type 0007 (Planned Working Time) of the employees can then also be 
used in CATS for information purposes or for performing checks.

Data entry profileBefore you can use CATS, you must have defined data entry profiles in 
Customizing of the cross-application components. Data entry profiles 
control the interface and functions of CATS (see Figure 4.11). You can 
manually define the data entry profile together with the personnel num-
ber when you access CATS. However, the initial screen is usually 
skipped and a personal number and data entry profile are firmly 
assigned directly to the SAP users using the PER and CVR user parame-
ters.
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Depending on the data entry profile, you can also define a field selection
in Customizing for the data entry section or the worklist of CATS. You 
can use the field selection to control which working time attributes the 

Figure 4.11  Example of the Definition of a Data Entry Profile
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employees can or must enter. You can use various customer enhance-
ments and BAdIs to adapt the interface and functions of CATS to meet 
your own requirements. Customizing of CATS contains a detailed 
description of the possible enhancements.

4.3.4 Additional Confirmation Options

In addition to individual, collective, and summary confirmations, or 
using CATS, other options are also available for confirming activities or 
activity elements. These options are outlined briefly in the following 
text.

Plant data 
collection  
(PDC)

You can use the standard KK4 interface to connect external plant data
collection (PDC) systems to SAP Project System and, by doing so, copy 
data from external systems into the SAP system for confirmation pur-
poses. This interface can also make activity data available in the PDC sys-
tem for plausibility checks.

BAPITo import confirmation data into SAP Project System, you can use the 
Add Confirmation BAPI. This BAPI can help you to develop your own 
interfaces for the exchange of data with any other systems or Internet 
applications, for example.

Lastly, you can also use the Progress Analysis Workbench to enter con-
firmations for activities and activity elements (see Section 4.7.2).

4.4 External Procurement of Services

This section describes purchasing processes that were automatically trig-
gered due to purchase requisitions of externally processed activities and 
service activities or elements. Similar processes can be run for WBS ele-
ments in Purchasing when you manually assign purchasing documents 
to WBS elements (see Section 4.2).

4.4.1 External Processing

A purchase requisition or a new item within a purchase requisition can 
be created automatically for an externally processed activity (and also 
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for an externally processed element) depending on the setting of the 
Res./Purc. Req. indicator. In the process, the system checks whether all 
of the data (that is, the material group, purchasing group, unit of mea-
sure, etc.) required for creating the purchase requisition or purchase 
requisition item can be copied from the activity data. If the data cannot 
be copied, the system issues an error message and you must add the 
missing data to the activity.

You can use a customer enhancement to make further adjustments auto-
matically to different data of the purchase requisition when you save the 
purchase requisition. Subsequent changes to the activity also directly 
affect the purchase requisition. Due to the purchase requisition, com-
mitments are shown on the activity (or on the network header in the 
case of a header-assigned network).

Determining the 
source of supply

You can directly process the purchase requisition further in Purchasing. 
If you have not already made reference to a purchasing info record or an 
outline agreement in the activity and you know the supplier, you must 
first select the supplier. You can do this using an automatic source deter-
mination, for example, where the system searches for suitable source list 
entries, quota arrangements, info records, or outline agreements for the 
external service and proposes one or several suppliers in this case. You 
can also carry out bid invitations, if required. In Purchasing, requests for 
quotations (RFQs) are sent to different suppliers, their bids are entered 
and compared with one another, and a supplier is ultimately selected. If 
necessary, you can also assign a fixed supplier to the purchase requisi-
tion manually.

Purchase order 
handling

The purchase requisition data can then be used by Purchasing to create 
a purchase order. The purchase order is assigned to an activity and, con-
sequently, the purchase requisition commitment is reduced on the activ-
ity and a corresponding purchase order commitment is simultaneously 
increased (see Section 4.2.1). The Purchase Order Exists indicator is 
also automatically set in the activity. Unlike the purchase requisition, 
which only represents an internal document that cannot be used outside 
the company, the purchase order is the request directed to an external 
supplier to deliver an external service by the specified delivery date; 
consequently, a purchase order also has an external effect. In Purchas-
ing, you can link the added processing of the purchase requisition and 
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the creation of the purchase order to release procedures, which are auto-
mated approval processes.

Workflow for 
purchase order-
related changes

If a purchase order exists for an externally processed activity and if you 
subsequently make a purchase order-related change to the activity—for 
example, you change the delivery date, the activity quantity, or the 
activity type—then the purchase order is not adjusted automatically. 
However, you can activate a workflow in the Parameters for Network

Type (see Chapter 1, Section 1.3.2), which you can use each time you 
make a purchase order-related change to inform the purchaser responsi-
ble of this change and to enable the purchaser to change the purchase 
order directly (see Figure 4.12).

Figure 4.12  Example of a Workflow after a Purchase Order-Related Change to an 
Externally Processed Element
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Monitoring 
purchase order 

handling

Special functions are available in Purchasing to monitor purchase order 
handling further. In particular, you can also use progress tracking to 
monitor purchase order-related events (see Section 4.3).

Depending on which account assignment category you defined in Cus-
tomizing of SAP Project System for procuring activities externally for 
networks, the activity performed by the supplier can be documented 
using a goods receipt or an invoice receipt. If the account assignment 
category allows for a valuated goods receipt, posting a goods receipt for 
the purchase order results in actual costs on the activity based on the net 
price of the purchase order. Otherwise, actual costs are only updated on 
the activity once the invoice is received. The purchase order commit-
ment of the activity is reduced accordingly in each case (see Section 
4.2.1). If there are price differences with the purchase order net price 
when the invoice is received or checked, the resulting costs can be 
shown on the activity.

4.4.2 Service

A purchase requisition that was automatically created as a result of a ser-
vice activity (or service element) (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.5) triggers 
similar purchasing processes as the purchase requisitions of an exter-
nally processed activity. You can assign suppliers to the purchase requi-
sition manually, the system can determine a supplier automatically 
using the source determination, or you can perform bidding procedures. 
You can use the purchase requisition data to create a purchase orderand 
consequently commission the services of suppliers. The purchase requi-
sition and purchase order are each assigned to the activity and result in 
the commitments being increased and decreased accordingly. Subse-
quent changes to the activity have a direct effect on the purchase requi-
sition, but not on the purchase order. However, if the activity date, 

Advantages and Restrictions of Valuated Goods Receipts

The advantage of using a valuated goods receipt is that you can already see 
the actual costs at the time the activity is performed, regardless of when the 
supplier sends you an invoice. You should note, however, that the costs are 
not checked against the budget of WBS elements due to a goods receipt post-
ing (see Chapter 3, Section 3.1.5).
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amount, or type changes, the purchaser responsible can be automati-
cally informed of these purchase order-related changes. Note that subse-
quent changes to the services specifications of a service activity are not 
sufficient to trigger the standard workflow when purchase order-related 
changes are implemented.

Service entryUnlike purchasing processes for an externally processed activity, a ser-
vice entry and service acceptance always take place for service activities. In 
a service entry, an employee or the supplier documents which planned 
or unplanned services were performed in relation to the purchase order. 
If the value of the unplanned services exceeds the limit you allowed for 
in the activity (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.5), the system issues an error 
message for the service entry. Service entries are executed using service 
entry sheets (see Figure 4.13). These entry sheets can be created directly 
in Transaction ML81N or via CATS and then transferred to MM (see Sec-
tion 4.3.3).

Figure 4.13  Example of a Service Entry
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Service acceptance After services have been documented in the service entry sheet, they 
must be checked and accepted by one or more of the people responsible, 
depending on the system setting. Once this service has been accepted, 
the system creates a material document (similar to the goods receipt 
posting for externally processed activities), which results in actual costs 
and a reduction in the purchase order commitment on the activity. An 
invoice verification can then be performed on the activity for adjust-
ment postings, if necessary.

4.5 Material Procurement and Delivery

Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1 described how material components could be 
assigned to network activities to plan the procurement and subsequent 
consumption of materials in the project. The item category and procure-
ment type for the assignment specified how a material is to be procured 
and in which stock the stock items are to be managed. The following sec-
tion explains how the different procurement types are executed and, in 
particular, the associated value flows for the project.

Delivery notes If material has to be delivered to the customer or construction site dur-
ing project execution, delivery notes can be created for the required 
shipping tasks in SAP Project System. This option known as a delivery
from project is discussed in Section 4.5.2. Lastly, Section 4.5.3 introduces 
ProMan, a tool that you can use to monitor logistical data of all project-
related procurement measures.

4.5.1 Material Procurement Processes

Assigning the required material to activities in the form of material com-
ponents is the starting point for procuring material for network activi-
ties. Depending on the setting of the Res./Purc. Req. indicator for a 
material component, the procurement of the material can be triggered 
automatically if the status is Created, triggered for a release, or trig-
gered manually at a later stage.
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Nonstock Items

Vendor selectionSimilar to external processing, purchasing processing is triggered for 
nonstock items (see Section 4.4.1). Based on the purchase requisition for 
the material component, this means that a supplier selection takes place 
in Purchasing, a purchase order is created, and a goods receipt or invoice 
receipt are entered. Nonstock items and externally processed activities 
use, in particular, the same account assignment category to ensure that 
the value flow is also processed in the same way. Purchase requisitions 
and purchase orders are therefore assigned to the activity to which the 
nonstock item is assigned and produce corresponding commitments on 
the activity (or on the network header for header-assigned networks). 
The goods or invoice receipts are also assigned to the activity and result 
in actual costs and a simultaneous reduction of the commitment. Non-
stock items are procured directly through Purchasing (direct procure-
ment), and not through MRP.

Nonstock items are not managed in a stock (either plant stock or individ-
ual requirements stock). Therefore, no inventory costs are incurred. The 
goods and invoice receipt of a nonstock item corresponds directly to the 
material consumed being posted by the activity.

Stock Items

ReservationMany different procurement types are available for stock items, depend-
ing on the material master data, the project settings, and so on (see 
Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1). In the simplest scenario, only one reservation
is created for a stock item in SAP Project System; this reservation repre-
sents a request to MRP to procure the material in the required quantity 
by the planned requirements date. Depending on whether you selected 
the Reservation for Network, Reservation WBS Element, or Reser-

vation Sales Document procurement type, the reservation refers to the 
plant stock stand, a stock-managing WBS element, or a sales order item 
as an individual requirements stock segment. The task of MRP is to 
ensure the availability of the material.

Requirements 
planning

The MRP controller can use a material requirements planning run to cal-
culate material shortages, and for the system to generate procurement 
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proposals automatically if requirements aren't covered by the available 
stock and the fixed purchasing or the previously planned production 
receipts. Depending on the material and planning run settings, procure-
ment proposals can be purchase requisitions or planned orders (planned 
procurement elements). Based on the lot-sizing procedure selected, you 
can calculate the quantities and dates of the procurement elements in 
such a way that you can combine requirements for different dates to 
optimize the in-house production costs or, because of greater order 
quantities, improve purchasing conditions. This procurement quantity 
calculation must be performed separately for each stock segment (see 
also Section 2.3.2).

If you selected the Purch. requisition + Reservation procurement type 
for a material component, in addition to creating the reservation, the 
system generates a purchase requisition for the material (regardless of 
whether sufficient stock is available). Therefore, an MRP run is generally 
unnecessary for this procurement type.

Dependent 
requirements

If a valid BOM (assembly) exists for a material, this is exploded within a 
multilevel planning run and procurement proposals are also created for 
the BOM items (dependent requirements); this action triggers the 
related procurement. If the assembly is managed in the project stock, 
the dependent requirements are also managed in this stock (if this is 
allowed by the settings in the material master and the BOM items). If 
there is a valid work breakdown structure BOM for the assembly, this is 
used instead of the material BOM to explode the BOMs.

You can perform planning runs for all stock segments simultaneously, 
but also separately for individual requirements stock segments, such as 
individual stock-managing WBS elements (Transaction MD51, see Fig-
ure 4.14). If a planning run identifies critical situations (for example, if 
the start date of a planned order was scheduled in the past), the system 
creates exception messages that inform the MRP controller of this situa-
tion. The MRP controller can then postprocess the data manually. How-
ever, adjustments to project data such as changing the requirements 
date of a material component don't take place in the planning run or as 
part of further processing.
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Exact 
procurement 
elements

You can then convert the planned procurement elements created by a 
planning run into exact procurement elements. You convert purchase 
requisitions into purchase orders in Purchasing and planned orders into 
production orders in Production. If the planned order refers to a WBS 
element as a stock segment, and there is a separate project routing for 
the material and the WBS element, this project-specific routing is used 
to create the production order. The exact procurement elements refer to 
the same stock segments as the planned procurement elements. In Pur-
chasing or Production, you can now process the procured materials fur-
ther. If the required material is finally delivered or goods were produced 
in-house, the material is posted into the stock provided and is now avail-
able for consumption. In the last step of this process, the material can be 
withdrawn by the activity and this withdrawal can be documented using 
a goods issue that refers to the reservation number of the material com-
ponent.

Value flow for in-
house production

The value flow of the procurement process just described will now be 
explained in an example of procuring a material produced in-house 
using valuated project stock. Based on the assignment of a stock item to 

Figure 4.14  Initial Screen of Material Requirements Planning for Project Stocks
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an activity that refers to the valuated project stock, the system shows 
planned costs for the subsequent consumption of the material. The 
planned costs are calculated within the network costing on the basis of 
the planned quantity and requirements date of the component (see 
Chapter 2, Section 2.4.6). The costing variant in the network header is 
used for this calculation. The creation of the reservation for the material 
component and also the subsequent planning run do not result in any 
changes to the projects costs.

If a material is to be produced in-house, the planning run creates a 
planned order that can be converted into a production order. The pro-
duction order is assigned to the stock-managing WBS element and can 
therefore be evaluated with the project in Reporting of SAP Project Sys-
tem. The production order contains planned costs for producing the 
material and a planned increase of the same amount to ensure that a 
change to the total planned costs does occur on the stock-managing WBS 
element. Confirmations of work performed on the production order 
result in actual costs on the order that you can also analyze at aggregated 
levels on the stock-managing WBS element.

Inventory costs If the material production was completed and a goods receipt posting of 
the material performed in the project stock, the stock-managing WBS 
element is credited with the costs for the material stock in the form of 
statistical actual costs (value type 11) and the production order is deb-
ited by the same amount. The following strategy is used to evaluate the 
material in the stock and therefore calculate the inventory costs:

1. If you already posted a goods receipt for the material in the project 
stock, this standard price of the individual requirements stock seg-
ment is used. If required, you can manually change the standard price 
of the material for the individual requirements stock segment in 
Transaction MR21.

2. The evaluation that you make available in customer enhancement 
COPCP002 is used.

3. The system transfers the evaluation from a marked costing of a sales 
order item assigned to the WBS element, an activated SEIBAN costing, 
or a unit costing that you have created for the material component in 
the network.
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4. The production order costing is used to calculate the evaluation.

5. The price in the material master determines evaluation.

Period-end closingIf there are still variances on the order after the material has been deliv-
ered to the project stock and the production order has been reduced 
accordingly, you can settle these variances on the stock-managing WBS 
element, or directly on the profitability analysis during period-end clos-
ing.

The consumption of the material by the network activity—the goods 
issue for the reservation—ultimately results in the activity being cred-
ited with actual costs in accordance with the evaluation of the material, 
and the inventory costs being simultaneously reduced at the level of the 
WBS element.

Value flow for 
external 
procurement

When you externally procure a stock item for the valuated project stock, 
the purchase requisition, purchase order, and goods receipt of the mate-
rial are assigned to the stock-managing WBS element, which results in 
commitments and inventory costs on the WBS element. Depending on 
the price control, the inventory costs are calculated based on the stan-
dard price or moving average price. If differences occur with the order 
value, these can be shown as price differences on the stock-managing 
WBS element with a corresponding account control. The final consump-
tion of the delivered material by the activity results in actual costs on the 
activity and reduces the inventory stock at the level of the WBS element 
accordingly. If you created the purchase requisition using a planning 
run, a purchase requisition commitment is not created for performance 
reasons. In this case, only the purchase order results in a commitment 
being created on the stock-managing WBS element.

Prerequisites for Displaying Inventory Costs

To enable the inventory costs to be shown on the stock-managing WBS ele-
ment as statistical actual costs, you must create the relevant material stock 
account of FI and the cost element for type 90. The General Ledger (G/L)
account determination can be controlled separately from the collective stock 
using separate valuation classes for the project stock in the material master 
data.
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Valuated 
project stock: 

dependent 
requirements

If you require dependent requirements for the in-house production of a 
material that is managed in the valuated project stock, these require-
ments (provided they allow individual requirements management) are 
also managed in the project stock. The planned costs for the consumption 
of dependent requirements are shown as planned costs at the level of the 
production order. Within the framework of procuring individual require-
ments and dependent requirements, resulting purchase requisitions, pur-
chase orders, production orders, and goods receipts automatically refer 
to the stock-managing WBS element and result in commitments and, in 
particular, inventory costs on the WBS element, as explained earlier. The 
consumption of dependent requirements by the production order results 
in actual costs on the order. The inventory costs for the dependent 
requirements are simultaneously reduced at the level of the stock-manag-
ing WBS element.

Nonvaluated 
project stock: value 

flows

The logistical process of procuring material for nonvaluated project 
stock (external procurement and in-house production) is utterly the 
same as using valuated project stock. However, you cannot group the 
requirements of several WBS elements when you use nonvaluated 
project stock (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.2). Unlike valuated project 
stock, material movements are entered based on quantities, not values. 
This means that no planned or actual costs are shown for the consump-
tion of individual requirements materials at the level of the consumer 
(activity or production order). Planned costs for material that is man-
aged in nonvaluated project stock can only be shown on planning net-
works, because planning networks don't affect planning and therefore 
prevent assigned values from being displayed twice.

If necessary, commitments are posted at the level of the stock element
(the WBS element) due to purchase orders. However, the goods receipt of 

Value Flow for Valuated Project Stock

When you use the valuated project stock, material movements for the indi-
vidual requirements stock are managed based on quantities and values. 
Planned and actual costs for the consumption of the material are shown on 
the consumer (network activity or production order). The inventory costs of 
the material and, if necessary, commitments for its external procurement are 
posted on the stock element (WBS element).
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an externally procured material or of a dependent requirement in the 
nonvaluated project stock does not result in inventory costs; instead—
like a direct procurement of material for the WBS element—the goods 
receipt results in actual costs on the stock-managing WBS element. The 
goods receipt of an in-house produced material in the nonvaluated 
project stock does not result in a value flow; therefore, no changes are 
made to the costs, either on the stock-managing WBS element or the 
supplying production order. As part of period-end closing, the actual 
costs of the production order are finally settled on the WBS element, 
based on internal activities and material withdrawals from the general 
plant stock.

Collective stock: 
value flows

As is the case when you use valuated project stock, both a quantity and 
value flow take place for stock items that are managed in collective stock
(Reservation for Network procurement type) each time goods are 
moved. Therefore, you can determine planned and actual costs for the 
consumption of material managed in collective stock at the level of the 
consumer (network activity or production order). However, because 
materials managed in collective stock are procured for a general stock—
that is, without reference to a WBS element as the individual require-
ments stock segment—the costs that are incurred as part of the procure-
ment, and in particular the inventory costs, cannot be assigned directly 
to any project, and therefore cannot be shown at the project level.

Advance Procurement

Using advance 
procurement

If you have material produced in-house with a very long in-house pro-
duction time, or purchased parts for which bidding procedures must be 
performed within purchasing processes, you may need to trigger the 
procurement of the material for projects, even though the actual con-
sumers—that is, the corresponding network activities or production 
orders—have not yet been created in the SAP system. These consumers 
are only created later as part of the project detail using subnetworks, or 
based on planning runs in MRP. But, if the activities or orders for which 
material is required to implement them do not yet exist, you cannot 
assign material components to these either, and therefore you cannot 
plan the consumption of the required material yet. Nevertheless, you 
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can use advance procurement to trigger the procurement of material 
without having to plan the consumption of the material beforehand.

Advance 
procurement 

types

To perform the advance procurement of a material, you have to assign 
the material as a stock item to an existing activity of the project structure 
and select the Prelim. PReq procurement type for purchased parts and 
the PlndIndepReq procurement type for material produced in-house. 
Because it is not yet clear at this stage where the material will actually be 
consumed, no planned costs are shown for these components.

A preliminary purchase requisition triggers a purchasing process. From 
the point of view of planning, the preliminary purchase requisition is 
fixed and is not deleted by material planning runs. The planned inde-
pendent requirements for the advance procurement of material pro-
duced in-house results in the production of the material being triggered 
for the next MRP run. You can then post the material delivered and pro-
duced in-house in a stock.

As soon as you have created the activities or orders for your project that 
the material you procured in advance is to consume, you can assign the 
material to these objects once again. However, this time you must use a 
simple reservation as the procurement type, one that relates to the same 
stock segment where the material procured in advance is also managed. 
You can use this reservation to finally withdraw the material procured in 
advance from the stock. When you use the collective stock or valuated 
individual requirements stock, the planned and actual costs for con-
sumption can be shown on the consumer—that is, the network activity 
or production order.

4.5.2 Delivery from Project

If parts of the project are carried out by a different company in a differ-
ent location (for example, onsite at the customer location), and material 
is required for this purpose, you must plan and implement correspond-
ing deliveries. The SAP system supports you with various shipping func-
tions for picking, packaging, and transporting the material. But, to 
enable corresponding tasks to be performed in shipping, delivery notes 
that contain a list of the material to be delivered must be created. The 
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creation of these types of delivery notes in SAP Project System for mate-
rial in projects or assigned production orders is called delivery from
project.

Delivery 
information

To create a delivery, the system requires information about the shipping 
point, ship-to party, planned goods issue date, and sales area. You must 
specify this general data manually if the system cannot derive it from 
assigned sales order items or delivery information. Delivery information 
(see Figure 4.15) can be assigned to WBS elements, activities, or net-
work headers (for header-assigned networks) and material components 
can be created directly in maintenance transactions for projects or cen-
trally using Transaction CNL1.

When you create a delivery from a project (Transaction CNS0), you first 
select the material components to be delivered by specifying a project, 
WBS element, network, or an assigned sales order and suitable filter cri-
teria. With the exception of assemblies (see Chapter 2, Section 2.3.1), 
you can select all stock items that are assigned to a network activity of 

Figure 4.15  Example of the Delivery Information of a Network Activity
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the project or to a production order for the project. The components can 
be produced in-house or procured externally and managed in collective, 
sales order, or project stock.

Calculating the 
delivery quantity

The system uses the planned goods issue date in the general data of the 
delivery to calculate the availability of the selected material components 
and proposes a delivery quantity for each component (see Figure 4.16).

The proposed delivery quantity is each available quantity of a compo-
nent that is still open, where the open quantity results from the differ-
ence in the requirement quantity and the already withdrawn quantity, 
or the quantity in the delivery. You can check the different pieces of 
quantity information in the detail screen of a material component for 
the delivery. As soon as you have saved a delivery for a project, you can 
use the document directly in shipping for all other follow-up actions. In 
SAP Project System, you can analyze deliveries from projects using 
Transaction CNS0, or ProMan.

4.5.3 ProMan

Project-oriented 
procurement

When you use the aforementioned procurement processes just for mate-
rial or services (including external services) for a project, this results in a 

Figure 4.16  Example of Calculating the Delivery Quantity of a Material Component
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whole range of logistical data in SAP Project System, Purchasing, Pro-
duction, Shipping, and so on. You can use ProMan (Transaction CNMM) 
to evaluate this data centrally in a transaction. Traffic lights in ProMan 
indicate exceptional situations, for example, overdue purchase orders or 
missing material stocks. You can also execute different procurement 
tasks directly in ProMan, if required.

When you call ProMan, you first specify the project whose procurement 
measures you want to analyze. You can restrict the data selection further 
by specifying additional filter criteria in the initial screen of ProMan. In 
the main screen of ProMan, you then see the project structure on the left 
and the different tabs (views) on the right, where data for the objects 
selected in the project structure is displayed in tables (see Figure 4.17). 
In the project structure, you can either select one object or several simi-
lar objects simultaneously, such as all material components of a net-
work.

Figure 4.17  Project Structure and Component View of ProMan
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ProMan 
views

To enable data from documents and orders to be analyzed in ProMan, 
you must link these objects to the selected project. You can do this by 
assigning them automatically or manually to the project, or by assigning 
them to a stock-managing WBS element. Consequently, data for depen-
dent requirements in production orders can be analyzed in ProMan if 
these are managed in the project stock. However, if the dependent 
requirements are managed in collective stock, there is no longer a link to 
the project and the data for the dependent requirements is therefore not 
displayed in the ProMan views. The following list contains the different 
views in ProMan with some selected data in each of these views:

� Components 
Reservation number, material number, network activity, requirement 
quantity, and date

� Activities/Elements 
Network activity or activity element, activity quantity, information 
record, supplier, Purchase Requisition Exists indicator

� Orders/Documents 
Purchase requisition, purchase order, planned and production orders, 
material documents, Completed, Cancelled, and Delivery Com-

pleted indicators; and so on

� Quantities 
Quantities in purchase requisition, purchase order, planned or pro-
duction order, and in material documents

� Dates 
Requirement date, delivery date in purchase requisition and purchase 
order, posting date of material documents, scheduled dates of 
planned and production order

� Stock 
Unrestricted-use stock, quality inspection stock, and blocked stock of 
material

� Deliveries 
Reservation number, delivery from project, delivery quantity, mate-
rial provision date

The display of views in tables enables you to perform different functions 
and adjustments, such as calculate totals or subtotals, print out data, use 
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filter and sort criteria, and so on. You can then store any changes to the 
interface in your own layouts.

As of EHP3, you can use the BAdI BADI_CNMM_CUST_ENH_SCR to 
define custom fields and display those fields in a separate tab in Pro-
Man.

You can also display progress tracking data (see Section 4.7.3) for a 
selected material component in a separate tab as of EHP3.

HotspotsUnderlined data in the different views is called a hotspot that enables 
you to go to the details of the data when you click on it. Examples of 
hotspots in ProMan are reservations, purchase requisitions, purchase 
orders, material documents, deliveries, planned and production orders, 
material masters, and project structure data. For more detailed analysis, 
you can also branch from ProMan to the requirements/stock list of the 
material or to order reports.

Executable 
functions

In addition to analyzing data, you can also use ProMan to execute differ-
ent procurement tasks. You can execute the following functions in Pro-
Man (the possible functions here depend on which object you have 
selected in the project structure and which view you are in at the time):

� Generate purchase requisitions or reservations

� Perform planning runs

� Group purchase requisitions

� Create purchase orders

� Post goods receipts and issues

� Make transfers between stock types

� Generate deliveries

After you have executed a function in ProMan, you can refresh the 
views and then check the result of the function directly in ProMan. In 
addition to this, as of EHP3 you can change the assignment of material 
components via drag and drop in the structure tree; this is similar to the 
process in the Project Builder.

ProMan 
Customizing

You can use ProMan fully without having to perform any prior Custom-
izing activities; however, if necessary, you can define ProMan profiles
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and exception profiles in Customizing. You can use a ProMan profile, 
which you can select in the initial screen of ProMan, to control which 
documents and orders are read by the database and which views you 
want to be displayed in ProMan (see Figure 4.18).

In addition, the ProMan profile refers to an exception profile. Exception 
profiles define when you want the relevant traffic lights in ProMan to in-
dicate exceptional situations. You can even define the conditions for dis-
playing traffic lights by using the same functions as those used for defining 
substitutions or validations (see Chapter 1, Sections 1.8.4 and 1.8.5).

4.6 Billing

You bill a project using corresponding functions from Sales based on 
sales order items that are assigned to WBS elements of the project. Due 
to this assignment, the resulting payment flows and actual revenues of 

Figure 4.18  Example of Defining a ProMan Profile
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billing documents are updated on the billing elements of the project and 
can therefore be compared to the planned revenues (see Chapter 2, Sec-
tion 2.5). Two functions for controlling billing processes in Sales using 
project data are explained in the following sections: the milestone billing
and resource-related billing of projects.

4.6.1 Milestone Billing

When you create a billing plan for a sales order item, you can derive the 
billing date, billing percentage, and the billing rules from the milestones
of a project (see Chapter 2, Section 2.5.3). As long as the milestones of 
the project have not yet been reached, the corresponding items of the 
billing plan are used exclusively for revenue and payment planning. In 
other words, they are locked for a billing. However, a lock can be auto-
matically released if the milestone of the corresponding invoice date 
receives an actual date. You can either set this actual date manually in 
the milestone or (if it is an activity milestone) it can be set automatically 
due to an activity confirmation (see Section 4.1.3). A billing run in Sales 
then automatically generates down payment requests or invoices based 
on the unlocked items in the billing plan. If the sales order item is 
assigned to a WBS element, the resulting actual revenues or down pay-
ment requests are updated on the project. This process is called milestone
billing and is illustrated next using the example of the elevator project.

Let us suppose that the customer agreed to a down payment of 10% of 
the target value of 200,000 Euro (268,400 USD) at the start of the 
project, a partial invoice of 30% when an agreed project goal is reached, 
and a final invoice when the project is completed. Corresponding mile-
stones called Down Payment, Partial Payment, and Final Invoice

were defined in the project and copied to the billing plan of the sales 
order. In SAP Project System, planned revenues of 60,000 Euro (80,534 
USD) for the planned date of the Partial Invoice milestone and addi-
tional planned revenues of 140,000 Euro (188,000 USD) for the planned 
date of the Final Invoice milestone are shown in revenue reports. In 
payment reports of PS Cash Management (see Section 6.2.4), you can 
also analyze the planned down payment (billing rule 4) of 20,000 Euro 
(27,000 USD), taking into account the payment conditions for the 
planned date of the Down Payment milestone.
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Down payments An activity confirmation creates an actual date in the Down Payment

milestone and documents the fact that the milestone has been reached. 
The actual date is automatically forwarded to the billing plan of the sales 
order and unlocks the down payment item. The billing of the sales order 
in Sales results in a down payment request (FAZ document type) of the 
agreed amount being automatically created for the unlocked item (see 
Figure 4.19).

The amount is shown as a down payment request in the payment 
reports in SAP Project System. If the customer's down payment is 
entered in FI for the down payment request, you can also analyze this 
using the payment reports of SAP Project System. The amount of the 
down payment request is reduced accordingly.

Partial invoices If the Partial Invoice milestone is also reached during the course of the 
project, the second item of the billing plan is automatically unlocked 
due to the actual date of the milestone. The billing of the sales order 
now creates (controlled by billing rule 1 of the item) a partial invoice. 
The down payment made by the customer can be settled proportion-
ately or completely (see Figure 4.20). Actual revenues in the amount of 
the partial invoice are now shown on the billing element of the project 
in the revenue reports of SAP Project System. You can use payment 

Figure 4.19  Example of Creating a Down Payment Request
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reports in SAP Project System to track the invoice-related payment made 
by the customer that has been entered in FI.

Final invoiceIf the last Final Invoice milestone is reached in the project and the cor-
responding item is unlocked in the billing plan, the billing of the sales 
order creates an invoice where all of the down payments of the cus-
tomer, which have not yet been settled, are deducted from the receiv-
ables. Based on this final invoice, the remaining actual revenues are 
posted on the project and can be analyzed in Reporting. The actual 
receipt of payment is also shown later in the payment reports of SAP 
Project System.

4.6.2 Resource-Related Billing

If the required services and materials for implementing the project have 
not yet been established before the start of the project, you cannot agree 
on any fixed prices for the project processes with the customer. In these 
cases, you cannot bill fixed amounts in the way you could in the preced-
ing example. Instead, you can create a billing using the actual costs of 
the project. For the billing, you use billing requests in which you can 
verify for the customer the services performed, material consumed, and 
additional costs incurred. This form of billing is called resource-related
billing.

Figure 4.20  Example of Creating a (Partial) Invoice with Down Payment Settlement
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Like sales pricing (see Chapter 2, Section 2.5.4), resource-related billing 
is also controlled by a DIP profile that is stored in the sales order item
assigned to the project. The DIP profile controls how the actual data of 
the project or the relevant billing structure for individual items of a bill-
ing request are to be summarized. For more information about defining 
DIP profiles, see Section 2.5.4 and SAP Note 301117. When you start 
the resource-related billing for the sales order item (Transaction DP91), 
you can analyze and, if necessary, still change the two-tier summariza-
tion of the actual data in the Expenses view and Sales Price view.

Expenses view The Expenses view contains hierarchically structured actual data such as 
actual costs or statistical key figures entered in the project execution, 
summarized into dynamic items in accordance with the DIP profile set-
tings. In the Expenses view, you can now decide which of the dynamic 
items are to be billed or temporarily postponed, or which should not be 
included in the billing request (see Figure 4.21).

Sales Price view In a second summarization stage, the DIP profile converts the dynamic 
items for material numbers. These can be material numbers of the 

Figure 4.21  Expenses View of a Resource-Related Billing
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consumed material components of the project, or material numbers of 
defined material master records specifically used for the purpose of con-
firming an activity. Pricing occurs automatically based on these material 
numbers and, if necessary, sales order data such as the customer num-
ber, sales organization and so on. The Sales Price view displays the hier-
archically structured material numbers that are combined for individual 
sales document items. In the Sales Price view, you can also analyze the 
conditions of the different sales document items determined using the 
pricing and change or add additional conditions (see Figure 4.22). You 
can now create a billing request that includes the summarized items and 
any items you adapted. The billing of the request in Sales finally posts 
the corresponding actual revenues on the project.

Figure 4.22  Sales Price View of a Resource-Related Billing
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Resource-related 
billing

You can combine the milestone billing (based on a billing plan in the 
sales order) and the resource-related billing of the sales order. Conse-
quently, by using milestones in the project, you can control when 
resource-related billings are possible and whether resource-related 
down payment requests (billing rule 4) or billing requests (billing rule 1) 
are created in the process. This includes all combinations of fixed down 
payments, fixed billing documents, resource-related down payments, 
and resource-related billing documents.

Billing between 
company codes

In international companies, employees from different company codes 
are frequently involved in the project execution. The costs between the 
company codes are normally settled on a resource-related basis. Let's 
look at an example of a cross-company code process for the elevator 
project.

The elevator is to be built and sold in Germany, but parts of the con-
struction are to be carried out by employees in the United States. There-
fore, the project structure contains branches for both the company 
codes of Germany and the United States. In the company code for Ger-
many (the requesting company code), a purchase order is created for the 
construction and assigned to the corresponding part of the project. In 
the company code for the United States (the delivering company code), 
a sales order is created because of the purchase order and assigned to the 
branch of the project for the United States company code.

In the course of the project execution, the employees in the United 
States post their activities on the branch of the project provided for this 
purpose. The actual costs that result from these postings can now be 
billed on a resource-related basis with reference to the sales order. The 
billing leads to actual revenues on the branch for the company code for 
the United States. In contrast, the corresponding invoice receipt in the 
company code for Germany results in actual costs on the object to which 
the purchase order was also assigned.

DIP profile As of the Enterprise Release, the new source Intercompany–Line Items

is available for defining DIP profiles (see Chapter 2, Section 2.5.4). With 
this source, you can use an alternative option to the one just explained 
previously to map the resource-related billing of project activities 
between company codes. In this case, rather than a sales order being 
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created for each individual project, it is only created once (or once for 
each fiscal year) in the delivering company code, with the requesting 
company code as the customer. Only structures for the requesting com-
pany code are required within the projects themselves in this scenario. 
Employees of the delivering company code can also use these structures 
to directly post the activities they have performed. These cross-company 
code activities are automatically collected in the new source. A resource-
related billing in Transaction DP93 based on the cross-company code 
activities finally performs all of the required adjustment postings in 
accounting and posts revenues for the delivering company code.

4.7 Project Progress

With very complex projects in particular, it is important to provide the 
project and subproject managers with tools that they can use to monitor 
the progress of the project efficiently, and to identify variances in the 
project planning as soon as possible. In addition to the different reports 
from Reporting (see Chapter 6), SAP Project System has its own func-
tions for this purpose: the milestone trend analysis, progress analysis, 
and progress tracking. These functions are explained in the following 
sections.

4.7.1 Milestone Trend Analysis

Presentation of the 
project status

The milestone trend analysis is used to display the date situation of 
important project events simply and clearly, which enables you to 

Redesign of Resource-Related Billing Between Company Codes

Note that resource-related billing between company codes was redesigned in 
2011 in order to eliminate various restrictions of the previous solution, such 
as "redundant" postings in FI if the reconciliation ledger was used or in case of 
real-time integration. This redesign also included the provision of new func-
tions, such as collective processing.

You can find more information on this redesign and the necessary settings in 
Customizing in SAP Note 1461090 and in the attachment to this note in par-
ticular.
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immediately identify any variances in your planning and trends of such 
variances. To do this, the planned and actual dates of the milestones rel-
evant to project progress are compared graphically, or in tables at differ-
ent times in the milestone trend analysis.

Figure 4.23 shows an example of the graphic display of a milestone 
trend analysis. On the vertical time line, you can see the dates of the dif-
ferent milestones; on the horizontal time line, you can see the period 
when the milestones had these dates. A horizontal curve for a milestone 
therefore means that its dates have not changed over the course of time, 
that is, progress is being made on schedule. Conversely, an ascending 
curve indicates that a deadline has been delayed, whereas a descending 
curve shows that a milestone has been reached early compared to the 
original planning. You can perform milestone trend analyses using 
Transaction CNMT or in the Project Planning Board (Transaction CJ2B).

Figure 4.23  Example of a Milestone Trend Analysis
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Prerequisites of 
milestone trend 
analyses

To perform a milestone trend analysis, the projects that you want to ana-
lyze must contain milestones where the Trend Analysis indicator is set 
or was set earlier on the project (see Chapter 1, Section 1.4). The Histor-

ical Curve view of the milestone trend analysis shows the dates over 
time of the milestones, where the Trend Analysis indicator is currently 
set. The Historical Milestones view also displays milestone dates, but 
where the indicator is not currently set although it was set at an earlier 
time.

The second prerequisite for the milestone trend analysis is that you must 
create project versions (see Section 1.9.1) to retain the dates of the mile-
stones for the different times in the system. Note, in this case, that you 
must set the MTA Relevant indicator for the project versions to ensure 
that they can be used for a milestone trend analysis.

4.7.2 Progress Analysis

You can use the progress analysis to compare the actual status of a project 
with the planned project progress to enable you to determine any sched-
ule or cost variances early on and take any necessary measures (that is, 
stop the project, allocate more budget, change scheduling, etc.) to con-
trol the situation. You can analyze the progress for individual parts of 
the project, or on an aggregated basis for the entire project, whereby the 
different parts of the project can be weighted very differently.

Percentage of 
completion, 
costs of work 
performed

The progress analysis determines the following key figures for this in 
both aggregated and nonaggregated form and makes them available in a 
special progress version:

� Planned percentage of completion [POC (planned)]

� Actual percentage of completion [POC (actual)]

� Budgeted costs of work scheduled (BCWS)

� Actual costs of work performed (ACWP)

The earned values are an expression of the value of the relevant percent-
age of completion in each case and are calculated from the product of a 
percentage of completion and a reference factor (overall costs) that 
reflects the total value of the work to be performed. This reference 
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factor can be displayed by the planned costs or the budget. The follow-
ing therefore applies:

BCWS = POC(planned) × overall costs 
ACWP = POC(actual) × overall costs

BCWS, BCWP, 
ACWP

In business literature, planned and actual earned values are generally 
known as Budgeted Costs of Work Scheduled (BCWS) and Budgeted Costs of
Work Performed (BCWP) values.

To make statements on the cost variances, another key figure is used, 
namely the actual costs actually incurred. These are frequently called 
Actual Costs of Work Performed (ACWP) values in the literature within 
the progress analysis.

SV, CV You can now calculate Schedule Variances (SV) and Cost Variances (CV) 
from these key figures as follows:

SV = BCWP – BCWS 
CV = BCWP – ACWP

SV is a measurement for schedule variances in your project. If SV is pos-
itive, this means that the value of the current progress exceeds the 
planned value; therefore, your project is progressing "faster" than 
planned. However, if SV is negative, there is a scheduling delay in your 
project; you have not yet reached the level of progress originally 
planned by this date.

The CV value reflects costs variances. If CV is positive, this means that 
the value of the current project progress is greater than the resulting 
actual costs that were used for it. However, if CV is negative, more actual 
costs have been incurred in your project than should be the case due to 
the actual project progress.

CPI, ECV The cost variance can also be expressed by the Cost Performance Index
(CPI) value index, where

CPI = BCWP/ACWP

The CPI index indicates how the value of your actual project progress 
behaves in relation to the actual costs. If you adopt a continuous devel-
opment of a project corresponding to the CPI value, forecasts for the 
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anticipated Expected Costs Value (ECV) total costs are also made using the 
following formula:

ECV = total planned costs/CPI

If required, you can also analyze cost and schedule variances separately 
for different cost elements. This can be useful if you want to look at the 
development of internal or external services or the use of material sepa-
rately.

Measurement 
methods

The planned and actual degrees of completion are the starting points for 
calculating cost and schedule variances. You can determine these 
degrees of completion using measurement methods. The following mea-
surement methods are available by default:

� Start-finish 0-100 
The percentage of completion is 0% until such time as the finish date 
of the object has been reached. The value then changes from 0% to 
100%. The planned finish date is used for the planned percentage of 
completion and the actual finish date is used for the actual percentage 
of completion. This method is only useful for objects whose duration 
is shorter than the period between two progress analyses, and for 
which a more specific method cannot be used.

� Start-finish 20-80 
When the planned or actual start date is reached, the planned or ac-
tual percentage of completion set to 20%. When the finish date is 
reached, the percentage of completion increases to 100%. An average 
value is achieved by using 20% as the initial value (considered across 
several evaluation periods). However, you should only use this me-
thod if the duration of the object is not too long and a more specific 
method cannot be used.

� Time proportionality 
With this method, the percentage of completion increases in propor-
tion to the duration of the object, taking into account the relevant fac-
tory calendar. The system uses the planned start and finish dates for 
the planned percentage of completion, the actual start and finish 
dates for the actual percentage of completion or, in the case of a 
Partially Confirmed status, the actual start date and the planned 
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duration of the object. This method is useful if you can assume a lin-
ear increase in the progress of the project.

� Milestones 
The percentage of completion for WBS elements and activities is cop-
ied from the corresponding field of assigned milestones that are iden-
tified as being relevant for the progress analysis (see Chapter 1, Sec-
tion 1.4). The system takes into account the planned date of the mile-
stone for the planned percentage of completion and the actual date 
for the actual percentage of completion. The milestone technique can 
be useful if you can define objective criteria for achieving milestones.

Other 
standard 
methods

The progress version for each of the preceding methods decides 
whether the forecast or basic dates are used to determine the planned 
degrees of completion. Other standard methods include:

� Cost proportional 
You use this method to calculate the planned percentage of comple-
tion of an object from the ratio of cumulative planned costs up to the 
period of the progress analysis and the overall planned costs of the 
object. The actual percentage of completion results from the ratio of 
the actual costs for the overall planned costs. In terms of which CO 
version of the planned costs is to be used, you specify this in the 
progress version. You can only use this method in planned data if you 
have performed a cost planning by date. This method is useful for 
objects whose progress can be derived from cost development. These 
can typically be general cost activities, externally processed activities, 
or assigned production orders.

� Quantity proportional 
You determine the degrees of completion with this method as you do 
with the cost-proportional method. However, instead of cost informa-
tion, you use a statistical key figure here to calculate the degrees of 
completion. To use this method, you must have defined a suitable sta-
tistical key figure of the totals values type and assigned it to the 
method. In addition, you must perform planning by date for the key 
figure and post actual values for this key figure within the execution 
phase. This method is useful if you can derive the progress of an 
object by preferably using quantities such as the amount of work per-
formed or the number of products completed.
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� Secondary proportionality (apportioned effort) 
This method copies the percentage of completion of one object from 
the percentage of completion of another reference object. Therefore, 
a prerequisite for using this method is that a fixed relationship can be 
assumed between the progress of the object and the reference object 
stored in the object (for example, quality inspection and production).

� Degree of processing from confirmation 
This method copies the actual percentage of completion from the 
degree of processing of confirmed activities or activity elements (see 
Section 4.3). You can only use this method when you use networks, 
or to determine actual degrees of completion. Because the degree of 
processing is usually derived from the confirmed activity, this 
method is useful if you can measure the progress of the object on the 
internal activity performed because this is often the case for internally 
processed activities.

� Estimates 
You manually specify the percentage of completion for individual 
periods of the object using this method. To prevent an early overesti-
mate of the actual progress when determining estimates, you can 
store a maximum percentage of completion in this measurement 
method (generally 80%) that can only be exceeded once an actual fin-
ish date has been entered. This method is often used for WBS ele-
ments whose percentage of completion does not increase in a linear 
direction and cannot be derived from assigned activities or mile-
stones.

� Actual = planned 
This method, which you can only use for the actual percentage of 
completion, copies the planned percentage of completion as the 
actual percentage of completion.

You can use different methods to determine the planned and actual 
degrees of completion. However, it generally makes sense (the Degree

of Processing method is an exception here) to use the same method in 
the planned and actual data to compare the progress data better.

We recommend that you determine the degrees of completion for WBS 
elements with assigned activities at the level of the activities and to 
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aggregate these degrees of completion on the WBS elements using suit-
able weighting factors such as the planned costs of the activities, for 
example.

Measurement 
method 

determination

When you perform a progress analysis, the system determines the mea-
surement methods to be used for the individual objects according to the 
following strategy:

1. You determine the method using a BAdI.1

2. You explicitly store one measurement method and one progress ver-
sion in the object.

3. The progress version involves the planned method being copied as 
the actual method and vice versa (this is not possible for the Estimates

and Secondary Proportionality methods).

4. You enter a measurement method in Customizing as the default value 
for the object type.

5. The system uses the 0-100 method.

You cannot assign measurement methods to assigned orders manually. 
Instead, you can only store a default value in Customizing.

Settings in Customizing of the Progress Analysis

Defining 
measurement 

methods

Corresponding measurement methods, for determining degrees of com-
pletion using the methods described previously, are already defined in 
Customizing of SAP Project System in the standard system. You can 
define additional measurement methods, if required. Figure 4.24 shows 
an example of defining your own measurement method. The start-finish 
rule is used as the measurement technique in this example. However, 
unlike the 20-80 method, a start percentage of completion of 50% is 
used here.

You can use the Max POC (maximum percentage of completion) field to 
define a percentage of completion that must not be exceeded as long as 
a finish date has not been set. A maximum percentage of completion is 
relevant for the Degree of Processing, Time, Cost, Quantity, and 

1 You can find more detailed information on this BAdI and a sample implementation
in SAP Note 549097.
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Secondary Proportional methods and, in particular, Estimates meth-
ods. The measurement techniques are defined as fixed techniques in the 
SAP system. However, you can also determine customer-specific per-
centages of completion using the Individual (User Exit) measurement 
technique and customer enhancement CNEX0031.

Default values for 
measurement 
methods

Depending on the CO area, progress version, and object type or order 
type, you can store default values for the measurement methods in Cus-
tomizing of SAP Project System, which are used to determine planned 
and actual percentages of completion (see Figure 4.25).

Statistical progress 
key figures

When you perform a progress analysis, the percentages of completion 
are updated in a progress version in the form of statistical key figures. 
Progress key figures are already delivered by default for aggregated and 
nonaggregated percentages of completion, and for percentages of com-
pletion relevant to the results analysis. You can also define your own 
progress key figures, if required. In Customizing of SAP Project System, 
you must assign the progress key figures to CO areas and to the relevant 
usages.

Figure 4.24  Example of Defining a Measurement Method
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Progress version A progress version is a CO version with the exclusive use of Progress

Analysis. Figure 4.26 shows the definition of a progress version in Cus-
tomizing of SAP Project System. When you perform a progress analysis, 
you specify the progress version where you want the progress data to be 
saved. If you do not derive the measurement methods of objects using a 
BAdI, you must also store a progress version in the objects, either to be 
able to enter a measurement method manually, or to derive the mea-
surement method using default values from Customizing.

You also specify the following control parameters in the progress ver-
sion:

� EV Basis 
Reference factor for calculating the earned values from the percent-
ages of completion (planned costs or budget values)

Figure 4.25  Defining the Default Values for the Measurement Methods of Different 
Object Types
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� POC Weighting 
Value for weighting the percentages of completion when aggregating 
data at the next-highest level (for example, planned costs)

� Planning Type and Early/Late 
Set of dates to be used for methods that depend on planned dates

� Reference 
Controls whether the planned method should be copied to the actual 
method and vice versa if each of the other methods were not explic-
itly entered

Performing and Evaluating the Progress Analysis

You can use Transactions CNE1 (Individual Processing) and CNE2 (Col-
lective Processing) to perform the progress analysis. As of SAP ECC 
Release 6.0, you can also use the Progress Analysis Workbench for the 

Figure 4.26  Example of Defining a Progress Version
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progress analysis (Transaction CNPAWB). When you start the progress 
analysis in individual or collective processing, in addition to selecting 
the objects, flow control, and progress version in the initial screen, you 
also specify the periods up to which the actual values are to be taken into 
account. When you use the time proportionality method, you can also 
enter a specific date instead of the period to calculate the percentages of 
completion based on precise dates. When you perform the progress 
analysis, the system determines measurement methods for the selected 
objects, calculates the percentages of completion in nonaggregated and 
aggregated format for the cost element groups provided, and updates 
these percentages of completion in the progress version as statistical key 
figures. The system then calculates the earned values based on the per-
centages of completion and writes these values into the progress ver-
sion.

You can also make adjustment postings for past periods (for example, if 
planned costs are changed) that, along with the original earned values, 
will lead to adjusted progress values in the progress version. You can ana-
lyze the original progress values and the adjusted values separately. 
Because the percentages of completion can also be used as part of the 
results analysis (see Chapter 5, Section 5.6), in addition to the aggre-
gated and nonaggregated percentages of completion, a percentage of 
completion is also updated as a separate statistical key figure for the 
results analysis. SAP Note 189230 contains some information that you 
may find useful when troubleshooting within your progress analysis.

Progress Analysis 
Workbench

After you perform the progress analysis, you can analyze the data in the 
Project Planning Board using special progress reports, or also in the 
Progress Analysis Workbench (see Figure 4.27). However, and using the 
Progress Analysis Workbench for the common analysis of progress data, 
statuses, dates, costs and different master data of projects, you can also 
use it to change data. Consequently, the many functions you can per-
form in the Progress Analysis Workbench include confirming activities
and activity elements, setting different system and user statuses, enter-
ing planned and actual dates of WBS elements, changing user fields and 
customer-specific fields and, in particular, maintaining percentages of 
completion in tables. You can also export data from the Progress Analy-
sis Workbench to Microsoft Excel, enter percentages of completion or 
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dates for WBS elements, activities, and milestones there, and then 
import the data back into the SAP system.

Display versionsEHP3 has introduced several new features into the Progress Analysis 
Workbench. For example, you can now choose between the flat, tabular 
display shown in Figure 4.27 and a structure tree display to navigate to 
and edit individual objects. In addition, you can now easily toggle 
between a Standard Layout and a Confirmation Layout. The confir-
mation layout contains fewer fields than the standard layout and is 
therefore less complex when it comes to entering data. Other new fea-
tures include the option to save status changes temporarily and an 
enhanced logging function that enables you to analyze errors that may 
occur during the import of data from Microsoft Excel.

4.7.3 Progress Tracking

The use of progress tracking in SAP Project System is relevant for 
projects for which the punctual procurement and delivery of material 
components play a key role for the execution of the project. You can use 
progress tracking to track any events for material components in 
projects and, if required, enhance these events with status information 
and additional deadline information. The events may have equivalent 

Figure 4.27  Progress Analysis Workbench
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events in SAP system documents, such as a purchase order, or goods 
issue and receipt, but they can also be defined completely independent 
of the SAP system.

In Purchasing, you can use the progress tracking function to track the 
scheduled dates of purchase orders. Therefore, you must distinguish 
between the two progress tracking objects: material component and pur-
chase order. As of EHP3, two more progress tracking objects are available 
in SAP Project system: WBS elements and network activities. It makes 
sense to use progress tracking for WBS elements and network activities, 
for example, if you want to keep your project structures as small as pos-
sible and at the same time require the detailed tracking of dates for 
scheduled events. For each progress tracking object, separate transac-
tions and Customizing activities are available. The following sections 
describe the progress tracking process for material components as an 
example.

Progress tracking 
process

When you perform progress tracking for material components (Transac-
tion COMPXPD), you first select the material components whose events 
you want to process or analyze in the progress tracking. This is a two-
step selection process. If you're performing the progress tracking for a 
component for the first time, you must assign the events whose dates 
you want to analyze to the material component first. To do this, you can 
create new events for the components directly in the progress tracking 
or use standard events and event scenarios that you already defined in 
Customizing of SAP Project System. If required, you can also automate 
the assignment of events using a BAdI.

You can now enter up to four dates for each event of a material compo-
nent: an original, planned, forecast, and actual date. You can enter these 
dates in progress tracking manually or by using a mass change, copy 
them from other components using copy functions, or calculate them 
using scheduling in progress tracking. In particular, you can also deter-
mine the dates automatically from SAP system documents using a BAdI.

You can then analyze the event dates of the different material com-
ponents in progress tracking. In this case, traffic lights can indicate if 
there are any variances (between the planned and forecast dates of an 
event, for example) or if planned dates have been overrun even though 
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a corresponding actual date for the event of a component was not 
entered (see Figure 4.28).

If you want to analyze the dates of material components in greater 
detail, you can assign subitems to the components and enter event dates 
for each subitem. You can also store status information with descriptive 
texts for each material component.

Customizing of 
progress tracking

To use progress tracking, you must define a progress tracking profile in 
Customizing of SAP Project System (see Figure 4.29). You can use this 
profile, which you must enter in the initial screen of progress tracking, 
to control which date types (original, planned, forecast, actual) are to be 
displayed for events, which variances should be highlighted by traffic 
lights, and the details for scheduling event dates.

Figure 4.28  Example of Entering Data in Progress Tracking
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Standard events 
and scenarios

You generally also have to define standard events and event scenarios in 
progress tracking Customizing to assign these events to material compo-
nents in progress tracking at a later stage. In the simplest scenario, a 
standard event only consists of a key and a text. If you derive the event 
dates using a BAdI execution, you can also specify whether a derived 
date in the application should be modifiable for a standard event. After 
you define a standard scenario, you can define a sequence of standard 
events for the scenario (see Figure 4.30). You can use time intervals 
between two events, which you can then use in progress tracking to 
schedule event dates. If you also want to store status information in 
progress tracking for material components, you must also define status 
Infotypes in Customizing, which are used to structure the statuses. You 
can also use these Infotypes to conduct an authorization check of the sta-
tus information.

Figure 4.29  Example of Defining a Progress Tracking Profile
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You can use the EXP_UPDATE BAdI to adapt the functions of progress 
tracking to meet your own requirements. This BAdI consists of methods 
that you can use to assign event scenarios or events to components auto-
matically, or to influence the time intervals for scheduling. In particular, 
you can use a method of this BAdI to derive event dates automatically 
for material components from purchase requisitions, purchase orders, 
goods movements, and so on. As of EHP5, you can also use the EXP_
ENHANCE BAdI to add customer-specific functions and adapt the user 
interface.

4.8 Claim Management

You can use Claim Management to document unforeseen project events 
or variances in project planning as claims for a project. You can also ini-
tiate required activities and tasks in a claim and track the related pro-
cesses or calculate the costs that result from a variance and integrate 
them into the cost planning of the project in question. In Reporting of 
SAP Project System, you can use specific reports to evaluate claims. The 
Internal Claim and External Claim notification types are delivered by 

Figure 4.30  Assigning Standard Events to a Scenario
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default for Claim Management. You can also create your own notifica-
tion types for Claim Management in Customizing of SAP Project System.

Examples of 
internal and 

external claims

Examples of why you might want to create internal claims include inter-
nal, unforeseen capacity and material bottlenecks, necessary adjust-
ments to specifications and project planning data, unexpected deadline 
delays, and problems with partners or suppliers during project process-
ing. You can use external claims to document subsequent requests or 
complaints made by customers or other companies involved in imple-
menting the project. These are just some examples for using claims. The-
oretically, the functions of Claim Management are not defined using 
special scenarios.

Creating claims You can create, edit, and display claims in the SAP system using Trans-
actions CLM1, CLM2, and CLM3. You can also create claims through the 
Internet or intranet using the SR10 service. SAP already provides a pre-
defined form for this, where you can enter data for the claim; however, 
you can also define your own forms. You can use standard workflows of 
Claim Management to inform the corresponding people responsible 
that a claim has been created and to optimize processes for further pro-
cessing or approval of claims.

When you create a claim in the SAP system, you must first specify the 
notification type of the claim and the partner type of the notification 
that determines the additional partner data (for example, customer or 
supplier numbers) that can be specified in the claim. You then enter a 
description for the claim in the detail screen of the claim. You can enter 
more detailed explanations for the claim in different long texts that can 
vary in terms of the long text type.

You can use a filter function for long text types to enable you to select 
specific information at a later time. Examples of long text types are Rea-

sons Long Text or Consequences Long Text. However, you can define 
the description of a maximum of four long text types in Customizing. By 
linking Claim Management to document management and the Business 
Document Services of the SAP system, you can also link any other docu-
ments to the claim.
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You can also enter additional information in a claim, which includes 
details about the partners involved (customers, suppliers, users respon-
sible, etc.), relevant documents from Purchasing or Sales, system and 
user statuses, and activities and tasks. Contrary to activities, you can 
enter a partner and status for each task. For example, you can enter a 
WBS element in a claim and, as a result, create the reference to a project 
(see Figure 4.31).

Action boxWhen processing the claim, you can use an action box to execute various 
function modules, depending on the status of the claim and the settings 
in the claim Customizing. For example, some of these function modules 
could include starting and documenting calls, sending faxes and email, 
or creating other claims or simulation versions (see Chapter 1, Section 
1.9.2). The system can automatically log activities that you executed 

Figure 4.31  Example of an Internal Claim
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from the action box as an activity or task in the claim. In Customizing, 
you can adjust the action box to reflect your own needs and add other 
activities.

Cost integration 
of claims

You can also store information about the expected costs to be incurred 
due to a variance. In the simplest case, you only enter an estimated 
amount in the claim. Alternatively, you can also create a detailed costing 
in the claim and copy the calculated total amount as the estimated costs. 
If you created a costing in the claim, you can also integrate this costing 
into the cost planning of the project in question. This cost integration is 
technically implemented using a cost collector, that is, an internal order. 
So, when you save the claim, the system automatically creates an inter-
nal order called Notification, followed by the name of the claim, and 
copies the estimated costs of the claim into the internal order as planned 
costs. At the same time, the assignment of the claim is also copied to the 
WBS element in the cost collector and organizational data of the internal 
order using this assignment is derived. Assigning the internal order to 
the WBS element means that you can now also analyze the planned costs 
in Reporting of the project. On the cost collector, you can also post 
actual costs incurred due to variances; however, in this case, you nor-
mally have to settle the internal order. Alternatively, you can also post 
the actual costs directly on the project. Nevertheless, a planned/actual 
comparison is then no longer possible at the level of the cost collector; 
instead, it is only possible at the level of the project.

The MKOS (cost collector created) system status automatically docu-
ments the creation of the cost collector in the claim. If the estimated 
costs subsequently change in the claim, the planned costs of the internal 
order are also automatically adjusted. If you want to prevent the 
planned costs of the internal order from being changed manually (that 
is, regardless of the claim), you must define a user status for the internal 
order that will not allow the Unit Costing Planning and Primary Costs

Planning business processes. This status does not affect a change to the 
planned costs caused by changes to the estimated costs of the claim 
because for costing the claim the business process Primary Costs Unit

Costing is used. Setting or undoing the DLFL (deletion flag) status in the 
claim automatically results in the status also being set or undone in the 
internal order.
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Prerequisites of 
cost integration

To ensure that the system creates a cost collector when you save a claim, 
various prerequisites must be met in the claim and the relevant WBS ele-
ment. For example, you must enter a WBS in the claim, the estimated 
costs of the claim must be calculated using a costing, and (if the claim 
requires approval) the claim must be approved. Furthermore, the WBS 
element must be an account assignment element and have the PREL

(Partially Released) or REL (Released) status. If Profit Center Account-
ing is active and you want to create business area balance sheets in the 
company code of the WBS element, you must also enter a profit center
and business area in the WBS element.

Another prerequisite for creating a cost collector automatically is that 
you create an implementation of the NOTIF_COST_ CUS_CHECK BAdI 
and set the E_CREATE_COST_COLLECTOR indicator to X in the CHECK 
method. If required, you can program additional conditions in the 
method to create a cost collector. The CO properties of the internal 
order are defined by a CO scenario, which you must assign to the rele-
vant notification types in claim-specific Customizing. For this reason, a 
CO scenario is delivered with the standard system. The cost collector is 
always created as an internal order for the CL01 order type. With the 
exception of the status profile, you should not make any changes to this 
order type. In the Define Order Value Updating for Orders for

Projects Customizing table, you can use this order type as a reference to 
decide whether the planned costs of the cost collector should be added 
to the planned total of the WBS element (see Figure 2.62 in Chapter 2, 
Section 2.4.7).

Customizing of 
claims

Customizing of claims entails general notification Customizing and 
claim-specific Customizing. In general notification Customizing, you can 
create new notification types or make adjustments to both of the stan-
dard Internal and External Claim notification types. In terms of a 
message type, you can define in general notification customizing which 
partners, reasons, activities, or tasks can be entered in a claim, or which 
function modules can be executed from the action box. In addition to 
the cost collector settings described previously, claim-specific Customiz-
ing involves defining the long text types that can be used to structure 
information in the claim.
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4.9 Summary

In the execution phase of projects, various documents are produced in 
the SAP system due to project-related business transactions. These doc-
uments are assigned to the corresponding projects, which consequently 
results in commitments, costs, and revenues as well as payments being 
updated on the projects. To monitor projects or parts of projects over 
time, you must enter actual dates for WBS elements and activities and 
compare these actual dates to the planned dates. Tools for analyzing the 
progress of projects support you in identifying cost and schedule vari-
ances in your planning.
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To determine all relevant data for a period and make it avail-
able for Enterprise Controlling (CO), you need to perform vari-
ous periodic activities during project planning and execution.

5 Period-End Closing

Chapters 2 and 4 explained how project costs and revenues could be 
planned and posted. However, the planning data based on detailed plan-
ning, and even the actual project costs based on the direct assignment of 
activity allocations, material documents, or invoices are usually incom-
plete. In most cases, you have to take into account portions of overhead 
costs from cost centers that are not directly related to the services ren-
dered (for example, administrative cost centers). Adjustment postings 
may have to be made for allocated activities due to changed prices. Inter-
est profits and losses may have to be considered as well, particularly for 
cost-intensive projects lasting several years. To make your project data 
available for the relevant Enterprise CO analyses, you may also want to 
add key figures (such as forecast data, and so on) to your data. Lastly, 
projects often serve to collect costs and revenues only on a temporary 
basis, and forward the costs and revenues collected in a period to other 
receivers.

Periodic activitiesSAP Project System provides various functions for handling all of these 
tasks. These functions are normally executed periodically. In this chap-
ter, we will discuss several general aspects pertaining to the execution of 
the relevant functions, before we delve into the various period-end clos-
ing activities that must be executed for projects.

Planned and Actual Periodic Activities

Planned periodic activities are often referred to as allocations, while actual 
periodic activities fall under the general term of period-end closing. SAP Note 
701077 has a range of useful information about periodic activities in SAP 
Project System.
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5.1 Processing Types

Individual 
processing

The various period-end closing activities can be executed for each 
project or each part of a project individually in individual processing, or 
for several projects at the same time in collective processing. Figure 5.1
shows a typical initial screen for individual processing. By specifying the 
project definition, you can select all WBS elements for this project 
simultaneously. If you enter a WBS element instead of the project 
definition, the With Hierarchy indicator determines whether the WBS 
element is to be selected on its own, or whether all lower-level WBS ele-
ments in the hierarchy are also to be selected. The With orders

indicator determines whether the assigned networks and orders should 
also be included in the selection.

Depending on the transaction, the initial screen may also include other 
fields; for example, fields that allow you to control which periods and 

Figure 5.1  Initial Screen for Revaluation at Actual Prices in Individual Processing
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parameters are to be used for process control. The settings for process 
control allow you to define whether a test run or a detailed list is to be 
created at the end of execution, for example. With a test run, you can 
analyze the result of the execution without the data being updated.

Collective 
processing

To use collective processing, you must first use Transaction CJ8V to 
define selection variants, that is, lists of all projects or parts of projects 
that should be taken into account. You can also use dynamic selections
and status selection profiles as filter criteria for object selection (see also 
Chapter 6, Section 6.1). In the variant attributes, you must specify at 
least one meaning for the selection variants before you save.

As a rule, the period-end closing of projects cannot be viewed in isola-
tion from other periodic activities in your company. Instead, it depends 
on other business transactions, such as price calculation in Cost Center 
Accounting. You must adhere to certain sequences. For example, the ac-
tual costs must be calculated in Cost Center Accounting before the actual 
costs of your projects can be revaluated, which, in turn, must happen be-
fore you can calculate the overhead costs based on your actual costs.

Schedule ManagerTo plan and monitor the process of period-end closing, which may be a 
cross-departmental process, you can use the Schedule Manager rather 
than individual transactions for individual periodic activities. In the 
Schedule Manager (Transaction SCMA), you can use a task list (see Fig-
ure 5.2) and a monthly and daily overview to structure the various peri-
odic activities, add explanatory documents if necessary, and schedule 
and monitor various tasks. You can use a monitor to analyze in detail the 
execution of tasks, restart tasks if necessary (if errors occur during exe-
cution), or navigate to project maintenance; for example, to enter miss-
ing master data.

Defining Selection Variants

Selection variants are a generic function in SAP systems, which can be used 
for many purposes (collective processing, calling reports, etc.). You can use 
the variant attributes to make settings for the display and ready-for-input sta-
tus of fields, for example. Specifically, you can select certain fields as selection 
variables. The value of the field is then automatically filled at runtime with 
variable date calculation (for example, with the current date), user-specific 
fixed values, or fixed values that you maintain centrally in the TVARVC table.
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Flow definitions The actual planning and execution of the various period-end closing 
activities in the Schedule Manager are based on flow definitions, which 
can be included as tasks in a task list and scheduled (see Figure 5.3). You 
can use the Workflow Builder to define the sequence of period activities 
in a process flow in the form of individual steps and, if necessary, inte-
grate the sending of information to users or user decisions. By creating 
a flow definition for the multilevel worklist of the Schedule Manager, 
you ensure that, if one step in the flow definition is executed incor-
rectly, only the incorrect objects are processed again when the flow def-
inition is executed a second time.

The following section describes the various functions available in SAP 
Project System for a period-end closing. The screenshots for the individ-
ual functions are all taken from the transactions for individual process-
ing.

Figure 5.2  Example of a Task List in the Schedule Manager
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5.2 Revaluation at Actual Prices

If your projects incorporate activities of cost centers or business processes
during the project execution phase (for example, via confirmations or the 
assignment of activity allocations to WBS elements), relevant prices based 
on the activity type are used for the revaluation of the activities and the 
calculation of the corresponding cost flows.

Actual price 
calculation

Some companies use actual price calculation to calculate the prices of the 
individual activity types iteratively for the valuation of actual activities 
as part of the period-end closing. Actual prices are calculated based on 
the relationship between the actual costs and the actual service rendered 
by the cost center or business process. Depending on the procedure 
used, the costs and activities of the individual periods are analyzed sep-
arately (periodically differentiated price), as total values (average price), 
or as values cumulated up to the analysis period (cumulated price).

Figure 5.3  Example of a Flow Definition
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However, because the actual price calculation is not executed until the 
period-end closing, the iteratively calculated actual price is not available 
when the actual activity is posted. Therefore, the activities are normally 
valuated with planned prices initially. After the actual prices are calcu-
lated, you can make the relevant adjustment postings (in other words, 
execute a revaluation at actual prices for your projects).

5.2.1 Prerequisites for Revaluation at Actual Prices

To use the Revaluation at Actual Prices function, various prerequi-
sites must be fulfilled. Internal activity allocations must have been exe-
cuted or process costs posted for a project. In Customizing, you must 
have defined whether and how the revaluation is to be executed using 
the Revaluation indicator in the fiscal year-dependent parameters of 
CO version (or the relevant actual version). The indicator can be set in 
one of three ways:

� 0 (no revaluation) 
No revaluation takes place. This usually means that all actual activities 
are valuated with the planned price.

� 1 (revaluation with separate procedure) 
Revaluations are possible and are executed as differences based on 
the original allocation with a separate procedure (Actual Price Cal-

culation). The original allocations remain unchanged. As a result, 
you can trace the deviation between the valuations at the actual price 
and the planned price.

� 2 (revaluation in the original procedure) 
Revaluations are possible and result in a change to the original alloca-
tions. The differences between the valuations at the actual price and 
the planned price cannot be traced with this setting. Changing the 
existing allocation records is particularly useful if no planned price 
exists and, therefore, no valuation has taken place with the original 
posting.

As a final prerequisite for revaluation at actual prices, an actual cost cal-
culation must be executed in Cost Center Accounting or activity-based 
costing (Transaction KSII or CPII). The actual price calculation is largely 
controlled by the Methods indicator in the fiscal year-dependent 
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parameters of the CO version and the Price indicator of the actual allo-
cation price, which is copied as a default value from the master data of 
the relevant activity type.

5.2.2 Executing the Revaluation at Actual Prices

Revaluation: work 
breakdown 
structures/
networks

You can use Transactions CJN1 (individual processing) and CJN2 (collec-
tive processing) to revaluate work breakdown structures and networks 
in SAP Project System.

Figure 5.1 showed the initial screen of individual processing. In addition 
to selecting the objects, you specify the Period and the Fiscal Year for 
revaluation here, and indicators for process control. If you repeat the 
revaluation for a period, only the differences that arise due to subse-
quent price changes are posted. If necessary, you can also cancel the 
revaluations executed in the update run. The original activity allocations 
remain unchanged.

If no activities were included in the period, if no actual price exists, or if 
the project was already valuated with the current actual price, no post-
ing occurs. If the status of the project or the cost center to be credited 
prevents posting, the system issues an error message to that effect.

5.2.3 Dependencies of the Revaluation of Actual Prices

Setting period 
locks

It’s generally useful to set period locks in the actual project for the 
Actual Activity Allocations (RKL) and Indirect Actual Activity

Allocations (RKIL) activities (Transaction OKP1) before you execute 
the revaluation at actual prices. After you execute the revaluation at 
actual prices, you can also set a period lock for the Revaluation activity 
(RKLN) if necessary.

Note also the sequence in which you execute the overhead application, 
settlement (see Section 5.9), actual price calculation, and revaluation. 
You may have to execute settlements again before and after the revalua-
tion at actual prices (or after a reversal of revaluation) to ensure that the 
settlement receiver receives consistent revaluation data. In the SAP 
Library, you'll find an example of revaluation at actual prices with a 
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repeated settlement. Here, the connection between settlements to cost 
centers, price calculation, and revaluation is discussed in detail.

5.3 Overhead Rates

Not all cost centers in a company can allocate their costs to specific 
projects or other CO objects using activity allocations, distributions, or 
assessments. Administrative cost centers, for example, do not generally 
have a direct relationship with a project, which means that an activity-
related allocation of costs is not possible for these cost centers. Instead, 
these costs centers are credited and the project is simultaneously deb-
ited, usually via applications of overhead. The calculation of overhead 
rates is based on the costs or quantities that were posted to the project 
with reference to the relevant cost elements, such as labor or material 
costs.

5.3.1 Prerequisites for the Allocation of Overhead Rates

Costing 
sheet

The calculation of overhead rates is controlled by a costing sheet, which 
must be entered in the relevant WBS elements, network activities, or (in 
the case of header-assigned networks) in the network headers. For WBS 
elements, you can define a default value for the costing sheet in the 
project profile. In the network header, the costing sheet is derived from 
the valuation variant of the costing variant of the network, but it can 
also be changed manually. If you assign activities to a WBS element, 
these activities use the same costing sheet as the WBS element. Other-
wise, they use the costing sheet of the network header as a default value.

Overhead Restrictions When Using Revaluation at Actual Prices

Note that when you use the revaluation at actual prices as part of the appli-
cation of overhead (see Section 5.3), no percentage overhead rates can be 
calculated on the basis of costs for cost element category 43 (Internal Activ-

ity Allocations). Because the revaluation would lead to changed costs of 
these cost elements, you would need to execute a new application of over-
head, which would lead to changed costs for the credited cost center. This 
would result in a recursion.
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You define costing sheets in the Customizing settings of SAP Project Sys-
tem. A costing sheet consists of a key and a description to which rows 
are assigned respectively (see Figure 5.4).

A row in a costing sheet may contain either a base (base row) or an over-
head, together with a credit and an indication of which rows are to be 
used to calculate the overhead rate and the credit. You can also use totals 
rows in a costing sheet to give subtotals and sum totals. The rows are 
processed from top to bottom for the overhead calculation.

Calculation baseYou use the base rows within a costing sheet to determine which cost 
elements are to be used as a basis for calculating the overhead costs. 
Bases are also defined in Customizing. Depending on the controlling 
area, you can assign individual cost elements or cost element intervals to 
a base. If necessary, you can also assign individual origins or origin 
intervals to distinguish between the costs of different materials. To do 
this, an origin must be defined in the costing view of the material mas-
ters.

Figure 5.4  Example of the Definition of a Costing Sheet
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Overhead rate The overhead rate in a row of a costing sheet determines the rate at 
which the overhead is applied. An overhead rate may be defined as a 
percentage, calculated on the basis of the costs of the cost elements to 
which the overhead is to be applied, or it may be quantity-based if the 
cost elements of the base rows allow you to enter absolute quantities. 
Percentage or quantity-based overhead rates can be defined on the basis 
of validity periods, the overhead type (planned, actual, or commitment) 
or, for example, organizational units and master data belonging to the 
objects to which the overhead is to be applied (see Figure 5.5). The 
dependency you assign to the overhead rate determines which columns 
are available when defining various percentages or amounts for each 
unit of measure. You can define your own dependencies in Customizing, 
if necessary.

Credit The credit that you enter in an overhead row of the costing sheet deter-
mines which objects (cost centers, internal orders, or business pro-
cesses) are to be credited by the calculated overhead value and which 
overhead cost element (cost element category 41) is to be used to allo-
cate the overhead (see Figure 5.6). You can also define validity periods 

Figure 5.5  Example of the Definition of an Overhead
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in the credit definition and, if necessary, determine which percentages 
of the credit are to be posted as fixed or variable proportions.

5.3.2 Executing the Application of Overhead

You can execute an application of overhead for planned projects (Trans-
actions CJ46 and CJ47), actual projects (Transactions CJ44 and CJ45) 
and, if necessary, based on commitments (Transactions CJO8 and 
CJO9). However, a credit is only executed for the calculation of actual 
overhead rates. The calculation of planned overhead rates is automati-
cally executed in planned projects as part of network costing, unit cost-
ing for WBS elements, or when you use Easy Cost Planning to plan costs. 
In the actual project, however, the calculation must be explicitly trig-
gered as part of the period-end closing or scheduled as a regular back-
ground job.

SettingsIn addition to selecting the objects and defining the process control, you 
must also specify the period for which the application of overhead is to 
be executed on the initial screen of the overhead calculation. In the 
actual project, the overhead rates are calculated for the specified period 
only. In the planned project, you can also specify a range of periods for 
processing; however, all periods in the range must be within the same 
fiscal year (see Figure 5.7).

Figure 5.6  Example of the Definition of a Credit
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You can repeat the overhead rate calculation for a project any number of 
times. In this case, the system only determines the differences between 
the current and previous runs and posts these differences to the object. 
The difference amount may be a positive or a negative value. If neces-
sary, you can also execute a reversal of the application of overhead.

Error log If errors occur during execution (for example, due to the status of the 
objects, invalid costing sheets, or missing percentages), you can analyze 
these sources of errors in an error log. Provided that you have enabled 
the output of detailed lists in process control, you can also display a list 
with details of the amounts for each sender and receiver and the over-
head cost element used (see Figure 5.7).

Depending on the number of objects to be processed and complexity of 
the calculation, overhead calculations may require high performance 
levels. You can increase the performance significantly by replicating the 
data to an SAP HANA database and loading the data from this in-mem-
ory database for the application of overhead. SAP Note 1658547 pro-
vides further information on this option.

Figure 5.7  Actual Overhead Calculation of Network Activities and Activity Elements
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5.4 Template Allocations

With the application of overhead described in the previous section, all 
overhead costs are allocated using quantity-based or percentage over-
head rates, based on the quantities or costs of selected cost elements. 
Template allocation, on the other hand, enables a much more differenti-
ated calculation and allocation of overhead costs. With template alloca-
tion, you first use suitable functions to calculate quantities that were 
used by the senders (that is, the cost centers or business processes) in the 
project. The costs to be allocated are then calculated by valuating these 
quantities with the prices that have been defined.

5.4.1 Prerequisites for Template Allocation

TemplateTo execute a template allocation for projects, you must first define 
appropriate templates in Customizing with Transaction CPT2. A template 
contains a list of the senders whose costs are to be allocated, and the rel-
evant functions and formulas that determine how the quantities are to 
be calculated, which are valuated with prices later to allocate costs. If 
necessary, you can use methods (that is, logical conditions) to dynami-
cally control the determination of the senders and the activation of the 
individual rows of a template. Special editors are provided in template 
maintenance to help you define formulas and methods. By specifying an 
allocation time in a template, you can determine whether costs should 
be allocated periodically or whether an allocation can only be executed 
once for the start or end period of the object, for example. Figure 5.8
shows an example of a template for the allocation of overhead costs 
among networks. In this example, the quantity is determined by the 
number of network activities, and the sender is a business process.

Advantages of Template Allocation

Because you can access almost any function module and table field in the SAP 
system when defining functions for the template allocation, overhead costs 
can be allocated according to cause when you use template allocation.
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Environment You always create a template with reference to an environment. This 
environment contains the functions that you can use to define the tem-
plate. The two environments 004 (Network) and 005 (WBS Element)

are provided for the definition of projects. These comprise diverse func-
tions as standard. However, you can also add new functions if necessary 
(Transaction CTU6). These may be standard functions defined by SAP. 
Alternatively, you can define your own functions that access table fields 
of the SAP system, standard function modules, or user-defined ABAP 
function modules.

Determination 
rules and overhead 

keys

After you have defined a template, you must assign it to one or more 
combinations of costing sheet and overhead key (determination rule) in 
Customizing Transaction KTPF. You also need to define the combination 
of costing sheet and overhead key in the master data of the relevant 
WBS elements, activities, or network headers. When you execute a tem-
plate allocation for a project, the system can then use this combination 
to automatically determine the relevant template. The overhead key in 

Figure 5.8  Sample Definition of a Template
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the master data of the objects and in the determination rule is used 
exclusively for the assignment of objects with the same costing sheet to 
various templates. You can define any overhead key in SAP Project Sys-
tem Customizing settings.

To ensure that the template allocation can also calculate the costs to be 
allocated using the quantities that were calculated via the functions and 
formulas of the template, you must also define the prices in accounting 
with which the quantities are to be valuated. For the allocation of costs 
from cost centers, you can define the prices based on activity types, for 
example, with Transaction KP26 in the planned project or Transaction 
KBK6 in the actual project. For the allocation of costs from business pro-
cesses, you can define the prices with Transaction CP26 in the planned 
project and KBC6 in the actual project, for example.

5.4.2 Executing Template Allocation

You can execute a template allocation for planned projects (Transactions 
CPUK and CPUL) and actual projects (Transactions CPTK and CPTL). The 
calculation of the template allocation is automatically executed in 
planned projects as part of network costing, unit costing for WBS ele-
ments, or when you use Easy Cost Planning to plan costs. In actual 
projects, however, the calculation must be explicitly triggered as part of 
the period-end closing.

On the initial screen of the template allocation, you select the objects 
and specify the periods of a fiscal year for which the allocation is to be 
executed. You can execute the template allocation for several periods 
simultaneously in both the planned project and the actual project.

Results displayIn the results display of the template allocation, you can analyze the 
amounts of the allocated costs and the relevant sender and receiver 
objects in each case (see Figure 5.9). If you have executed template allo-
cation for several periods, you can navigate to a period screen and dis-
play the distribution of the allocations among the various periods. If 
problems occur during template allocation, you can navigate to a log 
showing the relevant messages; that is, warning or error messages. If 
necessary, you can also display the sender and receiver master data or 
access the template evaluation.
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Template 
evaluation

From the template evaluation, you can branch to all relevant details of 
the template used. For example, you can find out which functions and 
formulas were used to execute the quantity calculation, or which 
method activated an allocation row. If you executed a template alloca-
tion for several periods, you can use the template evaluation to analyze 
each period separately.

5.5 Interest Calculation

In SAP Project System, you can calculate interest based on your cost and 
revenue data or payment flows and post costs to your projects for inter-
est losses, or revenue for interest profits. The interest calculation func-
tion is available in both the planned and actual project.

Both planned and actual interest calculation take the form of a balance
interest calculation. With this type of calculation, the balance of costs, 
revenues, or payment data is first calculated, and then the interest is cal-
culated in the balancing objects (for example, certain WBS elements of 
your project). The interest is cumulated over the interest period and 
posted to the balancing object. Where possible, the balances calculated 
by the system are accurate up to the day. The relevant date is the posting 
date of the document or, in the case of payments, the payment date. 
Because interest is taken into account in balancing, compound interest 
can also be calculated.

Figure 5.9  Result of a Template Allocation for an Actual Project
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Interest profile and 
interest indicator

The interest profile used determines which objects are to be considered 
as balancing objects. The system uses interest indicators to determine 
which interest rate is relevant and which accounts are to be used for 
posting the interest. The combination of interest profile and interest 
indicator determines which value categories (that is, which cost ele-
ments and commitment items) are to be included in the balancing and 
interest calculation. You can control and evaluate the interest calculation 
of different value categories (for example, costs, revenues, and pay-
ments) separately.

The transaction currency of the interest calculation is identical to the 
controlling area currency, which means that the interest is posted to 
your projects in the CO area currency.

5.5.1 Prerequisites for Interest Calculation for Projects

Before you can use the interest rate calculation for projects, you must 
make some settings in Customizing. If you have additional requirements 
for planned or actual interest calculation, you can also define customer 
enhancements, for example, to influence the values and line items for 
which interest is to be calculated and the interest that has actually been 
calculated.

Interest Indicators and Interest Rates

Figure 5.10 shows the definition of interest indicators (Transaction 
OPIE) in the Customizing settings of SAP Project System. Interest indica-
tors for projects can only have interest calculation type S (balance inter-
est calculation). Interest calculation type P (item interest calculation), 
whereby interest is calculated for each payment item, is not available for 
projects.

Interest Calculation of Investment Projects

For investment projects, special interest calculation is used. For WBS ele-
ments with an investment profile, all costs, revenues, or payments that are 
already activated in the asset under construction are taken into account, inde-
pendent from the individual value categories.
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General and time-
dependent terms

With the interest indicators, you define general and time-dependent 
terms and the interest rate that is to be used for the interest calculation. In 
the general conditions (Transaction OPIH), you define the calendar type 
(for example, a banking calendar or the Gregorian calendar) on which the 
interest calculation is based. The calendar type determines the number of 
interest days per month and year that are used, for example, to calculate 
a daily interest rate based on an annual interest rate. A banking calendar 
always consists of 30 days per month, while the Gregorian calendar al-
ways uses the exact number of days per month. In addition, you can de-
fine a minimum amount for the interest (and other control data) in the 
general conditions. An interest calculation will then only be executed as 
of this minimum amount. In the time-dependent terms, you define 
which interest rate is to be used based on the interest indicator, currency, 
transaction type (debit or credit interest) and the Effective From and 
Amount From fields. The interest rate can be derived from reference in-
terest rates (a discount rate, for example) or defined manually.

Interest Profile

Interest profiles are defined in Customizing and can be defined as a 
default value in the project profile. When you execute the interest calcu-
lation, a logical inheritance of the interest profiles occurs. In other 
words, an object that does not have its own interest profile uses the 
interest profile of the higher-level object, and so on. However, if an 
object has its own interest profile, this interest profile is also used.

Figure 5.10  Defining Interest Indicators
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Balancing objectsThe interest profile determines which objects are to be included as bal-
ancing objects in the interest calculation. Figure 5.11 shows the defini-
tion of an interest profile. The settings for (hierarchy) processing in the 
interest profile have the following effects.

If you select Derive Autom. as the processing type in the interest pro-
file, the processing logic depends on the project type.

In the case of WBS elements with an investment profile (investment 
projects), only the costs that are already activated in an asset under con-
struction are taken into account in the interest calculation. If you want 
to also take into account the costs of assigned networks and orders, you 
must first settle their costs to the WBS element. Planned interest calcu-
lation is not possible for investment projects.

For projects with billing elements (customer projects), the system takes 
into account the billing element and all lower-level objects in the billing 
hierarchy in the interest calculation. Balancing and posting of the calcu-
lated interest then takes place in the billing element. But, if the billing 
element or a lower-level WBS element has an investment profile, the 
logic of the investment projects applies to these objects.

With objects that don’t have an investment profile and are not subordi-
nate to a billing element (cost projects), balancing and posting of the 

Figure 5.11  Sample Definition of an Interest Profile
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interest occurs separately in the individual account assignment objects 
(WBS elements, network headers or activities, or assigned orders).

When interest is calculated for objects that have an interest profile with 
the Calc. Separately indicator, lower-level objects are ignored. Logical 
inheritance does not occur with this interest profile. You can also use 
this indicator to override the automatic derivation of hierarchy process-
ing. The No Int. Calc. indicator allows you to do the same thing. Inter-
est is not calculated for objects that have an interest profile in which this 
indicator is set.

Basic interest 
calculation values

You also make the settings for the Basic Values for the interest calcula-
tion in the interest profile. The two possible values have the following 
effects:

� Line items 
The interest calculation is exact to the day with reference to the post-
ing or payment date of the line items. Postings in periods for which 
interest has already been calculated (value dates in the past) and 
changes to the interest rate within a period (interest rate changes) can 
be taken into account with this option.

� Total values 
As a basis for interest calculation, total values are created for each 
period and dated to the middle of the period to calculate the interest. 
With this setting, the interest calculation is not exact to the day. How-
ever, performance is better in this instance than it would be if line 
items were used as the base values for the interest calculation.

Special Characteristics of Line Items and Total Values

Line items are always used for the first actual interest calculation; however, in 
subsequent interest calculation runs, only the line items of the last four 
periods before the last run are selected. Independent of the settings in the 
interest profile, totals records are used for any periods prior to the last four 
periods. With the planned interest calculation, line items can only be used for 
planned payments. But, in order for any line items to be written for planned 
payments, you must first configure a number range for exact-to-the-day pay-
ment planning (activity FIPA) in Customizing (Transaction KANK). The system 
always uses totals records for the interest calculation for planned costs and 
revenues.
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Detailed settings 
for the interest 
profile

With reference to the interest profile, you must make detailed settings 
in Customizing. Figure 5.12 shows the relevant transaction, Transaction 
OPIB. In the detailed settings, you create a reference between the inter-
est profile and the interest indicator you want to use.

You can also define conditions (minimum durations or threshold values) 
to determine exactly when an interest calculation is to be executed. For 
investment projects, you also need to define which valuation area
should be used as an assessment basis for the interest calculation and, if 
applicable, you use Period Control to determine when compound 
interest is to be calculated (for example, once a quarter rather than at 
each interest calculation run).

Interest relevanceFinally, you need to define (in Customizing) which values are to be used 
as a basis for calculating the interest. To do this, you require value cate-
gories, which include all relevant cost and revenue elements and com-
mitment items. For each value category, you can then define the interest 

Figure 5.12  Example of the Detailed Settings of an Interest Profile
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relevance, depending on the interest profile and interest indicator in 
Customizing Transaction OPIC.

Update Control

You use update control to determine the cost elements in CO in which 
the interest is to be updated. For technical reasons, an update to the 
profit and loss account in FI takes place first, which is controlled by post-
ing specifications. The definition of cost elements for the relevant Gen-
eral Ledger (G/L) accounts ensures that the update to CO will occur 
directly.

Posting 
specifications

Figure 5.13 shows the definition of posting specifications. Depending 
on the two business transactions of interest earned and interest paid 
posting and, if necessary, depending on the interest indicator, company 
code, and business area, you define (using account symbols for encryp-
tion) which profit and loss accounts in the relevant chart of accounts in 
FI are to be used in each case for debit and credit. If you don’t require a 
differentiation based on business areas, for example, you can define the 
wildcard character "+" in the relevant field. By defining cost elements 
for the G/L accounts that are used for the debit posting for interest paid 
and the credit posting for interest earned, you ensure that the interest is 
posted to these cost elements in CO. If you use PS Cash Management, 
you must ensure that no commitment items for financial Transaction 30 
are assigned to the G/L accounts in your posting specifications to pre-
vent an update to PS Cash Management.

Lastly, you must assign the relevant activities KZRI (Actual Interest

Calculation) and KZRP (Planned Interest Calculation) to a number 
range in Customizing.

Balances in FI and CO

Note that you must enter a credit and debit account in the posting specifica-
tions for both interest earned and interest paid. This gives a balance of zero in 
FI. However, to prevent a balance of zero in CO, you must not define any cost 
elements for the G/L accounts for the debit postings for interest earned or the 
credit postings for interest paid.
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5.5.2 Executing the Interest Calculation for Projects

For the interest calculation of projects, you can use Transactions CJZ3
and CJZ5 for planned projects and Transactions CJZ2 and CJZ1 for 
actual projects. The initial screens for the actual and planned interest cal-
culation are identical.

Actual and planned 
interest calculation

With actual interest calculation, you select the relevant objects, specify 
the parameters for process control, and specify the period up to which 
the interest calculation is to be executed. You can also select a limit for a 
specific day from the menu.

With planned interest calculation, you can either specify the period for 
the interest calculation (which has advantages in terms of performance) 
or—if you don’t select a restriction—execute an interest run for the 
entire period. The start of the period is determined on the base date of 

Figure 5.13  Definition of Posting Specifications
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the first costs incurred, while the end of the period is determined on the 
basis of the scheduling data of the objects. You must specify the CO ver-
sion that will serve as a basis for the interest calculation on the initial 
screen in addition.

When you execute the interest calculation, the system proceeds as fol-
lows:

1. The system uses hierarchy processing to determine the relevant bal-
ancing objects based on the project type and the interest profile used. 
The interest profile may be logically inherited in this case.

2. Balancing occurs for the relevant periods at the level of the balancing 
objects for the value categories selected as relevant in Customizing. If 
necessary, subtotals may be created for a specific day or period.

3. The system uses the interest indicator to calculate the interest rate and 
uses update control to determine the costs elements for updating the 
interest.

4. The system calculates the interest and posts it to the balancing 
object. A source document is written, which can be evaluated in the 
information system.

Error logs and 
cancellation

After the interest calculation is executed, you can display logs for error 
messages and for the update. After an update run, you can analyze the 
list of objects and interest-relevant line items that were included in the 
balancing, and the interim balances with information about the interest 
rate, number of interest days, and calculated interest (see Figure 5.14).

You can also cancel the interest runs using the transactions specified ear-
lier. While all previous interest postings for the specified period are can-
celed in the planned interest calculation, only the most recent interest 
run is canceled in the actual interest calculation.

Determination of Accounting Data Related to a Specific Period

Using functions for revaluation of actual prices, overhead allocation, template 
allocation, and interest calculation, you can correct the accounting data of 
your projects or determine overhead rates or interest profit and losses. This 
way you can ensure that all relevant costs and revenues for your projects are 
available for further allocations or period-end closing activities at the end of 
the period.
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5.6 Results Analysis

The results analysis revaluates the costs and revenues for your projects. 
Depending on the method used, inventory values and reserves, and the 
cost of sales and the calculated revenue affecting income, can be calcu-
lated as part of the results analysis. With the settlement of this results 
analysis data (see Section 5.9), adjustment postings can be made in FI 
and in the Profitability Analysis (PA), CO-PA, or the values in FI and CO-
PA can be reconciled.

Results analysis 
data

The calculation of the results analysis data depends, on the one hand, on 
the results analysis method (that is, the formula for calculating the 
results analysis data) and the status of the object in which the results 
analysis is executed (control of the creation and cancellation of invento-
ries and reserves).

The objective of results analysis and the specified dependencies is illus-
trated by the following example:

Figure 5.14  Displaying the Interim Balances of an Actual Interest Calculation
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A sales and distribution project (for example, the construction and sale 
of an elevator) is spread over four periods. The planned costs C(p) are 
$80,000, against a planned revenue R(p) of $120,000. The customer has 
agreed to milestone billing of 50% of the target revenue for the second 
period, an additional 25% for the third period, and a final invoice for the 
remainder in the fourth period.

At the end of each period, you execute the results analysis with two dif-
ferent methods for different purposes. First, you need to calculate the 
reserves for unrealized costs or any impending losses. In addition, you 
should ensure that interim profits are calculated for the planned mile-
stone billings of your project if the revenue exceeds the calculated cost 
of sales. You therefore select Revenue-based Method with Profit Real-

ization and settle the results analysis values to CO-PA.

As a second results analysis method, select Cost-based POC Method, 
which allows you to calculate the revenue affecting net income—which 
is based on the actual costs and, where relevant, the revenue in excess of 
billings—and to identify unrealized profits.

Revenue-based 
method with profit 

realization

With the revenue-based method with profit realization, the calculated 
cost of sales C(c) and the calculated revenue affecting income R(c) are 
determined as follows:

C(c) = C(p) × R(a)/R(p) 
where R(a) = actual revenue 
R(c) = R(a)

Capitalized costs C(z) are calculated as follows if the actual costs C(a) are 
greater than the calculated costs:

C(z) = C(a) – C(c) if C(a) > C(c)

Conversely, if the cost of sales is greater than the actual costs, reserves 
are calculated as follows for unrealized costs C(u):

C(u) = C(c) – C(a) if C(c) > C(a)

Cost-based POC 
method

With the cost-based POC method, the planned costs and revenues are 
weighted with the ratio of actual to planned costs to calculate the costs 
and revenues affecting income. The following formulas are used:
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C(c) = C(a) 
R(c) = R(p) × C(a)/C(p)

If the actual revenue is less than the calculated revenue, a revenue in 
excess of billings R(z) is calculated as follows:

R(z) = R(c) – R(a) if R(c) > R(a)

However, if the actual revenue is greater than the calculated revenue, 
the system calculates a revenue surplus R(r) as follows:

R(r) = R(a) – R(c) if R(a) > R(c)

The use of the formulas and rules of these two results analysis methods 
are now illustrated using the aforementioned sales and distribution 
project as an example.

Period 1In Period 1, the project is released and actual costs of $20,000 are 
incurred, but no actual revenue is earned. The revenue-based method 
with profit realization thus gives a calculated revenue equal to the actual 
revenue and a calculated cost of sales of zero. The settlement to CO-PA 
in results analysis version 0 produces the following values in the PA:

Actual revenue: 0 
Calculated cost of sales: 0 
Result: 0

The Released status also causes capitalized costs to the order of C(b) = 
$20,000 to be created and posted to FI as part of settlement to CO-PA. 
This produces the following display in the profit and loss statement:

Expense: $20,000 (actual costs) 
Revenue: $20,000 (increased inventory)

With the cost-based POC method, the calculated cost of sales is equal to 
the actual costs. For the revenue affecting income:

R(c) = $120,000 × $20,000/$80,000 = $30,000

This gives a revenue in excess of billings R(z) of $30,000. If you were to 
settle the results analysis data to CO-PA (which is a purely hypothetical 
analysis because only the data of results analysis version 0 is settled to 
CO-PA), the following picture would emerge in the PA and in the profit 
and loss statement:
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Calculated revenue: $30,000 
Cost of sales: $20,000 
Result: $10,000 
Expense: $20,000 (actual costs) + $10,000 (profit) 
Revenue: $0 (actual revenue) + $30,000 (revenue in excess of billings)

Period 2 In Period 2, an additional $30,000 is posted to the project as actual 
costs, which means that the actual costs have increased to C(a) = $50,000 
in total. In addition, the agreed milestone billing is executed in the 
amount of $60,000. The revenue-based method with profit realization 
gives the following figures:

C(c) = $80,000 × $60,000 / $120,000 = $40,000 
R(c) = $60,000 
C(z) = $50,000 – $40,000 = $10,000

The settlement to CO-PA transfers the difference values compared with 
the previous period and gives the following new values in the PA and in 
the profit and loss statement:

Actual revenue: $60,000 
Calculated cost of sales: $40,000 
Result: $20,000

Expense: $50,000 (actual costs) + $20,000 (profit) 
Revenue: $60,000 (actual revenue) + $10,000 (increased inventory)

If you use the cost-based POC method, the following results analysis val-
ues are calculated:

C(c) = $50,000 
R(c) = $120,000 × $50,000 / $80,000 = $75,000 
R(z) = $75,000 – $60,000 = $15,000

A hypothetical settlement would give the following values in CO-PA and 
FI:

Calculated revenue: $75,000 
Calculated cost of sales: $50,000 
Result: $25,000 
Expense: $50,000 (actual costs) + $25,000 (profit) 
Revenue: $60,000 (actual revenue) + $15,000 (revenue in excess of billings)
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Period 3In Period 3, additional actual costs of just $5,000 arise. The second mile-
stone billing of $30,000 results in a total actual revenue of $90,000 in 
this period.

The revenue-based method then calculates the following values affecting 
net income:

C(c) = $80,000 × $90,000 / $120,000 = $60,000 
R(c) = $90,000

Due to the relatively small increase in costs and the second milestone 
billing, the calculated cost of sales is now higher than the actual costs. 
Therefore, the capitalized costs are canceled and reserves for unrealized 
costs are calculated instead:

C(u) = $60,000 – $55,000 = $5,000

The following values are shown in CO-PA and FI after settlement:

Actual revenue: $90,000 
Calculated cost of sales: $60,000 
Result: $30,000 
Expense: $55,000 (actual costs) + $5,000 (reserves) 
+ $30,000 (profit) 
Revenue: $90,000 (actual revenue)

The results analysis according to the cost-based POC method produces 
the following values:

C(c) = $55,000 
R(c) = $120,000 × $55,000 / $80,000 = $82,500

In contrast to Period 2, the actual revenue is now greater than the calcu-
lated revenue, which means that a revenue surplus in the form of 
reserves is created as follows:

C(u) = $90,000 – $82,500 = $7,500

A CO-PA settlement would give the following results:

Calculated revenue: $82,500 
Calculated cost of sales: $55,000 
Result: $27,500 
Expense: $55,000 (actual costs) + $7,500 (revenue surplus) + $27,500 
(profit) 
Revenue: $90,000 (actual revenue)
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Period 4 In Period 4, additional actual costs of $30,000 are posted to the project, 
with the result that the planned costs are exceeded by $5,000. The final 
settlement results in the agreed target revenue of $120,000. You com-
plete the project. Due to the status change, any inventories and reserves 
are canceled in the results analysis.

Because the actual costs exceed the planned costs, the actual costs are 
taken as the cost of sales in the revenue-based method. Due to the status, 
the existing reserves are canceled. After settlement to CO-PA, the fol-
lowing values are shown in the PA in FI:

Actual revenue: $120,000 
Calculated cost of sales: $85,000 
Result: $35,000 
Expense: $85,000 (actual costs) + $32,000 (profit) 
Revenue: $120,000 (actual revenue)

In the cost-based POC method, the calculated revenue is now set as 
equal to the actual revenue. A settlement to CO-PA would produce the 
same results in CO-PA and FI as the cost-based method.

Other results 
analysis methods

In addition to the results analysis methods outlined previously, a range 
of other methods is provided in the standard system, which you can also 
use for results analysis. The selection of a results analysis method 
depends on various business-related factors, such as the required results 
analysis data (Are inventory costs and reserves required?) and how is it 
to be used (that is, for internal information purposes or in the financial 
statements), and the relevant legal requirements.

The results analysis methods provided in the standard system are listed 
here (you’ll find a detailed description of these methods with explicit 
examples in the SAP Library):

� (01) Revenue-based method with profit realization

� (02) Revenue-based method without profit realization

� (03) Cost-based POC method

� (04) Quantity-based method

� (05) Quantity-based POC method

� (06) POC method on basis of revenue planned by period

� (07) POC method on basis of project progress value determination
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� (08) Derivation of cost of sales from "old" resource-related billing of 
CO line items

� (09) Completed contract method

� (10) Inventory determination, without planned costs, without mile-
stone billing

� (11) Inventory determination, without planned costs, with milestone 
billing

� (12) Inventory determination, reserves for follow-up costs, without 
milestone billing

� (13) Inventory determination "WIP at actual costs" for objects not car-
rying revenue

� (14) Derivation of cost of sales from resource-related billing of 
dynamic items

� (15) Derivation of revenue from resource-related billing and simula-
tion of dynamic items

5.6.1 Prerequisites for the Results Analysis

The results analysis method, the status dependencies of the inventories 
and reserves, and other settings to control the results analysis are all 
found in valuation methods in Customizing. The valuation method is 
determined by the results analysis keys of the relevant objects and the 
results analysis version that you specify when you execute the results 
analysis. Updating of the results analysis data into SAP Project System, 
CO-PA, and FI is controlled by results analysis cost elements, line IDs, 
rules for updating the results analysis costs elements, and posting rules. 
We will now briefly discuss the relevant Customizing activities.

Results analysis 
keys

A valuation can only be determined and a results analysis can only be 
executed for WBS elements that have a results analysis key. However, 
the costs of lower-level objects can also be automatically factored in the 
results analysis in projects. You can use various pre-defined results anal-
ysis keys provided in the standard system. You can also enter results 
analysis keys manually in WBS elements, define them as a default value 
in the project profile, or use strategies to derive them along with the set-
tlement rule (see Section 5.9.1).
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Results analysis 
cost elements

The values from the results analysis are updated to the analyzed WBS 
elements using results analysis cost elements, that is, cost elements of 
cost element type 31. The results analysis data is evaluated in the cost 
reports of SAP Project System using the relevant results analysis cost ele-
ments.

Results analysis 
version

When you execute the results analysis, you specify a results analysis ver-
sion, into which the data from the results analysis is updated. Because 
the determination of the valuation method also depends on the results 
analysis version, you can perform several results analyses with various 
methods for the same object and save the data from the results analysis 
to a separate CO version. However, only the values of results analysis 
version 0 can be settled to the PA.

Figure 5.15 shows an example of the definition of a results analysis ver-
sion in Transaction OKG2 in Customizing.

Relevance of 
results analysis 

data

You can use the Version Relevant to Settlement and Transfer to

Financial Accounting indicators in the results analysis version to con-
trol the relevance of the results analysis data for settlement and the 
simultaneous automatic transfer to FI. If profit center accounting is 
active, a posting for the profit center defined in the master data of the 
settlement object is executed simultaneously, provided that the Trans-

fer to Financial Accounting indicator is set in the results analysis ver-
sion. In the Extended Control settings of the results analysis version, 
you can determine whether the version is also to be used for a planned 
results analysis.

Additional indicators are provided in extended control, for example, for 
defining whether the creation and consumption of inventories or 
reserves by various cost elements is to be updated, whether line items 
are to be created during the results analysis, or (if the nonvaluated 
project stock is used) whether work in process can be calculated sepa-
rately for assigned orders, depending on their results analysis keys. For 
performance reasons, line items are not often written during the results 
analysis.

Valuation methods The results analysis version, together with the results analysis key, 
indicates a valuation method. The results analysis method that is to be 
used for the results analysis is defined in the valuation method. A results 
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analysis method is defined in the various valuation methods that are 
provided in the standard system. When defining valuation methods, no 
distinction is made between maintenance with and maintenance with-
out expert mode.

Figure 5.15  Example of the Definition of a Results Analysis Version
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Figure 5.16 shows the maintenance of a valuation method without use 
of the expert mode in Transaction OKG3 in Customizing. In addition to 
the results analysis method, you can define the status here for which 
inventories and reserves are to be canceled. Inventories and reserves are 
always created once the status changes to Released. By specifying a 
profit basis, you can control which planned costs are to serve as a basis 
for the results analysis.

You can also define the valuation level (summary allocation of the 
results analysis data in accordance with the default settings in expert 
mode or allocation by line ID) and the minimum values required for the 
update of inventories and reserves.

Figure 5.16  Example of the Definition of a Valuation Method
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Expert modeFigure 5.17 shows the expert mode for defining valuation methods. 
Depending on the status, you can define additional detailed settings 
here for valuation and for the cancellation of reserves and inventories, 
or for calculating planned values as a basis for the results analysis. Using 
the indicators for the extended control of the results analysis, you can 
define which periods should be taken into account in the results analy-
sis, or which procedure should be used to handle manually entered 
results analysis data, for example.

Project structure 
indicator

Note in particular the Project Struct. indicator provided in expert 
mode for the valuation method. The most important values of this indi-
cator are explained in the following list:

� Project structure indicator A 
Project structure indicator A is used by default, in other words, if you 

Figure 5.17  Expert Mode for Defining a Valuation Method
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use the simple maintenance option for defining a valuation method. 
When you use this indicator, a results analysis is only possible for bill-
ing elements of a project. During the results analysis, the values of all 
lower-level WBS elements and all assigned networks and orders are 
automatically summarized at the level of billing elements for the pur-
pose of results analysis. One advantage of this scenario is that you 
only have to settle the billing elements because the results analysis 
data of these WBS elements incorporates the values of all lower-level 
objects.

� Project structure indicator B 
If the project structure also contains billing elements at levels below 
the highest level and if you are interested in both the overall result of 
the project and the result of the individual levels, you can use project 
structure indicator B. In this scenario, results analysis data is updated 
for each billing element for which a results analysis key is defined. To 
determine the results analysis data, all planned data and actual data of 
this element and the lower-level objects are taken into account. Thus, 
as with indicator A, you have a complete result for the highest billing 
element in the structure. However, only the difference between the 
results analysis data of this element and the results analysis data of the 
lower-level elements is updated in the highest billing element.

� Project structure indicator T 
For projects with a cross-company code structure, we recommend 
that you establish separate results analysis data for the billing struc-
tures of each company code. To do this, you can use project structure 

Using Project Structure Indicator A

The following must be ensured if you use project structure indicator A.

� A results analysis key must only be defined in the billing elements for 
which you want to determine results analysis data and not in planning or 
account assignment elements.

� A settlement must only be executed for the highest billing element in 
which data was used for the results analysis. Therefore, you can use an 
appropriate strategy to derive the settlement rules (see Section 5.9.1).

� The project structure should not contain other billing elements above or 
below the billing elements for which you want to execute a results analysis.
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indicator T in expert mode. When you use this indicator, data is sim-
ilarly summarized in the relevant billing elements. However, in con-
trast to indicator B, the values of the lower-level billing elements and 
their assigned WBS elements and orders are ignored in the summari-
zation.

� Project structure indicator E 
If you want to determine separate results analysis data for each indi-
vidual WBS element of a project in isolation, use project structure 
indicator E. In this case, only the values in the WBS element to be 
analyzed and the values of the assigned orders are summarized for the 
results analysis. WBS elements located at lower levels in the hierarchy 
and their assigned orders are ignored.

� Other project structure indicators 
Other possible project structure indicators are C, Q, and U. For infor-
mation about using these indicators, refer, for example, to the (F1)
help for the Project Structure field in a valuation method in expert 
mode.

Line IDsLine IDs allow you to classify results analysis data in accordance with FI 
requirements. Various line IDs are provided in the SAP standard system. 
If necessary, you can also create your own line IDs based on the CO area
in Customizing (see Figure 5.18). In Transaction OKG5 in Customizing, 
you must assign to the line IDs all cost elements under which debits and 
credits are posted and that were already taken into account in the results 
analysis.

Figure 5.18  Defining Line IDs
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Figure 5.19 shows the relationship between cost elements and line IDs. 
You can make each assignment dependent on the results analysis ver-
sion, fixed and variable portions, the debit and credit indicator, or a 
validity period, for example. For subsequent posting in FI, you must 
determine for each assignment whether the cost elements must be 
capitalized, do not have to be capitalized, or can be capitalized. In addi-
tion, you can determine what percentage of each assignment cannot be 
capitalized and, if necessary, which portion can be capitalized.

Update 
rules

The next Customizing activity requires you to define the results analysis 
cost elements under which the results analysis data is to be updated in 
Transaction OKG4 (see Figure 5.20). First, assign each line ID to a cate-
gory, which determines how the results analysis data can be grouped, 
for example, according to inventory, reserve, direct costs, revenue, and 
so on. Depending on the category, you can then assign various cost ele-
ment types for each grouping to the line IDs.

Posting rules Finally, use Transaction OKG8 in Customizing to define posting rules to 
control the transfer of the results analysis data to FI (see Figure 5.21). A 
posting rule consists of the assignment of individual results analysis cost 
elements or entire results analysis categories to a profit and loss account 
and a balance sheet account. Results analysis categories correspond to 
the assignments of cost elements to line IDs that you have already made 
in Transaction OKG5; for example, WIP (Work in Progress, Requires

Capitalization).

Figure 5.19  Assignment of Cost Elements to Line IDs
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5.6.2 Executing the Results Analysis

Lock periodBefore you perform an actual results analysis for a project, you should 
set a lock period to ensure that all results analysis data determined up to 
and including the lock period is not changed by the results analysis. This 
is of particular relevance if you can no longer make any postings to FI 

Figure 5.20  Defining Update Rules

Figure 5.21  Defining Posting Rules
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for these periods. The standard system is preconfigured in such a way 
that the lock period for all valuation methods is always the prior period 
to the results analysis period. However, you can change this setting, if 
necessary, in expert mode and define a different lock period in the 
results analysis version.

You can perform a planned results analysis with Transactions KKA2P
and KKAJP. For the actual results analysis, use Transactions KKA2 and 
KKAJ. In Transaction KKG2, you can also manually enter the cost of sales 
for a project, depending on the settings. On the results analysis initial 
screen, select the relevant WBS elements, the results analysis period, 
and the relevant results analysis version. When you execute the results 
analysis, the system uses the results analysis version and the results anal-
ysis key of the objects to determine which valuation method is to be 
used to analyze the data. The results analysis data is then calculated on 
the basis of the status of the WBS elements that are to be analyzed. 
Depending on the settings of the valuation method, you may also be 
able to enter additional results analysis data manually.

Flexible error 
management

With flexible error management, which you can define in SAP Project 
System Customizing, you can influence the messages that may be issued 
when you execute the results analysis. You can, for example, convert the 
Warning Message message type into an error message for certain 
results or vice versa, or suppress messages completely. Figure 5.22
shows the result of a results analysis.

Updating of results 
analysis data

Make sure that you save the result so that the results analysis data is 
updated. If the CO area currency differs from the company code cur-
rency, the results analysis is executed in both currencies. In this case, 

Time-Dependent System Statuses

Because the time of the results analysis may differ from the time for which a 
status that is relevant for the results analysis has been set, the assignment of 
the results analysis data to the relevant periods may be incorrect in the results 
analysis. To avoid this potential problem, activate time dependency for the 
system status in Customizing. The system then stores the date for which the 
status was set (for example, for the status Released, Technically Completed, 
or Final Billing), and takes this into account in the results analysis. For the 
planned results analysis, you can also plan the time of a status change.
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you need to save the results twice, so that the data is updated. The 
results analysis data is not posted to the PA or FI until project settlement
(see Section 5.9).

5.7 Project-Related Incoming Orders

For sales and distribution projects, you can use project-related incoming 
order determination to calculate additional CO key figures for incoming
orders, for the order history, for open order values, and for open order value
reduction, and to evaluate these in SAP Project System reporting, or set-
tle them to the results analysis, thereby making them available for anal-
ysis in companywide profitability and sales accounting.

Figure 5.22  Example of the Result of a Results Analysis
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Based on the key figures from incoming order determination, you can 
forecast the results for your sales and distribution projects in terms of 
costs, revenues, and, in some cases, quantities. Evaluation of the order 
history allows you to trace how the results of your projects change due 
to newly received sales orders, changes to orders, or rejections.

Example of project-
related incoming 

order 
determination

We will now use the simple example of our elevator project to explain 
how project-related incoming order determination works and how it is 
used. Costs were planned by cost element for the project, amounting to 
$80,000.

The assignment of a sales order item to the project results in an update 
of the planned revenue to the amount of $120,000. Accordingly, the 
project-related incoming order determination shows corresponding 
costs and revenue for the open order values of $80,000 and $120,000, 
respectively, for special cost elements of the incoming orders in the cat-
egory Incoming Orders: New Order (IONO).

Over the course of the project, actual costs of $40,000 are posted to the 
project and billing amounts to $60,000. In the results analysis, $40,000 
is posted as the cost of sales and $60,000 as revenue affecting income if 
you use a revenue-based method, for example (see the example in Sec-
tion 5.6).

A new project-related sales order determination then shows the ana-
lyzed values in the Order Balance: Reduction by Billing Documents

(OBRB) category. The new open order values for the costs and revenue 
of the project are based on the original open order values minus the 
reduction amounts, in this case minus the results analysis data:

open order value (revenue) = $120,000 – $60,000 = $60,000 
open order value (costs) = $80,000 – $40,000 = $40,000

Other changes occur as the project progresses. First, additional actual 
costs of $5,000 and actual revenue of $30,000 are posted to the project. 
In addition, a new sales order item is assigned to the project, which 
results in additional planned revenue of $30,000. The planned costs of 
the project are then also increased to $15,000. The results analysis for 
the project then calculates the cost of sales as $57,000 and revenue 
affecting income of $90,000. The subsequent project-related incoming 
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order determination then shows revenue of $30,000 and costs of 
$15,000 as the difference because the previous execution under the 
Incoming Orders: Changed Order (IOCO) category. The changes to 
the results analysis values—that is, $30,000 for the revenue affecting 
income and $17,000 for the cost of sales—are, in turn, used as reduction 
amounts under the OBRB category. The new open order values for the 
project are therefore as follows:

open order value (revenues)= $120,000 – $90,000 + $30,000 
= $60,000 
open order value (costs)= $80,000 – $57,000 + $15,000 
= $38,000

Figure 5.23 shows the hierarchy report (see also Chapter 6, Section 
6.2.1) Incoming Orders/Balance, with the values from the preceding 
example.

Status dependencyWhen the incoming order data is determined, a distinction is made 
between WBS elements that are fully invoiced and those that are not. As 

Figure 5.23  Evaluation of Project-Related Incoming Orders
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long as a billing element does not have the system status FNBL (Final

Billing), the open order values are calculated as follows:

open order value (revenue) = 
incoming orders (revenue) – revenue affecting income

open order value (costs) = 
incoming orders (costs ) – cost of sales

Incoming orders are determined on the basis of the revenues planned by 
revenue element in the billing element and the costs planned by cost 
element in the objects of the billing structure of the WBS element. As 
illustrated previously, the reduction amounts for the orders on hand are 
calculated on the basis of the analyzed actual data of results analysis ver-
sion 0. If you have not yet executed a results analysis, the reduction 
amount is zero and the open order values are therefore equal to the 
incoming orders.

If a billing element has the Final Billing status, both the incoming 
orders and the reduction amounts are calculated from the analyzed 
actual data of results analysis version 0. In other words, the reduction 
amounts are equal to the incoming order data in this case, and the open 
order values are thus equal to zero.

If the actual revenue exceeds the planned revenue, the incoming order 
revenue is equal to the actual revenue, regardless of the status of the bill-
ing element. Similarly, if the actual costs exceed the planned costs, the 
incoming order costs are equal to the actual costs.

5.7.1 Prerequisites for Project-Related Incoming Order 
Determination

Incoming order 
cost elements

As an initial prerequisite for using project-related incoming order deter-
mination, you must create secondary cost elements under which costs, 
revenues, and, if necessary, quantities for incoming orders are to be 
updated. Use the following cost element categories:

� 50 Incoming orders: sales revenues

� 51 Incoming orders: other revenues

� 52 Incoming orders: costs
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If the project-related incoming orders are to be settled in the CO-PA at a 
later stage, it is often useful to classify the incoming order cost elements 
in accordance with the value fields in the results analysis.

Next, you must assign the relevant cost elements of the costs and reve-
nues and the results analysis cost elements to the incoming order cost 
elements in SAP Project System Customizing settings. You can make this 
assignment for cost element intervals or cost element groups based on 
the CO area and results analysis key (see Section 5.6.1). For the subse-
quent evaluation, you must assign the incoming order cost elements to 
corresponding value categories in Transaction OPI2 (see Section 6.2.1)

Settings 
in CO-PA

If you want to settle the data from project-related incoming order deter-
mination in the PA, you will require a suitable PA transfer structure, 
which determines the mapping of the incoming order cost elements to 
value categories of the PA when settlement occurs (see Section 5.9.1). In 
addition, the operating concern to which the data is to be settled must 
include the characteristic SORHIST, and a number range for the I Order-

Rel. Project activity type must be maintained. You can define a number 
range in Transaction KEN1 in the PA Customizing settings. You assign 
the SORHIST characteristic to an operating concern in Transaction 
KEQ3. The indicator has the following four possible categories:

� AENA (New order) 
This category comprises cost element categories 50, 51, and 52, and is 
created when sales order items are created for billing elements.

� AEGA (Order change) 
This category only contains cost element category 50, and is created if 
changes are made to conditions or quantities in relevant sales orders.

� AEAB (Cancellation) 
This category comprises cost element categories 50, 51, and 52, and is 
created when sales order items are cancelled for billing elements.

� AEPA (Plan change) 
This category comprises the two cost element categories 51 and 52, 
and is created when relevant changes are made to the cost structure of 
the project.
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Results 
analysis key

For project-related incoming order determination, you must also make 
settings in SAP Project System Customizing for the relevant results anal-
ysis keys (see Figure 5.24). For example, you use the indicators in the 
Hierarchy Level in Billing Structure Section of a results analysis key 
to determine whether the entire order history is to be determined for 
the project as a whole, or for the individual billing elements. However, 
the Order Change and Plan Change categories of the order history are 
always determined at the level of the individual billing elements. You 
also specify the CO version whose data is to serve as the basis for the 
incoming order determination.

Billing elements for 
incoming orders

The billing elements in which you want to calculate key figures for 
incoming orders must also meet certain requirements. First, the billing 
elements must have a results analysis key and must be released so that 
the Automat. WIP/Results Analysis business process is permitted. In 
addition, sales order values must have been updated under value type 
29 in the billing elements. This update can occur via a sales order item 
assigned to the project or, if necessary, with a BAPI from an external sys-
tem. The planning profile of the project should also allow for an update 
of the planned revenue of the sales order to the project (see Chapter 2, 
Section 2.5.3).

Figure 5.24  Example of Settings for a Results Analysis Key
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5.7.2 Executing the Project-Related Sales Order 
Determination

Typically, you execute the determination of project-related sales orders
immediately after the results analysis for projects. You can use Transac-
tions CJA2 and CJA1 in SAP Project System to do so. On the initial 
screen, you select the relevant objects by specifying sales orders, 
projects, or individual WBS elements, and you specify the period for 
which an order determination is to be executed, and process control.

Incoming order 
determination

When you execute the project-related incoming order determination, 
the results analysis key of the billing elements and their status (final bill-
ing or not final billing) determine how the Open Order Value and 
Incoming Orders key figures are calculated.

Figure 5.25 shows the detailed list of a project-related incoming order 
determination. You can evaluate the calculated key figures in Project 
System reporting, where the Incoming Orders/Balance hierarchy 
report is available as standard for this purpose (see Figure 5.23, shown 
previously). If necessary, you can also settle the calculated key figures to 
the PA and then evaluate them using the relevant reports at the operat-
ing-concern level.

Figure 5.25  Detail List of a Project-Related Incoming Order Determination
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You can also execute an incoming order determination several times for 
the same period; however, when the key figures are calculated on the 
basis of the planning data, generally only the changes since the previous 
execution are considered. Note that when the incoming orders are 
determined, all incoming orders between the last execution and the cur-
rent execution are considered, regardless of the period for which the 
changes were made.

If necessary, you can also cancel a project-related incoming order deter-
mination. This may be necessary if you want to subsequently delete the 
billing indicator or the results analysis key from a WBS element for 
which you have already determined incoming orders. It might also be 
useful to cancel the incoming order determination and execute it a sec-
ond time, if you executed several incoming order determinations within 
a period but are interested in the overall changes to the key figures 
when compared with the previous period.

5.8 Cost Forecast

Estimate to 
completion

In previous chapters, we discussed how you can plan the costs of 
projects and how commitments and actual costs can be posted to 
projects as part of the execution phase. However, if deviations in the 
form of delays, expected overtime, and so on occur during the execution 
of your projects, an analysis of the current planned and actual costs and 
commitments won’t suffice if you want to make meaningful forecasts on 
how the costs of your projects will develop. The objective of the cost
forecast is to calculate the cost to complete (estimate to completion) for each 
cost element for future periods based on the planned, commitment, 
actual, and, in particular, forecast data of the networks. The cost to com-
plete is copied with the commitments and actual costs of CO version 0 
into one or more special forecast versions, which can be used as default 
values for a realistic prediction of costs.

The cost to complete is calculated as follows when you execute the cost 
forecast.
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For internal processing activities, the calculation of the cost to complete 
depends on the status of the activities and when they occur relative to 
the key date of the cost forecast. If an internal processing activity has not 
yet been confirmed, which means that it does not yet have an actual 
date, the cost forecast assumes that all of the planned work still has to be 
completed. For an activity that occurs after the key date, the cost to com-
plete is based on the normal costing for the activity. For an activity that 
is completed before the key date, the system uses the key date period to 
valuate all of the planned work.

If part of the planned work of an activity occurs before the key date and 
part occurs after, the system allocates all of the work to the period 
between the key date and the planned end date, taking into account the 
allocation key, and calculates the period-based cost to complete for this 
period. In all three cases, the estimated costs at completion (estimate at
completion) correspond to the cost to complete.

For a partially confirmed internal processing activity, the cost to com-
plete is calculated from the forecasted remaining work (see Chapter 4, 
Section 4.3), distributed across the period between the planned actual 
date and end date of the activities. The end date is based on the fore-
casted end date or forecasted remaining duration, or on the calculated 
end date (see Section 4.1.2). The estimated costs at completion are based 
on the total actual costs of the confirmed activities and the cost to com-
plete. If an internal processing activity has been confirmed, the cost to 
complete for the activity is zero. The estimated costs at completion cor-
respond to the actual costs of the activity.

Externally 
processed/ 
service activities

With externally processed activities and service activities, calculation of 
the cost to complete depends on whether purchase requisitions and pur-
chase orders have been created.

If no purchase requisitions or purchase orders have been entered for an 
activity, the time at which the activity takes place, relative to the key 
date of the cost forecast, becomes significant again. If the planned start 
date is after the cost forecast key date, the cost to complete is calculated 
using the normal costing for the activity. If the start date is before the 
key date, the planned costs are revaluated in the key date period. If an 
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invoicing plan is used, the planned costs for dates before the key date 
are moved to the key date, while costs for dates after the key date are 
copied unchanged. Because no actual costs or commitments exist yet, 
the estimated costs at completion correspond to the cost to complete in 
each case.

If a purchase requisition or purchase order exists for an activity, the cost 
to complete is set to zero (even if an invoicing plan is used). The esti-
mated costs at completion are based on the total actual costs or commit-
ments for the activity.

Costs activities For general costs activities, the calculation of the cost to complete 
depends on whether actual costs have been posted. For a general costs 
activity without actual costs, the calculation of the cost to complete 
depends on when the activity occurs, relative to the key date of the cost 
forecast. In this case, the logic used for internal processing activities that 
have not yet been confirmed is employed. If you used an invoicing plan 
for cost planning, the planned costs for dates before the key date are set 
to the key date, while costs for dates after the key date are copied 
unchanged as the cost to complete. The estimated costs at completion 
correspond to the cost to complete.

If actual costs have already been posted to a general costs activity, the 
cost to complete is based on the difference between the planned and 
actual costs of the activity. The distribution key is used for distribution 
across the period between the key date of the cost forecast and the end 
date of the activity. If the actual costs exceed the planned costs, the value 
of the cost to complete is zero. The estimated costs at completion are 
based on the total of the actual costs plus the cost to complete.

Material 
components

The calculation of the cost to complete for material components
depends on the item category of the component (see Chapter 2, Section 
2.3.1).

For nonstock items, the planned costs of the component are factored in 
the calculation of the cost to complete for the activity. If a purchase req-
uisition, purchase order, or goods receipt/invoice receipt exists for the 
component, only the commitments or actual costs are used for the cal-
culation.
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For stock items, you need to distinguish between components for which 
a goods issue has been posted and those without a goods issue. If a 
goods issue has not yet been posted, the cost of completion for the activ-
ity is calculated from the planned costs of the component. The period 
for the planned costs determination is based either on the requirements 
date, if this is after the cost forecast key date or, if not, on the cost fore-
cast key date. The estimated costs at completion for the component cor-
respond to the cost to complete. If a goods issue has been posted for a 
component, the cost forecast first calculates the difference between the 
planned quantity and the quantity issued, and then calculates the cost to 
complete for the open quantity. In this case, the estimated costs at com-
pletion are equal to the total of the actual costs and the cost to complete.

5.8.1 Prerequisites for and Restrictions of the Cost Forecast

It is only useful to use the cost forecast if you use networks and work 
breakdown structures. The networks must be activity-assigned, and 
must be both appended and apportioned (that is, planning networks
used solely for planning purposes are ignored). Moreover, only the CO 
version 0 values of costing-relevant activities that are assigned to a WBS 
element are considered.

The cost to complete for project stock-related material components can-
not be calculated as part of the cost forecast. Only plant stock-related 
stock items are included in the cost forecast calculation. The planning 
data of WBS elements is ignored in the cost forecast. However, the com-
mitment costs and actual costs of the WBS elements are copied, together 
with the values of the assigned networks, into the forecast version and 
can therefore be taken into account when calculating the estimated costs 
at completion.

Forecast versionTo update the cost to complete and copy the commitments and actual 
costs, you require a forecast version, which you must specify when you 
execute the cost forecast. Version 110 is available by default. However, 
you can also create your own CO versions in Customizing for the cost 
forecast (see Chapter 2, Section 2.4), which must then have the exclusive 
usage Forecast Costs.
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To factor in date changes due to confirmations, it usually makes sense to 
execute rescheduling before the cost forecast. The cost of completion is 
then calculated on the basis of your current time scheduling. Before you 
execute the cost forecast, you should also have executed the overhead 
calculation for the commitment values and actual values, so that all com-
mitments and actual costs are copied into the forecast version. But, you 
don’t have to manually execute a planned application of overhead 
because planned overheads are automatically calculated as part of the 
cost forecast.

5.8.2 Executing and Evaluating the Cost Forecast

You can use Transactions CJ9L and CJ9M to execute a cost forecast. 
Besides selecting the objects and selecting process control, you also 
enter the key date for calculating the cost of completion and the forecast 
version. When you execute the cost forecast, the system calculates the 
cost of completion for the selected objects based on the key date, and 
copies this cost of completion to the forecast version. The system also 
copies the commitments and actual costs to the forecast version, so that 
they can be used to calculate the estimated costs at completion.

Example of a cost 
forecast

Figure 5.26 shows an example of the result of a cost forecast (as you can 
see, only the result of an individual activity of a project is displayed in 
the detailed list of the cost forecast). In this example, planned costs are 
shown for an internal processing activity for periods 9 to 11. Due to a 
partial confirmation in period 10 and the remaining duration that is 
forecast as a result, the cost forecast also calculates a cost to complete for 
period 12. Also, due to the forecasted remaining work, the estimated 
costs at completion differ significantly from the planned costs.

The Forecast (12CTC1) hierarchy report is available as standard for 
analysis of the cost to complete, and the commitments and actual costs 
at the time of the cost forecast. Because the values are calculated by cost 
element, however, you can also define your own cost element reports to 
evaluate the cost forecast (see Chapter 6, Section 6.2.2).
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5.8.3 Forecast Workbench

As of EHP3, an additional cost forecast transaction is available: the Fore-
cast Workbench (Transaction CNFOWB). In contrast to the transactions 
described previously, the Forecast Workbench not only allows you to 
execute and evaluate a cost forecast, but also to change forecast costs 
and quantities manually.

Initial screenThe Forecast Workbench consists of an initial screen and the actual eval-
uation or editing screen. The initial screen (see Figure 5.27) allows you 
to select the project, or a subtree of it, and to enter a period and fiscal 
year.

Forecast versionsThe Forecast Workbench enables you to view three forecast versions
simultaneously:

� Automatic Forecast Version 
This CO version enables you to calculate forecast values similar to 

Figure 5.26  Example of the Result of a Cost Forecast
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Transaction CJ9L, if you select the Execute New Project Forecast

function in the initial screen of the Forecast Workbench.

� Past Forecast Version 
You can use this CO version to compare different cost forecasts with 
each other.

� Current Forecast Version 
The current forecast version is the forecast version you want to make 
changes to in the Forecast Workbench.

You can select the current and (optionally) past forecast versions in the 
initial screen of the Forecast Workbench. You define the automatic fore-
cast version and a default value for the current forecast version in Cus-
tomizing, depending on the respective CO area. In Customizing you 
must also define which planning versions you want to use to display the 
planned costs and quantities for WBS elements and networks. The 
Actual Cost Information for Baseline function in the initial screen 
allows you to start copying the actual data into the current forecast ver-
sion.

Editing screen The evaluation or editing screen of the Forecast Workbench consists of 
the following elements: a structure tree for navigation within the project 

Figure 5.27  Initial Screen of the Forecast Workbench
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structure and for selecting one or more objects, and a table that displays 
the forecast details for the selected objects (see Figure 5.28). Each com-
bination of object and cost element or statistical key figure displays in a 
separate row in that table.

The separate columns list information about planned, actual, remaining, 
and total costs and quantities for the different forecast versions and the 
planning version. In this context, the cost and quantities of the auto-
matic forecast version are referred to as calculated costs and quantities, 
while the values of the past forecast version are called past values and 
those of the current forecast version, forecast values. The fields related to 
the remaining and total forecast values are ready for input so that you 
can manually enter or change forecast values in the Forecast Work-
bench. In that case, the system distributes the forecast values similar to 
the previous distribution as of the period specified in the initial screen.

Figure 5.28  Editing Screen of the Forecast Workbench

Determination of Additional Period-Based Project Key Figures

Based on the results analysis, sales order determination, and cost forecast, 
you can revaluate the accounting data of your projects at the end of the 
period and determine additional key figures, such as costs that can be capital-
ized and reserves, incoming orders and open order values as well as cost to 
complete and costs at completion.
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5.9 Settlement

Project settlement 
options

In general, project structures serve only as temporary cost objects. In 
other words, the costs that are posted during the execution phase of a 
project are typically allocated to one or more other receivers as part of 
the period-end closing, that is, they are settled. The costs are allocated to 
various receivers in accordance with the purpose of the settlement. The 
following describes some examples of project settlement:

� Settlement to the Profitability Analysis (CO-PA) 
You can use the results analysis to calculate inventory costs or 
reserves for a project, for example (see Section 5.6). The settlement of 
these analyzed costs to CO-PA means that the information is made 
available to the PA for detailed Enterprise CO, while automatic adjust-
ment postings can be made concurrently in FI.

� Settlement to Asset Accounting 
For investment projects, cost portions, which can or must be capital-
ized, can be settled to AUC or completed assets. In Asset Accounting, 
you can then use these values for relevant depreciations, for example.

� Settlement to cost centers 
When you settle the costs of projects to cost centers, you can use 
these values in Cost Center Accounting, for example, for price calcu-
lation.

In addition to the preceding settlement receivers, you can also settle 
project costs to other orders, projects, cost objects, sales order items, or 
G/L accounts, for example, depending on your Enterprise CO require-
ments. You use settlement rules to determine which portions of which 
costs can be settled to which receivers with which amounts. These rules 
must be defined in the relevant senders; that is, in WBS elements or net-
work activities, for example.

Although settlements are generally only executed for actual projects, 
you can also settle planning data to cost centers, business processes, or 
(if you have previously executed a planned results analysis) to the PA for 
plan-integrated WBS elements. Then, you can use the planning data in 
Cost Center Accounting or Activity-Based Costing for planned price cal-
culation, for example. Planning data belonging to projects that are not 
plan-integrated can also be transferred to the results analysis without 
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settlement. This occurs via a planning data transfer from WBS elements 
with a results analysis key.

5.9.1 Prerequisites for Project Settlements

Various prerequisites must be fulfilled in SAP Project System Customiz-
ing and in the master data of the relevant projects before project settle-
ments can be executed.

Settlement ruleIn order for the costs of a WBS element or network header or activity to 
be settled, a settlement rule must be defined in the relevant object. A 
settlement rule consists of control parameters, in particular, a settlement
profile, and between one and 999 distribution rules. Figure 5.29 shows 
an example of the distribution rules of a WBS element.

Distribution ruleIn a distribution rule, you have to first define the settlement receiver. 
You can also execute settlements to various receivers by creating several 
distribution rules within a settlement rule. The settlement profile deter-
mines which settlement receivers can be used in the settlement rule.

Next, you can define which portions of the costs are to be settled to the 
settlement receiver. Costs can be distributed as a percentage, using equiv-
alence numbers, or by amount. With a settlement by amount, the amount 

Figure 5.29  Example of the Distribution Rules of a Settlement Rule
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rule category determines whether the specified amount is to be settled 
periodically, or whether the amount simply represents the upper limit 
for all settlements. In the first case, a negative balance may occur in the 
object due to the settlement by amount, while, in the second case, only 
the actual debit is settled periodically as a maximum.

Cost elements In addition, costs are often supposed to be distributed among various 
receivers based on the specific cost elements. To do this, you can define 
a source assignment in a distribution rule (depending on the parameters 
of the settlement rule), which refers to a cost element interval or cost 
element group. The distribution rule then only applies to debits for 
these cost elements. This means that debits, which can or must be capi-
talized, can be settled to Asset Accounting, while the other cost portions 
are settled to cost centers for investment projects, for example. In Asset 
Accounting, valuation areas can be used to make a further distinction 
between cost portions that can or cannot be capitalized based on the 
purpose of the valuation if required. The system posts portions of a val-
uation area that cannot be capitalized as nonoperating expenses.

Settlement type The settlement type of a distribution rule controls additional details of 
the settlement to the receiver. The following settlement types are avail-
able:

� PER (periodic settlement) 
During settlement, only the costs of the relevant settlement period 
are settled in accordance with the settlement rule.

� GES (full settlement) 
With full settlement, both the costs of the settlement period and the 
unsettled costs from previous periods are settled.

For investment projects, that is, for WBS elements with an investment 
profile, the following additional settlement types are also available:

� AUC (capitalization of assets under construction) 
This settlement type is used to settle the costs of WBS elements to 
assets under construction. Distribution rules for the AUC settlement 
type cannot be create manually. Instead, they are automatically cre-
ated during the first settlement, provided that an asset under con-
struction exists for the WBS element.
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� PRE (preliminary settlement) 
Distribution rules for the PRE settlement type are used for settlement 
before the distribution rules for settlement type AUC. With settle-
ment type PRE, you can therefore settle cost portions that are not to 
be capitalized.

If necessary, you can also enter a validity period for distribution rules, 
which is taken into account when settlement is executed. After a distri-
bution rule is used in a settlement, only the end date of the validity 
period can be changed.

Settlement rule 
parameters 
parameters

The parameters for the settlement rule essentially consist of the settle-
ment profile, an allocation structure, and, if necessary, a source and PA 
transfer structure. You must define all of these profiles in advance in 
SAP Project System Customizing settings.

Settlement profileThe settlement profile (see Figure 5.30) is the central profile for settle-
ment. In a settlement profile, you define, for example, which receiver 
types can or must be used in the settlement rule and how costs are to be 
distributed. By setting the To Be Settled in Full indicator, you ensure 
that an object can only be completed or flagged for deletion if its balance 
is zero. In addition to other control indicators, you can also define 
default values for the other profiles of the parameters of a settlement 
rule in a settlement profile.

Allocation 
structure

The allocation structure (also referred to in some cases as settlement
structure in Customizing) determines which (source) cost elements are to 
be settled under which (settlement) cost elements to the relevant 
receiver types. An allocation structure therefore consists of one or more 
assignments. Each assignment refers to source cost elements (that is, an 
interval of cost elements or a cost element group, under which debits 
may be posted) and to settlement cost elements (see Figure 5.31) under 
which the debits can be allocated during settlement. Settlement cost ele-
ments are defined on the basis of the individual settlement receivers. If 
necessary, the source cost elements can be retained during the settle-
ment to receivers. To do this, set the By Cost Element indicator for the 
relevant receiver types in the allocation structure. For performance rea-
sons, a settlement using a smaller number of settlement types is often 
preferred to a settlement by cost elements.
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Figure 5.30  Example of the Definition of a Settlement Profile

Figure 5.31  Defining the Settlement Cost Elements in an Allocation Structure
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Source structureA source structure consists of one or more source assignments. An 
assignment includes the debit cost elements that are to be settled in 
accordance with the same distribution rules during settlement. When 
you enter a distribution rule, you can restrict its validity to the cost ele-
ments in a source assignment by specifying this assignment. In the 
example shown previously in Figure 5.29, all costs of the INT and INR

source assignments are settled to a cost center, while all other costs are 
settled to the AUC or the completed asset.

PA transfer 
structure

You only require a PA transfer structure as part of project settlement if 
you want to settle costs to Profitability Analysis. Because data in the 
results analysis has a reference to value fields, you use the PA transfer 
structure to determine which cost elements are to be assigned to which 
value fields. You have to create one or more assignments in a PA transfer 
structure for this purpose. Each assignment refers to source cost ele-
ments (a cost element interval or cost element group) and to a value 
field. If necessary, you can also define various value fields within an 
assignment for fixed and variable portions.

Creating 
settlement rules

There are various options for creating settlement rules for WBS ele-
ments and network headers or activities. You can define the settlement 
profile and thus also all relevant settlement parameters as default values 
for WBS elements in the project profile for networks in the network 
type. If the same distribution rules are to be used for all WBS elements 
and, if necessary, for all networks in a project, you can define these dis-
tribution rules at the project definition level when you create the project 

Definition of Allocation Structures

When defining an allocation structure, note that the structure includes all 
source cost elements under which debits may be posted, and that each of 
these source cost elements may appear only once within the allocation struc-
ture.

Defining PA Transfer Structures

If you execute a results analysis before project settlement to the results anal-
ysis, you must ensure that the PA transfer structure incorporates all relevant 
results analysis cost elements.
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(with or without a template). When you save, this settlement rule is 
accepted by all WBS elements and, depending on the settings in the net-
work parameters, by the assigned networks. When you create new WBS 
elements or networks for the project, the settlement rule from the 
project definition is also copied to these elements or networks.

Strategies for 
settlement 

rules

Another efficient method for creating settlement rules for WBS ele-
ments and networks is to use strategies to determine settlement rules. 
Figure 5.32 shows the definition of a strategy to generate a settlement 
rule for WBS elements. You can use this strategy to determine the settle-
ment profile, the results analysis key (see Section 5.6.1), and the receiv-
ers of the settlement rule. The receivers are also defined by specifying 
the Account Assignment Category in the strategy.

Account 
assignment 
categories

The following account assignment categories can be used when defining 
a strategy:

� No receiver 
No distribution rule is generated.

� Profitability segment 
A distribution rule is created for a profitability segment in Profitabil-
ity Analysis. The characteristic values in this case are derived from the 
WBS element and the sales document items that are assigned to the 
WBS element. If several sales document items are assigned to a WBS 
element, the indicator N:1 DS-PS in the strategy determines whether 
a settlement rule is to be generated.

� Requesting cost center 
A distribution rule is generated with the Cost Center receiver type. 
The system copies the requesting cost center of the WBS element as 
the receiver cost center.

� Responsible cost center 
A distribution rule is generated with the Cost Center receiver type. 
The system copies the responsible cost center of the WBS element as 
the receiver cost center.

� Copy rule from higher-level object 
The WBS element copies the settlement rule of the higher-level WBS 
element or the project definition.
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You can define the determination of the account assignment category, 
the settlement profile and, if necessary, the results analysis key sepa-
rately within a strategy for billing elements, account assignment ele-
ments, and WBS elements that prohibit billing or account assignment. 
In addition, the Org. Change indicator allows you to determine that the 
settings you make are only valid if the current WBS element and the 
object that is directly above this in the hierarchy differ in their assign-
ment to a company code, business area, or profit center.

Settlement rulesWhen you have defined a strategy in SAP Project System Customizing 
settings, you must assign this setting to the relevant project profiles. 
Finally, you must generate the settlement rules for WBS elements. To do 
this, access Transaction CJB2 (Individual Processing) or CJB1 (Collective 

Figure 5.32  Example of the Definition of a Strategy for Generating Settlement Rules for 
WBS Elements

Copy Rule from Higher-Level Object

If the copy rule from higher-level object option is used, a settlement rule is 
only generated by default if the WBS element did not previously have a set-
tlement rule. However, as of EHP3, you can also use the BAdI WBS_
SETTLEMENT_RULE_NEW to pass on settlement rules to WBS elements with 
existing settlement rules.
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Processing), select the relevant objects, and execute settlement rule gen-
eration. The system uses the project profile to determine the relevant 
strategy and (if possible) generates settlement rules and, if necessary, 
results analysis keys for the selected WBS elements.

You can use a BAdI for greater control of the generation of settlement 
rules in Transaction CJB1 or CJB2. For example, you can adjust the 
determination of strategies to meet your own requirements or restrict 
the selection of sales document items for customer projects. You can 
then display additional information about the generation of the settle-
ment rules in a log and, if necessary, in a detailed list.

Strategies for 
networks

You can also define strategies to determine settlement rules for net-
works in SAP Project System Customizing settings. In a strategy for a 
network, you define the sequence in which the system should execute 
various types of strategies to determine settlement rules (see Figure 
5.33). You can use the following types of strategies to determine which 
settlement rules to use:

� Generate settlement to WBS element

� Copy settlement rule of the WBS element

� Copy settlement rule of the project definition

� No settlement rule

� Manual maintenance of settlement rule

� Automatic generation of settlement rule

Default rule With the Automatic Generation of Settlement Rule type, the system 
uses a default rule as a settlement rule. You define which rule is to be 
used in Parameters for Network Type. The default rules provided are 

Avoiding Generated Settlement Rules

Note that automatic generation of settlement rules with Transaction CJB1 or 
CJB2 is not possible for investment projects. If you also want to prevent the 
generation of settlement rules for other WBS elements, you can define a user 
status that prevents the Automatically Generated Settlement Rules (SRGN)

business process. This has no effect on the manual creation of settlement 
rules.
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preconfigured by SAP and cannot be changed. One possible default rule 
for networks is Network: To Sales Ord./WBS Element, which results 
in a settlement to an assigned sales order item or a WBS element.

You also define the strategy that is to be used to determine settlement 
rules for networks in Parameters for Network Type. However, in con-
trast to WBS elements, you don’t have to execute any additional transac-
tions to generate the settlement rules for networks using strategies.

Manual entry of 
distribution rules

Sometimes, it doesn’t make sense to enter default distribution rules in 
the project definition or to generate settlement rules automatically. You 
must then manually create distribution rules for the relevant operational 
objects. To do this, you can navigate from the object master data to dis-
tribution rule maintenance (shown in Figure 5.29) and, if necessary, 
from there to maintenance of the settlement parameters. As soon as a 
settlement rule exists for an object, it is documented for the object as 
system status SETC (Settlement Rule Created).

You can use the RKASELRULES_PR report for an overview of the settle-
ment rules of projects. On the initial screen of this report, you use selection 
variants to determine which projects are to be analyzed. If necessary, you 
can use details of the settlement parameters and settlement receivers as 
additional selection criteria. After you execute the report, it returns a table 

Figure 5.33  Defining Strategies for Generating Settlement Rules for Networks
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listing the distribution rules of the selected object. You can then navigate 
to the master data of the sender and receiver or to the settlement rules 
display.

5.9.2 Executing Project Settlements

Individual and 
collective 

processing

For individual and collective processing of project settlements, you can 
use Transaction CJ9E or CJ9G for planned settlement and Transaction 
CJ88 or CJ8G for actual settlement in SAP Project System. Figure 5.34
shows the initial screen for individual processing of actual project settle-
ment for a project.

In addition to selecting the relevant objects and specifying process control, 
you define the period for which you want the settlement to be executed 
on the initial screen. Depending on the settlement type of the relevant 

Figure 5.34  Initial Screen of the Actual Settlement of a Project
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distribution rules, the settlement either takes account of debits from the 
specified settlement period only, or factors in costs from previous periods. 
If the settlements are not to be posted to the settlement period—for exam-
ple, because this period is already locked against posting—you can specify 
a later period as the posting period, provided that this is still in the same 
fiscal year as the settlement period.

Processing typesOn the initial screen of project settlement, you also enter a Processing

Type, which controls additional details of the settlement process. The 
following processing types are available:

� Automatic 
With this processing type, distribution rules with settlement type PER 
are executed before settlement rules with settlement type FUL. For 
investment projects, settlements to assets with settlement type FUL 
are only taken into account after the relevant WBS elements are com-
pleted.

� By Period 
With this processing type, only distribution rules with settlement 
types PER, PRE, and AUC are taken into account. Settlement to 
assets(s) under construction will be carried out at last.

� Partial Capitalization 
With this processing type, distribution rules for assets with settle-
ment type FUL are used if the WBS element is not completed.

� Full Settlement 
This processing type is used for settlement rules with distribution 
rules of settlement type PER only, to check whether a balance still 
exists in the object after settlement due to debits in previous periods. 
If so, the system issues an error message, and you must execute settle-
ment for the previous periods first.

Lastly, if you also want to settle data from project-related incoming 
orders to the results analysis as part of settlement, you can use the two 
processing types Project-Related Incoming Orders and Automati-

cally Include Incoming Orders.

Results analysisWhen you execute project settlement, you can then analyze the result in 
a basic list and, depending on the process control settings, in a detailed 
list (see Figure 5.35). You can navigate from the detailed list to the 
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display of the sender and receiver master data or to the display of the 
settlement rules if necessary. If errors occurred during the execution, for 
example, because the status of an object prevented settlement or settle-
ment rules were missing, you can display the relevant messages.

You can repeat project settlement for the same period any number of 
times. In this case, the system only takes into account the postings that 
have been made since the last settlement. You can also cancel settle-
ments in individual and collective processing; however, a cancellation 
run only cancels the most recent settlement. If, for example, you exe-
cuted several settlements for a period and now want to cancel project 
settlement for the entire settlement period, you must execute several 
cancellation runs.

5.9.3 Settlement of Investment Projects

For investment projects, you must take into account several special fea-
tures regarding project settlement. If you assign an investment profile to 
a WBS element, the system may (depending on the investment profile 
settings) automatically generate one or more assets under construction
when the WBS element is released. Data belonging to the WBS element, 
such as the name or the requesting cost center, is copied to the AUC. 
You define investment profiles in Investment Management Customizing
using Transaction OITA (see Figure 5.36).

Figure 5.35  Detailed List of an Actual Settlement
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Distribution ruleWith the first settlement of the WBS element, the system automatically 
generates a distribution rule for settlement type AUC for settlement to 
the assigned asset under construction. If you don’t want to settle all 
costs of the WBS element to this asset under construction, you must 
manually enter additional distribution rules for the debits to other 
receivers that are not to be capitalized. Use settlement type PRE to 
ensure that these distribution rules are taken into account before settle-
ment to assets under construction as part of project settlement. You can 
use an appropriate source structure to distinguish between the cost 
portions that are to be capitalized and those that are not (shown in Fig-
ure 5.29).

Figure 5.36  Example of the Definition of an Investment Profile
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Once the asset under construction phase is completed, create a com-
pleted asset. You can do this in the Asset Accounting transactions or 
directly when maintaining the WBS element. Next, define a distribution 
rule in the WBS element with settlement type FUL for the cost portions 
to be capitalized and enter the completed asset as the settlement 
receiver. Note, however, that this distribution rule is only taken into 
account in the project settlement if you have selected Partial Capitali-

zation or Automatic as the processing type and completed the relevant 
WBS elements, in other words, if you have set the system status to 
TABG.

When the WBS elements have been completed, the debits that have 
been settled to the assets under construction are automatically reposted 
to the completed assets at the same time that the full settlement to the 
asset takes place. However, other debits can still be posted to the WBS 
elements. The relevant cost portions are then settled to the asset as part 
of the next project settlement.

Line item 
settlement

You can also execute line item settlement for investment projects, pro-
vided that this is permitted by the investment profile. With line item set-
tlement, you can create a separate, specific distribution rule for each 
debit posted (that is, for each line item). Therefore, an exact data origin 
can be determined for each line item, from the completed asset to the 
original debit to the investment project. You can also define a general 
settlement rule in addition to your line item settlement rules. The sys-
tem then uses this rule for all line items for which no separate settle-
ment rule has been assigned. You can enter line item distribution rules 
in Transaction CJIC.

Multilevel 
settlement

While direct settlements are generally used for sales and distribution 
projects or overhead cost projects, multilevel settlement may be useful for 
investment projects. With direct settlements, the sender objects settle 
their debits to the relevant receivers directly. With a multilevel settle-
ment for investment projects, you first settle all costs to the WBS ele-
ments with an investment profile, and then settle all debits from these 
WBS elements to assets under construction, assets, and other receivers. 
The system uses the settlement rules to automatically determine 
whether a direct settlement or a multilevel settlement should be executed
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in each case. This means that you only need to execute one settlement 
run, even in the case of a multilevel settlement. This multilevel settle-
ment of investment projects may be necessary, especially if you use 
assigned networks or orders without an investment profile, because 
these cannot automatically settle their costs to assets under construc-
tion. Multilevel settlement may also be useful if you want to archive and 
delete assigned orders during the asset under construction phase of 
projects lasting several years. For reasons of traceability, this is not pos-
sible if you settle the orders to AUCs directly.

If you use multilevel settlement, look at the dependencies explained in 
the next section. You should also note the special features regarding the 
interest calculation for investment projects (see Section 5.5).

5.9.4 Project Settlement Dependencies

To ensure that a project settlement can take into account all debits 
belonging to a period, you must first execute all relevant period-end 
closing activities. In particular, you must execute the overhead and tem-
plate allocation. If you also use revaluation at actual prices, interest cal-
culation, and results analysis, you should also execute these period-end 
closing activities before project settlement. A settlement must be exe-
cuted before and after revaluation in certain cases (see Section 5.2.3). If 
you determine project-related incoming orders (see Section 5.7), you 
must execute a separate settlement of this data, based on the processing 
type you use for settlement.

Elimination of 
internal business 
volume

Consider the particular problems associated with the hierarchically 
aggregated display of values in SAP Project System reports after a multi-
level project settlement. To ensure that no incorrect data is displayed in 
a WBS element in the structure overview or in hierarchy reports after a 
multilevel settlement (see Chapter 6, Section 6.1 and Section 6.2.1), the 
system executes an elimination of internal business volume. An elimina-
tion of internal business volume means that the system generates inter-
nal allocation records that remove the settlements posted in a WBS ele-
ment. Consequently, no duplicate actual costs from settlement and from 
the aggregation of values are displayed for this WBS element.
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To ensure that values can be displayed correctly in the structure over-
view and in hierarchy reports with the elimination of internal business 
volume, note the following points in relation to multilevel settlement:

� Always settle WBS elements to a higher-level WBS element that is 
directly above them in the hierarchy, and not to lower-level WBS ele-
ments or to WBS elements that are several levels higher.

� Always settle assigned network headers or activities and orders to the 
assigned WBS element.

� Don’t subsequently change the hierarchical position of the settled 
objects.

For more details about the elimination of internal business volume after 
multilevel settlement, see SAP Note 51971.

5.10 Summary

SAP Project System comprises a range of functions that help you make 
adjustment postings based on changed actual prices, applications of 
overhead, and interest calculations as part of period-end closing for your 
projects. With the results analysis and determination of project-related 
incoming orders, you can calculate additional key figures and make 
these available for Enterprise CO. The cost forecast provides informa-
tion about the expected cost to complete and costs at completion for 
your projects, and also takes into account the forecast data from confir-
mations. Lastly, you can use project settlement to allocate the costs and 
revenue data for your projects to other receivers in the SAP system.
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Flexible and clear reporting of all project-related data is integral 
to project management. SAP Project System provides accounting 
and logistics reports of different levels of detail for this very 
purpose.

6 Reporting

To monitor and control projects, you need reports that enable you to 
provide information about the current cost, revenue, schedule, and 
capacity situation of your projects. For this reason, different standard 
reports are available in Reporting of SAP Project System. If required, 
you can customize these reports or define your own reports. Reporting 
in SAP Project System is roughly divided between Project Information
System: Structures and Project Information System: Financials. Other 
reports are also available for special logistical evaluations and for analyz-
ing project progress. This chapter will describe the different evaluation 
options you can use in SAP Project System.

Reporting with SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse

Companies that use SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse (BW) for reporting 
purposes can also use predefined SAP Business Content for SAP Project Sys-
tem. This SAP Business Content consists of different extractors, update rules, 
characteristics, key figures, InfoCubes, queries, and roles. You can find details 
on content for SAP Project System in the SAP Library using the following key-
words:

� under Product Lifecycle Management � Program and Project Manage-

ment

� under Financials � Controlling � Overhead Cost Controlling � Over-

head Projects

As of EHP6, simplified reporting offers new objects and queries for evaluating 
accounting data when using SAP NetWeaver BW. 
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6.1 Project Information System: Structures

The focus of Project Information System: Structures is on evaluating mas-
ter data, schedules, and statuses of project objects; however, it can also 
show cost and revenue data. In Project Information System: Structures, 
you differentiate between the structure or project overviews and individ-
ual overviews. While individual reports only allow you to evaluate one 
document or object type at a time (that is, only from WBS elements or 
only from activities), you can use the structure/project structure overview 
to evaluate several object types simultaneously. Before we describe the 
structure/project structure overview and individual overviews in more 
detail, we will first deal with the data selection that is common to all 
reports of Project Information System: Structures (and also Project Infor-
mation System: Financials).

Data selection Figure 6.1 shows the initial screen of a report in Project Information Sys-
tem: Structures in SAP Project System. You can determine areas in the 
selection area of the initial screen for which you want to evaluate data. 
These areas include individual values or whole intervals of project defi-
nitions, work breakdown structure (WBS) elements, networks and 
orders, and so on. You can use indicators to specify whether the data 
you want to select from the database for your evaluation is data of oper-
ational objects or of versions, standard structures, or previously 
archived objects.

Database profile The database profile that you use influences the appearance of an initial 
screen and the selection options available there, but in particular, it 
influences the selection of data. You can assign a database profile as a 

The new reports are similar to existing ERP reports and permit an improved 
hierarchy presentation of projects and direct access to transaction data. In 
other words, loading of accounting data no longer requires replication but is 
done at the runtime of new reports.

Note, however, that the project structures still need to be replicated to be 
able to evaluate them using the new reports. By default, the new simplified 
reports are also integrated with the Project Planner and Cost Estimator role 
(see Chapter 2, Section 2.4.5).
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parameter value for the PDB parameter ID in the user master data 
(Transaction SU01), or as a default value in a PS info profile. If the data-
base profile allows this, you can make changes to the database profile 
temporarily when you call a report, or you can select a different data-
base profile.

Figure 6.1  Example of an Initial Screen of the Structure Overview with an Active 
Dynamic Selection
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Figure 6.2 illustrates how a database profile is defined in Customizing 
Transaction OPTX. You can use the database profile to specify which 
objects and data are to be read from the database, and which project 
view should be used to define how that data is displayed in the report in 
accordance with the project structure, or arranged on the basis of the 
project costs centers responsible, for example. SAP Note 423830 con-
tains a detailed description of the different indicators for a database pro-
file and their interdependencies.

Dynamic selection You can use dynamic selection and status selection profiles to further 
restrict the object selection you made in the initial screen of a report. 

Figure 6.2  Example of Defining a Database Profile
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Figure 6.1 shows a dynamic selection of the object selection according 
to the project type and company code of WBS elements. The specifica-
tions in dynamic selections act as filters for selecting objects from the 
database. With a suitable dynamic selection, you can reduce the amount 
of data selected and thereby influence the performance of the evaluation 
considerably. You can define which fields should be available for the 
dynamic selection. To do this, you need to create a selection view for the 
PSJ logical database with the CUS origin in Transaction SE36. Note that 
the definition of your own selection view for the dynamic selection is 
cross-client.

Status selection 
profile

In addition to the field values of dynamic selection, you can also use sta-
tuses as filter criteria for selecting objects. To do this, you must first 
define a status selection profile in Customizing of SAP Project System 
using Transaction BS42. You store different rows consisting of system or 
user statuses in a status selection profile (see Chapter 1, Section 1.6). 
You can use NOT, AND, or OR conditions for each row to specify how 
you want the combination of these statuses to be used as a filter. In the 
initial screen of a report, you can then select the status selection profile 
for the different object types as an additional restriction for selecting 
data from the database.

Selection variantsIf you made a more complex selection in the initial screen of a report, 
you can save this selection as a selection variant. When you then call the 
report again at a later time and you want to make the same selection, 
you don’t have to enter all of the selection criteria again manually. 
Instead, you only need to select the selection variant you saved.

Dynamic Selection Using Status Combination Codes

As of EHP3, you can use status combination codes (see Chapter 1, Section 1.6) 
as an alternative to status selection profiles as filter criteria in the dynamic 
selection process when selecting objects. Because status combination codes 
are stored in the master data of project objects instead of a separate database 
table—as is the case with the actual statuses—using status combination codes 
as filter criteria instead of status selection profiles leads to a considerable 
increase in system performance during object selection processes in reporting.
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Selection versions You can also save the data of reports of Project Information System: 
Structures as selection versions. When you call a report, you can then 
decide whether you want to select the current data from the database, or 
the data of a selection version for the evaluation. You can create any 
number of selection versions and, if required, assign them a validity 
period. If the datasets for evaluation are very large, you can also sched-
ule the creation of a selection version in the initial screen of a report as 
a background job. In this case, the system could automatically execute 
the data selection at night, for example. When creating a selection ver-
sion, you can specify a number of days after which the system is to 
delete the version automatically. You can also delete the selection ver-
sions manually.

Project views In addition to using the database profile to control the data selected, you 
can use the Project View field of the database profile to determine the 
hierarchy that will be used to display data when you call hierarchically 
arranged reports of Project Information System: Structures and Project 
Information System: Financials. Some of the following project views are 
delivered in the standard system:

� Project structure

� Profit center

� Cost centers

� Investment programs

� Sales view

� Characteristics hierarchy from summarization (see Section 6.4)

Properties of Data Selection

Note that you generally cannot select any other data from the database within 
the evaluations. In other words, your data selection determines which data is 
available for the evaluation. Similarly, you cannot further restrict the amount 
of data selected within the report; instead, you can only influence the display 
of this data by using field selections or filter functions. This means that the 
data selection you make in the initial screen of a report also influences the 
performance of the evaluation considerably.
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You can also create your own project views for predefined hierarchy 
types in Customizing Transaction OPUR. In addition, you can use a 
customer enhancement to define a hierarchy structure for project views 
for hierarchy type 99.

For more information about data selections in reports of SAP Project 
System, also refer to SAP Notes 107605 and 700697.

6.1.1 Structure/Project Structure Overview

You can use the structure overview and project structure overview to simul-
taneously evaluate the data of all project objects and orders and sales 
documents assigned to them (customer inquiries, customer quotations, 
and sales orders).

Structure Overview

PS info profileFigure 6.3 shows the evaluation of a project in the structure overview 
(Transaction CN41). The display of data and different functions of this 
report are determined by a PS info profile that you can either assign to 
users using the PFL parameter ID or manually select when you call the 
report. The PS info profile is essentially an overall profile in which sev-
eral subprofiles are combined. Some PS info profiles and all required 
subprofiles are delivered in the standard system. You can also define 
your own PS info profiles using Transaction OPSM in Customizing of 
SAP Project System, or branch directly to the editing area of lower-level 
profiles from a PS info profile.

Project View Properties

You cannot select any more data from the database in the project view. 
Instead, you can only define how the data in the information system will be 
displayed. The data in structure reports is hierarchically displayed most effec-
tively when you use the project structure as a project view.
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Defining a PS 
info profile

Figure 6.4 illustrates how a PS info profile is defined. You can use the 
fields in the Action Selection section of the PS info profile to specify 
which action you want the system to execute when you double-click on 
an object or data field in the report. Possible actions might include 
branching to the display, changing the object, or displaying the long text 
or change documents for the object. The Structure Overview profile in 
the PS info profile controls how the structure overview is displayed. 
This profile contains lower-level profiles that define the display, sorting, 
grouping, filtering, and highlighting colors of objects (exceptions), and 
indicators that determine how the data is aggregated and displayed.

Reporting setting You can change many of the settings in the report itself:

� You can use a field selection to determine which fields are displayed.

� You can change the sequence of field columns and their width with a 
mouse click.

� You can define filters and, if required, sorting, grouping, and summa-
rization criteria, or determine whether you want the values to be dis-
played in aggregated or nonaggregated format. Grouping, sorting, 
and summarization are only possible in the structure overview if you 
remove the hierarchical display of objects.

Figure 6.3  Evaluating a Project in the Structure Overview
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� Specifically, you can also define exceptions in the report using traffic 
lights or colored highlighting, for example, to indicate that planned 
dates have been overrun, or to emphasize objects with special charac-
teristics.

Figure 6.4  Example of Defining a PS Info Profile
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If the PS info profile or the corresponding subprofiles allow this, you 
can save changes that you made in the report as changes in the Custom-
izing profiles and also generate new profiles in the report.

Functions of 
structure overview

In addition to the different options you can use for adjusting data in the 
report and printing report data, you can use the following functions in 
the structure overview:

� Display, change, mass change, and create objects

� Confirm activities, create and send pools of confirmations

� Perform availability checks for material components

� Update data (Refresh)

� Graphically display data as structure, hierarchy, network, Gantt chart, 
and portfolio graphics, or total curves and histogram displays

� Send report data and export the data into Microsoft Excel format or as 
HTML or ASCII files

� Use periodic displays of costs, commitments, or revenues

� Branch to individual overviews, reports of Project Information Sys-
tem: Financials, or logistical reports such as capacity reports or 
reports for displaying reservations, purchase requisitions, or pur-
chase orders for a selected object

To better compare data with each other (for example, planned quantities 
or amounts with the actual values), you can also select difference col-
umns in the structure overview and display the difference as absolute 
amounts or percentages. When you evaluate project or simulation ver-
sions in the structure overview, you can also compare the version data 
and the operative data row by row.

Using Structure Overviews

Due to the wide range of functions of the structure overview, the option to 
evaluate structure, schedule, and CO data of all project-related objects simul-
taneously and, in particular, to branch to the editing area of all objects, the 
structure overview of some companies is used as the main transaction for 
managing projects.
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Project Structure Overview

Just as in the structure overview, in the project structure overview 
(Transaction CN41N), which is available as of SAP ERP 6.0, you can 
simultaneously evaluate data for project definitions, WBS elements, 
assigned networks and orders, and different sales documents. While the 
interface of the structure overview is based on a "classic" display, the 
SAP List Viewer (ALV) interface is used to display objects and data in the 
project structure overview (see Figure 6.5).

LayoutsThe advantage of the interface of the project structure overview is that 
you can make changes to the selection of columns and their sequence 
and width very easily and save these changes as layouts. You can save as 
many layouts as you wish and later select which layout you want to use 
to display the data. When you save a layout and set the User-Specific

indicator for this layout, only you can select or change this layout; oth-
erwise, all users would be able to use your layout. If you identify a lay-
out as an initial layout, this layout is used instead of the standard layout 
the next time you call the report.

Figure 6.5  Evaluating a Project in the Project Structure Overview
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Functions of the 
project structure 

overview

The project structure overview, nevertheless, has nowhere near the 
range of functions that the structure overview has to offer. The follow-
ing lists the functions of the project structure overview:

� Display with or without hierarchy tree

� Print preview and print of current view or the complete hierarchy

� Filter functions

� Display and change objects, display long texts

� Update data

� Graphical display of data as structure, hierarchy, or network graphics

� Export data, for example, as a file to XLS in DOC, RTF, TXT, HTML, or 
HTM format

Note that you cannot evaluate project versions or customer-specific 
fields in the project structure overview.

6.1.2 Individual Overviews

You can use individual overviews to evaluate data for individual docu-
ments or object types. Just as with the structure and project structure 
overviews, two different interfaces are also available for you to use with 
the individual overviews. You can use enhanced individual overviews 
that are based on a classic display of data or you can also use ALV-based 
individual overviews for your evaluation purposes.

Individual 
overviews in 

Project Information 
System: Structures

The following individual overviews are all available in Project Informa-
tion System: Structures (the transaction codes shown here refer to the 
enhanced and ALV-based overviews):

Object Currency in the Structure and Project Structure Overview

By means of a customer extension, you can release the display of accounting 
data in the object currency in the structure and project structure overview as 
well as in the project planning table and the evaluation of the progress anal-
ysis. As a result, all relevant fields are not only available in the CO area cur-
rency, but also in the respective object currency and can be added accordingly 
to the layout of reports or to field selection. The aggregation of data in the 
object currency only takes place as long as the object currency is uniform 
within the structure.
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� Project Definitions (Transaction CN42/CN42N)

� WBS elements (Transaction CN43/CN43N)

� Planned Orders (Transaction CN44/CN44N)

� Orders (Transaction CN45/CN45N)

� Networks (Transaction CN46/CN46N)

� Activities/Elements (Transaction CN47/CN47N)

� Confirmations (Transaction CN48/CN48N)

� Relationships (Transaction CN49/CN49N)

� Capacity Requirements (Transaction CN50/CN50N)

� Production Resources and Tools (Transaction CN51/CN51N)

� Material Components (Transaction CN52/CN52N)

� Milestones (Transaction CN53/CN53N)

Project Information System: Structures also contains some reports that 
are only available with the classic interface, such as the following:

� Sales Documents (Transaction CNS54)

� Sales Document Items (Transaction CNS55)

� Change Documents for Project/Network (Transaction CN60)

Contrary to the individual overviews, the partner overview (Transaction 
CNPAR), which you can use to analyze the partners (see Chapter 1, Sec-
tion 1.2) for project definitions and WBS elements, is only available as 
an ALV-based report: Compared to the individual overviews, the ALV-
based partner overview has an extremely limited range of functions and 
only a few Customizing options.

Enhanced 
individual 
overviews

The way the data is displayed in the enhanced individual overviews is 
based on the PS info profile and the lower-level profiles. Figure 6.6
shows the evaluation of activities using the enhanced Activities/Ele-

ments individual overview. The enhanced individual overviews essen-
tially contain the same functions as in the structure overview (see 
Section 6.1.1). However, unlike the structure overview, no cost, reve-
nue, budget, or commitment data is shown in the individual overviews. 
Nevertheless, you can branch to the reports of Project Information Sys-
tem: Financials from an individual overview, if required.
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ALV-based 
individual 
overviews

Figure 6.7 shows the evaluation of the Milestones ALV-based individ-
ual overview. Just as with the project structure overview, you can cus-
tomize the interface very easily and save and manage this as layouts (see 
Section 6.1.1).

Compared to the project structure overview, however, you have a great 
deal more Customizing options available with individual overviews. 
Some of these options include sorting, direct display in Microsoft Excel 
or Lotus interfaces, different display options (column optimization, 

Figure 6.6  Example of an Enhanced Individual 0verview

Figure 6.7  Example of an ALV-based Individual Overview
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striped pattern, etc.), or the formation of totals, subtotals, mean values, 
or exceptionally high or low values. Similar to the enhanced individual 
overviews, you can also use filters and exceptions to export data in dif-
ferent file formats, display or change objects, and update the displayed 
data.

However, ALV-based individual overviews don’t offer all of the func-
tions available in enhanced individual overviews. For example, you can-
not send the data of these individual overviews to other users by SAP 
mail; you cannot create any new objects; from Project Information Sys-
tem: Financials, you can only assign hierarchy reports (drilldown 
reports), but not cost element reports, to the individual overviews; and 
some settings are deleted when you update the data. The SAP Library 
and SAP Note 353255 contain detailed information about the functions 
and restrictions of ALV-based individual overviews.

6.2 Project Information System: Financials

You can use reports of Project Information System: Financials to evalu-
ate planned and actual costs, commitments, budget values, and pay-
ments. The reports are differentiated by hierarchy, cost element, and 
line item reports. These three report types each differ in the functions 
available for displaying and evaluating data, in the data that can be eval-
uated and also, in particular, in the level of detail that you can use for 
your evaluations. The different report types are explained in the follow-
ing sections.

Data selectionThe common factor for all of the reports of Project Information System: 
Financials is that (as with the structure reports) you must define the 

Project Info System: Structures

The structure or project structure overview in Project Information System: 
Structures provides you with a hierarchical overall overview both of the logis-
tical and the financials data of your projects and assigned objects. Individual 
overviews are used to provide table evaluations of individual object types 
focusing on master data, status, or logistical information. You can adapt the 
reports in Project Information System: Structures dynamically and utilize var-
ious functions for detailed analysis or for processing objects.
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amount of data to be read from the database. You do this in the initial 
screen using the selection screen, dynamic selection, status selection 
profiles, and particularly the database profile (see Section 6.1). Depend-
ing on the report, however, you can also specify other selection criteria, 
such as fiscal years, periods, CO versions or cost element intervals, or 
groups in the initial screen of reports of Project Information System: 
Financials. You can save selections that are more complex in the form of 
selection variants that you can use when you call reports at a later stage. 
When you select large sets of data, you can also execute the reports in 
the background.

6.2.1 Hierarchy Reports

Hierarchy reports are based on drilldown reporting functions in the SAP 
system and can therefore also be described as drilldown reports. The 
RPSCO project information database, where you save all project-related 
CO and payment data summarized as value categories, forms the basis for 
evaluations using hierarchy reports. You must implement some settings 
in the SAP system before you use hierarchy reports for the first time in 
SAP Project System.

Prerequisites for Using Hierarchy Reports

Value categories Value categories are groupings of cost elements or commitment items
(see Section 6.2.4). Value categories are not only required for evalua-
tions using hierarchy reports, but are also needed for calculating interest
on projects (see Chapter 5, Section 5.5). You need to define suitable 
value categories and assign these categories to all of the relevant cost ele-
ments and commitment items, even before you perform postings on 
projects.

You can use Transaction OPI1 to define value categories. In addition to 
a key and short text, you specify the debit type for each value category, 
for example, costs and outgoing payments or revenues and incoming 
payments. You can then use Transactions OPI2 and OPI4 to assign cost 
element intervals or groups or commitment item intervals to the value 
categories. You can run a consistency check on your assignments using 
Transaction CJVC.
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Quantity 
information

You can also use value categories to update quantity information in the 
RPSQT project information database. You can then use this quantity 
information for evaluations in progress reports of SAP Project Systems, 
for example (see Chapter 4, Section 4.7.2). To enable quantities to be 
updated in this database, in addition to the debit type, you must also 
have assigned a unit of measure to the relevant value categories.

Automatic value 
category

Instead of creating value categories manually and assigning all relevant 
cost elements and commitment items in advance, you can also set the 
Automatic Value Categories indicator in the update control of the 
RPSCO project information database. This indicator causes a separate 
value category with the same name to be created automatically for each 
newly posted cost element or commitment item; however, you should 
note that creating value categories automatically can negatively affect 
performance when you post data (due to the very high number of value 
categories that may be created) and evaluate data.

SAP currently delivers different standard hierarchy reports for evaluating 
costs, budgets, revenues, project results, and forecast data, or payments 
that you can import from client 000 using Customizing Transaction 
CJEQ, if necessary. You can also define your own hierarchy reports 
depending on your requirements. A customer enhancement is also avail-
able for making your own adjustments. Before we explain the different 
functions that you can use within hierarchy reports for evaluating project 
data, we will deal with the technical principles of hierarchy reports first 
for clarification purposes.

Principles of Hierarchy Reports

Output typesYou can use two different interfaces (output types) to evaluate data using 
hierarchy reports: a graphical report output and the display as a classic

Defining Value Categories

For performance reasons, we recommend that you combine several cost ele-
ments or commitment items in value categories; however, in this case, you 
cannot evaluate data at the level of individual cost elements or commitment 
items using hierarchy reports. If you subsequently change the assignments for 
value categories, you must then reconstruct the project information database 
using Transaction CJEN.
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drilldown report. Depending on the report definition, the output type is 
fixed, or can be selected manually in the initial screen of the report. You 
usually use classic drilldown reports if you require high performance for 
evaluating large datasets. You use the graphical report output especially 
if you want to display different list types simultaneously or if you want 
to use your own HTML templates for the report header.

Characteristics and 
key figures

Figure 6.8 shows the graphical report output of the standard Plan/Act/

Commit/Rem.plan/Assigned report. The data displayed in a hierarchy 
report is based on characteristics and key figures. Characteristics are 
Object, Period, Fiscal Year, Value Category, Currency, Results

Analysis Category (see Chapter 5, Section 5.6), or Business Transac-

tion. The data of the RPSCO project information database can differ 
according to the different values of these characteristics. The relevant 
combinations of characteristic values in the dataset also have specific 
values. These data values (that is, the planned, budget, commitment, 
costs, revenue, and financial values, and possibly the values calculated 
from these values in a report using formulas) are called key figures.

Figure 6.8  Example of the Graphical Report Output of a Hierarchy Report
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FormA form and an assigned report definition control how the data (that is, 
characteristics and key figures) is displayed in a hierarchy report. You 
cannot use ad hoc reports (that is, reports without a form) in SAP Project 
System. You use a form for the Two Axes (Matrix) form type to control 
the basic structure of rows and columns in a report. You differentiate be-
tween displays in the form of a detail list and a drilldown list (list types).

Detail and 
drilldown list

Figure 6.9 shows an example of how a detail list of the 12KST1C stan-
dard form is defined. In the detail list of this example, different values of 
the Fiscal Year characteristic are used as rows and key figures are dis-
played as columns. A (global) variable is used to define the rows here. 
Fixed values and values calculated based on formulas are used as key fig-
ures. For more details about controlling the values displayed in col-
umns, see Section 6.2.2.

Residual Order Plan Key Figure

The residual order plan is calculated at the WBS element level when you call 
the report and results from the total of the apportioned planned values of 
assigned orders or networks minus their actual and commitment values (how-
ever, this value that is calculated for each order is only factored in the total if 
the value is positive).

Figure 6.9  Example of Defining a Detail List of a Form
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Figure 6.10 shows an example of a drilldown list for the 12KSTC1 form. 
This drilldown list displays characteristics and their values flexibly as 
rows, whereas the columns are formed by key figures for different char-
acteristic values of the Fiscal Year characteristic. The fiscal year here is 
again defined by a variable.

Report definition A form only defines the general structure of the detail and drilldown 
lists of a hierarchy report; however, the report definition that was cre-
ated with reference to the form determines its contents. For this reason, 
the report definition specifies which characteristics can be used for the 
evaluation (the Object characteristic is always included in this case). You 
can store fixed values in the report definition, or make entries in the 
initial screen of the report for local variables that are used in the form. 
Settings for the output type and other different display options are also 
specified in the report definition. Figure 6.11 shows the report defini-
tion for the 12KST1C form.

Evaluating Versions in Hierarchy Reports

Note that you can only evaluate data from project or simulation versions in a 
hierarchy report if you selected the Version Key characteristic in the general 
selections of the corresponding form.

Figure 6.10  Example of Defining a Drilldown List
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Report-report 
interface

Hierarchy reports also allow you to branch to other hierarchy, cost ele-
ment, or line item reports of SAP Project System for more detailed eval-
uations. The corresponding report-report interfaces must be set up for 
this under the Report Assignment menu path in Customizing of SAP 
Project System. You can import report-report interfaces for the standard 
reports from client 000; however, you can also define your own report 
assignments. Note that you can only branch to reports of the same level 
of detail or to more detailed reports. For example, you cannot branch to 
a hierarchy report from a line item report.

Figure 6.11  Report Definition of a Hierarchy Report
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Transactions You can use Transactions CJE4, CJE5, and CJE6 to create, change, and 
display forms. You can edit forms using Report Painter functions (see 
also Section 6.2.2). You can use Transactions CJE1, CJE2, and CJE3 to 
create, edit, or display report definitions. In Transaction CJE0, you can 
execute user-defined hierarchy reports directly. You can also integrate 
your reports into the SAP menu or user menus.

Evaluations Using Hierarchy Reports

Figure 6.8 (shown previously) shows the drilldown list of a hierarchy 
report where different cost data for the different project objects is dis-
played in aggregated format. The characteristics assigned to the report 
definition are displayed in the navigation area. Instead of evaluating the 
key figures for the Object characteristic, you can also select another 
characteristic for a drilldown from the navigation area. For example, 
you can display the distribution of the values to the different value cate-
gories or for the period or fiscal year.

Drilldown When you switch a drilldown, you can either drill down through all of 
the values displayed in the report to a different characteristic, or you can 
select a specific characteristic value and only do a drilldown switch (drill-
down) for the values of this characteristic value. We can illustrate this 
using the example shown in Figure 6.8. Very high (aggregated) planned 
costs are shown at the level of the Procurement WBS element. You now 
only want to evaluate the values of this WBS element further and there-
fore drill down to the Period/Year characteristic for the Procurement

WBS element. You notice that the highest planned costs of the WBS ele-
ment are shown for period 9. To determine the value categories that the 
planned costs of the Procurement WBS element are distributed to in 
period 9, you drill down to the Val.Category for this period. Figure 
6.12 shows the results of this double drilldown.

Creating Your Own Hierarchy Reports

If you want to create your own hierarchy report, you must first create a suit-
able form and then a report definition for this form. In this case, we recom-
mend that you use the forms and report definitions delivered as templates in 
the standard system. If required, you can also set up your own suitable report-
report interfaces.
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Drilldown reportIn a classic drilldown report, you can switch between the drilldown lists 
and the detail list and call graphics of selected key figures (see Figure 
6.13). In the graphical report output, you can simultaneously display 
drilldown and detail lists and, if required, a graphic display of key fig-
ures depending on the settings of the report definition.

Figure 6.12  Example of a Drilldown in a Hierarchy Report

Figure 6.13  Detail View of a Hierarchy Report in the Classical Display
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Other 
functions of 

hierarchy reports

Other functions available in hierarchy reports include:

� Export and print out data. (You can only print report data from the 
graphical report output on a limited basis and you do this in the clas-
sical display of data, for example.)

� Convert values into other currencies.

� Highlight (color) data if values exceed or fall short of threshold values 
(exceptions).

� Sort values in the form of ranking lists and define conditions for dis-
playing values.

� Maintain and display comments for the report.

� Branch to the master data display of objects and call other reports.

Depending on the output type, hierarchy reports also contain other 
functions. For example, you can send the data of a classic drilldown 
report directly to other users via SAP mail. The graphical report output 
allows you to customize the column display and screen layout much 
more flexibly for this purpose.

Restrictions Note that you cannot update data with hierarchy reports. This means 
that when you make changes to the data after you call a report, you must 
exit the report and call it again to evaluate the current data. You can also 
save the data of the report before you exit it. The next time you call the 
report, you can then choose between a new selection of the current data 
and an evaluation of the report data you saved.

But, unlike the reports of Project Information System: Structures, for 
example, you can only save one dataset in each case for the report data 
of hierarchy reports. If you save the data again, the previously saved 
report data is overwritten. For more information about hierarchy 
reports, see SAP Note 668240.

6.2.2 Cost Element Reports

Report Painter 
reports

You can use cost element reports of SAP Project System to evaluate 
costs, commitments, and revenues of projects, and assigned networks or 
orders. You define cost element reports in the Report Painter; therefore, 
they are also referred to as Report Painter reports. Figure 6.14 shows an 
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example of the evaluation of project data using the standard Act/Com/

Total/Plan report in CO area currency.

Prerequisites and Principles of Cost Element Reports

Standard reportsDifferent cost element reports are delivered in the standard system. If 
required, you can import these reports from client 000 using Customiz-
ing Transaction OKSR and then generate them in Transaction OKS7. If, 
for the sake of clarification, in addition to evaluating data at the level of 
individual cost elements, you want to evaluate subtotals for individual 

Figure 6.14  Example of Evaluating Project Data Using a Cost Element Report

Values in Cost Element Reports

Evaluations using cost element reports are based on totals records for cost 
elements. Therefore, you cannot evaluate values that don’t have a reference 
to cost elements, such as hierarchical costs or revenue plans, budgets, or pay-
ments, in cost element reports.
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intervals of cost elements, you have to create suitable cost element 
groups in Transaction KAH1. You can arrange cost element groups hier-
archically here in the form of nodes, whereby a two-tier structuring of 
cost element groups will typically suffice. You can then select the cost 
element group to be evaluated from the initial screen of a cost element 
report. The report now displays a separate row for each cost element 
and a node of the cost element group, where the total of the cost ele-
ments contained there is displayed for this node.

Libraries Evaluations using cost element reports in SAP Project System are based 
on a logical combination of several database tables (COSP, COSS, COEP, 
and so on). The tables are combined in SAP Project System by the logical 
CCSS reporting table stored in Table T804E. You can view the list of 
combined database tables using the Data Browser (Transaction SE16) by 
first selecting the T804E table and then the CCSS reporting table. How-
ever, the cost element reports use only a subset of, rather than all, char-
acteristics, key figures, and combinations of characteristics and key fig-
ures (basic key figures or predefined columns) of this CCSS reporting 
table. This subset is known as the library. All Report Painter reports 
must be assigned to a library and can only use the selected subset on 
characteristics, key figures, and basic key figures of the assigned library. 
The cost element reports of SAP Project System are assigned to the 6P3 
library by default.

Report groups You may want to toggle between different cost element reports while 
evaluating project data. In this case, you can use report groups to avoid 
having to select data from the database each time. Report groups are col-
lections of reports from one library that access the same data, but dis-
play it in different ways.

Selecting Cost Elements

Note that the report only displays values for those cost elements that you 
specified in the initial screen as a cost element group or cost element interval, 
regardless of whether postings were made for other cost elements. If you 
leave the selection of the cost element group or cost element interval blank, 
all posted cost elements are displayed.
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If you want to evaluate data using a cost element report, you execute the 
corresponding report group. This simultaneously selects the data from 
the database for all reports. If several reports are assigned to the report 
group, you can toggle between the different reports without having to 
reselect the data each time. The standard Report Painter reports of SAP 
Project System are assigned to report groups whose ID begins with 6PP. 
Cost element reports also exist in SAP Project System for report groups, 
for example, beginning with 6P0. These are reports that you can only 
edit with the Report Writer.

Report PainterYou can define reports using the Report Painter. Figure 6.15 shows the 
definition of a report using an example of the standard Act/Com/Total/

Plan cost element report in CO area currency. The Cost Element char-
acteristic is used as rows of the report. The columns in this example are 
formed by basic key figures and key figures calculated using formulas. 
The display of rows and columns and other display options are con-
trolled by the layout of a report or report section.

Assigning Cost Element Report to Libraries and Report Groups

Each cost element report must be assigned to a library and a report group. A 
report group can also contain several reports; however, these report groups 
must all use the same library.

Figure 6.15  Definition of a Cost Element Report in the Report Painter
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Key figures with 
characteristics

When you define columns consisting of key figures with characteristics, 
the specified values of these characteristics determine which values of 
the key figures you actually want to be selected for the display (see Fig-
ure 6.16). For example, you can use the values of the Value Type char-
acteristic to decide whether planned or actual costs, commitments, or 
statistical actual costs are to be displayed in a column. With the Version

characteristic, you can determine the CO version from which the data is 
to be selected, and so on. Predefined key figures that contain useful 
combinations from a basic key figure and one or several characteristics 
are also delivered in the standard system.

General selections In addition to defining rows and columns, the general selections of a 
report define the characteristics to be used for the selection of data for 
the report. Figure 6.17 shows an example of general selections.

Variations You can also use the characteristics of general selections for variations. 
Variation means that you can use the different characteristic values for 
navigation purposes within the report as part of an evaluation. Depend-
ing on which characteristic value or combination of characteristic values 
you select in the report, only data for these values is displayed.

Figure 6.16  Definition of the "Actual" Column Using a Basic Key Figure
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TransactionsYou can use Report Painter Transactions GRR1, GRR2, and GRR3 to cre-
ate, change, and display cost element reports. You can also create cost 
element reports using the Report Writer via Transaction GR31. In addi-
tion, you can use Transaction GR51 to create new report groups with 
reference to a library. In Transaction GR55, you can execute user-
defined report groups directly. You can also integrate your reports into 
the SAP menu or user menus.

Evaluations Using Cost Element Reports

Figure 6.14 shows the evaluation of project data using the Act/Com/

Total/Plan report in CO area currency. The variation in the left area, 

Figure 6.17  Example of Defining the General Selections

Defining Cost Element Reports

When you create your own cost element report, you first need to specify the 
library. You then define the structure of the rows and columns and specify the 
general selections and, if necessary, any variations. Finally, you must assign 
the report to a report group. If required, you can also define report-report 
interfaces for cost element reports. You can use the default reports in the 
standard system as templates.
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for example, allows you to navigate between the different project 
objects. Two entries are contained in the variation for some WBS ele-
ments. Depending on which entry you select, the system either displays 
the values that were posted directly on the relevant WBS element or the 
aggregated values of all lower-level objects and of the WBS element 
itself. The different values are displayed as totals records for the relevant 
cost elements. If you used cost element groups for the selection, subto-
tals would also be displayed.

Functions The following functions are also available in cost element reports:

� Print, export, and send data

� Convert values into other currencies

� Use threshold values as filters

� Sort values

� Graphical display of data

� Display data using Microsoft Excel or Lotus interfaces

� Call other reports

� Update data using menu options

Extracts When you exit a cost element report, you can also save the report data as 
an extract. You can save any number of extracts for a selection. The next 
time you call the report, you can then decide in the initial screen using 
the Data Source function whether the data is to be selected from the 
database again, or whether you want to use an extract that already exists 
for your evaluation. You can delete extracts manually or automatically 
from the system by specifying an expiry date. For more information 
about cost element reports, see SAP Note 668513.

Expert Mode

Note that you can only use some of the preceding functions (in particular, the 
updating of report data) if you have set the Expert Mode indicator in the 
report options.
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6.2.3 Line Item Reports

While hierarchy reports only allow you to evaluate project data at the 
level of value categories, and cost element reports only show totals 
records for cost elements, you can use line item reports to evaluate each 
business transaction that led to a relevant posting.

Prerequisite for Evaluating Data Using Line Item Reports

PrerequisitesTo select and evaluate data in line item reports, corresponding line item 
reports must first actually exist. The following prerequisites must be met 
for writing line items:

� Plan 
Plan line items are only supported for certain planning functions (see 
Chapter 2, Section 2.4). The object status must also explicitly allow 
plan line items to be written or integrated planning must be activated.

� Budget 
Each budget change is documented by a line item.

� Commitment 
If commitment management is activated (see Chapter 4, Section 
4.2.1), all commitments are posted as line items.

� Actual 
A line item is written for each actual posting. Line items are also cre-
ated for results analysis transactions and settlement transactions.

� Payments 
Payments line items for payments are only written in SAP Project Sys-
tem for an activated PS Cash Management (see Section 6.2.4). To 
write plan line items for payments, you must also assign the business 
Transaction FIPA to a number range.

Display variants 
(layouts)

You use the ALV interface for line item reports. A display variant (lay-
out), which you can select from the initial screen of a line item report, 
defines the way data is displayed. In addition to the display variants 
delivered by default, you can also define your own layouts in the 
reports. Section 6.1 already explained how layouts are defined and man-
aged.
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Evaluations Using Line Item Reports

Standard line 
item reports

Some of the line item reports available in the standard system include 
the following:

� Planned costs/revenues (Transaction CJI4)

� Hierarchical costs/revenue planning (Transaction CJI9)

� Budget (Transaction CJI8)

� Commitment (Transaction CJI5)

� Actual costs/revenues (Transaction CJI3)

� Results analysis (Transaction CJIF)

� Line item settlement (Transaction CJID)

� Planned payments (Transaction CJIB)

� Actual payments/payment commitment (Transaction CJIA)

Figure 6.18 shows the evaluation of line items of a project using the 
Actual Costs/Revenues Report. The line items are displayed as a list 
that you can flexibly customize using ALV functions (column selection, 
sorting, filtering, totals and subtotals, exceptionally high or low values, 
display in Microsoft Excel, etc.). The interface also enables you to print, 
send, or export the report data by default.

As of EHP6 you can simultaneously analyze archived and non-archived 
line items for projects in the  Actual Costs/Revenues line item report. 
This is usually required if you have long-running projects for which you 
archive line items of past periods before project closure and you still 
want to access all line items jointly.

The number of line items can become very large in the course of the 
project and thus impact, for example, the performance of the Actual

Costs/Revenues Report report. SAP Note 1687210 as well as the infor-
mation contained therein provides a solution that enables you to save 
the planned and actual line items in an SAP HANA database in parallel 
and to load and analyze them from this performance-optimized in-mem-
ory database using the new CJI3N and CJI4N reports. In contrast to the 
original reports, these new reports also provide a structure tree to navi-
gate in the selected project structures. SAP Note 1698066 provides addi-
tional information on the new reports.
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Environment 
documents

A very useful function of line item reports is the ability to branch to the 
line item environment. You can use this function to branch to the master 
data of objects and partner objects, or to display the source document of 
a line item, for example, the confirmation that led to costs on an activity. 
In particular, you can also use the menu options to evaluate all of the 
cost accounting documents that were created for the relevant business 
transaction. Depending on the business transaction, these can be cost 
accounting, Profit Center, or FI documents (see Figure 6.18).

Figure 6.18  Line Item Report with a Selection of Environment Documents

Project Information System: Financials

You can use the reports from Project Information System: Financials to evalu-
ate all project-related accounting data. Depending on the type of reports 
used, you can use different interfaces, functions, and levels of detail for the 
evaluation.
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6.2.4 PS Cash Management

In addition to evaluating project-related data in terms of costs and reve-
nues, the planning and evaluation of payment flows or receipts and 
expenditures is also germane to very capital-intensive projects to 
achieve positive cash flow, and therefore potential profits from interest. 
To do this, you can use PS Cash Management in SAP Project System. It 
provides functions you can use both to plan incoming and outgoing pay-
ments for your projects, and also to evaluate project-related payments 
and payment obligations. You can update relevant payment data from FI 
(for example, incoming and outgoing payments, down payments, and 
down payment requests), from Purchasing (commitments due to pur-
chase requisitions or purchase orders), and from Sales (data from cus-
tomer quotations, sales orders, billing requests, or billing documents) 
for projects in PS Cash Management.

Prerequisites for Using PS Cash Management

FM areas To use PS Cash Management, you must make certain settings in the IMG 
of the SAP system. From a funds perspective, you first require Financial 
Management (FM) areas as organizational units for structuring your 
company. For PS Cash Management, you must then assign company 
codes to the FM areas. You can assign several company codes to an FM 
area. Through this assignment, the FM areas are subsequently derived 

The report-report interfaces allow you to branch from less detailed reports to 
even more specific report types. For example, you can begin the evaluation of 
project data by using a hierarchy report, evaluating selected data in a cost ele-
ment report further, branching to a line item report for certain data and, if 
necessary, displaying all relevant environment documents from here.

Specifics of PS Cash Management

Unlike in Treasury or in Liquidity Planner, for example, where payments are 
classified according to vendor and customer groups and payment flows are 
considered for the entire company, in PS Cash Management, payment data is 
always planned and evaluated on a project-related basis. Therefore, PS Cash 
Management is also known as Project Cash Management. For further informa-
tion about PS Cash Management, see SAP Note 417511.
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from the relevant company codes of the business transactions. You 
assign the company codes and define FM areas in general Customizing
of the company structure.

Commitment itemsYou plan and update payment-relevant data in PS Cash Management 
based on commitment items and their link to G/L accounts. You there-
fore use commitment items to structure revenues and expenditures. Fig-
ure 6.19 shows the editing area of a commitment item in Customizing 
Transaction FMCIA. The attributes of a commitment item are controlled 
by the two Financial Trans. and Commitment Item Cat. fields 
(attributes). The financial transaction represents business transactions 
and controls the updating of corresponding payment data.

Figure 6.19  Example of Defining a Commitment Item Manually

Financial Transaction for PS Cash Management

Note that you can only update data from business transactions for Financial

Trans. 30 (Post Revenue, Expenditure, Asset, Inventory Stocks…) in PS 
Cash Management.
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You can use commitment item categories to differentiate data according 
to stock, revenues, or expenditures, for example. To update data with 
reference to commitment items, you must assign commitment items to 
one or several relevant G/L accounts.

Creating 
commitment items 

automatically

You can create commitment items manually and assign them to G/L 
accounts (Transactions FMCIA and FIPOS). You can also create commit-
ment items and assignments automatically (Transaction FIPOS, see Fig-
ure 6.20).

Figure 6.20  Transaction FIPOS for Creating Commitment Items Automatically
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In this case, the system creates default values for commitment items and 
their attributes using data from G/L accounts. For example, the name of 
a commitment item is copied from the name of the G/L account, the 
attributes of the commitment item are derived from the type of G/L 
account, and the commitment item is assigned to the G/L account.

Checking 
assignments

Problems that occur when data is being derived or variances in the 
default values for commitment items that already exist are highlighted 
as statuses. Before you copy the default values, you can still change the 
commitment items manually, if necessary. You can use Transaction 
FM3N to check assignments of commitment items to G/L accounts once 
again. Here you can display a list of all commitment items without an 
assignment or, alternatively, display G/L accounts without a commit-
ment item.

To use hierarchy reports to evaluate payment data, you must assign the 
commitment items to value categories (see Section 6.2.1). To do this, 
you can use Transaction OPI4. To update payment data at a later stage, 
you must assign the KAFM (Payment Data) activity to a number range. 
To ensure that line items are written within payment scheduling, you 
must also have assigned the FIPA activity (Payment Scheduling) to a 
number range. You can make these assignments using Customizing 
Transaction KANK.

Activating  
PS Cash 
Management

After you have implemented all required settings, you must activate PS 
Cash Management. In Transaction OPI6 in Customizing of SAP Project 
System, you can perform this activation separately for each company 
code assigned to an FM area.

Creating Commitment Items

If you assigned only one company code to an FM area, we generally recom-
mend that you create and assign commitment items automatically. Note that 
you assign a commitment item to all relevant G/L accounts when you set up 
PS Cash Management. You should also note that other SAP components (for 
example, Treasury, Funds Management) may also use the same commitment 
items.
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Payment Scheduling

Manual payment 
scheduling

You can use different options to plan the payment flows of your 
projects. For example, similar to the detailed planning of costs and rev-
enues (see Chapter 2, Section 2.4.3), you can schedule incoming and 
outgoing payments manually for commitment items at the level of WBS 
elements. You can use standard layouts to schedule the payments man-
ually (you may have to import these layouts from client 000 first), or cre-
ate your own layouts and planner profiles in Customizing of SAP Project 
System. Manual payment scheduling is based on periods, not days.

Automatic 
payment 

scheduling

Planned payments can also be derived from activity data and invoicing 
plans, billing plans on WBS elements, or from customer quotations or 
sales orders assigned to a project. These forms of payment scheduling
are based on days, where corresponding terms of payment may also be 
taken into account. Payment data is only updated for networks if you 
use activity-assigned networks and asynchronous network costing
(Transaction CJ9K) for determining planning data. Chapter 2, Section 
2.4.6 and Section 2.5.3 provide more details about costing networks, 
using invoicing and billing plans, and updating planning data from sales 
documents.

Updating Commitment and Actual Payment Data

Business 
transactions

Within the implementation phase of projects, if PS Cash Management is 
activated, payments and payment obligations from Purchasing and FI 
are automatically updated into PS Cash Management, provided the cor-
responding business transactions refer to commitment items for finan-
cial Transaction 30 and there is an account assignment to WBS elements, 
activities, or networks and assigned orders. The following credit and 
debit business transactions are considered:

Effects When Activating PS Cash Management

After you activate PS Cash Management for a company code, the system 
updates all project-related and payment-relevant data from business transac-
tions of this company code into PS Cash Management. Additional documents 
are created in the SAP system, which may affect the performance of the sys-
tem.
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� Purchase requisitions and purchase orders

� Down payment requests, down payments, and 
down payment settlements

� Invoice receipts and incoming payments

The data of the different business transactions is updated among differ-
ent value types. If PS Cash Management is not activated, down pay-
ments can be evaluated in reports using value type 12. If PS Cash Man-
agement is activated, value type 61 is used. Payment obligations are 
successively reduced by the corresponding payments. In SAP Project 
System, you can also perform payment transfers in Transaction FMWA
to correct erroneous account assignments.

Exceptions of 
automatic 
updating

Note the following special features when updating payment data. As 
long as you have not transferred any payments (Transaction CJFN), data 
of settled invoices and partial payments are displayed under value type 
54 (Invoices), but not under value type 57 (Payments). Cash discount 
rates of actual payments are only considered after you execute the 
SAPF181 report in PS Cash Management.

If you subsequently activate PS Cash Management, you may have to 
transfer data from Purchasing first and then data from FI into PS Cash 
Management. To do this, you can use Transactions OPH4, OPH5, and 
OPH6. To display the data correctly, you should then reconstruct the 
project information database using Transaction CJEN.

Evaluations of Payment Data

Hierarchy reports and line item reports are available by default in SAP 
Project System for evaluating project-related payment data. While the 
line item reports allow you to evaluate the data based on precise days, 
the evaluation in the hierarchy reports only takes place based on peri-
ods. But, you can also go from a hierarchy report to a line item report for 
selected data and display all relevant environment documents here, if 
required.

Details about hierarchy and line item reports were already discussed in 
Section 6.2.1 and Section 6.2.3. Figure 6.21 shows an example of an 
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evaluation of payment data for a project using the Receipts/Expendi-

tures for All Fiscal Years hierarchy report.

6.3 Logistical Reports

In Chapter 4, Section 4.5.3 we introduced ProMan, a tool that enables 
almost all logistical information for project-related procurements to be 
evaluated within a transaction. Project Information System: Structures
(described in Section 6.1) also contains different reports for evaluating 
logistical data, such as deadline and quantity information or statuses. 
You can also use progress tracking (see Chapter 4, Section 4.7.3) for eval-
uating dates of material components.

Figure 6.21  Example of Evaluating Revenues and Expenditures Using the Classic Display 
of a Hierarchy Report
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In this section, we will address all additional reports from Reporting of 
SAP Project System that you can use to evaluate logistical data of pur-
chasing processes and material procurements. Capacity reports, in par-
ticular, are also covered, which you can use to compare the available 
capacities and capacity requirements of work centers and individual 
capacities, and consequently to evaluate the capacity load utilization.

6.3.1 Purchase Requisitions and Purchase Orders for the 
Project

Purchasing 
documents

Transactions ME5J (Purchase Requisitions for Project) and ME2J (Pur-
chase Orders for Project) are specifically available in Reporting of SAP 
Project System for evaluating project-related Purchasing documents. In 
the initial screen of these transactions, you first need to determine the 
selection of the purchase requisitions or purchase orders to be evalu-
ated. You do this by selecting the project objects on which the docu-
ments must be assigned, perhaps by a dynamic selection and status 
selection profiles. You can also use information from Purchasing docu-
ments as additional selection criteria.

You can save selections that are more complex as variants. After you exe-
cute the report, data from the selected purchase requisitions or purchase 
orders is displayed in a list that you can also print out, if required. Figure 
6.22 shows an example of a list of purchase requisitions in Transaction 
ME5J.

Functions of ME5J 
report

For more information, you can branch to the display of the relevant Pur-
chasing documents. The following functions are also available in the 
ME5J report (Purchase Requisitions for Project):

� Branch to the display of material master data, reports for material 
stock, outline agreements, info records, or vendor evaluations

� Designate purchase requisitions for processing inquiries

� Assign suppliers manually or automatically

� Provide an overview of existing assignments and create purchase 
orders

� Branch to changes in purchase requisitions and assigned purchase 
orders
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Functions 
of ME2J report

When you use the ME2J report for evaluating purchase orders for your 
projects, you can use the following functions:

� Branch to purchase order history and changes in purchase orders

� Display or maintain schedule lines

� Display services in service items

Reporting of SAP Project System also contains Transactions ME5K (Pur-
chase Requisitions for Account Assignment), ME2K (Purchase Orders 
for Account Assignment), and ME3K (Outline Agreements) that you can 
use for general evaluations of Purchasing documents.

Figure 6.22  Table Display of Purchase Requisitions for the Project in Transaction ME5J
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6.3.2 Material Reports

OverviewsDifferent overviews are already available in Project Information System: 
Structures for evaluating material-related data (see Section 6.1). You can 
use the CN52/CN52N (material components) individual overviews of 
Project Information System: Structures to evaluate data for material in 
networks or in assigned orders. You can use the CN44/CN44N and 
CN45/CN45N individual overviews to evaluate planned and production 
orders for projects. The following material reports are also available in 
SAP Project System:

� Requirement/stock (Transaction MD04) 
This list displays the stock situation of material, and requirements and 
planned activities in the different stock segments (see Chapter 2, Fig-
ure 2.47).

� Valuated project stock  (Transaction MBBS) 
You can use this report to evaluate material that is managed in valu-
ated project or sales order stocks.

� Missing parts (Transaction CO24) 
You can use this report to evaluate material components that were 
identified as missing parts within the availability check (see Chapter 2,
Section 2.3.3).

� Pegged requirement (Transaction MD09) 
You can use this report for multilevel production processes to determine 
the original pegged requirement for selected orders or purchase orders.

� Reservations (Transaction MB25) 
You can use this report to display a list of the reservations for selec-
tion materials.

� Order report (Transaction MD4C) 
You can use this report to monitor the possible multilevel production 
of material for projects.

6.3.3 Capacity Reports

You can evaluate planned, actual, and remaining capacity requirements 
of projects using the capacity requirements (CN50/CN50N) individual 
overviews of Project Information System: Structures (see Section 6.1.2); 
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however, these reports only display the capacity requirements of 
selected objects. You cannot use these reports to compare capacity 
requirements with the available capacities.

Reports from the SAP application for capacity requirements planning
are used in SAP Project System to evaluate the capacity load utilization 
of capacities required in projects. We differentiate between (simple) 
capacity evaluations and enhanced capacity evaluations for these 
reports.

Overall profiles Both report types are controlled using overall profiles that are defined in 
Customizing of capacity planning. These overall profiles are only combi-
nations of lower-level profiles that determine the data selection, evalua-
tion interface, and functions of the capacity reports. Different overall 
profiles are available for evaluation purposes in the standard system and 
assigned to transactions of the SAP menu. If required, you can make 
user-specific changes to the assignment of transaction codes for overall 
profiles using parameters.

However, for the simple capacity evaluations, you can also select a dif-
ferent overall profile from the menu in the initial screen or specify the 
overall profile directly when you can call Transaction CM07. You cannot 
change the overall profile for enhanced capacity evaluations when you 
call a report. Nevertheless, you can directly select a standard or user-
defined profile for the enhanced evaluation when you access Transac-
tion CM25. Table 6.1 lists some transactions and overall profiles 
assigned by default, and parameters that you can use to change this 
assignment in the user master data.

Transaction (Transaction Code) Overall Profile Parameter

Capacity Load (CM01) SAPX911 CY1

Orders (CM02) SAPX912 CY2

Pool (CM03) SAPX913 CY3

Backlog (CM04) SAPX914 CY4

Overload (CM05) SAPX915 CY5

Work Center View (CM50) SAPSFCG020 CY:

Table 6.1  Parameters for Assigning Overall Profiles to Transaction Codes 
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Capacity Evaluations

Capacity load 
utilization

In the initial screen of capacity evaluations, you select the work centers
and capacity categories that you want to evaluate. The period when the 
data is read from the database is fixed in this case by the selection profile 
stored in the overall profile of the report. Three different overviews that 
you can toggle between are now available for you to evaluate the capac-
ity load utilization.

Standard overviewFigure 6.23 shows the standard overview of a capacity evaluation. In a 
standard overview, the capacity requirements on the capacities of the 
selected work centers are compared in tables periodically (that is, by day, 
week, and so on, depending on the requirements) with the available 
capacity of these capacities. The difference and the proportion of avail-
able capacities and requirements are also displayed in the Remaining

Available Capacity and Capacity Load columns. If there is a capacity 
overload in a period (for example, the requirements exceed the available 
capacity), the corresponding row in the report is highlighted.

Capacity detailsTo evaluate which objects peg the capacity requirements in the individual 
periods, you must switch from the standard overview to the Capacity

Details view. This view lists the pegged requirements of the require-
ments selected in the standard overview (see Figure 6.24). You can use a 
field selection to determine what data is to be displayed for the different 
pegged requirements. You can also compare columns with each other; for 
example, you can display the difference and the relationship of two col-
umns. You can also create or cancel confirmations for selected pegged 
requirements from this view, if required.

Individual Capacity View (CM51) SAPSFCG022 CY~

Order View (CM52) SAPSFCG021 CY_

WBS Element/Version (CM53) SAPPS_G020 CY8

Work Center/Version (CM55) SAPPS_G021 CY?

Version (CM54) SAPPS_G022 CY9

Transaction (Transaction Code) Overall Profile Parameter

Table 6.1  Parameters for Assigning Overall Profiles to Transaction Codes (Cont.)
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Figure 6.23  Standard Overview of a Capacity Evaluation

Figure 6.24  Detail View of a Capacity Evaluation
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Variable overviewWith the exception of the fixed period column, the columns displayed in 
the variable overview are completely dependent on the settings of the 
list profile stored in the overall profile. Figure 6.25 shows a variable 
overview where capacity requirements of work orders (for example, of 
production orders and operative networks) and the requirements due to 
planned orders are listed separately.

Functions 
of capacity 
evaluations

The following functions are available for all views of capacity evalua-
tions:

� Print out and export of views

� Graphical display of data

� Refresh report data

� Background processing

� Branch to different environment information, depending on the rele-
vant view in work centers, capacities, pegged requirements, and so on

In the simple capacity evaluations, you can change the profiles that 
define the attributes of the report, or you can temporarily change the 

Figure 6.25  Example of the Variable Overview of a Capacity Evaluation
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general settings of the report. Figure 6.26 shows the temporary Custom-
izing options of the report settings. Note the Distribution from Work

Center/Operation indicator, which specifies that the distribution of the 
capacity requirements over the duration of the pegged requirements is 
controlled by the distribution key of the operation or work center (see 
Chapter 2, Section 2.2.1). If this indicator is not set, the distribution keys 
of the report determine the distribution of the capacity requirements.

Restrictions of 
capacity 

evaluations

The simple capacity evaluations also contain different restrictions. For 
example, you cannot evaluate any actual capacity requirements using 
these reports. In addition, you cannot evaluate capacity splits of capacity 
requirements to individual people in work centers, for example; how-
ever, you can use enhanced capacity evaluations in SAP Project System 
to evaluate this capacity data.

Enhanced Capacity Evaluations

You select the capacities to be evaluated in the initial screen of the 
enhanced capacity evaluations. Figure 6.27 shows the standard initial 

Figure 6.26  Example of the General Settings of a Capacity Evaluation
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screen of Transaction CM53 (WBS Element/Version). The capacities are 
selected here by specifying projects. The system uses this selection to 
determine all work centers of the project and their capacity require-
ments. The system also determines the requirements of other projects 
and orders in the case. The subprofiles of the overall profile control 
whether the standard available capacity of the work centers or the 
cumulated available capacity of individual capacities for a capacity cate-
gory is displayed as the available capacity in the report. In the initial 
screen, you can temporarily change the settings of periods that are used 
to read and subsequently display capacity data from the database.

Standard overview 
and capacity 
details

We differentiate between two views in enhanced capacity evaluations. 
In the standard overview, capacity requirements are compared periodi-
cally against available capacities. You can use a field selection to decide 
which columns, for example, which capacity requirements, you want to 
be displayed. To evaluate the pegged requirements, you must switch to 
the Capacity Details view. You can evaluate the capacity details consec-
utively for individual periods (Capa.Detail/Single) or simultaneously 
for several periods (Capa.Detail/Collective).

Functions of 
enhanced capacity 
evaluations

You can use the following functions in enhanced capacity evaluations:

� Print out and export data

� Field selection

� Sort, group, and summarize data

� Branch to the display for work center, capacity, and personnel data 
and, if necessary, pegged requirements

Figure 6.27  Initial Screen of the Enhanced WBS Element/Version Capacity Evaluation
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To ensure that you can evaluate actual capacity requirements in 
enhanced capacity evaluations, the relevant work centers must allow for 
actual capacity requirements to be determined (see Chapter 2, Section 
2.2.1), and the selection profiles of the corresponding overall profiles 
must permit actual capacity requirements to be evaluated. You can also 
customize the list profiles of overall profiles in Customizing in such a 
way that columns for actual capacity requirements are automatically dis-
played in the reports (see Figure 6.28).

You can also use enhanced capacity evaluations to evaluate split require-
ments to individual people, for example. The CM51 report (Individual

Capacity View) and the SAPSFCG022 overall profile are already avail-
able by default for this purpose. If requirements were only created on 
personnel resources due to network activities, you can also use the 
CMP9 report (Workforce Planning Evaluation) in SAP Project Sys-
tem (see Figure 2.27 in Section 2.2.2).

Restrictions In contrast to simple capacity evaluations, you cannot refresh the report 
data of enhanced capacity evaluations. To evaluate each current status of 
a capacity situation, you must therefore exit these reports first and then 

Figure 6.28  Standard Overview of an Enhanced Capacity Evaluation
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select the data again. In addition, unlike simple capacity evaluations, in 
the enhanced evaluations, you cannot select other profiles for evaluating 
data. Furthermore, you cannot temporarily change report settings for 
enhanced capacity evaluations. For example, you cannot change the set-
tings of a period split or the summarization using work center hierar-
chies.

6.4 Project Summarization

You can use the special project summarization function in SAP Project 
System to obtain clear and highly summarized reporting of many 
projects and orders. When summarizing a project, you need to define 
your own evaluation or summarization hierarchies consisting of hierar-
chy nodes, which you can use to evaluate movement data of projects 
and orders, such as costs, commitments, revenues, or budget values in 
aggregated format. Figure 6.29 shows an example of the evaluation of 
summarized project data using the Costs/Revenues/Expenditures/

Receipts Hierarchy Report. In the example shown here, the summari-
zation takes place on the Project Type and Person Responsible hierar-
chy nodes.

Figure 6.29  Example of an Evaluation of Summarized Project Data
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Summarization by 
classification/

master data

You can use either classification characteristics or master data fields of 
the objects as hierarchy nodes. In the first case, this is a project summa-
rization using classifications; in the second case, this is a project summari-
zation using master data. The type of project summarization (by classifi-
cation or master data) is controlled by the Project Summarization via

Master Data characteristics indicator in the project or network profile. 
However, when you create a project using a template, the system copies 
the summarization format from the template. If you summarized the 
template using a classification and you now want to summarize the new 
project using master data fields, you must convert the format of the 
summarization using the RCJCLMIG report. If, as part of the summariza-
tion using a classification, you used characteristics as hierarchy nodes 
and a master data field doesn’t exist for these characteristics, you can use 
a customer enhancement to ensure that they are included as additional 
fields when you perform the summarization using master data.

Summarization 
hierarchies

Before you can use project summarization, you must first define the 
hierarchy of the nodes where you want to evaluate the data. You create 
summarization hierarchies in Transaction KKR0 (see Figure 6.30). For 
each summarization hierarchy, you first define which object types are to 
be taken into account for a summarization. You can activate summariza-
tions in each case for internal plant maintenance and service orders, pro-
duction orders, and projects and sales orders. But, when you summarize 
projects, the assigned additive networks and orders are also automati-
cally summarized. For performance reasons, in the next step, you can 
specify for summarization hierarchies that you want individual totals 
record tables to be excluded from a summarization.

Recommendation for the Summarization Format

Because a summarization using master data fields of objects has several advan-
tages over using the older summarization format (that is, summarization using 
a classification), SAP recommends that you perform project summarizations 
using master data. You can use the RCJCLMIG report to convert a summariza-
tion using classifications to a summarization using master data. The following 
details all relate to project summarization using master data.
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Finally, you determine the hierarchy nodes when you define a summa-
rization hierarchy. To do this, you create a maximum of nine hierarchy 
levels and specify the name of each master data field that you want to be 
used at this level for summarizing movement data. In the course of the 
summarization, the system later accumulates the data of objects with the 
same field values, whereby the objects and field values must first be 
determined using an inheritance.

The CO area is always the highest node of a summarization hierarchy. 
Therefore, you cannot perform a summarization across CO areas. The 
list of master data fields that you can use as hierarchy nodes is pre-
defined. Nevertheless, you can also use any additional fields as nodes 
using a customer enhancement.

InheritanceYou can use the inheritance (Transaction CJH1) to determine which 
objects are to be included in a summarization and which master data field 
values for these objects should be used for the summarization. To do this, 
in the initial screen of Transaction CJH1 (see Figure 6.31), you first need 
to specify the projects, whose data is to be summarized later. When you 
then perform the inheritance, the system determines from these projects 
all those WBS elements where the Proj. Summarization indicator (see 
Chapter 1, Section 1.2) is set in the master data, and it writes these and 
the relevant master data field values of these WBS elements into database 
table PSERB. At the same time, the system performs a logical inheritance 

Figure 6.30  Example of Defining a Summarization Hierarchy
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of these field values on all lower-level objects, activities, assigned orders, 
and WBS elements without the Proj. Summarization indicator, and also 
writes these objects and the inherited field values into database table 
PSERB. The actual master data of the objects, however, is not changed by 
an inheritance.

You can perform the inheritance for different projects consecutively and 
thereby gradually enhance the data of database table PSERB. If relevant 
master data changes have emerged, you must repeat the inheritance to 
update the table. The objects and field values of database table PSERB 
are the basis for subsequent data summarizations. You can use Transac-
tion CJH2 to display the results of the inheritance.

Summarization After you have performed at least one inheritance, you can summarize 
the data in Transaction KKRC in a second step. In the initial screen of 
this transaction (see Figure 6.32), you specify the summarization hierar-
chy, or the summarization subhierarchy for which a summarization is to 
take place. You also specify the period for the summarization. When you 
execute this transaction, the system determines the summarization 
objects and their master data field values from database table PSERB. It 
also selects their movement data and writes the summarized results on 
the relevant hierarchy nodes in the RPSCO database table.

Figure 6.31  Initial Screen of the Inheritance of Project Data
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Inheritance reportsSeparate hierarchy reports and cost element reports are available in SAP 
Project System to evaluate summarized accounting data. In the initial 
screen of these reports, you specify the summarization hierarchy or the 
summarization subhierarchy that you want to use to display the data. 
You must have already performed a summarization for this summariza-
tion hierarchy. Depending on the report, you need to specify additional 
selection criteria, such as an evaluation period or the CO version of the 
data to be evaluated. For more information about project summariza-
tion, refer to SAP Notes 313899 and 701076.

6.5 Summary

Different reports are available in SAP Project System for real-time 
reporting of all project data. Depending on what data you want to eval-
uate, you use reports from the different information systems for struc-
tures, hierarchies, and cost elements, or line item reports from Project 
Information System: Financials, or logistical reports such as material or 

Figure 6.32  Initial Screen of the Summarization of Project Data
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capacity evaluations. You can use project summarization to clearly eval-
uate the data of many projects and do so in accordance with user-
defined summarization criteria.
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In many enterprises, projects and project portfolios are man-
aged using a variety of programs. This chapter looks at some 
typical scenarios that illustrate how SAP Project System can be 
integrated with other programs.

7 Integration Scenarios with Other 
Project Management Tools

The External Project Software (EPS) interface and—as of EHP3—services 
of SAP's service-oriented architecture (SOA) can be used for bidirec-
tional data exchange with other project management tools or generic 
external programs from within SAP Project System.

Enterprise ServicesThe purpose of SOA is to enable companies to design their IT-based 
business processes in a more flexible manner. The core element of SOA 
is the Enterprise Services. From a business point of view, an Enterprise 
Service represents an executable business function within a business 
process. From a technical point of view, an Enterprise Service is an 
encapsulated function of an SAP or non-SAP application that can be 
accessed through well-defined interfaces. If you couple the Enterprise 
Services of different applications, you can easily map business processes 
across different systems and enhance them at a later stage, if necessary. 
As of EHP3, SAP Project System provides more than 50 Enterprise Ser-
vices (see Appendix B).

EPS interfaceTypical uses of the EPS interface include exporting project data for pre-
sentation purposes; initial data transfer from legacy systems to SAP 
Project System; and integrating special tools, which are often developed 
in-house and deal with individual aspects of project management (that 
is, creating materials lists, scheduling, and offline object processing). 
The EPS interface is based on business object types and BAPIs.
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Business objects Business objects are used to structure data from the SAP system into indi-
vidual components, in accordance with business criteria. SAP Project Sys-
tem has the business object types ProjectDefinition, WorkBreakDown-
Struc, and Network, among others, which are used to encapsulate data for 
project definitions, work breakdown structures, and networks. Each 
business object type provides clearly defined methods for communicat-
ing with external programs. These methods are referred to as BAPIs. Data 
exchange that is based on BAPIs between the external programs and a 
business object can flow in either direction.

BAPIs The data in business objects is only visible to the outside world via 
BAPIs. This separation of data and access methods enables you, with the 
help of BAPIs, to read, modify, and create business objects without hav-
ing to know all of the SAP-specific implementation details of the rele-
vant business object type. You can use the BAPI transaction to view a list 
of the business object types, the BAPIs available in each case, and 
detailed documentation for every BAPI in the SAP system. For a list of 
the BAPIs for the three business object types in SAP Project System, see 
Appendix A.

The EPS interface enables access to the data in SAP Project System; how-
ever, to exchange this data with other programs, an additional interface 
is required that maps SAP Project System data to data fields in the exter-
nal software and vice versa. You can develop this interface, if you like, 
but there already exists an entire range of such interfaces for a variety of 
standard programs, such as Microsoft Project and Oracle Primavera P6. 
You can purchase these interfaces from SAP partners or other providers. 
SAP provides its customers and partners with a free interface for data 
exchange between SAP Project System (SAP PS) and Microsoft Project 
Client. This interface, known as the Open PS interface for Microsoft
Project, is discussed in more detail in the following sections. The SAP 
Enterprise Project Connection interface can be used for the integration 
to other project management tools and Primavera, in particular (intro-
duced in Section 7.2). Finally, this chapter describes integration scenar-
ios for SAP Portfolio and Project Management.
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7.1 Open PS for Microsoft Project

UsesYou can use the Open PS for Microsoft Project interface to download 
projects from SAP Project System to the Microsoft Project Client. You 
can also use this interface to roll up project data to SAP Project System to 
create new projects or modify existing ones. The ability to download 
projects in Microsoft Project is particularly important for project team 
members who need access to offline project data—for customer presen-
tations, for example. You can download projects as often as you like. 
When doing so, you can either create a new project each time in 
Microsoft Project, or update a previously downloaded project.

If necessary, you can also modify projects that you downloaded in 
Microsoft Project—for on-site scheduling arrangements with business 
partners, for example—and then transfer your modifications back to the 
SAP system, or create new projects in Microsoft Project and then use the 
rollup function to create new projects in SAP Project System. To roll up 
modified or newly created projects in the SAP system, you must explic-
itly assign the SAP_PS_EPS role to users. You first have to create this role 
in the SAP system using Transaction PFCG. This is the only action you 
need to take for this role.

Data exchangeThe Open PS interface is used mainly to exchange data regarding struc-
ture, scheduling, and resources between SAP PS and Microsoft Project. 
But, for information purposes, planned costs and actual costs of activi-
ties can also be downloaded to Microsoft Project. Furthermore, to carry 
out resource planning at the personnel level in Microsoft Project, you 
can download personal data from the HR module in the SAP system to 
Microsoft Project.

Because Microsoft Project and SAP Project System use different project 
structures and data fields, Open PS must have a suitable means of map-
ping these structures and this data. For example, in Microsoft Project, 
activities are mapped as individual tasks, while WBS elements, if activi-
ties are assigned to them, are mapped as summary tasks; otherwise, they 
are also mapped as individual tasks. One characteristic of material com-
ponents is that they cannot be downloaded. The Open PS interface doc-
umentation contains a detailed explanation of how the various structure 
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objects are mapped; in particular, it provides information on which PS 
object fields are mapped to which Microsoft Project fields.

Because Microsoft Project and SAP Project System also use different 
scheduling logics, differences can occur with regard to the project dates 
in those two project management tools. To avoid that, Open PS enables 
you to disable the automatic recalculation of project dates in Microsoft 
Project after the import of project data. This option also imports buffer 
times from the SAP system, which are then used to highlight time-criti-
cal activities in Microsoft Project. However, note that this option does 
not allow for importing additional resources and that you cannot roll up 
changes at a later point in time.

Open PS 
installation

You must download the documentation and the Open PS interface using 
SAP's Software Distribution Center. To use the Open PS interface, you 
have to install it on the same local computer on which the Microsoft 
Project client is installed. If you then start Open PS, Microsoft Project, 
with an additional Open PS toolbar, is also started automatically. To cre-
ate a link to SAP Project System, you then have to manually enter infor-
mation about the SAP user and the SAP system, which you should save 
so you don’t have to enter it each time.

Open PS settings In the Open PS settings, select the object types that you want to be 
exchanged between SAP Project System and Microsoft Project (see Fig-
ure 7.1). If you also want to exchange PS user field data with Microsoft 
Project, you have to specify the assignments of user fields to Microsoft 
Project fields in the settings. The other settings are predefined and usu-
ally don’t require modification.

Data Consistency in Microsoft Project and SAP Project System

Due to the different handling—for example, of work, duration, or date restric-
tions in Microsoft Project and SAP Project System—the dates and other data 
are not always fully consistent. Ensure that you use appropriate settings in the 
projects in SAP Project System and Microsoft Project to avoid inconsistencies. 
The Open PS documentation and SAP Note 1332046 provide further infor-
mation on the appropriate settings.
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Using 
the Open PS 
interface

A simple example scenario is described to illustrate how the Open PS 
can be used. After setting up and starting the interface, you can establish 
a connection to an SAP system. First, log on to the SAP system with an 
SAP user. Once you have done this, you have access to more functions in 
the Open PS toolbar. For example, you can download a project from SAP 
Project System by selecting the project you want to download in the 
appropriate dialog box (see Figure 7.2). Note that you cannot download 
multiple projects simultaneously. If necessary, you can automatically 
lock networks belonging to this project while editing in Microsoft 
Project. Once the download process is completed, you can view details 
of the process in a log file.

Figure 7.1  Open PS Data Transfer Settings

Figure 7.2  Open PS Dialog Box for Downloading Projects to Microsoft Project
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Resource screen The downloaded project is then displayed in the Open PS screen in 
Microsoft Project (see Figure 7.3). The work centers of the activities can 
also be downloaded to Microsoft Project as resources, along with struc-
ture and scheduling data, and can then be analyzed there in the 
Resources screen. If you want to use additional work centers and per-
sonnel resources from the SAP system for resource planning in 
Microsoft Project, you should use Open PS to search for the appropriate 
resources in the SAP system and to download these as well.

Modifying 
a project in 

Microsoft Project

You can now analyze and, if necessary, modify the project in Microsoft 
Project. For example, you can modify the time scheduling, add new 
tasks, create relationships, or assign resources to tasks. If you assign 
more than one resource to a task, especially personnel resources, these 
are mapped in SAP Project System as activity elements after they are 
rolled up. For new tasks, you can use an indicator to control whether 
these tasks can be uploaded to SAP Project System later, or whether they 
are only to be used for planning in Microsoft Project.

To transfer the modified project data back to SAP Project System, start 
the project roll up process. If you locked certain networks during the 
download process, you have to unlock these networks before uploading. 
Open PS now compares the project in Microsoft Project with the project 
in SAP Project System and displays a list of updates. You can now choose 

Figure 7.3  Display in Microsoft Project of a Project Exported Using the Open PS  
Interface
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whether to transfer all of the updates, or just a select number of updates. 
As before, a log file is created that contains all of the details of the 
upload process.

7.2 SAP Enterprise Project Connection

With SAP Enterprise Project Connection (EPC), SAP provides an inter-
face specifically for the integration of data from SAP Project System and 
Plant Maintenance with other project management and scheduling 
tools. In the standard version, EPC can be used to exchange data with 
Oracle Primavera P6 and, as of EPC 2.0, with Microsoft Project Server.

ComponentsEPC consists of the following components:

� Integrated Services 
This component comprises services that can be called via the EPC user 
interface and ensure data transfer.

� Central Technical Configuration 
This is a Java component that allows for configuration of the system 
connections and other control functions.

� ERP add-on component 
The ERP add-on component includes BAPIs and transactions for the 
execution and evaluation of data transfers in the SAP ERP system.

� Sample content for integration 
The sample content contains details regarding the mapping of SAP 
ERP data to data and objects in Primavera or Microsoft Project Server.

The Integrated Service and Central Technical Configuration components 
are installed on SAP NetWeaver Application Server and are used for 
interface administration only.

Integration with Microsoft Project Server

The following descriptions refer to the data exchange with Primavera P6 (also 
relevant to data exchange with Microsoft Project Server).
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Data exchange Users can transfer data with the ERP add-on component using the trans-
actions provided therein. The following transactions are available for 
EPC, for example, for data exchange with Primavera:

� Transfer Projects

� Transfer PM Orders

� Display Transfer Results

The Transfer Projects transaction allows for data exchange between 
projects in SAP Project System and Primavera P6 (see Figure 7.4). In the 
initial screen of this transaction, you select the projects whose data you 
want to exchange as well as a transfer mode and a transfer type. The 
Automatic Transfer mode directly triggers the data transfer of the 
selected projects upon execution; the Interactive Selection mode 
enables you to check the scope of the selection again. The transfer type 
defines the direction of the data exchange, that is, from SAP system to 
Primavera or vice versa. A separate transfer type is available for the 
export of actual costs to Primavera. If required, you can also save your 
selection as a variant and schedule it as a background job. You can find 
more details on the data transfer, on the mapping of objects and fields, 
on the rules used, and in particular on the required and optional manual 
settings in Primavera in the SAP library.

Figure 7.4  Transaction for the Data Exchange with Primavera
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Transfer evaluationAfter the data transfer, you can view the transfer result. Status informa-
tion and the respective traffic lights indicate warning messages or trans-
fer errors. You can view detailed information which supports you in 
eliminating errors or postprocessing exchanged data.

Transaction Display Transfer Results enables you to obtain a central 
overview of the data transfer result.

7.3 SAP Portfolio and Project Management (PPM)

SAP Portfolio and Project Management (PPM) consists of the closely 
integrated components, PPM Portfolio Management and PPM Project 
Management. Portfolio Management provides functions for company-
wide management, for example, of IT projects, innovation projects, or 
investment projects. The Project Management component is another 
SAP tool for operational project management. SAP PPM is the successor 
of cProjects and SAP Resource and Portfolio Management and combines 
the two solutions in one product with a harmonized user interface and 
an extended functional scope. The following information deals with the 
Portfolio Management and Project Management components, and SAP 
Project System integration scenarios in particular.

7.3.1 PPM Project Management

UsageThe design and functional scope make PPM Project Management partic-
ularly suitable for IT, development, and service projects. You can use 
PPM Project Management independent of or in combination with SAP 
Project System. In this context, different integration scenarios are avail-
able. On the one hand, you can use a project in SAP Project System for 
project accounting of a PPM Project Management project linked to it, 
and on the other hand, you can use projects simultaneously in SAP 
Project System and in PPM Project Management to implement different 
project views for different user groups.

Functional scopePPM Project Management includes functions for phase-based and task-
based structuring of projects (see Figure 7.5), time scheduling, and vari-
ous document management options. Resource planning in PPM Project 
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Management is based on roles, which describe the resource require-
ments of a project, and business partners, who are used as resources for 
role assignment. Resources can be assigned to these project roles in PPM 
in different ways: In addition to the direct staffing of roles in a project 
(for example, by the project manager), you can also use advanced, cross-
project staffing scenarios. In these processes, depending on the status of 
the role, resource managers are responsible for the role assignment. For 
this purpose, PPM provides two fast-entry screens: Resources and 
Assignment Overview.

Project templates To simplify the project creation process, you can use PPM Project Man-
agement to define project templates and use these to copy operative 
projects. You can also use it in the project execution process to incorpo-
rate simulation versions for "what-if" scenario analyses. The structure 
objects of a project in PPM Project Management can have a status, which 
you can use to control the life cycle of the structure objects. The transi-
tion from one phase of a project to the next is usually controlled in PPM 
Project Management via special approval processes. In these processes, 

Figure 7.5  Sample Project Structure in PPM Project Management
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you can use checklists to ensure that all of the mandatory conditions for 
a particular phase of the project are fulfilled. You can also use project 
status reports and versions to document the progress of a project in PPM 
Project Management.

Authorization 
concept

In PPM Project Management, an authorization concept, which is based 
on Access Control Lists (ACLs), enables you to easily assign authoriza-
tions at the object level, down to the level of individual documents. Dif-
ferent options to link PPM Project Management projects with each other 
and the usage of a multiproject monitor in PPM also enables you to per-
form multiproject management in PPM Project Management. Special 
project evaluations, predefined Business Content for SAP NetWeaver 
BW, and a function for connecting PPM Project Management to SAP 
Alert Management enable you to effectively monitor all your PPM 
Project Management projects. PPM Project Management provides addi-
tional integration scenarios for the following, among other things: SAP 
Supplier Relationship Management (SRM), for procuring external 
project resources, for example; the CATS, for recording time spent on 
tasks in PPM Project Management projects; and PPM Portfolio Manage-
ment in particular. Also, object links can be used to connect almost all of 
the structure objects of PPM projects with objects of an SAP ERP system.

Object linksObject links enable you to create links, such as a link between a PPM 
Project Management phase and a PS network. This means that, in PPM 
Project Management evaluations, you can then analyze network data 
together with the phase data, for example. Moreover, in PPM Project 
Management, you then can use network data to identify threshold value
violations, and therefore to trigger automatic alert messages. Object links 
also enable you to analyze network data directly in the specific phase 
(see Figure 7.6), and, if necessary, to go directly fr-om PPM Project Man-
agement to the detailed display, or to processing transactions for the 
network.

The Customizing of PPM Project Management is where you define the 
object links and the Remote Function Call (RFC) connection to the SAP 
ERP system. The standard version already contains various object links 
for PPM Project Management. Figure 7.7 shows an example of an object 
link definition for networks in SAP Project System.
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Figure 7.6  Example of a Display of Network Data in PPM Project Management

Figure 7.7  Definition of an Object Link in PPM Customizing
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Integrating Financials Functions

Controlling 
methods

Special integration scenarios between SAP Project System and PPM 
Project Management can be used to exchange CO data. Because PPM 
Project Management does not provide any Financials functions (apart 
from a rudimentary cost and revenue planning function that is based on 
planned resource requirements), you can run projects in SAP Project 
System, parallel to your projects in PPM Project Management, which 
hierarchically map all financial aspects of project planning and execu-
tion. Specific information on planned activities and their costs and rev-
enue rates can be transferred from PPM Project Management to SAP 
Project System for this purpose, and, if necessary, additional cost, reve-
nue, and budget data can be added here.

There are various ways, or CO methods, of linking a PPM Project Man-
agement project to a PS project:

� Hierarchical CO (structure element, manually) 
Manually create a work breakdown structure in SAP Project System, 
then assign phases, tasks, and subtasks of a PPM Project Management 
project to the WBS elements.

� Hierarchical CO (project role, manually) 
Likewise, create a work breakdown structure in SAP Project System, 
then assign roles to the various WBS elements in a PPM Project Man-
agement.

� Hierarchical CO (structure element, automatically) 
To define a PPM Project Management project, the system automati-
cally creates a project definition and a billing element in SAP Project 
System. In accordance with the structure of the PPM Project Manage-
ment project, subordinate WBS elements are created for phases, 
tasks, and subtasks, and linked to these. You can define the maximum 
number of levels by defining a CO level. All subordinate structure ele-
ments of the PPM Project Management project are then assigned to 
the WBS elements at the lowest level.

� Hierarchical CO (project role, automatically) 
A project definition and a billing element are automatically created at 
the highest level in SAP Project System. Additional WBS elements are 
created for every role in the PPM Project Management project.
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You can also use additional CO methods if you don’t require hierarchical 
CO for a PPM Project Management project, and instead want to use 
internal orders rather than WBS elements as the CO elements in the SAP 
ERP system for integrating Financials functions.

Project elements 
and WBS elements

A project element in PPM Project Management can be assigned to a 
maximum of one WBS element. However, a WBS element can be linked 
to multiple elements in PPM Project Management, provided that these 
elements all belong to the same PPM project. Also, note that you cannot 
assign the project elements of a project in PPM to WBS elements belong-
ing to different projects in SAP Project System; however, different WBS 
elements can be assigned to project elements of different projects in 
PPM.

You determine the CO method, the CO level, and a CO scenario (such as 
one that contains data on the costing sheet or the settlement profile of 
the CO objects in the SAP ERP system) based on the project type in PPM 
specified in the Customizing section of the SAP ERP system under the 
menu item Integration with Other SAP Components � Collabora-

tion Projects (see Figure 7.8). The Customizing section also contains 
documentation on the various BAPIs available to you for making cus-
tomer-specific adaptations in the process of integrating Financials func-
tions.

Transfer In the Customizing section of PPM Project Management, you also need 
to specify when projects and WBS elements should be automatically cre-
ated and when the costing-relevant data of a project in PPM should be 
transferred to SAP Project System, in accordance with the project type. 
This process, known as transfer, can take place independent of the status 
of the project in PPM every time the project is saved, automatically 

Manual Changes of Automatically Created Assignments

If necessary, before a project is released in PPM Project Management, you can 
make manual changes to assignments that were created using automatic CO 
methods. If you do this, however, you cannot revert to the automatic CO 
method. From here on, this means that you will have to create links manually 
for project elements that were retroactively created in PPM Project Manage-
ment.
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every time the project is saved if the Flagged for Transfer status is set, 
or if the Released status is set.

The technical process of integrating Financials functions is also based on 
object links. In the standard version, PPM Project Management comes 
with the object type 0FIN_INT_ERP_PS. In this object type, you only 
have to create the RFC connection to the SAP ERP system of SAP Project 
System to use the RFC for object links. As soon as an object link is cre-
ated between a project element in PPM Project Management and a WBS 
element, you can display various data of the WBS element directly in the 
project element in PPM or call various Internet services for the WBS ele-
ment in PPM Project Management.

7.3.2 PPM Portfolio Management

While SAP Project System and PPM Project Management can be used for 
the detailed planning and operational management of projects, PPM 
Portfolio Management is used for the strategic analysis and control of 
entire project portfolios and, in particular, for planning and approving 
project ideas at an early stage.

Portfolio 
structuring

To manage project portfolios, you can define various portfolios in PPM 
and hierarchically subdivide these portfolios into portfolio buckets (see 
Figure 7.9). At the portfolio bucket level, you can already plan costs, 
budgets, or capacity data, for example. You can then assign portfolio
items to the portfolio buckets at the lowest level. At an early stage, 

Figure 7.8  Settings for Financials Integration in the SAP System of the Project System
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portfolio items can be used to define project proposals and ideas in PPM 
and to support selection and approval processes later on. At this stage, 
created projects and detailed planning are usually not available yet. You 
can then manually or automatically generate projects in PPM Project 
Management or SAP Project System and link them to a portfolio item at 
a later stage, for example, after the respective approval processes. Syn-
chronization scenarios serve to automatically exchange data between 
the portfolio item and the linked project. This enables you to monitor 
and analyze project data in Portfolio Management using various dash-
boards, reports, and metrics.

Figure 7.9  Sample Portfolio Structure in PPM

Classification Hierarchies

For valuation purposes, you can define several alternative portfolio hierarchies, 
so-called classification hierarchies. Portfolio items can then simultaneously be 
assigned to different portfolio buckets of the classification hierarchies. 
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The usage of portfolio items and the integration with projects in SAP 
Project System is now described using an example of the construction of 
a new office building:

Portfolio itemIn your enterprise, several structural measures are supposed to be 
implemented as investments. One of the investment proposals includes 
the construction of a new office building. To evaluate this proposal, you 
first enter a portfolio item in an appropriate portfolio bucket (see Figure 
7.10).

The percentage distribution that you specify for assignments determines the 
details of the data aggregation in the classification hierarchies. Typical portfo-
lio structuring options are, for example, structuring by region or by functional 
or organizational aspects.

Figure 7.10  Sample Portfolio Item in PPM
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Entering key 
figures

In addition to general data for the description and scheduling of this 
proposal, you also enter various key figures; for example, regarding risk, 
feasibility, or economic benefits of this plan. These key figures were 
defined for the portfolio as a common basis for later approval processes
in your enterprise in advance. Questionnaires and evaluation models can 
be used to simplify the definition of the key figures and make it more 
transparent or to automatically derive key figure values from other field 
values. In addition to various standard key figures, you can also define 
custom key figure fields and integrate them with PPM. If there are rela-
tionships with other objects, you can define them as dependencies with 
other portfolio items or by means of object links and documents in the 
portfolio item.

Decision 
points

The lifecycle of a portfolio item can be divided into different phases, so-
called decision points. You schedule start and end dates as well as deci-
sion dates for the individual phases of the office building project. Sta-
tuses control the process of the individual phases. At the portfolio item 
level, you can view information on the current decision point anytime.

Financial and 
capacity planning

In a next step, you perform first rough financial and capacity planning
for the office building project at the portfolio item level (see Figure 
7.11). Depending on the settings, planning can be implemented for fis-
cal years or individual periods, for example. You can define the financial 
and capacity planning structure freely in PPM Customizing using views, 
types, and groups. If required, you can also upload (rollup) certain finan-
cial and capacity data to the parent portfolio buckets in order to com-
pare it to the corresponding higher-level planning data.

Initiatives and Collections

Initiatives can be used in PPM to group and manage various portfolio items 
and projects. Initiatives are usually used for innovation plans in which the 
development of new products and their introduction to the market are sup-
posed to be managed together.

An alternative, less strict form of portfolio item groups in PPM are collections. 
Collections merely serve to monitor several portfolio items of different buck-
ets together.
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Reviews and 
scoreboards

After having completed the definition of the portfolio item data, the cor-
responding approval processes can be implemented. PPM supports 
these approval processes; for example, with status management and
workflows as well as portfolio reviews and scoreboards. Portfolio reviews 
are used for approval—but also for portfolio item monitoring—and can 
be carried out periodically (for example, annually) or ad hoc. After hav-
ing created a review in PPM, you can assign this review the portfolio 
items that you want to evaluate together. A reporting cockpit provides an 
overview of the essential key figures and planning data of the review 
items in tables and diagrams. The scoreboard function enables you to 
have the system create ranking lists of the review portfolio items auto-
matically, based on the different evaluation models. Evaluation models
are defined in the PPM Customizing and are based on a weighted valua-
tion of the portfolio item key figures.

What-if scenariosWhat-if scenarios within reviews can be used to simulate different key 
figures, financial data, and capacity data for all or a part of the review 
items. For what-if scenarios, separate reporting cockpits and dashboards 
are available with which you can compare the simulated key figures and 
planning data to the original data.

Figure 7.11  Sample Financial Planning at the Portfolio Item Level
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Links to projects After the office building project has been approved in a portfolio 
review, you change the status of the portfolio item or of the last decision 
point accordingly. You create a new operational project in SAP Project 
System automatically using a customer enhancement or by setting the 
Create Project on Saving indicator and selecting an appropriate 
project template in the portfolio item overview. You can now have the 
system automatically create various object links between the project and 
the portfolio item as well as between the decision points and the project 
elements, which allow for data exchange, for example, of date informa-
tion, system status, financial data, or capacity data. The following object 
links are available:

� Portfolio item � Project

� Decision point � WBS elements or activities

� Object link to Financials integration

The exchange of the data or status information can be bidirectional, syn-
chronous, or asynchronous. This enables you, for example, to transfer 
forecast dates from the portfolio item to the project as well as planned 
and actual dates from the project to the portfolio item.

Integrating 
Financials 
functions

If an object link to the Financials integration between portfolio item and 
project exists, you can exchange financial data between the two objects. 
To upload accounting data from SAP Project System, use the /RPM/FICO_
INT_PLANNING program, which you can schedule in PPM as a regular 
background job, for example (see Figure 7.12). The data transferred 
from the project to financial planning of the portfolio item can also be 
automatically uploaded within the portfolio structure so that it is avail-
able in the parent portfolio buckets for valuation purposes.

Manually Creating Projects and Linking Objects

As an alternative to creating and linking projects from portfolio items auto-
matically, you can also manually create a project in SAP Project System and 
link project definition, WBS elements, or activities in PPM to the portfolio 
item or the decision points.
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Detailed 
settings

You can implement detailed settings for the Financials integration in the 
Customizing of PPM and of the SAP ERP system. In PPM, besides the 
technical details of the object link, you define, for example, how data of 
hierarchically subordinate objects in the project and of assigned orders 
is supposed to be processed. In particular, you define the assignment of 

Figure 7.12  Program for the Integration of Accounting Data
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the cost and revenue elements in the SAP ERP system for financial 
views, types, and groups in PPM. If necessary, you can add further 
details to this assignment by specifying cost centers and activity types. 
In Customizing of the connected SAP ERP system, you can also deter-
mine how already settled values are supposed to be processed in the 
context of the integration with PPM.

Budget 
transfer

In addition to loading accounting data from SAP Project System to Port-
folio Management, you can also transfer financial data from portfolio 
items as hierarchically structured planned costs or budgets to the 
assigned projects. This way you can transfer the budget assigned to the 
construction of the new office building in Portfolio Management from 
financials planning of the portfolio item to the project. The person 
responsible for the project can then distribute this budget within the 
project structure (see Chapter 3, Section 3.1).

Integration of 
capacity data

In additional to financial data, you can also upload capacity data from 
SAP Project System in Portfolio Management and compare it to the 
planned values in PPM. To derive capacity data, however, PPM does not 
directly use the capacity data of projects in SAP Project System (see 
Chapter 2, Section 2.2.1), but derives the corresponding values from the 
transferred accounting data. In PPM Customizing, you assign cost ele-
ments, activity types, and cost centers to the respective capacity views, 
types, and groups. When uploading accounting data from SAP Project 
System using the /RPM/FICO_INT_PLANNING program, the system 
automatically transfers the quantity data from the CO records to the 
assigned capacity records in PPM. In contrast to the Financials integra-
tion, you cannot download capacity data from portfolio items to the 
assigned projects in SAP Project System.

Thanks to the integration of the portfolio item with the project, you can 
now also monitor aggregated project details in Portfolio Management. If 
required, you can also directly navigate from a portfolio item to the SAP 
Project System processing or reporting transactions to view further 
details. Numerous reporting options, such as various dashboards, the 
reporting cockpit, metrics management, predefined BI content and 
reports, as well as integration scenarios for SAP BusinessObjects, sup-
port you in monitoring and controlling your project portfolios in PPM.
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7.4 Summary

SAP Project System provides a range of BAPIs and Enterprise Services 
for data exchange with external programs. These BAPIs and services of 
the service-oriented architecture can be used to export project data from 
SAP Project System, modify projects, or create new project objects. SAP 
provides special interfaces for data exchange with Microsoft Project and 
Primavera. Projects in PPM Project Management can use SAP Project 
System integration scenarios, for example, for Financials integration 
with the SAP ERP system. The integration of SAP Project System with 
PPM Portfolio Management can be used to define, approve, control, and 
monitor entire project portfolios.
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A BAPIs in SAP Project System

Table A.1 through Table A.3 provide an overview of Business Applica-
tion Programming Interfaces (BAPIs) in SAP Project System.

ProjectDefinition

BAPI Description

ExistenceCheck Enables you to check whether a 
project definition already exists.

Getlist Returns a list of project definitions 
based on selection criteria.

Getdetail Enables you to display the detailed 
information on the project definition.

CreateFromData Enables you to create a project defini-
tion.

Update Enables you to modify a project defi-
nition.

Table A.1  BAPIs for the ProjectDefinition Business Object Type 

WorkBreakdownStruct

BAPI Description

ExistenceCheck Enables you to check whether a WBS 
element already exists.

Getinfo Enables you to display the detailed 
information on the project definition 
and WBS elements, and assigned 
milestones and activities.

Table A.2  BAPIs for the WorkBreakdownStruct Business Object Type 
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Maintain Enables you to edit the project defini-
tion, its WBS elements, hierarchical 
relationships, and WBS element mile-
stones. It also provides you with the 
entire functionality of the Maintain 
BAPI of Business Object Type Net-
work, which in turn enables you to 
edit networks (see Table A.3).

SaveReplica Used internally only as part of Appli-
cation Link and Enabling (ALE) busi-
ness processes provided by SAP for 
work breakdown structures.

Network

BAPI Description

ExistenceCheck Enables you to check whether a network already exists.

GetList Returns a list of networks based on selection criteria.

Getdetail
GetInfo

These methods enable you to display the detailed infor-
mation for a network, including all network objects in 
the system.

Maintain Enables you to edit data in network headers, assigned 
activities and their relationships, and activity elements 
and milestones.

GetListComponent Returns a list of material components for selected activi-
ties.

GetDetailCompo-
nent

Returns detailed information on material components of 
selected activities.

AddComponent Enables you to assign a material component to network 
activities, or to assign multiple material components 
simultaneously to network activities.

Table A.3  BAPIs for the Network Business Object Type 

WorkBreakdownStruct

BAPI Description

Table A.2  BAPIs for the WorkBreakdownStruct Business Object Type (Cont.)
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ChangeComponent Enables you to modify material components of a net-
work. However, you cannot modify the procurement 
type.

RemoveComponent Enables you to remove material components of a net-
work.

GetListConfirma-
tion

Returns a list of all confirmations for an activity or activ-
ity element.

GetDetailConfir-
mation

Returns detailed information on a confirmation of an 
activity or activity element.

GetProposalCon-
firmation

Returns default values for creating a confirmation.

AddConfirmation Enables you to record confirmations for network activi-
ties, activity elements, or activity splits.

CancelConfirma-
tion

Enables you to cancel a network confirmation that has 
already been posted.

Network

BAPI Description

Table A.3  BAPIs for the Network Business Object Type (Cont.)
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B Enterprise Services of SAP Project 
System

Table B.1 through Table B.4 provide an overview of enterprise services 
for structuring and editing projects, cost planning, claim management, 
and for reading purchase request and purchase order items.

Business Object: Project

Enterprise Services Description

Find Project Work Breakdown 
Structure Element/Project 
Network/Project Activity/Project 
Activity Material by Elements

These enterprise services enable you 
to search for project elements using 
defined search criteria.

Read Project/Project Work Break-
down Structure Element/Project  
Network/ Project Activity

These enterprise services allow you to 
read and display different master and 
transaction data of project elements.

Create Project/Project Work Break-
down Structure Element/Project  
Network/ Project Activity

These enterprise services enable you 
to create a new project or new project 
elements.

Change/Update Project/ 
Project Work Breakdown Structure 
Element/Project Network/Project 
Activity

These enterprise services allow you to 
change and confirm project elements 
and assigned objects.

Check Project Work Breakdown  
Structure Element/Project Network/ 
Project Activity Update

These enterprise services enable you 
to check changes to project elements.

Cancel Project/Project Work 
Breakdown Structure Element/ 
Project Network/Project 
Activity

You can use these enterprise services 
to delete project elements.

Release Project/Project Work Break-
down Structure Element/Project  
Network/Project Activity

Use these enterprise services to 
release project elements.

Table B.1  Enterprise Services for Structuring and Editing Projects 
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Read/Update Project Work 
Breakdown Structure Element/Project 
Activity Progress Calculate Project 
Progress

These enterprise services enable you 
to read, change, and calculate the 
progress of project elements.

Read/Create/Update Project Work 
Breakdown Structure Element/Project 
Activity Statistic

You can use these enterprise services 
to plan or read statistical key figures 
for project elements.

Business Object: Project Cost Estimate

Enterprise Services Description

Read Project Cost Estimate Enables you to read project cost esti-
mates including item details.

Create Project Cost Estimate Enables you to create cost estimates 
for project elements using costing 
models or individual costing items.

Update Project Cost Estimate Allows you to change individual cost-
ing items of project elements.

Cancel Project Cost Estimate Allows you to delete project cost esti-
mates.

Table B.2  Enterprise Services for Project Cost Estimates (via Easy Cost Planning) 

Business Object: Project Change

Enterprise Services Description

Read Project Change Enables you to read the detailed data 
of claims.

Create Project Change Allows you to create a claim.

Update Project Change Enables you to change claim data.

Check Update Project Change Enables you to check the consistency 
of claim changes.

Table B.3  Enterprise Services for Claim Management 

Business Object: Project

Enterprise Services Description

Table B.1  Enterprise Services for Structuring and Editing Projects (Cont.)
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Release Project Change Enables you to approve claims.

Close Project Change Allows you to close claims.

Business Objects: Purchase Request, Purchase Order

Enterprise Services Description

Find Purchase Request Item by 
Account Assignment

Enables you to read detailed data of 
purchase request items depending on 
their account assignment objects.

Find Purchase Order Item by Account 
Assignment

Enables you to read detailed data of 
purchase order items depending on 
their account assignment objects.

Table B.4  Enterprise Services of SAP Project System for Reading Purchase Request and 
Purchase Order Items1 

1 Note that many other Enterprise Services exist for creating and editing purchase req-
uisitions and orders. However, because these Enterprise Services aren’t assigned to 
SAP Project System, they aren’t explicity listed here.

Business Object: Project Change

Enterprise Services Description

Table B.3  Enterprise Services for Claim Management (Cont.)
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C Selected Project System Database 
Tables

Table C.1 and Table C.2 provide you with the most critical database 
tables of SAP Project System.

Table Name Short Description

PROJ Project definition

PRPS WBS elements

PRTE Dates for WBS elements

PRHI WBS hierarchy

AUFK/AFKO Orders and networks

AFVC/AFVU/AFVV Network activities

RESB Material components

MLST Milestones

VS<Table_name>_CN Version master data

Table C.1  Database Tables for Project System Master Data 

Identification Short Description

RPSCO Project info database (costs, revenues, etc.)

RPSQT Project info database (quantities, statistical key 
figures, etc.)

COSP Primary costs (totals records)

COSS Secondary costs (totals records)

COSB Variances/accrual (totals records)

COEP Actual costs (line items)

COOI Commitments (line items)

COEJ Planned costs (line items)

Table C.2  Database Tables for Project System Transaction Data 
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BPGE Overall budget, overall planned costs

BPJA Fiscal year budget, fiscal year plan values

QBEW Project stock evaluation

MSPR Evaluated and unevaluated project stock

Identification Short Description

Table C.2  Database Tables for Project System Transaction Data (Cont.)
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D Transactions and Menu Paths

You can access the Project System menu in the SAP standard menu via 
the Logistics menu or the Financials menu.

To access the SAP Customizing Implementation Guide (IMG), either 
enter Transaction SPRO or choose the following menu path: Tools �

Customizing � IMG � Work on Project.

D.1 Structures and Master Data

This section offers you an overview of transactions, Customizing activi-
ties, and menu paths for creating and editing project structures and their 
master data.

D.1.1 Transactions in the SAP Menu

The relevant transactions in the SAP menu are listed first.

Operative Structures

Project Builder [CJ20N]: Project System � Project � Project Builder

Project Planning Board [CJ27/CJ2B/CJ2C]: Project System � Project �
Project Planning Board � Create Project/Change Project/Display

Project

Structure Planning [CJ2D/CJ20/CJ2A]: Project System � Project � Spe-

cial Maintenance Functions � Structure Planning � Create Project/

Change Project/Display Project

Work Breakdown Structure [CJ01/CJ02/CJ03]: Project System �

Project � Special Maintenance Functions � Work Breakdown Struc-

ture (WBS) � Create/Change/Display

Project Definition [CJ06/CJ07/CJ08]: Project System � Project � Spe-

cial Maintenance Functions � Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) �

Project Definition � Create/Change/Display
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Single Element [CJ11/CJ12/CJ13]: Project System � Project � Special

Maintenance Functions � Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) � Sin-

gle Element � Create/Change/Display

Network [CN21/CN22/CN23]: Project System � Project � Special Main-

tenance Functions � Network � Create/Change/Display

Edit Large Projects [PSHLP10/PSHLP20/PSHLP30/PSHLP90]: Project

System � Project � Edit Large Projects � Project Worklist/Project Edi-

tor/Design Workbench/Administrator Workbench

Mass Change [CNMASS]: Project System � Basic Data � Tools � Mass

Change

Archive Project Structures [CN80]: Project System � Basic Data �

Tools � Archiving � Project Structures

Standard Structures and Versions

Standard WBS [CJ91/CJ92/CJ93]: Project System � Basic Data � Tem-

plates � Standard WBS � Create/Change/Display

Standard Network [CN01/CN02/CN03/CN98]: Project System � Basic

Data � Templates � Standard Network � Create/Change/Display/

Delete

Standard Milestone [CN11/CN12/CN13]: Project System � Basic Data �
Templates � Standard Milestone � Create/Change/Display

Simulation [CJV1/CJV2/CJV3/CJV5]: Project System � Project � Simu-

lation � Create/Change/Display/Delete

Transfer Project [CJV4]: Project System � Project � Simulation �

Transfer Project

Project Version [CN72]: Project System � Project � Project Version �
Create

D.1.2 Customizing Activities

The following provides an overview of relevant Customizing activities 
for creating project structures and their master data.
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Operative Structures

Create Project Profile [OPSA]: SAP Customizing Implementation

Guide � Project System � Structures � Operative Structures � Work

Breakdown Structure (WBS) � Create Project Profile

Define Special Characters for Project [OPSK]: SAP Customizing Imple-

mentation Guide � Project System � Structures � Operative Struc-

tures � Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) � Project Coding Mask �
Define Special Characters for Projects

Define Project Coding Mask [OPSJ]: SAP Customizing Implementa-

tion Guide � Project System � Structures � Operative Structures �

Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) � Project Coding Mask � Define

Project Coding Mask

Specify Persons Responsible for WBS Elements [OPS6]: Customizing

Implementation Guide � Project System � Structures � Operative

Structures � Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) � Specify Persons

Responsible for WBS Elements

Create Status Profile [OK02]: Customizing Implementation Guide �

Project System � Structures � Operative Structures � Work Break-

down Structure (WBS) � WBS User Status � Create Status Profile

Edit Status Combination Codes [OK02]: Customizing Implementation

Guide � Project System � Structures � Operative Structures � Work

Breakdown Structure (WBS) � Edit Status Combination Code

Maintain Validations [OPSI]: Customizing Implementation Guide �

Project System � Structures � Operative Structures � Work Break-

down Structure (WBS) � Maintain Validations

Maintain Substitutions [OPSI]: Customizing Implementation Guide �
Project System � Structures � Operative Structures � Work Break-

down Structure (WBS) � Maintain Substitutions

Set Up Number Ranges for Network [CO82]: Customizing Implemen-

tation Guide � Project System � Structures � Operative Structures �
Network � Settings for Networks � Set Up Number Ranges for Net-

work
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Maintain Network Types [OPSC]: Customizing Implementation Guide �
Project System � Structures � Operative Structures � Network � Set-

tings for Networks � Maintain network types

Specify Parameters for Network Type [OPUV]: Customizing Imple-

mentation Guide � Project System � Structures � Operative Struc-

tures � Network � Settings for Networks � Specify Parameters for

Network Type

Maintain Network Profiles [OPUU]: Customizing Implementation

Guide � Project System � Structures � Operative Structures � Network �
Settings for Networks � Maintain network profiles

Define Control Key [OPSU]: Customizing Implementation Guide �

Project System � Structures � Operative Structures � Network � Set-

tings for Network Activities � Define control key

Define Parameters for Subnetworks [OPTP]: Customizing Implemen-

tation Guide � Project System � Structures � Operative Structures �

Network � Define Parameters for Subnetworks

Define Milestone Usage: Customizing Implementation Guide �

Project System � Structures � Operative Structures � Milestones �

Define Milestone Usage

Define Profiles for the Project Planning Board [OPT7]: Customizing

Implementation Guide � Project System � Structures � Project Plan-

ning Board � Define Profiles for the Project Planning Board

Standard Structures and Versions

Set Up Number Ranges for Standard Networks [CNN1]: Customizing

Implementation Guide � Project System � Structures � Templates �

Standard Network � Set Up Number Ranges for Standard Networks

Define Parameters for Standard Network [OP8B]: Customizing Imple-

mentation Guide � Project System � Structures � Templates � Stan-

dard Network � Define Parameters for Standard Network
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Maintain Standard Network Profiles [OPS5]: Customizing Implemen-

tation Guide � Project System � Structures � Templates � Standard

Network � Maintain Standard Network Profiles

Define Status for Standard Networks [OPUW]: Customizing Imple-

mentation Guide � Project System � Structures � Templates � Stan-

dard Network � Define Status for Standard Networks

Define Milestone Groups for Standard Milestones [OPT6]: Customiz-

ing Implementation Guide � Project System � Structures � Templates �
Standard Milestone � Define Milestone Groups for Standard Mile-

stones

Stipulate Version Keys for the Simulation [OPUS]: Customizing

Implementation Guide � Project System � Simulation � Stipulate Ver-

sion Keys for the Simulation

Stipulate Simulation Profiles: Customizing Implementation Guide �

Project System � Simulation � Stipulate Simulation Profiles

Create Profile for Project Version [OPTS]: Customizing Implementa-

tion Guide � Project System � Project Versions � Create Profile for

Project Version

D.2 Planning Functions

The following functions and their Customizing settings are primarily 
used for project planning in SAP Project System.

D.2.1 Transactions in the SAP Menu

This section first provides an overview of transactions that can be used 
for planning.

Date Planning

Basic Dates [CJ21/CJ22]: Project System � Dates � Change/Display

Basic Dates
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Forecast Dates [CJ23/CJ24]: Project System � Dates � Change/Display

Forecast Dates

Project Scheduling [CJ29]: Project System � Dates � Project Schedul-

ing

Overall Network Scheduling [CJ24]: Project System � Dates � Overall

Network Scheduling

Overall Network Scheduling (New) [CJ24N]: Project System � Dates �
Overall Network Scheduling (New)

Resource Planning

(Project) Work Center [CNR1/CNR2/CNR3]: Project System � Basic

Data � Master Data � Work Center � Master Record � Create/Change/

Display

Workforce Planning for Personnel Resources [CMP2/CMP3/CMP9]: 
Project System � Resources � Workforce Planning � Project View/

Work Center View/Evaluation

Capacity Leveling [CM32/CM26]: Project System � Resources � Capac-

ity Requirements Planning � Leveling � Project View � Planning

Table (Graphical)/(Tabular)

Material Planning

Single-Level Project Bill of Material [CS71/CS72/CS73]: Logistics �

Production � Master Data � Bills of Material � Bill of Material �

WBS BOM � Single-Level � Create/Change/Display

Multi-Level Project Bill of Material [CS74/CS75/CS76/CSPB]: Logistics �
Production � Master Data � Bills of Material � Bill of Material �

WBS BOM � Multilevel � Create/Change/Display/Project Browser

Bill of Material Transfer [CN33]: Project System � Material � Plan-

ning � Bill of Material Transfer

iPPE Product Designer [PDN]: Logistics � Production � Master Data �
Integrated Product Engineering � Product Designer
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Assign WBS Elements for Requirements Grouping [GRM4/GRM3]: 
Project System � Material � Planning � Requirements Grouping �

Assign WBS Elements Individually/Using List

Assign MRP Groups [GRM5]: Project System � Material � Planning �
Requirements Grouping � Assign MRP Groups

Costs and Revenue Planning

Overall Planning [CJ40/CJ41]: Project System � Financials � Planning �
Costs in WBS � Overall values � Change/Display

Cost and Activity Inputs [CJR2/CJR3]: Project System � Financials �

Planning � Costs in WBS � Cost and Activity Inputs � Change/Display

Models for Easy Cost Planning [CKCM]: Project System � Basic Data �
Templates� Models for Easy Cost Planning

(Asynchronous) Network Costing [CJ9K]: Project System � Financials �
Planning � Network Costing

Payments in WBS [CJ48/CJ49]: Project System � Financials � Plan-

ning � Payments in WBS � Change/Display

Revenues in WBS [CJ42/CJ43]: Project System � Financials � Planning �
Revenues in WBS � Change/Display

Sales Pricing [DP81/DP82]: Project System � Financials � Planning �

Sales Pricing/Sales Pricing for Project

Copy Costs and Revenues (Indiv.) [CJ9BS/CJ9CS/CJ9FS]: Project Sys-

tem � Financials � Planning � Copy Costs and Revenues � Copy WBS

Plan to Plan/Copy WBS Actual to Plan/Copy Project Costing

(Indiv.)

Copy Costs and Revenues (Collective) [CJ9B/CJ9C/CJ9F]: Project Sys-

tem � Financials � Planning � Copy Costs and Revenues � Copy WBS

Plan to Plan/Copy WBS Actual to Plan/Copy Project Costing (Col-

lective)

Roles [PFCG]: Tools � Administration � User Maintenance � Role

Administration � Roles
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D.2.2 Customizing Activities

The following Customizing activities are available in SAP Project System 
for planning functions.

Date Planning

Define Scheduling Type [OPJN]: Customizing Implementation Guide �
Project System � Dates � Scheduling � Define Scheduling Types

Specify Parameters for Network Scheduling [OPU6]: Customizing

Implementation Guide � Project System � Dates � Scheduling � Specify

Parameters for Network Scheduling

Define Parameters for WBS Scheduling: Customizing Implementa-

tion Guide � Project System � Dates � Date Planning in WBS � Define

Parameters for WBS Scheduling

Resource Planning

Specify Work Center Categories [OP40]: Customizing Implementa-

tion Guide � Project System � Resources � Work Center � Specify Work

Center Categories

Define Capacity Categories: Customizing Implementation Guide�

Project System � Resources � Define Capacity Categories

Define Profiles for Workforce Planning [CMPC]: Customizing Imple-

mentation Guide� Project System � Resources � Define Profiles for

Workforce Planning

Account Assignment Categories and Document Types for Purchase
Requisitions [OPTT]: Customizing Implementation Guide � Project

System � Structures � Operative Structures � Network � Settings for

Network Activities � Account Assignment Categories and Docu-

ment Types for Purchase Requisitions

Material Planning

Define Procurement Indicators for Material Components [OPS8]: 
Customizing Implementation Guide � Project System � Material �
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Procurement � Define Procurement Indicators for Material Compo-

nents

Catalogs (OCI interface): Customizing Implementation Guide �

Project System � Material � Interface for Procurement Using Cata-

logs (OCI)

iPPE Reference Points: Customizing Implementation Guide � Project

System � Material � Integration of the Project System with iPPE �

Define Reference Point for the Integration of the Project System

with iPPE

Define Reference Points for BOM Transfer: Customizing Implementa-

tion Guide � Project System � Material � Bill of Material Transfer �
Define Reference Points for BOM Transfer

Define Fields in BOM and Activity as Reference Point [CN38]: Cus-

tomizing Implementation Guide � Project System � Material � Bill of

Material Transfer � Define Fields in BOM and Activity as Reference

Point

Define Profiles for BOM Transfer: Customizing Implementation

Guide � Project System � Material � Bill of Material Transfer �

Define Profiles for Bill of Material Transfer

Activate MRP Groups for Requirements Grouping: Customizing

Implementation Guide � Project System � Material � Procurement �

Activate MRP Groups for Requirements Grouping

Define Checking Control [OPJK]: Customizing Implementation Guide �
Project System � Material � Availability Check � Define Checking

Control

Costs and Revenue Planning

Create CO Versions: Customizing Implementation Guide � Project

System � Costs � Create CO Versions

Create/Change Planning Profile [OPSB]: Customizing Implementa-

tion Guide � Project System � Costs � Planned Costs � Manual Cost
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Planning in WBS � Hierarchical Cost Planning � Create/Change

Planning Profile

Create Costing Variant for Unit Costing [OKKT]: Customizing Imple-

mentation Guide � Project System � Costs � Planned Costs � Manual

Cost Planning in WBS � Unit Costing � Create Costing Variant

Easy Cost Planning: Customizing Implementation Guide � Project

System � Costs � Planned Costs � Easy Cost Planning and Execution

Services � Easy Cost Planning

Define Costing Variants for Network Costing [OPL1]: Customizing

Implementation Guide � Project System � Costs � Planned Costs �

Automatic Costing in Networks/Activities � Costing � Define Cost-

ing Variants

Define Order Value Updating for Orders for Projects [OPSV]: Cus-

tomizing Implementation Guide � Project System � Costs � Planned

Costs � Define Order Value Updating for Orders for Projects

DPP Profile [ODP1]: Customizing Implementation Guide � Project

System � Revenues and Earnings � Integration with SD Documents �
Creating Quotations and Project Billing � Maintain Profiles for

Quotations and Billing

Operational Data Provisioning for Operational Analytics: SAP

NetWeaver � Search und Operational Analytics � Operational Data

Provisioning for Operational Analytics � Basic Configuration for

Operational Analytics/Define Client for Modeling

Activate BI Content Bundle for Planning: Controlling � Controlling

General � Roles for NetWeaver Business Client � Project Planer and

Calculator � Activate BI Content Bundle for Planning

D.3 Budget

For budgeting projects, you can specifically call the transactions, Cus-
tomizing activities, and menu paths listed here.
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D.3.1 Transactions in the SAP Menu

The transactions listed in this section play an important role for budget-
ing.

D.3.2 Budgeting in Project System

Original Budget [CJ30/CJ31]: Project System � Financials � Budgeting �
Original Budget � Change/Display

Supplement [CJ37/CJ36]: Project System � Financials � Budgeting �

Supplement � In Project/To Project

Return [CJ38/CJ35]: Project System � Financials � Budgeting � Return �
In Project/From Project

Transfer [CJ34]: Project System � Financials � Budgeting � Transfer

Release [CJ32/CJ33]: Project System � Financials � Budgeting �

Release � Change/Display

Mass Release of Budget for Projects [IMCBR3]: Project System �

Financials � Budgeting � Tools � Mass Release of Budget for Projects

Availability Control [CJBV/CVBW]: Project System � Financials � Bud-

geting � Tools � Activate/Deactivate Availability Control

Transfer Plan to Project Budget [IMCCP3]: Project System � Finan-

cials � Budgeting � Tools � Transfer Plan to Project Budget

Budget Carryforward [CJCO]: Project System � Financials � Year-End

Closing � Budget Carryforward

Integration for Investment Management

Plan Proposal [IM34]: Financials � Investment Management � Pro-

grams � Program Planning � Plan Proposal

Budget Distribution [IM52/IM53]: Financials � Investment Manage-

ment � Programs � Budgeting � Budget Distribution � Edit/Display
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D.3.3 Customizing Activities

The following settings can be made in Customizing for budget manage-
ment.

Budgeting in Project System

Maintain Budget Profiles [OPS9]: Customizing Implementation

Guide � Project System � Costs � Budget � Maintain Budget Profiles

Define Tolerance Limits: Customizing Implementation Guide �

Project System � Costs � Budget � Define Tolerance Limits

Specify Exempt Cost Elements [OPTK]: Customizing Implementation

Guide � Project System � Costs � Budget � Specify Exempt Cost Ele-

ments

Reconstruct Availability Control [CJBN]: Customizing Implementa-

tion Guide � Project System � Costs � Budget � Reconstruct Availabil-

ity Control

Integration for Investment Management

Define Program Types: Customizing Implementation Guide � Invest-

ment Management � Investment Programs � Master Data � Define

Program Types

D.4 Project Execution Processes

The transactions and menu paths listed in this section are available dur-
ing the execution phase of projects

D.4.1 Transactions in the SAP Menu

In this section, you can find a selection of transactions that are relevant 
for project execution.
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Account Assignment of Documents, Confirmations, and Procurement 
Processes

Purchase Requisitions [ME51N/ME52N/ME53N]: Logistics � Materi-

als Management � Purchasing � Purchase Requisition � Create/

Change/Display

Create Purchase Order [ME21N/ME25/ME58/ME59]: Logistics �

Materials Management � Purchasing � Purchase Order � Create �

Vendor/Supplying Plant Known/Vendor Unknown/Via Requisition

Assignment List/Automatically via Purchase Requisitions

Goods Receipt [MIGO]: Logistics � Materials Management � Purchas-

ing � Purchase Order � Follow-On Functions � Goods Receipt

Entry of Services [ML81N]: Logistics � Materials Management � Pur-

chasing � Purchase Order � Follow-On Functions � Service Entry

Sheet � Maintain

Activity Allocations [KB21N/KB23N/KB24N]: Project System � Finan-

cials � Actual Postings � Activity Allocation � Enter/Display/Cancel

Individual Confirmation [CN25/CN28/CN29]: Project System �

Progress � Confirmation � Individual Confirmation � Enter/Display/

Cancel/reverse

Collective Confirmation [CN27]: Project System � Progress � Confir-

mation � Collective Confirmation

CATS Classic [CAT2/CAT3]: Project System � Progress � Confirmation �
Time Sheet � CATS Classic � Record/Display Working Times

CATS for Service Providers [CATSXT/CATSXT_ADMIN]: Project Sys-

tem � Progress � Confirmation � Time Sheet � CATS for Service Provid-

ers � Record Own Working Times/Record Working Times

Transfer [CATA/CAT7/CAT6/CATM/CAT9/CAT5]: Project System �

Progress � Confirmation � Time Sheet � Transfer � All Component/

Accounting/Human Resources/External Services/Plant Mainte-

nance/Customer Service/Project System

MRP Run Project Stock [MD51]: Project System � Material � Planning �
MRP Project
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Delivery from Project [CNS0]: Project System � Material � Execution �
Delivery from Project

ProMan [CNMM]: Project System � Material � Execution � Project-

Oriented Procurement (ProMan)

Billing, Project Progress, and Claim Management

Invoice [VF01/VF02/VF03/VF04/VF11]: Logistics � Sales � Billing �

Invoice � Create/Modify/Display/Edit Billing Due List/Cancel

Resource-Related Billing [DP91/DP96/DP93]: Logistics � Sales and

Distribution � Sales � Order � Subsequent functions � Resource-

Related Billing Document/Resource-Related Billing Document

(Collective Processing)/Billing between Company Codes

Milestone Trend Analysis [CNMT]: Project System � Information Sys-

tem � Progress � Milestone Trend Analysis

Progress Determination [CNE1/CNE2]: Project System � Progress �

Progress Determination � Individual Processing/Collective Pro-

cessing

Progress Analysis Workbench [CNPAWB]: Project System � Progress �
Progress Analysis Workbench

Progress Tracking [COMPXPD/WBSXPD/NTWXPD]: Project System �

Progress � Progress Tracking/Progress Tracking for Work Break-

down Structures/Progress Tracking for Networks

Claim [CLM1/CLM2/CLM3]: Project System � Notifications � Claim �

Create/Change/Display

Claim Analyses [CLM10/CLM11]: Project System � Information Sys-

tem � Claim � Overview/Hierarchy

D.4.2 Customizing Activities

In Customizing of SAP Project System, you can make the following set-
tings with regard to project execution:
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Processes

Execution Services: Customizing Implementation Guide � Project Sys-

tem � Costs � Planned Costs � Easy Cost Planning and Execution Ser-

vices � Execution Services

Define Confirmation Parameters [OPST]: Customizing Implementa-

tion Guide � Project System � Confirmation � Define Confirmation

Parameters

CATS Time Sheet: Customizing Implementation Guide � Cross-Appli-

cation Components � Time Sheet

ProMan Profiles: Customizing Implementation Guide � Project Sys-

tem � Material � Project-Oriented Procurement (ProMan)

Project Progress and Claim Management

Progress Analysis: Customizing Implementation Guide � Project Sys-

tem � Progress � Progress Analysis

Progress Tracking: Customizing Implementation Guide � Project Sys-

tem � Progress � Progress Tracking

Claim Management: Customizing Implementation Guide � Project

System � Claim

D.5 Period-End Closing

The following transactions and Customizing activities are used for 
period-end closing.

D.5.1 Transactions in the SAP Menu

You can first view a list of transactions that are important for period-end 
closing.

Schedule Manager [SCMA]: Project System � Financials � Period-End

Closing � Schedule Manager
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Revaluation at Actual Prices [CJN1/CJN2]: Project System � Finan-

cials � Period-End Closing � Single Functions � Revaluation at

Actual Prices � Individual Processing/Collective Processing

Overhead Calculation Commitments and Actual [CJO8/CJO9/CJ44/
CJ45]: Project System � Financials � Period-End Closing � Single

Functions � Applied Overhead � Commitments: Individual Process-

ing/Commitments: Collective Processing/Individual Processing,

Actual/Collective Processing, Actual

Plan Overhead Calculation [CJ46/CJ47]: Project System � Financials �
Planning � Allocations � Overhead � Individual Processing/Collec-

tive Processing

Actual Template Allocation [CPTK/CPTL]: Project System � Financials �
Period-End Closing � Single Functions � Template Allocation � Indi-

vidual Processing/Collective Processing

Plan Template Allocation [CPUK/CPUL]: Project System � Financials �
Planning � Allocations � Template Allocation � Individual Process-

ing/Collective Processing

Actual Interest Calculation [CJZ2/CJZ1]: Project System � Financials �
Period-End Closing � Single Functions � Interest Calculation � Indi-

vidual Processing/Collective Processing

Plan Interest Calculation [CJZ3/CJZ5]: Project System � Financials �

Planning � Allocations � Interest Calculation � Individual Process-

ing/Collective Processing

Actual Results Analysis [KKA2/KKAJ]: Project System � Financials �

Period-End Closing � Single Functions � Results Analysis � Proceed �
Individual Processing/Collective Processing

Plan Results Analysis [KKA2P/KKAJP]: Project System � Financials �
Planning � Allocations � Results Analysis � Proceed � Individual Pro-

cessing/Collective Processing

Project-Based Incoming Orders [CJA2/CJA1]: Project System � Finan-

cials � Period-End Closing � Single Functions � Incoming Orders �

Individual Processing/Collective Processing
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Cost Forecast [CJ9L/CJ9M]: Project System � Financials � Period-End

Closing � Single Functions � Cost Forecast � Individual Processing/

Collective Processing/Forecast Workbench

Settlement Rule [CJB2/CJB1]: Project System � Financials � Period-

End Closing � Single Functions � Settlement Rule � Individual Pro-

cessing/Collective Processing

Actual Settlement [CJ88/CJ8G/CJIC]: Project System � Financials �

Period-End Closing � Single Functions � Settlement � Individual Pro-

cessing/Collective Processing/Line Item Apportionment

Plan Settlement [CJ9E/CJ9G]: Project System � Financials � Planning �
Allocations � Settlement � Individual Processing/Collective Pro-

cessing

D.5.2 Customizing Activities

The following adaption options are available in Customizing of SAP 
Project System for period-end closing.

Overhead Calculation: Customizing Implementation Guide � Project

System � Costs � Automatic and Periodic Allocations � Overhead

Template Allocation: Customizing Implementation Guide � Project

System � Costs � Automatic and Periodic Allocations � Template –
Allocation of Overhead

Interest Calculation: Customizing Implementation Guide � Project

System � Costs � Automatic and Periodic Allocations � Interest Cal-

culation

Results Analysis: Customizing Implementation Guide � Project Sys-

tem � Revenues and Earnings � Automatic and Periodic Allocations �
Results Analysis

Project-Based Incoming Orders: Customizing Implementation Guide �
Project System � Revenues and Earnings � Automatic and Periodic

Allocations � Incoming Orders
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Forecast Workbench: Customizing Implementation Guide � Project

System � Costs � Actual Costs and Expectation � Specify Settings for

Forecast Workbench

Settlement: Customizing Implementation Guide � Project System �

Costs � Automatic and Periodic Allocations � Settlement

D.6 Reporting

Finally, the following lists the basic transactions, Customizing activities, 
and menu paths that are available in reporting.

D.6.1 Transactions in the SAP Menu

You can call the transactions listed here in Project Information System: 
Structures, Project Information System: Financials, and for logistical 
reports.

Info System Structures

(Project) Structure Overview [CN41N/CN41]: Project System � Infor-

mation System � Structures � Project Structure Overview/Structure

Overview

Individual Overviews: Project System � Information System � Struc-

tures � Individual Overviews

Enhanced Individual Overviews: Project System � Information Sys-

tem � Structures � Enhanced Individual Overviews

Change Documents [CN60/CJCS/CN61]: Project System � Information

System � Structures � Change Documents � For Project/Network/For

Standard WBS/For Standard Network

Info System Controlling and Summarization

Form [CJE4/CJE5/CJE6]: Project System � Information System � Tools �
Hierarchy Reports � Form � Create/Change/Display
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(Hierarchy) Report [CJE1/CJE2/CJE3/CJE0]: Project System � Infor-

mation System � Tools � Hierarchy Reports � Report � Create/Change/

Display/Execute

Plan-Based Standard Hierarchy Reports: Project System � Informa-

tion System � Financials � Costs � Plan-Based � Hierarchical

Budget-Related Standard Hierarchy Reports: Project System � Infor-

mation System � Financials � Costs � Budget-Related

Revenues/Results-Based Standard Hierarchy Reports: Project System �
Information System � Financials � Revenues and Earnings � Hierar-

chical

Report Group [GR51/GR52/GR53/GR54/GR55]: Project System �

Information System � Tools � Cost Element Reports � Define � Report

Writer � Report Group � Create/Change/Display/Delete/Execute

Cost Element Report [GRR1/GRR2/GRR3/GR34]: Project System �

Information System � Tools � Cost Element Reports � Define � Report �
Create/Change/Display/Delete

Plan-Based Standard Cost Element Reports: Project System � Infor-

mation System � Financials � Costs � Plan-Based � By Cost Element

Revenues/Earnings-Based Standard Cost Element Reports: Project

System � Information System � Financials � Revenues and Earnings �
By Cost Element

Line Items Reports: Project System � Information System � Financials �
Line Items

Standard Payment Reports: Project System � Information System �

Financials � Payments

Summarization [CJH1/CJH2/KKRC]: Project System � Information

System � Tools � Summarization � Inheritance/Inheritance Evalua-

tion/Summarization

Summarization Standard Reports: Project System � Information Sys-

tem � Financials � Summarization
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Logistical Reports

Orders for Project [ME5J/ME5K]: Project System � Information Sys-

tem � Material � Purchase Requisitions � For Project/For Account

Assignment

Orders for Project [ME5J/ME5K]: Project System � Information Sys-

tem � Material � Purchase Orders � For Project/For Account Assign-

ment

Material Reports [CN52N/MD04/CO24/MB25/MD4C/MBBS]: Project

System � Information System � Material � Material Components/

Stock/Requirements/Missing Parts/Reservations/Order Report/Val-

uated Project Stock

Capacity Evaluation Work Center View [CM01/CM02/CM03/CM04/
CM05]: Project System � Resources � Capacity Requirements Planning �
Evaluation � Work Center View � Load/Orders/Pool/Backlog/Over-

load

Extended Evaluation [CM50/CM51/CM52]: Project System �

Resources � Capacity Requirements Planning � Evaluation �

Extended Evaluation � Work Center View/Individual Capacity

View/Order View

Extended Evaluation Project View [CM53/CM54/CM55]: Project Sys-

tem � Resources � Capacity Requirements Planning � Evaluation �

Extended Evaluation � Project View � WBS Element/Version/Ver-

sion/Work Center/Version

D.6.2 Customizing Activities

You can run the following Customizing activities for reporting.

Selection

Database Profile [OPTX]: Customizing Implementation Guide �

Project System � Information System � Selection � Define Database

Selection Profile
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Project View for Information System [OPUR]: Customizing Imple-

mentation Guide � Project System � Information System � Selection �
Define Project View for Information System

Status Selection Profile [BS42]: Customizing Implementation Guide �
Project System � Information System � Selection � Define Selection

Profiles for Information System

Info System Structures

PS Info Profile [OPSM]: Customizing Implementation Guide � Project

System � Information System � Technical Project Reports � Define

Overall Profiles for Information System

Define Profiles for Calling Overviews [OPSL]: Customizing Implemen-

tation Guide � Project System � Information System � Technical

Project Reports � Define Profiles for Calling Overviews

Info System Controlling and Summarization

Value Categories: Customizing Implementation Guide � Project Sys-

tem � Costs � Value Categories

Commitment Items: Customizing Implementation Guide � Project

System � Payments � Commitment Items

Activate Project Cash Management [OPI6]: Customizing Implementa-

tion Guide � Project System � Payments � Activate Project Cash Man-

agement in Company Code

Import Hierarchy Reports [CJEQ]: Customizing Implementation

Guide � Project System � Information System � Costs/Revenues Infor-

mation System � Hierarchy Report � Import Reports

Import Cost Element Reports [OKSR]: Customizing Implementation

Guide � Project System � Information System � Costs/Revenues Infor-

mation System � Cost Element Analysis � Standard Reports � Import

Reports

Rebuild Project Information Database [CJEN]: Customizing Imple-

mentation Guide � Project System � Information System � Costs/
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Revenues Information System � Project Info Database (Costs, Reve-

nues, Finances) � Rebuild Project Information Database

Maintain Summarization Hierarchy [KKR0]: Customizing Implemen-

tation Guide � Project System � Information System � Responsibility

Accounting � Project Summarization � Maintain Summarization

Hierarchy

Logistical Reports

Profiles for Capacity Evaluation [OPA2 – OPA6]: Customizing Imple-

mentation Guide � Production � Capacity Requirements Planning �

Evaluation � Profiles � Define Selection Profiles/Options Profiles/

List Profiles/Graphic Profiles/Overall Profiles

Profiles for Enhanced Evaluation [OPD0 – OPD4]: Customizing Imple-

mentation Guide � Production � Capacity Requirements Planning �

Capacity Leveling and Extended Evaluation � Define Overall

Profile/Selection Profile/Time Profile/Evaluation Profile/Period

Profile
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Appropriation request, 281
Approval phase, 131, 261
Approval process, 510, 511
Archiving, 61, 126, 530

object, 128
Assembly, 24, 183, 186, 195, 211, 324

processing, 82, 114, 148
type, 117

Asset, 287, 420, 431, 434
accounting, 32, 287, 420, 434

Asset Under Construction (AUC), 78, 
287, 422, 431

Assigned additive networks, 488
Assignment, 425
AUC � Asset Under Construction (AUC)
Authorization, 22, 80, 96, 105, 503

concept, 17, 22, 503
Availability check, 186, 208, 210, 332, 

446
Availability control, 32, 61, 262, 264, 

273, 279, 295, 298, 539, 540
actions, 275
activation, 278
business transaction group, 276
check, 275
tolerance limit, 276

Available capacity, 90, 158, 175, 477

B

Background job, 97, 121, 238, 500
Background saving, 97
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BAdI, 14, 184, 243, 315, 335, 349, 356, 
428, 506

Balancing object, 381, 388
BAPI, 16, 317, 410, 493, 494, 506, 519
Bar chart, 87
Base planning object, 221
Baselining, 133
Basic date, 132, 133, 147, 152, 242, 292, 

533
Basic key figure, 462
BCWP value, 346
BCWS value, 346
Bill of material (BOM), 191, 194, 199, 

211, 324, 534
explosion, 187, 196, 211, 324
item, 192, 195
mapping data, 202
material BOM, 195
sales order BOM, 199
transfer, 196, 197, 537
work breakdown structure BOM, 196

Billing, 73
document, 294
element, 31, 38, 250, 383, 400, 408, 

410
milestone billing, 337
plan, 69, 124, 251, 257, 337
request, 342, 470
resource-related, 337, 339, 342
rule, 251, 337

Bottom-up projecting, 135
Budget, 261, 271, 280, 467, 514

advance, 270
assignment, 285
carry forward, 270, 272, 539
check, 270
current, 267
distribution, 286
line item, 266
mass release, 271
monitoring, 32, 262
profile, 262, 265, 277, 287, 540
release, 270
return, 267, 283
supplement, 268, 283
transfer, 267, 269

Budget, 261, 271, 280, 467, 514 (Cont.)
type, 283
update, 267
value, 262, 352, 451, 488

Budget management, across projects, 
280, 287

Budgeting, 246, 261, 267, 270, 276, 282, 
540
adjust plan/budget, 272
check, 265
consistency check, 272
copy view, 263
currency recalculation, 272
fiscal year-dependent value, 265
plan transfer, 272
revaluate, 264
save, 267
total up, 265
total value, 265

Business area, 28, 30, 47, 363, 386, 427
Business object type, 493
Business partner, 502
Business process, 369, 374, 377
Business transaction, 474

C

Calculate end date, 139
Calculate start date, 138
Calculation key, 49
Capacity category, 160, 481, 485, 536
Capacity leveling, 90, 158, 173, 534
Capacity load, 480
Capacity planning board, 174
Capacity report, 126, 165, 310, 479

capacity details, 481, 485
enhanced capacity evaluations, 484
overall profile, 480, 485
standard overview, 481, 485
variable overview, 483

Capacity requirement, 49, 65, 78, 90, 
126, 133, 147, 158, 161, 164, 165, 
303, 315, 479, 484
actual, 166, 486
individual overview, 449
planned, 165
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Capacity requirement, 49, 65, 78, 90, 
126, 133, 147, 158, 161, 164, 165, 
303, 315, 479, 484 (Cont.)
planning, 158, 173, 480
remaining, 165

Capacity split, 166, 307, 484
Cash flow, 470
Catalog, 182, 187, 194
CATS � Cross-Application Time Sheet
Change document, 38, 62, 449
Change profile, 63, 113
Characteristic, 112, 229

valuation, 229
value assignment, 111

Check control, 208, 210
Checking rule, 210
Checklist, 503
Claim, 129

external claim, 360
internal claim, 360

Claim Management, 359, 542, 543
activity, 361, 363
consequences long text, 360
reasons long text, 360
task, 361, 363

Class, 112, 231
Classification, 38, 61, 75, 231, 488
CO version, 92, 120, 214, 222, 225, 227, 

232, 243, 250, 261, 264, 396, 410, 
415, 417, 452, 464, 491, 537

Coding mask, 26, 36, 39, 45, 115
Customizing, 40
key, 40
lock indicator, 40
section, 40
special characters, 42
structure length, 42

Collection, 510
Collective purchase requisition, 180
Collective stock, 187, 323, 329
Commitment, 63, 179, 272, 295, 318, 

323, 327, 375, 412, 451, 467
items, 381, 385, 452, 471, 474, 549

Company code, 27, 30, 47, 342, 386, 
427, 473

Company structure, 30, 471

Completion confirmation slip, 66
Configuration profile, 113
Confirmation, 66, 150, 291, 294, 302, 

304, 309, 312, 349, 369, 413, 446, 
481, 543
activities, 317
collective confirmation, 310, 541
final, 302
individual confirmation, 309
individual overview, 449
parameter, 60, 294, 302, 307, 310, 543
partial, 302
process control, 306
summary confirmation, 311

Connection mode, 54, 85, 89
Control key, 49, 57, 65, 67, 140, 238, 

302, 309, 532
PS01, 49
PS02, 50
PS03, 53
PS05, 51

Control lists, 29
Controlling, 213, 501
Controlling area, 27, 30, 47, 295, 351, 

373, 401, 409, 418, 489
currency, 27, 218, 266, 271, 381, 404, 

448
CO-PA � Profitability Analysis (CO-PA)
Copy function, 215, 315, 356
Cost activity, 52, 53, 141, 241, 414
Cost center, 220, 224, 227, 228, 258, 

365, 369, 372, 377, 420, 426, 432
planning, 225

Cost collector, 362
Cost element, 53, 213, 220, 227, 228, 

238, 241, 258, 261, 327, 373, 381, 
385, 396, 401, 408, 419, 422, 452, 
461, 463, 514
group, 462
planning, 223
report, 416, 460, 465, 491, 547, 549

Cost estimate, 233
Cost forecast, 412, 415, 545
Cost object, 420
Cost Performance Index (CPI), 346
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Cost planning, 249, 261, 359
by cost element, 213, 219, 223, 227, 

237, 244
by date, 213, 223, 237, 244
check, 218
copy, 232
copy view, 218
detailed planning, 223
distribution, 224
hierarchical, 216, 264
integrated planning, 225
manual, 213
planned total, 218, 222
revaluate, 218
total up, 218
total value, 216, 218

Cost project, 383
Cost structure, 261
Costing item, 219, 227, 299
Costing model, 227
Costing sheet, 223, 225, 228, 372, 378, 

506
Costing structure, 228
Costing variant, 61, 222, 232, 243, 306, 

326, 372, 538
Costs element, 55, 241
Costs of work performed, 345
Costs, at completion, 413
Costs, to complete, 412
cProjects, 501
Create network, 72
Cross-Application Time Sheet (CATS), 

166, 299, 312
Cumulated available capacity, 485
Currencies, 466
Currency, 266, 460

CO area currency, 266, 271, 277
company code currency, 404
controlling area currency, 381, 404
object currency, 266, 271, 277, 448
transaction currency, 266
translation, 218

Customer enhancement, 14, 29, 46, 96, 
99, 120, 129, 154, 177, 238, 258, 314, 
326, 351, 381, 443, 453, 488, 512

Customer inquiry, 254, 256

Customer project, 100, 119, 383
Customer quotation, 252, 257, 470
Customized extension, 81
Customizing, 27, 45, 47, 65, 95, 98, 103, 

116, 122, 134, 141, 152, 159, 169, 
184, 192, 203, 232, 246, 252, 305, 
315, 335, 373, 402, 418, 423, 457, 
471, 480, 486, 503, 506, 513, 530
coding masks, 45

Customizing activity
BS42 (Define Selection Profiles for Infor-

mation System), 441
CJBN (Recontruct Availability Control), 

279
CJEN (Rebuild Project Information Data-

base), 453
CJEQ (Import Reports), 453
CMPC (Define Profiles for Workforce 

Planning), 169
CN38 (Define Fields in BOM and Activity 

as Reference Point), 198
CO82 (Interval Maintenance, Order), 61
CPT2 (Maintain Templates), 377
CTU6 (Maintain Environments and 

Function Trees), 378
Define Execution Service Profile, 300
Define Tolerance Limits, 276
FIPOS (Create/Assign Commitment 

Items), 472
FM3N (Assignment G/L Account/Com-

mitment Item), 473
FMCIA (Create Individual Commitment 

Items Manually), 384, 471
KANK (Set Up Number Range for Daily 

Payment Planning), 384
KANK (Set Up Number Range for Exact-

to-the-Day Payment Planning), 473
KEN1 (Number Assignment for Actual 

Postings), 409
KEQ3 (Define Characteristics of Profita-

bility Segments), 409
KP80 (Maintain Specific Distribution 

Keys), 224
KTPF (Assign Templates), 378
ODP1 (Maintain Profiles for Quotations 

and Billing), 257
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Customizing activity (Cont.)
OITA (Define Investment Profile), 432
OK02 (Create Status Profile), 79
OKG2 (Results Analysis Version), 396
OKG3 (Valuation Methods for Results 

Analysis), 398
OKG4 (Update for Results Analysis), 402
OKG5 (Define Line ID), 401
OKG8 (Assign FI Posting Rules to 

Results), 402
OKKT (Create Costing Variant), 222
OKS7 (Generate Reports), 461
OKSR (Import Reports), 461
OP21 (Maintain Formula Definitions), 

161
OP45 (Define Usage), 159
OP4A (Define Shift Sequences), 161
OPH4 (Post Follow-Up from Materials 

Management Documents), 475
OPI2 (Assign Cost Elements to Value 

Categories), 409
OPI6 (Activate Project Cash Manage-

ment in Company Code), 473
OPIB (Detailed Settings for Interest Pro-

file), 385
OPIE (Define Interest Indicator), 381
OPJJ (Define Scope of Check), 208
OPJK (Define Checking Control), 211
OPK5 (Define Reasons for Variances), 

305
OPS8 (Define Procurement Indicators for 

Material Components), 192
OPS9 (Maintain Budget Profile), 262
OPSA (Create Project Profile), 37
OPSC (Maintain Network Types), 60
OPSJ (Define Project Coding Mask), 40
OPSK (Define Special Characters for Pro-

jects), 42
OPST (Define Confirmation Parameters), 

307
OPSU (Define Control Key), 65
OPSV (Define Order Value Updating for 

Orders for Projects), 274
OPT6 (Define Milestone Groups for Stan-

dard Milestones), 69

Customizing activity (Cont.)
OPTK (Specify Exempt Cost Elements), 

275
OPTT (Account Assignment Categories 

and Document Types for Purchase 
Requisitions), 179

OPTX (Define Database Selection Pro-
file), 440

OPUR (Define Project View for Informa-
tion System), 443

OPUS (Stipulate Version Keys for the 
Simulation), 124

OPUU (Maintain Network Profiles), 64, 
177

OPUV (Specify Parameters for Network 
Type), 61

RCNPRECP (Activation of ECP Plan Ver-
sions), 232

CV value, 346

D

Data entry profile, 315
Data selection, 95, 438, 441, 451, 463, 

480
Data set, 94, 126
Data transfer, 500
Database profile, 123, 438, 452, 548
Database table, 462, 527
Date, 241

category, 251
check, 136, 156
constraints, 142
earliest, 139, 144, 163, 238, 292
extrapolate, 135, 153, 156
inherit, 135, 156
latest, 139, 145, 163, 292
monitoring, 149
overview, 154
planning, 536
range, 135
scheduled, 139
shift, 135

Debit, 434
Debit type, 452
Decision point, 510
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Degree of processing, 294, 302, 304, 312
Deletion flag, 126
Deletion indicator, 127
Delivery address, 188, 193
Delivery from project, 322, 330, 334, 

542
Delivery information, 331
Dependent requirement, 324, 334
Derivation rule, 231
Detailed list, 272, 367, 376, 411, 427, 

455
Detailed planning, 250, 264

activity input planning, 223, 226
cost element planning, 223, 226, 234, 

250
Difference column, 446
DIP profile, 254, 257, 340, 538

characteristic, 258
source, 258

Display variants, 467
Distribution channel, 257
Distribution function, 163
Distribution key, 53, 162, 164, 224, 242, 

250, 484
Distribution rule, 421, 425, 433
Distribution strategy, 162
Division, 257
Document, 75

info record, 75, 76
management, 75, 360
overview, 299
type, 116, 179, 258, 300, 338, 438

Down payment, 73, 239, 294, 338, 475
request, 337, 342, 470, 475

Draft, 97, 126, 156
Draft Workbench, 97
Drilldown, 458
Drilldown list, 455
Drilldown report � Hierarchy report
Duration, 49, 140, 141, 144, 162

flexible, 144
reduction, 141
scheduling-relevant, 66, 138, 144, 292

Dynamic selection, 367, 440, 452, 477

E

Earned value, 352
Easy Cost Planning, 124, 133, 227, 232, 

264, 299, 375, 379, 535, 538
ECC system, 13, 22
Edit mode, shared mode, 96
Element hierarchy, 31
Elements, 55
Elimination of internal business volume, 

435
Enhancement Package (EHP)

EHP2, 58
EHP3, 17, 22, 29, 50, 128, 180, 184, 

189, 194, 227, 238, 243, 248, 335, 
355, 356, 417, 427, 441, 493

EHP4, 82, 94, 126
EHP5, 100, 119, 157
EHP6, 14, 82, 94, 99, 154, 215, 233, 

237, 437, 468
Enterprise services, 16, 493, 523
Entry of service, 541
EPC, 499
EPS interface, 493
Error log, 376
Error logs and cancellation, 388
Estimate at completion, 413
Estimate to completion, 412
Evaluation model, 511
Exception, 123, 170, 445, 460
Exception profile, 336
Exchange rate type, 218
Execution factor, 48, 114
Execution Service, 233, 299, 543
Exempt cost element, 262, 275, 540
Expert mode, 466
External element, 55, 176, 239, 317
External processing, 176, 239, 317, 413
Externally processed activity, 50, 66, 140
Extract, 466

F

Factory calendar, 54, 134, 140, 160
FI, 28, 299, 420
Field key, 35, 44, 67
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Field selection, 29, 102, 184, 286, 294, 
309, 316, 444, 481, 485

Field, referenced, 38
Filter criterion, 441
Filter function, 107, 360, 444, 448
Final confirmation, 164, 291, 309
Financial data, 512
Financials, 505
Finish-start relationship, 54, 86, 139
Fiscal year, 272
Fixed dates, 73
Flexible detail screen, 103
Float, 86, 143

free float, 144
total float, 143

Floorplan Manager, 235
Flow control, 354
FM area, 470, 473
Following activities, 71
Forecast data, 165, 293, 302, 304, 307, 

365, 412, 453
Forecast date, 132, 293, 304, 534
Forecast version, 415
Forecast Workbench, 417, 546
Form, 455
Formula, 44, 140, 161, 229, 238, 377
Functional area, 61
Fund, 262, 273

reservation, 274
Funds commitment, 295, 298
Funds Management, 36

G

Gantt chart, 98, 155, 446
General Ledger (G/L), 327, 386

account, 472
General selections, 464
Goods issue, 186, 233, 294, 299, 300, 

306, 325, 335, 415
Goods receipt, 185, 294, 295, 297, 320, 

323, 326, 328, 335, 541
Grouping indicator, 29, 180
Grouping WBS element, 33, 205, 206
Grouping, Pegging, Distribution (GPD), 

208

H

Hierarchical cost planning, 216, 264
Hierarchy, 84, 256, 366, 442, 448

graphic, 85
node, 487

Hierarchy report, 407, 411, 416, 435, 
452, 458, 473, 475, 487, 549
functions, 460
output type, 453

I

Implementation phase, 131, 185, 289, 
474

Inclusion, 82
Incoming orders, 405, 411, 544

determination, 406
project-related, 405, 435

Incoming payments, 452
Indicator, operational, 31, 85, 295
Individual capacity, 161, 166, 174, 477, 

485
Individual overview, 438, 448, 479

ALV-based, 450
enhanced, 451

Individual phases, 510
Info System

Financials, 437
Structures, 208, 437

Infotype, 166, 315
Initiative, 510
Input help, 42
Input template, 124
Integrated planning, 33, 225, 244
Integrated Product and Process Enginee-

ring � iPPE
Interest, 380, 388

indicator, 381
profile, 381, 382

Interests, 452
Interface, 194, 317, 493, 499
Internal element, 55, 238
Internal order, 20, 245, 281, 362, 363, 

374, 488, 506
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Internally processed activity, 49, 158, 
161, 169, 238, 413

Internet service CNW4, 75
Investment Management, 262, 280, 287, 

432, 539
Investment measure, 281, 283, 285
Investment profile, 287, 381, 422, 432
Investment program, 280

definition, 280
position, 280, 282, 284

Investment project, 428
Invoice receipt, 185, 295, 297, 320, 323, 

414
Invoicing plan, 69, 73, 239, 241, 414
Invoicing rule, 239
iPPE, 35, 39, 201, 534
Item category, 184, 187, 192, 195, 219, 

228, 241, 242, 414
Item view, 228
Item, dynamic, 255, 258, 340, 395

J

Job monitor, 128
Joint Venture Accounting, 35

K

Key date, 413
Key figure, 510

type, 247

L

Layout, 99, 335, 447, 467
Lean Staffing, 157
Level, 31, 86, 135, 153, 196, 265, 286, 

400, 489, 505
Library, 462
Limit of values, 52, 182
Line ID, 401
Line item, 219, 244, 381, 384, 434

report, 451, 467, 468, 475
Liquidity Planner, 470
Location, 28
Lock period, 403

Log, 98, 106, 128, 299, 355, 379, 388, 
428, 497

Logistics, 476
Long text, 26, 68, 176, 448
Loop analysis, 87, 98, 155

M

Maintenance Event Builder, 59
Mass change, 105, 530
Material, 183

component, 55, 90, 133, 145, 183, 192, 
199, 208, 211, 242, 296, 306, 322, 
331, 355, 414, 449, 479, 495

forecasting, 65, 239
group, 51, 177, 183, 318
master, 191, 373
master data, 116, 477
number, 184, 193, 195, 220, 228, 242, 

255, 258, 259, 334, 340
planning, 21, 183, 201, 206, 212
report, 479
stock, 205, 326, 477

Materials Requirement Planning (MRP), 
297

Measurement method, 347, 354
Actual = Planned, 349
Cost Proportional, 348
Estimates, 349
Milestones, 348
Quantity Proportional, 348
Secondary Proportionality, 349
Start-Finish 0-100, 347
Start-Finish 20-80, 347
Time Proportionality, 347

Microsoft Project, 494, 495
summary task, 495
task, 495

Microsoft Project Server, 499
Milestone, 45, 55, 67, 69, 114, 137, 145, 

239, 251, 294, 337, 344, 348, 355, 450
billing, 70, 252, 294
fixed date, 70
function, 71
functions, 57
group, 69, 533
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Milestone, 45, 55, 67, 69, 114, 137, 145, 
239, 251, 294, 337, 344, 348, 355, 450 
(Cont.)
identification, 69
individual overview, 449
trend analysis, 70, 121, 343, 542

Missing part, 208, 479
Model service specifications, 52
MRP controller, 46, 65, 113, 186, 323
MRS, 169
Multiple language support, 74
Multiproject monitor, 503

N

Network, 17, 20, 46, 138, 157, 183, 415, 
479, 494, 498, 530
activity account assignment, 63, 185, 

243, 297, 415, 474
customize structure, 59
functions, 21
graphic, 20, 86
header, 46, 47, 68, 148, 191, 208, 243
header account assignment, 63, 243
identification, 46
individual overview, 449
necessary customizing, 67
operative, 67, 111, 114
profile, 47, 64, 103, 122, 177, 182, 

192, 239, 241, 309, 488, 532
release, 63
scheduling, 138, 145, 155
type, 47, 60, 61, 67, 150, 307, 309, 

425, 532
Network costing, 124, 212, 237, 244, 

375, 379, 535
asynchronous, 238, 474
update, 238

Non-stock item, 184, 188, 242, 323, 414
Non-working time, 140
Notification type, 360, 363
Number assignment, 43, 61
Number range, 60, 384, 386

intervals, 68

O

Object class, 30, 61
Object currency, 27, 30, 218, 266, 271, 

448
Object dependencies, 111

global, 113
local, 113
procedure, 113
selection condition, 113

Object links, 503, 507, 510, 512
Object selection, 80, 367, 375, 411, 416, 

441, 496
Object service, generic, 74
Object type, 74, 79, 87, 105, 155, 249, 

350, 438
Object-specific authorizations, 39
OCI interface, 182, 194, 537
Open order value, 405
Open PS for Microsoft Project, 495
Operative structure, 22
Oracle Primavera, 494, 499
Order, 47, 205, 209, 245, 274, 276, 294, 

313, 366, 400, 435, 488
activity-assigned, 245
history, 406
individual overview, 449
start date, 228
type, 47, 61, 67, 117, 159, 171, 245, 

274, 351, 363
value update, 274
value updating, 246, 363, 538

Original budget, 263, 267, 539
Outline agreement, 50, 177, 180, 318, 

478
Overall network scheduling, 115, 138, 

148, 534
Overall planning, 216, 234
Overall profile, 485
Overhead allocation, 435
Overhead calculation, 545
Overhead key, 378
Overhead rate, 221, 224, 225, 228, 244, 

372, 375
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P

PA transfer structure, 409, 425
Parameter, 227

for network scheduling, 145
for network type, 61, 179, 243, 428, 

429, 532
for subnetworks, 67

Partial confirmation, 291, 416
Partner determination procedure, 28, 43, 

257
Partner overview, 449
Payment, 238, 252, 451, 467, 475

data, 470, 473
Payment scheduling

automatic, 474
manual, 474

Percentage of completion, 70, 294, 345, 
350, 354

Performance, 38, 80, 82, 94, 98, 130, 
441, 453
improvement options, 82

Period-end closing, 204, 249, 295, 327, 
365, 375, 420

Person
qualification, 166, 168
responsible, 28, 44
work center assignment, 167

Personnel number, 307, 315
Personnel resource, 161, 166, 486, 498
Phase, 503
Plan line item, 219, 222, 226, 244, 467
Planned costs, 65, 215, 237, 261, 326, 

394, 413, 514
Planned date, 21
Planned delivery time, 66, 140
Planned order, 324, 334
Planned order, individual overview, 449
Planned settlement, 225, 244
Planned total, 246
Planner profile, 226, 250
Planning

BW integrated, 235
element, 31, 215
layout, 226, 250
method, 137

Planning (Cont.)
network, 61, 204, 242, 415
open, 137
period, 89, 247
phase, 186, 214, 239, 261
profile, 31, 215, 218, 227, 232, 250, 

537
round, 237
stage, 57
template, 227
workforce, 90, 148, 168, 486

Planning board assistant, 89
Planning board profile, 87, 91
Planning data, 45, 124, 131, 254, 412, 

420, 474, 511
transfer, 421

Plant, 28, 47, 220, 307
Plant and network type, 64
Plant maintenance order, 58, 90, 98, 149, 

154, 156, 158, 245, 281, 313, 488
Pool of confirmations, 311
Position, 167
Post-evaluation period, 92
Posting specifications, 386
PPM Customizing, 510
PPM Portfolio Management, 501, 507

capacity planning, 510
classification hierarchy, 508
evaluation model, 510
financial planning, 510
financials integration, 512
item, 509, 511
portfolio, 507
portfolio bucket, 507
portfolio item, 507
questionnaire, 510
review, 511
scoreboard, 511
what-if scenario, 511

PPM Project Management, 501
controlling methods, 505
controlling scenario, 506
financials integration, 505
project element, 507
project type, 506
resource planning, 501
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PPM Project Management, 501 (Cont.)
roles, 502
transfer, 506

PPM � SAP Portfolio and Project 
Management (PPM)

Predecessor, 54
Preevaluation period, 92
Preliminary planning, 131, 213
Preq � Purchase requisition
Presales phase, 254
Preview area, 84
Price, 365, 369, 377

actual price, 367, 371
calculation, 420
planned price, 370

Pricing, 255, 341
Print control, 66
Priority, 33, 67, 140
Process control, 367, 371
Process costs, 221, 370
Processing type, 366, 431, 434
Procurement indicator, 192, 536
Procurement type, 188, 193, 322
Production order, 158, 245, 325, 328, 

332, 334, 483
Production resources and tools, indivi-

dual overview, 449
Professional Services, 157
Profile for workforce planning, 536
Profit, 249

center, 28, 47, 363, 396, 427
Profit and loss statement, 391
Profitability, 249
Profitability Analysis (CO-PA), 389, 396, 

405, 409, 411, 420, 425, 426
Program type, 280, 287, 540
Progress analysis, 302, 345, 352, 543
Progress Analysis Workbench, 317, 353, 

542
Progress tracking, 289, 320, 335, 355, 

476, 542
date, 356
event, 356
event scenario, 356
profile, 357
status, 357

Progress version, 348, 352
Project Builder, 82, 84, 94, 124, 228, 

248, 254, 310, 529
Project cache, 98
Project Cash Management � PS Cash 

Management
Project currency, 27
Project definition, 25, 45, 134, 137, 154, 

191, 205, 215, 227, 257, 262, 366, 
425, 494, 529
identification, 26
individual overview, 449

Project Editor, 94, 154
Project implementation, 191, 252, 289, 

502
Project information database, 453
Project Information System

Financials, 123, 451, 469
Structures, 208, 448, 451, 476, 479

Project order, 186
Project organization, 167
Project Planner and Cost Estimator, 234, 

438
Project Planning Board, 87, 90, 124, 134, 

156, 165, 310, 529
diagram section, 88
scale profile, 92
table section, 88
time profile, 92
time scale profile, 92

Project portfolio, 507
Project priority, 43
Project profile, 27, 37, 103, 137, 152, 

154, 205, 215, 225, 257, 263, 300, 
372, 382, 395, 425, 427, 531

Project progress, 343
Project stock, 28, 61, 187, 191, 203, 206, 

242, 324, 332, 479
nonvaluated, 204
valuated, 204

Project structure indicator, 399
Project Structure Overview, 438, 448
Project structuring, phase-based, 501
Project summarization, 33, 38, 487

data summarization, 490
inheritance, 489
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Project summarization, 33, 38, 487 
(Cont.)
summarization hierarchy, 491

Project type, 33, 43, 109, 441, 487, 506
Project version, 65, 70, 121, 122, 345, 

446, 448, 530, 533
Project-oriented procurement � ProMan
Project-related payment data, 475
ProMan, 289, 332, 335, 476, 542

exception profile, 336
ProMan profile, 336

PS Cash Management, 239, 251, 467, 
470, 473, 475, 549

PS info profile, 439, 443, 449, 549
PS network, 503
PS text, 45, 55, 68, 74, 176
Purchase order, 179, 205, 209, 274, 276, 

295, 298, 318, 320, 323, 327, 334, 
356, 359, 413, 470, 475, 477, 541

Purchase requisition, 51, 177, 179, 182, 
185, 205, 209, 233, 274, 277, 295, 
298, 300, 317, 323, 327, 334, 359, 
413, 470, 475, 477, 541

Purchasing document, 129, 157, 179, 
204, 291, 298, 317, 477

Purchasing group, 51, 177, 183, 318
Purchasing info record, 50, 177, 180, 

193, 220, 228, 239, 242, 318, 334
Purchasing organization, 51, 177, 220

Q

Quotation creation, 254, 257
Quotation phase, 123, 131, 257

R

Ranking list, 460
Rate, 219, 222, 232, 238, 243, 305

of capacity utilization, 160
type, 266

Reduction, 61
strategy, 141
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